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Description

The present invention relates to the field of distribution and usage rights enforcement for digitally encoded works.
A fundamental issue facing the publishing and information industries as they consider electronic publishing is how

to prevent the unauthorized and unaccounted distribution or usage of electronically published materials. Electronically
published materials are typically distributed in a digital form and recreated on a computer based system having the
capability to recreate the materials. Audio and video recordings, software, books and multimedia works are all being
electronically published. Companies in these industries receive royalties for each accounted for delivery of the mate-
rials, eg. the sale of an audio CD at a retail outlet. Any unaccounted distribution of a work results in an unpaid royalty
(e.g. copying the audio recording CD to another digital medium.)

The ease in which electronically published works can be 'perfectly' reproduced and distributed is a major concern.
The transmission of digital works over networks is commonplace. One such widely used network is the Internet. The

Internet is a widespread network facility by which computer users in many universities. corporations and government
entities communicate and trade ideas and information. Computer bulletin boards found on the Internet and commercial

networks such as CompuServ and Prodigy allow for the posting and retrieving of digital information. lnforrnation services

such as Dialog and LEXIS/NEXIS provide databases of current information on a wide variety of topics. Another factor
which will exacerbate the situation is the development and expansion of the National lnforrnation Infrastructure (the
NH). It is anticipated that, as the NH grows, the transmission of digital works over networks will increase many times
over. It would be desirable to utilize the NH for distribution of digital works without the fear of widespread unauthorized
copying.

The most straightforward way to curb unaccounted distribution is to prevent unauthorized copying and transmis-
sion. For existing materials that are distributed in digital form, various safeguards are used. in the case of software,

copy protection schemes which limit the number of copies that can be made or which corrupt the output when copying
is detected have been employed. Another scheme causes software to become disabled after a predetermined period
of time has lapsed. A technique used for workstation based software is to require that a special hardware device must

be present on the workstation in order for the software to run, e.g., see USA—4,932,054 entitled 'Method and Apparatus
for Protecting Computer Software Utilizing Coded Filter Network in Conjunction with an Active Coded Hardware Device.

' Such devices are provided with the software and are commonly referred to as dongles.

Yet another scheme is to distribute software, but which requires a "key' to enable its use. This is employed in
distribution schemes where 'demos' of the software are provided on a medium along with the entire product. The
demos can be freely used, but in order to use the actual product, the key must be purchased. These schemes do not
hinder copying of the software once the key is initially purchased.

It is an object of the present invention to provide an improved system and method for controlling the use and
distribution of digital works.

The invention accordingly provides a system and method as claimed in the accompanying claims.

In a system for the control of distribution and use of digital works, a fee reporting mechanism for reporting fees
associated with such distribution and use is disclosed. The system includes a means for attaching usage rights to a
digital work. The usage rights define how the digital work may be used or further distributed by a possessor of the
digital work. Usage fees are specified as part of a usage right. The ability to report usage fees may be a condition to
the exercise of a usage right. Further, different fees may be assigned to different usage rights.

The present invention enables various usage fee scenarios to be used. Fees may be assessed on a per use basis.
on a metered basis or based on a predetermined schedule. Fees may also be discounted on a predetermined schedule,
or they can be marked-up a predetermined percentage (e.g. as a distributor tee). Fee reporting may also be deferred
to a later time, to accommodate special deals, rebates or some other external information not yet available.

The present invention supports usage fees in an additive fashion. Usage fees may be reported for a composite
digital work, Le. a digital work comprised of a plurality of discrete digital works each having their own usage rights, and
for distributors of digital works. Accordingly, fees to multiple revenue owners can be reported.

Usage fee reporting is done to a credit server. The credit server collects the fee information and periodically trans-
mits it to a billing clearinghouse. Alternatively, the credit server may have a pre-allocated credit which is decremented

as fees are incurred. in this alternative embodiment, the credit server would have to be periodically reallocated with
credits to enable further use.

A system and method in accordance with the invention will now be described, by way of example, with reference
to the accompanying drawings, in which:- .

Figure 1 is a flowchart illustrating a simple instantiation of the operation of the currently preferred embodiment of
the present invention.

Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating the various repository types and the repository transaction flow between
them in the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 3 is a block diagram of a repository coupled with a credit server in the currently preferred embodiment of
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the present invention.

Figures 4a and 4b are examples of rendering systems as may be utilized in the currently preferred embodiment
of the present invention.

Figure 5 illustrates a contents file layout for a digital work as may be utilized in the currently preferred embodiment
of the present invention.

Figure 6 illustrates a contents file layout for an individual digital work of the digital work of Figure 5 as may be
utilized in the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 7 illustrates the components of a description block of the currently preferred embodiment of the present
invention.

Figure 8 illustrates a description tree for the contents file layout of the digital work illustrated in Figure 5.
Figure 9 illustrates a portion of a description tree corresponding to the individual digital work illustrated in Figure 6.
Figure 10 illustrates a layout for the rights portion of a description block as may be utilized in the currently preferred

embodiment of the present invention.
Figure 11 is a description tree wherein certain d—blocks have PRINT usage rights and is used to illustrate 'strict'

and 'lenient' rules for resolving usage rights conflicts. '
Figure 12 is a block diagram of the hardware components of a repository as are utilized in the currently preferred

embodiment of the present invention.
Figure 13 is a block diagram of the functional (logical) components of a repository as are utilized in the currently

preferred embodiment of the present invention.
Figure 14 is diagram illustrating the basic components of a usage right in the currently preferred embodiment of

the present invention.

Figure 15 lists the usage rights grammar of the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention.
Figure 16 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of certificate delivery, hotlist checking and performance testing as

performed in a registration transaction as may be performed in the currently preferred embodiment of the present
invention.

Figure 17 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of session information exchange and clock synchronization as may
be perlormed in the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention, after each repository in the registration
transaction has successfully completed the steps described in Figure 16.

Figure 18 is a flowchart illustrating the basic flow for a usage transaction, including the common opening and
closing step, as may be performed in the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 19 is a state diagram of server and client repositories in accordance with a transport protocol followed when
moving a digital workfrom the server to the client repositories, as may be perlormed in the currently preferred embod-
iment of the present invention.

OVERVIEW

A system for controlling use and distribution of digital works is disclosed. The present invention is directed to
supporting commercial transactions involving digital works.

Herein the terms 'digital work', 'work' and 'content' refer to any work that has been reduced to a digital repre-
sentation. This would include any audio, video, text, or multimedia work and any accompanying interpreter (e.g. soft-
ware) that may be required for recreating the work. The term composite work refers to a digital work comprised of a
collection of other digital works. The term 'usage rights' or "rights' is a term which refers to rights granted to a recipient
of a digital work. Generally, these rights define how a digital work can be used and if it can be further distributed. Each
usage right may have one or more specified conditions which must be satisfied before the right may be exercised.

Figure 1 is a high level flowchart omitting various details but which demonstrates the basic operation of the present
invention. Referring to Figure 1, a creator creates a digital work, step 101. The creator will then determine appropriate
usage rights and fees, attach them to the digital work, and store them in Repository 1, step 102. The determination of
appropriate usage rights and fees will depend on various economic factors. The digital work remains securely in Re—
pository 1 until a request for access is received. The request for access begins with a session initiation by another
repository. Here a Repository 2 initiates a session with Repository 1, step 103. As will be described in greater detail
below, this session initiation includes steps which helps to insure that the respective repositories are trustworthy As-

suming that a session can be established, Repository 2 may then request access to the Digital Work for a stated
purpose, step 104. The purpose may be, for example, to print the digital work or to obtain a copy of the digital work.
The purpose will correspond to a specific usage right. In any event, Repository 1 checks the usage rights associated
with the digital work to determine if the access to the digital work may be granted, step 105. The check of the usage
rights essentially involves a determination of whether a right associated with the access request has been attached to
the digital work and if all conditions associated with the right are satisfied. If the access is denied, repository 1 terminates
the session with an error message, step 106. If access is granted, repository 1 transmits the digital work to repository
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2, step 107. Once the digital work has been transmitted to repository 2, repository 1 and 2 each generate billing infor-
mation for the access which is transmitted to a credit server, step 108. Such double billing reporting is done to insure
against attempts to circumvent the billing process.

Figure 2 illustrates the basic interactions between repository types in the present invention. As will become apparent
from Figure 2, the various repository types will'serve different functions. It is fundamental that repositories will share

a core set of functionality which will enable secure and trusted communications. Referring to Figure 2, a repository
201 represents the general instance of a repository. The repository 201 has two modes of operation; a server mode
and a requester mode. When in the server mode, the repository will be receiving and processing access requests to
digital works. When in the requester mode. the repository will be initiating requests to access digital works. Repository
201 is general in the sense that its primary purpose is as an exchange medium for digital works. During the course of
operation, the repository 201 may communicate with a plurality of other repositories, namely authorization repository
202, rendering repository 203 and master repository 204. Communication between repositories occurs utilizing a re-
pository transaction protocol 205.

Communication with an authorization repository 202 may occur when a digital work being accessed has a condition
requiring an authorization. Conceptually, an authorization is a digital certificate such that possession of the certificate
is required to gain access to the digital work. An authorization is itself a digital work that can be moved between

repositories and subjected to fees and usage rights conditions. An authorization may be required by both repositories
involved in an access to a digital work.

Communication with a rendering repository 203 occurs in connection with the rendering of a digital work. As will

be described in greater detail below, a rendering repository is coupled with a rendering device (e.g. a printer device)
to comprise a rendering system.

Communication with a master repository 205 occurs in connection with obtaining an identification certificate. lden-
tification certificates are the means by which a repository is identified as 'trustworthy'. The use of identification certif-
icates is described below with respect to the registration transaction.

Figure 3 illustrates the repository 201 coupled to a credit server 301. The credit server 301 is a device which

accumulates billing information for the repository 201. The credit server 301 communicates with repository 201 via
billing transactions 302 to record billing transactions. Billing transactions are reported to a billing clearinghouse 303
by the credit server 301 on a periodic basis. The credit server 301 communicates to the billing clearinghouse 303 via
clearinghouse transactions 304. The clearinghouse transactions 304 enable a secure and encrypted transmission of
information to the billing clearinghouse 303.

RENDERING SYSTEMS

A rendering system is generally defined as a system comprising a repository and a rendering device which can
render a digital work into its desired form, Examples of a rendering system may be a computer system, a digital audio
system, or a printer. A rendering system has the same security features as a repository. The coupling of a rendering
repository with the rendering device may occur in a manner suitable for the type of rendering device.

Figure 4a illustrates a printer as an example of a rendering system. Referring to Figure 4, printer system 401 has
contained therein a printer repository 402 and a print device 403. It should be noted that the the dashed line defining
printer system 401 defines a secure system boundary. Communications within the boundary are assumed to be secure.
Depending on the security level, the boundary also represents a barrier intended to provide physical integrity. The
printer repository 402 is an instantiation of the rendering repository 205 of Figure 2, The printer repository 402 will in
some instances contain an ephemeral copy of a digital work which remains until it is printed out by the print engine
403. In other instances, the printer repository 402 may contain digital works such as fonts, which will remain and can

be billed based on use. This design assures that all communication lines between printers and printing devices are
encrypted, unless they are within a physically secure boundary. This design feature eliminates a potential 'fault' point
through which the digital work could be improperly obtained. The printer device 403 represents the printer components
used to create the printed output.

Also illustrated in Figure 4a is the repository 404. The repository 404 is coupled to the printer repository 402. The
repository 404 represents an external repository which contains digital works.

Figure 4b is an example of a computer system as a rendering system. A computer system may constitute a 'multi-

function' device since it may execute digital works (e.g. software programs) and display digital works (e.g. a digitized
photograph). Logically, each rendering device can be viewed as having its own repository, although only one physical
repository is needed. Referring to Figure 4b, a computer system 410 has contained therein a display/execution repos-
itory 411. The display/execution repository 411 is coupled to display device. 412 and execution device 413. The dashed
box surrounding the computer system 410 represents a security boundary within which communications are assumed

to be secure. The display/execution repository 411 is further coupled to a credit server 414 to report any fees to be
billed for access to a digital work and a repository 415 for accessing digital works stored therein.
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STRUCTURE OF DIGITAL WORKS

Usage rights are attached directly to digital works. Thus, it is important to understand the structure of a digital work.
The structure of a digital work, in particular composite digital works, may be naturally organized into an acyclic structure

such as a hierarchy. For example, a magazine has various articles and photographs which may have been created
and are owned by diflerent persons. Each of the articles and photographs may represent a node in a hierarchical

structure. Consequently, controls, i.e. usage rights, may be placed on each node by the creator. By enabling control
and fee billing to be associated with each node, a creator of a work can be assured that the rights and fees are not
circumvented.

In the currently preferred embodiment, the file information for a digital work is divided into two files: a 'contents'
file and a 'description tree' file. From the perspective of a repository, the 'contents' file is a stream of addressable
bytes whose format depends completely on the interpreter used to play. display or print the digital work. The description

tree file makes it possible to examine the rights and fees for a work without reference to the content of the digital work.
It should be noted that the term description tree as used herein refers to any type of acyclic structure used to represent
the relationship between the various components of a digital work.

Figure 5 illustrates the layout of a contents file. Referring to Figure 5, a digital work is comprised of story A 510,
advertisement 511, story B 512 and story C 513. It is assumed that the digital work is stored starting at a relative
address of 0. Each of the parts of the digital work are stored linearly so that story A 510 is stored at approximately
addresses 0-30.000, advertisement 511 at addresses 30.001-40,000, story B 512 at addresses 40,001-60,000 and

story C 513 at addresses 60,001-85K. The detail of story A 510 is illustrated in Figure 6. Referring to Figure 6, the
story A 510 is funher broken down to show text 614 stored at address 0-1500, soldier photo 615 at addresses

1501-10,000, graphics 616 stored at addresses 10,001 -25,000 and sidebar 617 stored address 25,001 -30,000. Note
that the data in the contents file may be compressed (for saving storage) or encrypted (for security).

From Figures 5 and 6 it is readily observed that a digital work can be represented by its component parts as a
hierarchy. The description tree for a digital work is comprised of a set of related descriptor blocks (d-blocks). The
contents of each d—block is described with respect to Figure 7. Referring to Figure 7, a d~block 700 includes an identifier
701 which is a unique identifier for the work in the repository, a staning address 702 providing the start address of the
first byte of the work, a length 703 giving the number of bytes in the work, a rights ponion 704 wherein the granted
usage rights and their status data are maintained, a parent pointer 705 for pointing to a parent d~block and child pointers
706 for pointing to the child d~blocks. In the currently preferred embodiment, the identifier 701 has two parts. The first
part is a unique number assigned to the repository upon manufacture. The second part is a unique number assigned
to the work upon creation. The rights portion 704 will contain a data structure, such as a look-up table, wherein the
various information associated with a right is maintained. The information required by the respective usage rights is
described in more detail below. D-blocks form a strict hierarchy. The top d-block of a work has no parent; all other d-

blocks have one parent. The relationship of usage rights between parent and child d~blocks and how conflicts are
resolved is described below.

A special type of d~block is a 'shell' d-block. A shell d-block adds no new content beyond the content of its parts.
A shell d-block is used to add rights and fee information, typically by distributors of digital works.

Figure 8 illustrates a description tree for the digital work of Figure 5. Referring to Figure 8. a top d~b|ock 820 for
the digital work points to the various stories and advertisements contained therein. Here, the top d~block 820 points to
d-block 821 (representing story A 510), d-block 822 (representing the advertisement 511), d—block 823 (representing

story B 512) and and d-block 824 (representing story C 513).
The portion of the description tree for Story A 510 is illustrated in Figure 9. D~block 925 represents text 614, d-

block 926 represents photo 615, d-block 927 represents graphics 616 by and d-block 928 represents sidebar 617.
The rights portion 704 of a descriptor block is further illustrated in Figure 10. Figure 10 illustrates a structure which

is repeated in the rights portion 704 for each right. Referring to Figure 10, each right will have a right code field 1050
and status information field 1052. The right code field 1050 will contain a unique code assigned to a right. The status
information field 1052 will contain information relating to the state of a right and the digital work. Such information is

indicated below in Table 1. The rights as stored in the rights portion 704 may typically be in numerical order based on
the right code.
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TABLE 1

DIGITAL WOFIK STATE INFORMATION

  

   
a...

Copies-in-Use A counter of the number of copies of a work that are in use. Incremented when
another copy is used; decremented when use is completed.

Loan—Period Indicator of the maximum number of time-units that a document can be loaned

 
OUT

Leaner-Copy Indicator that the current work is a loaned out copy of an authorized digital work.

Ftemaining~TIme Indicator of the remaining time of use on a metered document right. 
Document-Descr String A string containing various identifying information about a document. The exact

format of this is not specified, but it can include information such as a publisher
name, author name, ISBN number. and so on.

Revenue-Owner A handle identifying a revenue owner for a digital work. This is used reporting
usage fees.

Publication-Date The date that the digital work was published.

History-list History-Rec A list of events recording the repostories and dates for operations that copy,
transfer, backup, or restore a digital work.  

The approach for representing digtal works by separating description data from content assumes that parts of a
file are contiguous but takes no position on the actual representation of content. In particular, it is neutral to the question
of whether content representation may take an object oriented approach. It would be natural to represent content as

objects. In principle, it may be convenient to have content objects that include the billing structure and rights Information
that is represented in the d-blocks. Such variations in the design of the representation are possible and are viable
alternatives but may introduce processing overhead, e.g. the interpretation of the objects.

Digital works are stored in a repository as part of a hierarchical file system. Folders (also termed directories and
sub—directories) contain the digital works as well as other folders. Digital works and folders in a folder are ordered in
alphabetical order. The digital works are typed to reflect how the files are used. Usage rights can be attached to folders
so that the folder itself is treated as a digital work. Access to the folder would then be handled in the same fashion as

any other digital work As will be described in more detail below, the contents of the folder are subject to their own rights.

Moreover, file management rights may be attached to the folder which define how folder contents can be managed.

ATTACHING USAGE RIGHTS TO A DIGITAL WOFIK

It is fundamental to the present invention that the usage rights are treated as part of the digital work As the digital
work is distributed, the scope of the granted usage rights will remain the same or may be narrowed. For example, when
a digital work is transferred from a document server to a repository, the usage rights may include the right to loan a
copy for a predetermined period of time (called the original rights). When the repository loans out a copy of the digital
work, the usage rights in the leaner copy (called the next set of rights) could be set to prohibit any further rights to loan
out the copy. The basic idea is that one cannot grant more rights than they have.

The attachment of usage rights into a digital work may occur in a variety of ways. If the usage rights will be the
same for an entire digital work, they could be attached when the digital work is processed for deposit in the digital work
sewer. In the case of a digital work having different usage rights for the various components, this can be done as the
digital work is being created. An authoring tool or digital work assembling tool could be utilized which provides for an
automated process of attaching the usage rights. _

As will be described below, when a digital work is copied, transferred or loaned, a 'next set of rights' can be
specified. The'next set of rights" will be attached to the digital work as it is transported.

Resolving Conflicting Rights

Because each part of a digital work may have its own usage rights. there will be instances where the rights of a
'contained part' are different from its parent or container part. As a result, conflict rules must be established to dictate
when and how a right may be exercised. The hierarchical structure of a digital work facilitates the enforcement of such

rules. A 'strict' rule would be as follows: a right for a part in a digital work is sanctioned if and only if it is sanctioned
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for the part, for ancestor d-blocks containing the part and for all descendant d-blocks. By sanctioned, it is meant that

(1) each of the respective pans must have the right, and (2) any conditions for exercising the right are satisfied.
It also possible to implement the present invention using a more lenient rule. In the more lenient rule, access to

the part may be enabled to the descendent parts which have the right, but access is denied to the descendents which
do not.

An example of applying both the strict rule and lenient is illustrated with reference to Figure 11. Referring to Figure
11, a root d-block 1101 has child d-blocks 1102-1105. In this case, root d-block represents a magazine, and each of

the child d-blocks 1102-1105 represent articles in the magazine. Suppose that a request is made to PRINT the digital
work represented by root d-block 1101 wherein the strict rule is followed. The rights for the root d-block 1101 and child
d-blocks 1102-1105 are then examined. Root d-block 1101 and child d-blocks 1102 and 1105 have been granted PRINT

rights. Child d-block 1103 has not been granted PRINT rights and child d-block 1104 has PRINT rights conditioned on
payment of a usage fee.

Under the strict rule the PRINT right cannot be exercised because the child d-block does not have the PRINT right.
Under the lenient rule, the result would be different. The digital works represented by child d-blocks 1102 and 1105

could be printed and the digital work represented by d-block 1104 could be printed so long as the usage fee is paid.
Only the digital work represented by d—block 1103 could not be printed. This same result would be accomplished under
the strict rule if the requests were directed to each of the individual digital works.

The present invention supports various combinations of allowing and disallowing access. Moreover, as will be

described below, the usage rights grammar permits the owner of a digital work to specify if constraints may be imposed
on the work by a container part. The manner in which digital works may be sanctioned because of usage rights conflicts
would be implementation specific and would depend on the nature of the digital works.

REPOSITORIES

In the description of Figure 2, it was indicated that repositories come in various forms. All repositories provide a
core set of services for the transmission of digital works. The manner in which digital works are exchanged is the basis
for all transaction between repositories. The various repository types differ in the ultimate functions that they perform.
Repositories may be devices themselves, or they may be incorporated into other systems. An example is the rendering
repository 203 of Figure 2.

A repository will have associated with it a repository identifier. Typically, the repository identifier would be a unique

number assigned to the repository at the time of manufacture. Each repository will also be classified as being in a
particular security class. Certain communications and transactions may be conditioned on a repository being in a
particular security class. The various security classes are described in greater detail below.

As a prerequisite to operation, a repository will require possession of an identification certificate. Identification
certificates are encrypted to prevent forgery and are issued by a Master repository, A master repository plays the role
of an authorization agent to enable repositories to receive digital works. Identification certificates must be updated on
a periodic basis. Identification certificates are described in greater detail below with respect to the registration trans-
action.

A repository has both a hardware and functional embodiment. The functional embodiment is typically software
executing on the hardware embodiment. Alternatively, the functional embodiment may be embedded in the hardware
embodiment such as an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) chip.

The hardware embodiment of a repository will be enclosed in a secure housing which if compromised, may cause

the repository to be disabled. The basic components of the hardware embodiment of a repository are described with
reference to Figure 12. Referring to Figure 12, a repository is comprised of a processing means 1200, storage system
1207. clock 1205 and external interface 1206. The processing means 1200 is comprised of a processor element 1201

and processor memory 1202. The processing means 1201 provides controller, repository transaction and usage rights
transaction functions for the repository. Various functions in the operation of the repository such as decryption and/or
decompression of digital works and transaction messages are also performed by the processing means 1200. The

processor element 1201 may be a microprocessor or other suitable computing component. The processor memory
1202 would typically be further comprised of Read Only Memories (ROM) and Random Access Memories (RAM). Such
memories would contain the software instructions utilized by the processor element 1201 in performing the functions
of the repository.

The storage system 1207 is further comprised of descriptor storage 1203 and content storage 1204. The description
tree storage 1203 will store the description tree for the digital work and the content storage will store the associated
content. The description tree storage 1203 and content storage 1204 need not be of the same type of storage medium,
nor are they necessarily on the same physical device. So for example. the descriptor storage 1203 may be stored on
a solid state storage (for rapid retrieval of the description tree information), while the content storage 1204 may be on
a high capacity storage such as an optical disk
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The clock 1205 is used to time-stamp various time based conditions for usage rights or for metering usage fees
which may be associated with the digital works. The clock 1205 will have an uninterruptable power supply, e.g. a
battery, in orderto maintain the integrity of the time-stamps. The external interface means 1206 provides for the signal
connection to other repositories and to a credit server. The external interface means 1206 provides for the exchange
of signals via such standard interfaces such as RS-232 or Personal Computer Manufacturers Card industry Association
(PCMCIA) standards, or FDDl. The external interface means 1206 may also provide network connectivity.

The functional embodiment of a repository is described with reference to Figure 13. Referring to Figure 13, the
functional embodiment is comprised of an operating system 1301, core repository services 1302, usage transaction

handlers 1303, repository specific functions, 1304 and a user interface 1305. The operating system 1301 is specific
to the repository and would typically depend on the type of processor being used. The operating system 1301 would
also provide the basic services for controlling and interfacing between the basic components of the repository.

The core repository services 1302 comprise a set of functions required by each and every repository. The core
repository services 1302 include the session initiation transactions which are defined in greater detail below This set
of services also includes a generic ticket agent which is used to 'punch' a digital ticket and a generic authorization
server for processing authorization specifications. Digital tickets and authorizations are specific mechanisms for con-
trolling the distribution and use of digital works and are described in more detail below. Note that coupled to the core

repository services are a plurality of identification certificates 1306. The identification certificates 1306 are required to
enable the use of the repository.

The usage transactions handlers 1303 comprise functionality for processing access requests to digital works and
for billing fees based on access. The usage transactions supported will be different for each repository type. For ex-
ample, it may not be necessary for some repositories to handle access requests for digital works.

The repository specific functionality 1304 comprises functionality that is unique to a repository. For example, the
master repository has special functionality for issuing digital certificates and maintaining encryption keys. The repository
specific functionality 1304 would include the user interface implementation for the repository.

Repository Security Classes

For some digital works the losses caused by any individual instance of unauthorized copying is insignificant and
the chief economic concern lies in assuring the convenience of access and low-overhead billing. In such cases, simple
and inexpensive handheld repositories and network-based workstations may be suitable repositories, even though the
measures and guarantees of security are modest.

At the other extreme, some digital works such as a digital copy of a first run movie or a bearer bond or stock

certificate would be of very high value so that it is prudent to employ caution and fairly elaborate security measures to
ensure that they are not copied or forged. A repository suitable for holding such a digital work could have elaborate
measures for ensuring physical integrity and for verifying authorization before use.

By arranging a universal protocol, all kinds of repositories can communicate with each other in principle. However,
creators of some works will want to specify that their works will only be transferred to repositories whose level of security
is high enough. For this reason, document repositories have a ranking system for classes and levels of security. The
security classes in the currently preferred embodiment are described in Table 2.

TABLE 2

 
 

 

HEPOSITOFiY SECURITY LEVELS

Description of Security
Level

 
 

 

 
Open system.Document transmission is unencrypted. No digital certificate is required for identification.
The security of the system depends mostly on userhon esty, since onlymodest knowledge may be needed
to circumvent the security measures. The repositery has no provisions for preventing unauthorized
programs from running and accessing or copying files. The system does not prevent the use of removable
storage and does not encrypt stored files.

Minimal security. Like the previous class except that stored files are minimally encrypted, including ones
on removable storage.

Basic security. Like the previous class except that special tools and knowledge are required to

compromise the programming, the contents of the repository, or the state of the clock. All digital
communications are encrypted. A digital cenificate is provided as identification. Medium level encryption
is used. Repository identification number is unforgeable.

 

  

   
  

   
Continuation of the Table on the next page
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TABLE 2 (continued)

 
  
  
  

   

 
  
 
 
 

  
 

  

 REPOSITORY SECURITY LEVELS

Level Description of Security

General security. Like the previous class plus the requirement of special tools are needed to compromise
the physical integrity of the repository and that modest encryption is used on all transmissions. Password
protection is required to use the local user interface. The digital clock system cannot be reset without
authorization. No works would be stored on removable storage. When executing works as programs, it
runs them in their own address space and does not give them direct access to any file storage or other
memory containing system code or works. They can access works only through the transmission
transaction protocol. ' 

 
 Like the previous class except that high level encryption is used on all communications. Sensors are

used to record attempts at physical and electronic tampering. After such tampering, the repository will

not perform other transactions until it has reported such tampering to a designated server.
 

 Like the previous class except that if the physical or digital attempts at tampering exceed some preset
thresholds that threaten the physical integrity of the repository or the integrity of digital and cryptographic

barriers, then the repository will save only documentdescription records of history but will erase or destroy
any digital identifiers that could be misused if released to an unscrupulous. it also modifies any certificates
of authenticity to indicate that the physical system has been compromised. It also erases the contents
of designated documents.

Like the previous class except that the repository will attempt wireless communication to report tampering
and will employ noisy alarms.

This would correspond to a very high level of security. This sewer would maintain constant
communications to remote security systems reporting transactions, sensor readings, and attempts to
circumvent security.

 

  
    

The characterization of security levels described in Table 2 is not intended to be fixed. More important is the idea
of having different security levels for different repositories. It is anticipated that new security classes and requirements
will evolve according to social situations and changes in technology.

Repository User Interface

A user interface is broadly defined as the mechanism by which a user interacts with a repository in order to invoke
transactions to gain access to a digital work, or exercise usage rights. As described above, a repository may be em-
bodied in various forms. The user interface for a repository will differ depending on the particular embodiment. The

user interface may be a graphical user interface having icons representing the digital works and the various transactions
that may be perlorrned. The user interface may be a generated dialog in which a user is prompted for information.

The user interface itself need not be part of the repository. As a repository may be embedded in some other device,
the user interface may merely be a part of the device in which the repository is embedded. For example, the repository
could be embedded in a 'card' that is inserted into an available slot in a computer system. The user interface may be

a combination of a display, keyboard, cursor control device and software executing on the computer system.
At a minimum, the user interface must permit a user to input information such as access requests and alpha

numeric data and provide feedback as to transaction status. The user interface will then cause the repository to initiate
the suitable transactions to service the request. Other facets of a particular user interface will depend on the functionality

that a repository will provide. ‘ ,

CREDIT SERVERS

In the present invention, fees may be associated with the exercise of a right. The requirement for payment of fees
is described with each version of a usage right in the usage rights language. The recording and reporting of such fees

is performed by the credit server. One of the capabilities enabled by associating fees with rights is the possibility of
supporting a wide range of charging models. The simplest model, used by conventional software, is that there is a
single fee at the time of purchase, after which the purchaser obtains unlimited rights to use the work as often and for
as long as he or she wants. Alternative models, include metered use and variable fees. A single work can have different
fees for different uses. For example, viewing a photograph on a display could have different fees than making a hardcopy
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or including it in a newly created work. A key to these alternative charging models is to have a low overhead means
of establishing lees and accounting for credit on these transactions.

A credit server is a computational system that reliably authorizes and records these transactions so that fees are

billed and paid. The credit server reports fees to a billing clearinghouse. The billing clearinghouse manages the financial
transactions as they occur. As a result, bills may be generated and accounts reconciled. Preferably, the credit server
would store the tee transactions and periodically communicate via a network with the billing clearinghouse for recon-
ciliation. In such an embodiment, communications with the billing clearinghouse would be encrypted for integrity and
security reasons. In another embodiment, the credit server acts as a 'debit card' where transactions occur in “real-
time' against a user account.

A credit server is comprised of memory, a processing means. a clock. and interface means for coupling to a re-
pository and a financial institution (eg. a modem). The credit server will also need to have security and authentication
functionality. These_eiements are essentially the same elements as those of a repository. Thus, a single device can
be both a repository and a credit server, provided that it has the appropriate processing elements for carrying out the
corresponding functions and protocols. Typically, however, a credit server would be a cardsized system in the posses—
sion of the owner of the credit. The credit server is coupled to a repository and would interact via financial transactions

as described below. interactions with a financial institution may occur via protocols established by the financial insti-tutions themselves.

In the currently preferred embodiment credit servers associated with both the server and therepository repon the
financial transaction to the billing clearinghouse. For example, when a digital work is copied by one repository to another
for a fee, credit servers coupled to each of the repositories will report the transaction to the billing clearinghouse. This
is desirable in that it insures that a transaction will be accounted for in the event of some break in the communication

between a credit server and the billing clearinghouse. However, some implementations may embody only a single
credit server reporting the transaction to minimize transaction processing at the risk of losing some transactions.

USAGE RIGHTS LANGUAGE

The present invention uses statements in a high level 'usage rights language' to define rights associated with
digital works and their parts. Usage rights statements are interpreted by repositories and are used to determine what
transactions can be successfully carried out for a digital work and also to determine parameters forthose transactions.
For example, sentences in the language determine whether a given digital work can be copied. when and how it can

be used, and what fees (if any) are to be charged for that use. Once the usage rights statements are generated, they
are encoded in a suitable form for accessing during the processing of transactions.

Defining usage rights in terms of a language in combination with the hierarchical representation of a digital work
enables the support of a wide variety of distribution and fee schemes. An example is the ability to attach multiple
versions of a right to a work. So a creator may attach a PRINT right to make 5 copies for $10.00 and a PRINT right to
make unlimited copies for $100.00. A purchaser may then choose which option best fits his needs. Another example
is that rights and tees are additive. So in the case of a composite work, the rights and fees of each of the components
works is used in determining the rights and tees for the work as a whole.

The basic contents of a right are illustrated in Figure 14. Referring to Figure 14, a right 1450 has a transactional
component 1451 and a specifications component 1452. A right 1450 has a label (e.g. COPY or PRINT) which indicates
the use or distribution privileges that are embodied by the right. The transactional component 1451 corresponds to a
particular way in which a digital work may be used or distributed. The transactional component 1451 is typically em-
bodied in software instructions in a repository which implement the use or distribution privileges for the right. The
specifications components 1452 are used to specify conditions which must be satisfied prior to the right being exercised
or to designate various transaction related parameters. In the currently preferred embodiment, these specifications
include copy count 1453, Fees and Incentives 1454, Time 1455, Access and Security 1456 and Control 1457. Each
of these specifications will be described in greater detail below with respect to the language grammar elements.

The usage rights language is based on the grammar described below A grammar is a convenient means for
defining valid sequence of symbols for a language. In describing the grammar the notation '[albic]' is used to indicate
distinct choices among altematives. in this example, a sentence can have either an 'a', 'b' or 'c“. it must include
exactly one of them. The braces {] are used to indicate optional items. Note that brackets, bars and braces are used

to describe the language of usage rights sentences but do not appear in actual sentences in the language.
In contrast, parentheses are part of the usage rights language. Parentheses are used to group items together in

lists. The notation (x') is used to indicate a variable lengthlist, that is, a list containing one or more items of type x. The
notation (x)‘ is used to indicate a variable number of lists containing x.

Keywords in the grammar are words followed by colons. Keywords are a common and very special case in the
language. They are often used to indicate a single value, typically an identifier. In many cases, the keyword and the
parameter are entirely optional. When a keyword is given, it often takes a single identifier as its value. In some cases,
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the keyword takes a list of identifiers.

in the usage rights language, time is specified in an hourszminuteszseconds (or hh:mm:ss) representation. Time
zone indicators, e.g. PDT for Pacific Daylight Time. may also be specified. Dates are represented as year/ month/day
(or YYYY/MMM/DD). Note that these time and date representations may specify moments in time or units of time
Money units are specified in terms of dollars.

Finally, in the usage rights language, various 'things' will need to interact with each other. For example, an instance
of a usage right may specify a bank account, a digital ticket. etc.. Such things need to be identified and are specified
herein using the suffix '-lD.' c

The Usage Rights Grammar is listed in its entirety in Figure 15 and is described below.
Grammar element 1501 “Digital Work Rights: = (Rights')' define the digital work rights as a set of rights. The

set of rights attached to a digital work define how that digital work may be transferred. used. performed or played. A
set of rights will attach to the entire digital work and in the case of compound digital works. each of the components of
the digital work. The usage rights of components of a digital may be different.

Grammar element 1502 “Right : = (Right-Code {Copy-Count} {Control-Spec} {Time-Spec} {Access-Spec}
{Fee-Spec})' enumerates the content of a right. Each usage right must specify a right code. Each right may also
optionally specify conditions which must be satisfied before the right can be exercised. These conditions are copy
count. control. time, access and fee conditions. In the currently preferred embodiment, for the optional elements. the

following defaults apply: copy count equals 1, no time limit on the use of the right, no access tests or a security level
required to use the right and no fee is required. These conditions will each be described in greater detail below

It is important to note that a digital work may have multiple versions of a right. each having the same right code.
The multiple version would provide alternative conditions and fees for accessing the digital work.

Grammar element 1503 'Right—Code : = Render-Code I Transport-Code l File-Management-Codel Derivative-
Works- Code Configuration-Code' distinguishes each of the specific rights into a particular right type (although each
right is identified by distinct right codes). In this way. the grammar provides a catalog of possible rights that can be
associated with parts of digital works. In the following, rights are divided into categories for convenience in describing
them.

Grammar element 1504 'Render-Code : = [Play: {Playerz Player-ID} I Print: {Prlnterz Prlnter-ID}]' lists a cat-

egory of rights all involving the making of ephemeral, transitory. or non-digital copies of the digital work. After use the
copies are erased.

. Play A process of rendering or performing a digital work on some processor. This includes such things as playing
digital movies, playing digital music, playing a video game. running a computer program, or displaying a
document on a display.

0 Print To render the work in a medium that is not further protected by usage rights. such as printing on paper.

Grammar element 1505 'Transport-Code : = [Copy l Transfer l Loan (Remaining-Rights: Next-Set-of-Rights}]

{(Next-Copy-Rights: Next-Set of Rights)}' lists a category of rights involving the making of persistent, usable copies
of the digital work on other repositon'es. The optional Next-Copy-Ffights determine the rights on the work after it is
transported. If this is not specified, then the rights on the transported copy are the same as on the original. The optional

Remaining-Flights specify the rights that remain with a digital work when it is loaned out. If this is not specified, then
the default is that no rights can be exercised when it is loaned out.

0 Copy Make a new copy of a work
- Transfer Moving a work from one repository to another.
- Loan Temporarily loaning a copy to another repository for a specified period of time.

Grammar element 1506 'FIIe-Management-Code: = Backup {Back-Up-Copy-nghts: Nebeet -of Ftlghts}l
Restore l Delete I Folder | Directory {Neme:Hlde-Local l Hlde - HemoteHPertlede—Locel I HIde—Ftemote}' lists

a category of rights involving operations for file management, such as the making of backup copies to protect the copy
owner against catastrophic equipment failure.

Many software licenses and also copyright law give a copy owner the right to make backup copies to protect against
catastrophic failure of equipment. However, the making of uncontrolled backup copies is inherently at odds with the
ability to control usage, since an uncontrolled backup copy can be kept and then restored even after the authorized
copy was sold.

The File management rights enable the making and restoring of backup copies in a way that respects usage rights.
honoring the requirements of both the copy owner and the rights grantor and revenue owner. Backup copies of work
descriptions (including usage rights and fee data) can be sent under appropriate protocol and usage rights control to
other document repositories of sufficiently high security. Funher rights permit organization of digital works into folders
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which themselves are treated as digital works and whose contents may be 'hidden' from a party seeking to determine
the contents of a repository.

- Backup To make a backup copy of a digital work as protection against media failure.
- Restore To restore a backup copy of a digital work.
- Delete To delete or erase a copy of a digital work.
- Folder To create and name folders, and to move files and folders between folders.
- Directory To hide a folder or its contents.

Grammar element 1507 'Derivative-Works-Code : [Extract I Embed | Edit {Processz Process-ID” {Next-Copy-
Rights : Next-Set-ot Blghts}' lists a category of rights involving the use of a digital work to create new works.

- Extract To remove a portion of a work, for the purposes of creating a new work.
0 Embed To include a work in an existing work.

0 Edit To alter a digital work by copying, selecting and modifying portions of an existing digital work.

Grammar element 1508 'Configuration-Code: = Install I Unlnstall" lists a category of rights for installing and
uninstalling software on a repository (typically a rendering repository.) This would typically occur for the installation of
a new type of player within the rendering repository.

0 Install: To install new software on a repository.
- Uninstall: To remove existing software from a repository.

Grammar element 1509 'Next-Set-ot-Rights: = {(Add: Set-Of-Rights)} {(Delete: Set-Oi-Rights)} {(Replace:
Set-Ol-Ftights)} {(Keep: Set-Of-Rights)}' defines how rights are carried forward for a copy of a digital work. If the
Next-Copy-Rights is not specified, the rights for the next copy are the same as those of the current copy. Otherwise,
the set of rights for the next copy can be specified. Versions of rights after Add: are added to the current set of rights.
Rights after Delete: are deleted from the current set of rights. if only right codes are listed after Deletez, then all versions

of rights with those codes are deleted. Versions of rights after Replace subsume all versions of rights of the same type
in the current set of rights.

If Remaining-RightsIs not specified, then there are no rights for the original after all Loan copies are loaned out.

if Remaining-Rights is specified, then the Keep: token can be used to simplify the expression of what rights to keep
behind. A list of right codes following keep means that all of the versions of those listed rights are kept in the remaining
copy. This specification can be overridden by subsequent Delete: or Replace: specifications.

Copy Count Specification

For various transactions, it may be desirable to provide some limit as to the number of 'copies' of the work which

may be exercised simultaneously for the right. For example, it may be desirable to limit the number of copies of a digital
work that may be loaned out at a time or viewed at a time.

Grammar element 1510 'Copy-Count : = (Copies: positive-integer l 0 l unlimited)“ provides a condition which
defines the number of 'copies' of a work subject to the right . A copy count can be 0, a fixed number, or unlimited. The

copy-count is associated with each right, as opposed to there being just a single copy-count for the digital work. The
Copy-Count for a right is decremented each time that a right is exercised. When the Copy-Count equals zero, the right
can no longer be exercised. If the Copy—Count is not specified, the default is one.

Control Specification

Rights and fees dependIn general on rights granted by the creator as well as further restrictions imposed by later
distributors Control specifications deal with interactions between the creators and their distributors governing theIm-
position of further restrictions and fees For example, a distributor of a digital work may not want an end consumer of
a digital work to add fees or otherwise profit by commercially exploiting the purchased digital work.

Grammar element 1511 'Control-Spec : = (Control: {Restrictablel Unrestrictable} {Unchargeablel Charge-
able})' provides a condition to specify the effect of usage rights and fees of parents on the exercise of the right. A
digital work is restrictable if higher level d—blocks can impose further restrictions (time specifications and access spec-
ifications) on the right. it is unrestrictable if no further restrictions can be imposed. The default setting is restrictable.
A right is unchargeable if no more fees can be imposed on the use of the right. It is chargeable if more fees can be
imposed. The default is chargeable.
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Time Specification

it is often desirable to assign a start date or specify some duration as to when a right may be exercised. Grammar
element 1512 'Time-Spec : = ({Fixed-lnterval I Sliding-Interval l Meter-Time} Until: Expiration-Date)‘ provides for

specification of time conditions on the exercise of a right. Rights may be granted fora specified time. Different kinds
of time specifications are appropriate for different kinds of rights. Some rights may be exercised during a fixed and
predetermined duration. Some rights may be exercised for an interval that starts the first time that the right is invoked
by some transaction. Some rights may be exercised or are charged according to some kind of metered time, which
may be split into separate intervals. For example, a right to view a picture for an hour might be split into six ten minute
viewings or four fifteen minute viewings or twenty three minute viewings.

The terms 'time' and 'date' are used synonymously to refer to a moment in time. There are several kinds of time
specifications. Each specification represents some limitation on the times over which the usage right applies. The
Expiration—Date specifies the moment at which the usage right ends. For example, if the Expiration—Date is 'Jan 1,
1995.‘ then the right ends at the first moment of 1995. If the Expiration—Date is specified as 'forever', then the rights
are interpreted as continuing without end. If only an expiration date is given, then the right can be exercised as often
as desired until the expiration date. '

Grammar element 1513 'Fixed-Interval : = From: Start-Tlme' is used to define a predetermined interval that runs
from the start time to the expiration date.

Grammar element 1514 'SIiding-Interval: = Interval: UseDuration' is used to define an indeterminate (or
'open') start time. It sets limits on a continuous period of time over which the contents are accessible. The period starts
on the first access and ends after the duration has passed or the expiration date is reached, whichever comes first.
For example, if the right gives 10 hours of continuous access, the use-duration would begin when the first access was
made and end 10 hours later.

Grammar element 1515 'Meter-Time: = Time-Remaining: Hemaining—Use' is used to define a 'meter time,‘ that

is, a measure of the time that the right is actually exercised. It differs from the Sliding-Interval specification in that the
time that the digital work is in use need not be continuous. For example, if the rights guarantee three days of access,
those days could be spread out over a month. With this specification, the rights can be exercised until the meter time
is exhausted or the expiration date is reached, whichever comes first.

Remaining-Use: : Time-Unit
Start-Time: = Time-Unit
Use-Duration: = Time-Unit

All of the time specifications include time-unit specifications in their ultimate instantiation.

Security Chase and Authcrlzatlcn Spaclflcaticn

The present invention provides for various security mechanisms to be introduced into a distribution or use scheme.
Grammar element 1516 'Access-Spec: = ({SC: Securlty-Class} {Authorizationz Authorization-ID‘} {Other-Au-
thorization: Authorization-ID'] {Ticket: Ticket-lD})' provides a means for restricting access and transmission. Ac-
cess specifications can specify a required security class for a repository to exercise a right or a required authorization
test that must be satisfied. . ‘

The keyword 'SC:' is used to specify a minimum security level for the repositories involved in the access. lf 'SC:
' is not specified, the lowest security level is acceptable.

The optional 'Authorlzation:' keyword is used to specify required authorizations on the same repository as the
work. The optional 'Other-Authorlzetlonz' keyword is used to specify required authorizations on the other repository
in the transaction. '

The optional 'Tlcket:' keyword specifies the identity of a ticket required for the transaction. A transaction involving
digital tickets must locate an appropriate digital ticket agent who can 'punch' or otherwise validate the ticket before
the transaction can proceed. Tickets are described in greater detail below. -

In a transaction involving a repository and a document server, some usage rights may require that the repository
have a particular authorization, that the server have some authorization, or that both repositories have (possibly dif-

' ferent) authorizations. Authorizations themselves are digital works (hereinafter relerred to as an authorization object)
that can be moved between repositories in the same manner as other digital works. Their copying and transferring is
subject to the same rights and fees as other digital works. A repository is said to have an authorization if that author-
ization object is contained within the repository.

in some cases, an authorization may be required from a source other than the document server and repository.
An authorization object referenced by an Authorization-ID can contain digital address information to be used to set up
a communications link between a repository and the authorization source. These are analogous to phone numbers.
For such access tests. the communication would need to be established and authorization obtained before the right
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could be exercised.

For one-time usage rights, a variant on this scheme is to have a digital ticket. Aticket is presented to a digital ticket

agent, whose type is specified on the ticket. In the simplest case, a certified generic ticket agent. available on all
repositories, is available to 'punch' the ticket. In other cases, the ticket may contain addressing information for locating
a 'special' ticket agent. Once a ticket has been punched, it cannot be used again for the same kind of transaction
(unless it is unpunched or refreshed in the manner described below.) Punching includes marking the ticket with a
timestamp of the date and time it was used. Tickets are digital works and can be copied or transferred between repos-
itories according to their usage rights.

In the currently preferred embodiment, a 'punched' ticket becomes 'unpunched' or 'refreshed' when it is copied
or extracted. The Copy and Extract operations save the date and time as a property of the digital ticket. When a ticket
agent is given a ticket, it can simply check whether the digital copy was made after the last time that it was punched.
Of course, the digital ticket must have the copy or extract usage rights attached thereto.

The capability to unpunch a ticket is inportant in the following cases:

0 A digital work is circulated at low cost with a limitation that it can be used only once.
0 A digital work is circulated with a ticket that can be used once to give discounts on purchases of other works.
- A digital work is circulated with a ticket (included in the purchase price and possibly embedded in the work) that

can be used for a future upgrade.

In each of these cases, if a paid copy is made of the digital work (including the ticket) the new owner would expect
to get a fresh (unpunched) ticket, whether the copy seller has used the work or not. In contrast, loaning a work or simply
transferring it to another repository should not revitalize the ticket.

Usage Fees and Incentives Specification

The billing for use of a digital work is fundamental to a commercial distribution system. Grammar Element 1517

'Fee-Spec: = {Scheduled-Discount} Regular-Fee-Spec | Scheduled-Fee-Spec | Markup-Spec“ provides a range
of options for billing for the use of digital works.

A key feature of this approach is the development of low-overhead billing for transactions in potentially small
amounts. Thus, it becomes feasible to collect fees of only a few cents each for thousands of transactions.

The grammar differentiates between uses where the charge is per use from those where it is metered by the time
unit. Transactions can support fees that the user pays for using a digital work as well as incentives paid by the right
grantor to users to induce them to use or distribute the digital work.

The optional scheduled discount refers to the rest of the fee specification-discounting it by a percentage over
time. If it is not specified, then there is no scheduled discount. Regular fee specifications are constant over time.
Scheduled fee specifications give a schedule of dates over which the fee specifications change. Markup specifications
are used in d-blocks for adding a percentage to the fees already being charged.

Grammar Element 1518 "Scheduled-Discount: = (Scheduled-Discount: (Time-Spec Percentage)")' A Sched-

uled-Discount is a essentially a scheduled modifier of any other fee specification for this version of the right of the
digital work. (It does not refer to children or parent digital works or to other versions of rights). It is a list of pairs of
times and percentages. The most recent time in the list that has not yet passed at the time of the transaction is the
one in effect. The percentage gives the discount percentage. For example, the number 10 refers to a 10% discount.

Grammar Element 1519 'Ftegular-Fee-Spec : = ({Fee: l Incentive: }[Per-Use-Spec l Metered-Rate-Spec I Best-
Prlce-Spec I Call-For-Prlce—Spec] {Min: Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec}{Max: Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec} To:
Account-ID)“ provides for several kinds of fee specifications,

Fees are paid by the copy-owner/user to the revenue-owner if Fee: is specified. Incentives are paid by the revenue-
owner to the user if Incentive: is specified. If the Min: specification is given, then there is a minimum fee to be charged
per time-spec unit for its use. If the Max: specification is given, then there is a maximum fee to be charged per time-
spec for its use. When Fee: is specified, Account-ID identifies the account to which the fee is to be paid. When Incentive:
is specified, Account-ID identifies the account from which the fee is to be paid.

Grammar element 1520 'Per-Uee-Spec: = Per-Use: Money-unit' defines a simple fee to be paid every time the
right is exercised, regardless of how much time the transaction takes.

Grammar element 1521 'Metered-Ftate-Spec := Metered: Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec' defines a metered-rate
fee paid according to how long the right is exercised. Thus, the time it takes to complete the transaction determines
the fee.

Grammar element 152 'Best-Price-Spec := Best-Price: Money-unit Max: Money-unit' is used to specify a
best-price that is determined when the account is settled. This specification is to accommodate special deals, rebates,
and pricing that depends on information that is not available to the repository. All fee specifications can be combined
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with tickets or authorizations that could indicate that the consumer is a wholesaler or that he is a preferred customer,

or that the seller be authorized in some way. The amount of money in the Max: field Is the maximum amount that the
use will cost. This is the amount that is tentatively debited from the credit server. However, when the transaction is

ultimately reconciled, any excess amount will be returned to the consumer in a separate transaction.
Grammar element 1523 'CaIl-For-Price—Smc : = Call-For-Price " is similar to a 'Best-Price-Spec' in that it is

intended to accommodate cases where prices are dynamic. A Call-For-Price Smc requires a communication with a
dealer to determine the price. This option cannot be exercised if the repository cannot communicate with a dealer at
the time that the right is exercised. It is based on a secure transaction whereby the dealer names a price to exercise

the right and passes along a deal certificate which is referenced or included in the billing process.
Grammar element 1524 “Scheduled-Fee-Spec: = (Schedule: (Time-Spec Regular-Fee-Spec)‘)' is used to pro-

vide a schedule of dates over which the tee specifications change. The fee specification with the most recent date not
in the future is the one that is in effect. This is similar to but more general than the scheduled discount. It is more

general, because it provides a means to vary the fee agreement for each time period.
Grammar element 1525 'Markup-Spec: = Markup: percentage To: Account-ID" is provided for adding a per-

centage to the fees already being charged. For example, a 5% markup means that a fee of 5% of cumulative fee so
far will be allocated to the distributor. A markup specification can be applied to all of the other kinds of fee specifications.

It is typically used in a shell provided by a distributor. It refers to fees associated with d-blocks that are parts of the
current d-block. This might be a convenient specification for use in taxes, or in distributor overhead.

FIEPOSITOFIY TFIANSACTIONS

When a user requests access to a digital work, the repository will initiate various transactions. The combination
of transactions invoked will depend on the specifications assigned for a usage right. There are three basic types of
transactions, Session Initiation Transactions, Financial Transactions and Usage Transactions. Generally. session ini-
tiation transactions are initiated first to establish a valid session. When a valid session is established, transactions

corresponding to the various usage rights are invoked. Finally, request specific transactions are performed.
Transactions occur between two repositories (one acting as a server), between a repository and a document play-

back platform (e.g. for executing or viewing), between a repository and a credit server or between a repository and an
authorization server. When transactions occur between more than one repository, it is assumed that there is a reliable

communication channel between the repositories. For example, this could be a TCP/IP channel or any other commer-
cially available channel that has built-in capabilities for detecting and correcting transmission errors. However, it is not
assumed that the communication channel is secure. Provisions for security and privacy are part of the requirements

for specifying and implementing repositories and thus form the need for various transactions.

Message Transmission

Transactions require that there be some communication between repositories. Communication between reposi-
tories occurs in units termed as messages. Because the communication line is assumed to be unsecure, all commu-
nications with repositories that are above the lowest security class are encrypted utilizing a public key encryption
technique. Public key encryption is a well known technique in the encryption arts. The term key refers to a numeric
code that is used with encryption and decryption algorithms. Keys come in pairs, where 'writing keys' are used to
encrypt data and 'checking keys' are used to decrypt data. Both writing and checking keys may be public or private.
Public keys are those that are distributed to others Private keys are maintained in confidence.

Key management and security is instrumental in the success of a public key encryption system. In the currently

preferred embodiment, one or more master repositories maintain the keys and create the identification certificates
used by the repositories.

When a sending repository transmits a message to a receiving repository, the sending repository encrypts all of
its data using the public writing key of the receiving repository. The sending'repository includes its name, the name of
the receiving repository, a session identifier such as a nonce (described below), and a message counter in each mes—
sage.

In this way, the communication can only be read (to a high probability) by the receiving repository, which holds the

private checking key for decryption. The auxiliary data is used to guard against various replay attacks to security. It
messages ever arrive with the wrong counter or an old nonce, the repositories can assume that someone is interfering
with communication and the transaction terminated.

The respective public keys for the repositories to be used for encryption are obtained in the registration transaction
described below.
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Session Initiation Transactions

A usage transaction is carried out in a session between repositories. For usage transactions involving more than
one repository, or for financial transactions between a repository and a credit sewer, a registration transaction is per-
formed. A second transaction termed a login transaction, may also be needed to initiate the session. The goal of the
registration transaction is to establish a secure channel between two repositories who know each others identities. As
it is assumed that the communication channel between the repositories is reliable but not secure, there is a risk that

a non-repository may mimic the protocol in order: to gain illegitimate access to a repository
The registration transaction between two repositories is described with respect to Figures 16 and 17. The steps

described are from the perspective of a "repository—1 ' registering its identity with a 'repository-2'. The registration must
be symmetrical so the same set of steps will be repeated for repository-2 registering its identity with repository-1.

Referring to Figure 16, repository-1 first generates an encrypted registration identifier, step 1601 and then generates
a registration message, step 1602. A registration message is comprised of an identifier of a master repository, the
identification certificate forthe repository-1 and an encrypted random registration identifier. The identification certificate
is encrypted by the master repository in its private key and attests to the fact that the repository (here repository-1) is
a bona fide repository. The identification certificate also contains a public key for the repository, the repository security
level and a timestamp (indicating a time after which the certificate is no longer valid.) The registration identifier is a
number generated by the repository for this registration. The registration identifier is unique to the session and is

encrypted in repository-1's private key. The registration identifier is used to improve security of authentication by de-
tecting certain kinds of communications based attacks. Repository-1 then transmits the registration message to repos-
itory-2, step 1603. _

Upon receiving the registration message, repository-2 determines if it has the needed public key for the master
repository, step 1604. If repository-2 does not have the needed public key to decrypt the identification certificate, the
registration transaction terminates in an error, step 1618.

Assuming that repository-2 has the proper public key the identification certificate is decrypted, step 1605. Repos-
itory-2 saves the encrypted registration identifier. step 1606, and extracts the repository identifier, step 1607. The
extracted repository identifier is checked against a 'hotlist' of compromised document repositories, step 1608. In the
currently preferred embodiment, each repository will contain 'hotlists" of compromised repositories. If the repository
is on the 'hotlist‘, the registration transaction terminates in an error per step 1618. Repositories can be removed from
the hotlist when their certificates expire, so that the list does not need to grow without bound. Also, by keeping a short
list of hotlist certificates that it has previously received, a repository can avoid the work of actually going through the
list. These lists would be encrypted by a master repository. A minor variation on the approach to improve efficiency
would have the repositories first exchange lists of names of hotlist certificates, ultimately exchanging only those lists
that they had not previously received. The “hotlists' are maintained and distributed by Master repositories.

Note that rather than terminating in error, the transaction could request that another registration message be sent
based on an identification certificate created by another master repository. This may be repeated until a satisfactory
identification certificate is found, or it is determined that trust cannot be established.

Assuming that the repository is not on the hotlist, the repository identification needs to be verified. In other words.
repository-2 needs to validate that the repository on the other end is really repository—1. This is termed performance
testing and is performed in order to avoid invalid access to'the repository via a counterfeit repository replaying a re-
cording of a prior session initiation between repository-1 and repository-2. Performance testing is initiated by repository-
2 generating a performance message, step 1609. The performance message consists of a nonce, the names of the
respective repositories, the time and the registration identifier received from repository-1. A nonce is a generated
message based on some random and variable information (eg. the time or the temperature.) The nonce is used to

check whether repOsitory—1 can actually exhibit correct encrypting of a message using the private keys it claims to
have, on a messagethat it has never seen before. The performance message is encrypted usingthe public key specified
in the registration message of repository-1. The performance message is transmitted to repository-1, step 1610. where
it is decrypted by repository-1 using its private key, step 1611. Repository-1 then checks to make sure that the names

of the two repositories are correct, step 1612, that the time is accurate, step 1613 and that the registration identifier
corresponds to the one it sent, step 1614. If any of these tests fails, the transaction is terminated per step 1616.
Assuming that the tests are passed, repository-1 transmits the nonce to repository—2 in the clear, step 1615. Repository-
2 then compares the received nonce to the original nonce, step 1617. If they are not identical, the registration transaction
terminates in an error per step 1618. If they are the same, the registration transaction has successfully completed.

At this point, assuming that the transaction has not terminated, the repositories exchange messages containing
session keys to be used in all communications during the session and synchronize their clocks. Figure 17 illustrates
the session information exchange and clock synchronization steps (again from the perspective of repository-1.) Fle-
lerring to Figure 17, repository-1 creates a session key pair, step 1701. A first key is kept private and is used by
repository-1 to encrypt messages. The second key is a public key used by repository-2 to decrypt messages. The
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second key is encrypted using the public key of repository-2, step 1702 and is sent to repository-2, step 1703. Upon
receipt, repository-2 decrypts the second key, step 1704. The second key is used to decrypt messages in subsequent

communications. When each repository has completed this step, they are both convinced that the other repository is
bona tide and that they are communicating with the original. Each repository has given the other a key to be used in
decrypting further communications during the session. Since that key is itself transmitted in the public key of the re-
ceiving repository only it will be able to decrypt the key which is used to decrypt subsequent messages.

After the session information is exchanged, the repositories must synchronize their clocks Clock synchronization
is used by the repositories to establish an agreed upon time base for the financial records of their mutual transactions.
Referring back to Figure 17. repository-2 initiates clock synchronization by generating a time stamp exchange message,
step 1705, and transmits it to repository- 1, step 1706. Upon receipt, repository—1 generates its own time stamp mes—
sage, step 1707 and transmits it back to repository-2, step 1708. Repository-2 notes the current time, step 1709 and
storesthetime receivedfrom repository-1, step 1710. The current time is comparedtothetime received from repository—
1. step 1711. The difference is then checked to see if it exceeds a predetermined tolerance (eg. one minute), step
1712. If it does. repository-2 terminates the transaction as this may indicate tampering with the repository. step 1713.
If not repository-2 computes an adjusted time delta, step 1714. The adjusted time delta is the difference between the
clock time of repository-2 and the average of the times from repository-1 and repository-2.

To achieve greater accuracy, repository-2 can request the time again up to a fixed number of times (9.9. five times),
repeat the clock synchronization steps, and average the results.

A second session initiation transaction is a Login transaction. The Login transaction is used to check the authenticity
of a user requesting a transaction. A Login transaction is particularly prudent for the authorization of financial transac-
tions that will be charged to a credit server. The Login transaction involves an interaction between the user at a user
interface and the credit server associated with a repository. The information exchanged here is a login string supplied
by the repository/credit server to identify itself to the user, and a Personal Identification Number (PIN) provided by the
user to identify himself to the credit server. In the event that the user is accessing a credit server on a repository different
from the one on which the user interface resides. exchange of the information would be encrypted using the public and
private keys of the respective repositories.

Bllllng Transactions

Billing Transactions are concerned with monetary transactions with a credit server. Billing Transactions are carried
out when all other conditions are satisfied and a usage fee is required for granting the request. For the most part, billing
transactions are well understood in the state of the art. These transactions are between a repository and a credit server.
or between a credit server and a billing clearinghouse. Briefly. the required transactions include the following:

- Registration and LOG IN transactions by which the repository and user establish their bona fides to a credit server.
These transactions would be entirely internal in cases where the repository and credit server are implemented as
a single system.

- Registration and LOG IN transactions, by which a credit server establishes its bona fides to a billing clearinghouse.
' An Assign-fee transaction to assign a charge. The information in this transaction would include a transaction iden-

tifier. the identities of the repositories in the transaction, and a list of charges from the parts of the digital work. If
there has been any unusual event in the-transaction such as an interruption of communications, that information
is included as well.

- A Begin-charges transaction to assign a charge. This transaction is much the same as an assign-fee transaction
except that it is used for metered use. It includes the same information as the assign-fee transaction as well as
the usage fee information. The credit-server is then responsible for running a clock.

- An Endcharges transaction to end a charge for metered use. (In a variation on this approach, the repositories
would exchange periodic charge information for each block of time.)

- A report-charges transaction between a personal credit server and a billing clearinghouse. This transaction is
invoked at least once per billing period. It is used to pass along information about charges. On debit and credit

cards, this transaction would also be used to update balance information and credit limits as needed.

All billing transactions are given a transaction ID and are reported to the credit severs by both the server and the
client. This reduces possible loss of billing information if one of the parties to a transaction loses a banking card and
provides a check against tampering with the system.

Usage Transactions

After the session initiation transactions have been completed, the usage request may then be processed. To sim-
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plify the description of the steps carried out in processing a usage request, the term requester is used to refer to a
repository in the requester mode which is initiating a request, and the term server is used to refer to a repository in the
server mode and which contains the desired digital work. In many cases such as requests to print or view a work, the

requester and server may be the same device and the transactions described in the following would be entirely internal.
in such instances, certain transaction steps, such as the registration transaction, need not be performed.

There are some common steps that are part of the semantics of all of the usage rights transactions. These steps
are referred to as the common transaction steps. There are two sets --the “opening' steps and the “closing“ steps. For
simplicity, these are listed here rather than repeating them in the descriptions of all of the usage rights transactions.

Transactions can refer to a part of a digital work, a complete digital work, or a Digital work containing other digital
works. Although not described in detail herein, a transaction may even refer to a folder comprised of a plurality of digital
works. The term 'work' is used to refer to what ever portion or set of digital works is being accessed.

Many of the steps here involve determining if certain conditions are satisfied. Recall that each usage right may
have one or more conditions which must be satisfied before the right can be exercised. Digital works have parts and
parls have parts. Different parts can have different rights and fees. Thus, it is necessary to verify that the requirements
are met for ALL of the parts that are involved in a transaction For brevity, when reference is made to checking whether
the rights exist and conditions for exercising are satisfied, it is meant that all such checking takes place for each of the
relevant parts of the work.

Figure 18 illustrates the initial common opening and closing steps fora transaction. At this point it is assumed that

registration has occurred and that a “trusted“ session is in place. General tests are tests on usage rights associated
with the folder containing the work or some containing folder higher in the file system hierarchy. These tests correspond
to requirements imposed on the work as a consequence of its being on the particular repository, as opposed to being
attached to the work itself. Referring to Figure 18, prior to initiating a usage transaction, the requester performs any
general tests that are required before the right associated with the transaction can be exercised, step, 1801. For ex-
ample, install, uninstall and delete rights may be implemented to require that a requester have an authorization certif-

icate before the right can be exercised. Another example is the requirement that a digital ticket be present and punched

before a digital work may be copied to a requester. If any of the general tests fail, the transaction is not initiated, step,
1802. Assuming that such required tests are passed, upon receiving the usage request, the server generates a trans-
action identifier that is used in records or reports of the transaction, step 1803. The server then checks whether the

digital work has been granted the right corresponding to the requested transaction, step 1804. If the digital work has
not been granted the right corresponding to the request, the transaction terminates, step 1805. If the digital work has
been granted the requested right, the server then determines if the various conditions for exercising the right are
satisfied. Time based conditions are examined, step 1806. These conditions are checked by examining the time spec-
ification for the the version of the right. If any of the conditions are not satisfied, the transaction terminates per step 1805.

Assuming that the time based conditions are satisfied, the server checks security and access conditions, step
1807. Such security and access conditions are satisfied if: 1)the requester is at the specified security class, or a higher
security class, 2) the sewer satisfies any specified authorization test and 3) the requester satisfies any specified au—
thorization tests and has any required digital tickets. if any of the conditions are not satisfied, the transaction terminates
per step 1805.

Assuming that the security and access conditions are all satisfied, the server checks the copy count condition,
step 1808. If the copy count equals zero, then the transaction cannot be completed and the transaction terminates per
step 1805.

Assuming that the copy count does not equal zero, the server checks if the copies in use for the requested right
is greater than or equal to any copy count for the requested right (or relevant parts), step 1809. If the copies in use is
greater than or equal to the copy count, this indicates that usage rights for the version of the transaction have been

exhausted. Accordingly, the server terminates the transaction, step 1805. If the copy count is less than the copies in
use for the transaction the transaction can continue, and the copies in use would be incremented by the number of
digital works requested in the transaction, step 1810.

The server then checks if the digital work has a 'Loan' access right, step 1811. The 'Loan" access right is a special
case since remaining rights may be present even though all copies are loaned out. If the digital work has the 'Loan'

access right. a check is made to see if all copies have been loaned out, step 1812. The number of copies that could
be loaned is the sum of the Copy-Counts for all of the versions of the loan right of the digital work. For a composite
work, the relevant figure is the minimal such sum of each of the components of the composite work. If all copies have
been loaned out, the remaining rights are determined, step 1 81 3. The remaining-rights is determined from the remaining
rights specifications from the versions of the Loan right. If there is only one version of the Loan right, then the deter-

mination is simple. The remaining rights are the ones specified in that version of the Loan right, or none if Remaining-
Flights: is not specified. If there are multiple versions of the Loan right and all copies of all of the versions are loaned

out, then the remaining rights is taken as the minimum set (intersection) of remaining rights across all of the versions
of the loan right. The server then determines if the requested right is in the set of remaining rights, step 1814. If the
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requested right is not in the set of remaining rights, the sewer terminates the transaction, step 1805.

If Loan is not a usage right for the digital work or if all copies have not been loaned out or the requested right is in
the set of remaining rights, fee conditions for the right are then checked, step 1815. This will initiate various financial
transactions between the repository and associated credit sewer. Further, any metering of usage of a digital work will
commence. If any financial transaction fails, the transaction terminates per step 1805.

it should be noted that the order in which the conditions are checked need not follow the order of steps 1806-1815.

At this point, right specific steps are now performed and are represented here as step 1816. The right speci fi c
steps are described in greater detail below.

The common closing transaction steps are now performed. Each of the closing transaction steps are performed
by the server after a successful completion of a transaction. Fieferring back to Figure 18, the copies in use value for
the requested right is decremented by the number of copies involved in the transaction, step 1817. Next, if the right
had a metered usage fee specification, the sewer subtracts the elapsed time from the Fiemaining-Use-Time associated
with the right for every pan involved in the transaction, step 1818. Finally, if there are fee specifications associated
with the right, the server initiates End-Charge financial transaction to confirm billing, step 1819.

Transmission Protocol

An important area to consider is the transmission of the digital work from the server to the requester. The trans-
mission protocol described herein refers to events occurring after a valid session has been created. The transmission
protocol must handle the case of disruption in the communications between the repositories. It is assumed that inter-
ference such as injecting noise on the communication channel can be detected by the integrity checks (e.g., parity,
checksum, etc.) that are built into the transport protocol and are not discussed in detail herein.

The underlying goal in the transmission protocol is to preclude certain failure modes, such as malicious or accidental
interference on the communications channel. Suppose, for example, that a user pulls a card with the credit server at

a specific time near the end of a transaction. There should not be a vulnerable time at which 'pulling the card“ causes
the repositories to fail to correctly account for the number of copies of the work that have been created. Restated, there

should be notime at which a pany can break a connection as a means to avoid payment after using a digital work.
If a transaction is interrupted (and fails), both repositories restore the digital works and accounts to their state prior

to the failure, modulo records of the failure itself.

Figure 19 is a state diagram showing steps in the process of transmitting information during a transaction. Each

- box represents a state of a repository in either the server mode (above the central dotted line 1901 ) or in the requester
mode (below the dotted line 1901). Solid arrows standtor transitions between states. Dashed arrows stand for message
communications between the repositories. A dashed message arrow pointing to a solid transition arrow is interpreted
as meaning that the transition takes place when the message is received. Unlabeled transition arrows take place
unconditionally. Other labels on state transition arrows describe conditions that trigger the transition.

Referring now to Figure 19, the server is initially in a state 1902 where a new transaction is initiated via start
message 1903. This message includes transaction information including a transaction identifier and a count of the
blocks of data to be transferred. The requester, initially in a wait state 1904 then enters a data wait state 1905.

The server enters a data transmit state 1906 and transmits a block of data 1907 and then enters a wait for ac‘

knowledgement state 1908. As the data is received, the requester enters a data receive state 1909 and when the data

blocks are completely received it enters an acknowledgement state 1910 and transmits an Acknowledgement message
1911 to the server.

If there are more blocks to send, the sewerwaits until receiving an Acknowledgement message from the requester
When an Acknowledgement message is received it sends the next block to the requester and again waits for acknowl—
edgement. The requester also repeats the same cycle of states.

If the server detects a communications failure before sending the last block, it enters a cancellation state 1912
wherein the transaction is cancelled. Similarly, if the requester detects a communications failure before receiving the
last block it enters a cancellation state 1913.

if there are no more blocks to send, the server commits to the transaction and waits for the final Acknowledgement
in state 1914. if there is a communications failure before the server receives the final Acknowledgement message, it
still commits to the transaction but includes a repon about the event to its credit server in state 1915. This report serves
two purposes. It will help legitimize any claims by a user of having been billed for receiving digital works that were not
completely received. Also it helps to identify repositories and communications lines that have suspicious patterns of
use and interruption. The server then enters its completion state 1916.

On the requester side, when there are no more blocks to receive, the requester commits to the transaction in state
1917. ft the requester detects a communications failure at this state, it reports the failure to its credit server in state

1918, but still commits to the transaction. When it has committed, it sends an acknowledgement message tothe sewer
The sewer then enters its completion state 1919.
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The key property is that both the server and the requester cancel a transaction if it is interrupted before all of the
data blocks are delivered, and commits to it if all of the data blocks have been delivered.

There is a possibility that the server will have sent all of the data blocks (and committed) but the requester will not
have received all of them and will cancel the transaction. In this case, both repositories will presumably detect a com-
munications failure and report it to their credit server. This case will probably be rare since it depends on very precise
timing of the communications failure. The only consequence will be that the user at the requester repository may want
to request a refund from the credit services -- and the case for that refund will be documented by reports by both
repositories.

To prevent loss of data, the server should not delete any transferred digital work until receiving the final acknowl-
edgement from the requester. But it also should not use the file. A well known way to deal with this situation is called
'two-phase commit' or 2P0.

Two-phase commit works as follows. The first phase works the same as the method described above. The server

sends all of the data to the requester. Both repositories mark the transaction (and appropriate files) as uncommitted.
The server sends a ready-to-commit message to the requester. The requester sends back an acknowledgement. The
server then commits and sends the requester a commit message. When the requester receives the commit message,
it commits the file.

If there is a communication failure or other crash, the requester must check back with the server to determine the
status of the transaction. The server has the last word on this. The requester may have received all of the data, but if
it did not get the final message, it has not committed. The server can go ahead and delete files (except for transaction
records) once it commits, since the files are known to have been fully transmitted before starting the 2P0 cycle.

There are variations known in the art which can be used to achieve the same effect. For example, the server could
use an additional level of encryption when transmitting a work to a client. Only after the client sends a message ac-
knowledging receipt does it send the key. The client then agrees to pay for the digital work. The point of this variation
is that it provides a clear audit trail that the client received the work. For trusted systems, however, this variation adds
a level of encryption for no real gain in accountability.

The transaction for specific usage rights are now discussed.

The Copy Transaction

A Copy transaction is a request to make one or more independent copies of the work with the same or lesser

usage rights. Copy differs from the extraction right discussed later in that it refers to entire digital works or entire folders
containing digital works. A copy operation cannot be used to remove a portion of a digital work.

- The requester sends the server a message to initiate the Copy Transaction. This message indicates the work to
be copied, the version of the copy right to be used for the transaction, the destination address information (location
in a folder) for placing the work, the file data for the work (including its size), and the number of copies requested.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.
- The server transmits the requested contents and data to the client according to the transmission protocol. If a

Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided in the version of the right, those rights are transmitted as the rights for the
work. Otherwise, the rights of the original are transmitted. In any event, the Copy-Count field for the copy of the
digital work being sent right is set to the number-of—copies requested.

- The requester records the work contents, data, and usage-rights and stores the work. It records the date and time
that the copy was made in the properties of the digital work.

- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Transfer Transaction

A Transfer transaction is a request to move copies of the work with the same or lesser usage rights to another
repository. In contrast with a copy transaction, this results in removing the work copies from the sewer

- The requester sends the server a message to initiate the Transfer Transaction. This message indicates the work
to be transferred, the version of the transfer right to be used in the transaction, the destination address information
for placing the work, the file data for the work, and the number of copies involved.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps. _
- The server transmits the requested contents and data to the requester according to the transmission protocol. If

a Next—Set-Of—Hights has been provided, those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, the
rights of the original are transmitted. In either case, the Copy-Count field for the transmitted rights are set to the
number-of—copies requested.
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0 The requester records the work contents, data, and usage rights and stores the work.
0 The server decrements its copy count by the number of copies involved in the transaction
0 The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.
- if the number of copies remaining in the server is now zero, if erases the digital work from its memory.

The Loan Transaction

A loan transaction is a mechanism for loaning copies of a digital work. The maximum durationof the loan is de-

termined by an internal parameter of the digital work. Works are automatically returned after a predetermined time
period.

0 The requester sends the server a message to initiate the Transfer Transaction. This message indicates the work
to be loaned, the version of the loan right to be used in the transaction, the destination address information for
placing the work, the number of copies involved, the file data for the work, and the period of the loan.

0 The server checks the validity of the requested loan period, and ends with an error if the period is not valid Loans
for a loaned copy cannot extend beyond the period of the original loan to the server.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.
0 The server transmits the requested contents and data to the requester. if a Next-Set-Of-Flights has been provided,

those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, the rights of the original are transmitted, as
modified to reflect the loan period.

0 The requester records the digital work contents, data, usage rights, and loan period and stores the work
0 The server updates the usage rights information in the digital work to reflect the number of copies loaned out.
o The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.
0 The server updates the usage rights data for the digital work. This may preclude use of the work until it is returned

from the loan. The user on the requester platform, can now use the transferred copies of the digital work. A user
accessing the original repository cannot use the digital work, unless there are copies remaining. What happens
next depends on the order of events in time.

Case 1. If the time of the loan period is not yet exhausted and the requester sends the repository a Return message.
 

- The return message includes the requester identification, and the transaction ID.
- The server decrements the copies-in—use field by the number of copies that were returned. (if the number of

digital works retumed is greater than the number actually borrowed, this is treated as an error.) This step may
now make the work available at the server for other users.

- The requester deactivates its copies and removes the contents from its memory.

Case 2. If the time of the loan period is exhausted and the requester has not yet sent a Return message.

- The server decrements the copies-in-use field by the number digital works that were borrowed.
- The requester automatically deactivates its copies of the digital work. It terminates all current uses and erases

the digital work copies from memory. One question is why a requester would ever return a work earlier than
the period of the loan, since it would be returned automatically anyway. One reason for early return is that
there may be a metered fee which determines the cost of the loan. Returning early may reduce that fee.

The Play Transaction

A play transaction is a request to use the contents of a work. Typically, to 'play' a work is to send the digital work
through some kind of transducer, such as a speaker or a display device. The request implies the intention that the
contents will not be communicated digitally to any other system. For example, they will not be sent to a printer, recorded
on any digital medium, retained after the transaction or sent to another repository.

This term 'play' is natural for examples like playing music, playing a movie, or playing a video game. The general
form of play means that a 'player' is used to use the digital work. However: the term play covers all media and kinds
of recordings. Thus one would 'play' a digital work, meaning, to render it for reading, or play a computer program,
meaning to execute it. For a digital ticket the player would be a digital ticket agent.

- The requester sends the server a message to initiate the play transaction. This message indicates the work to be
played, the version of the play right to be used in the transaction, the identity of the player being used, and the file
data for the work
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0 The server checks the validity of the player identification and the compatibility of the player identification with the
player specification in the right. It ends with an error if these are not satisfactory.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

0 The server and requester read and write the blocks of data as requested by the player according to the transmission
protocol. The requester plays the work contents, using the player.

- When the player is finished, the player and the requester remove the contents from their memory.
- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Print Transaction

A Print transaction is a request to obtain the contents of a work for the purpose of rendering them on a 'printer'

We use the term 'printer' to include the common case of writing with ink on paper. However, the key aspect of 'printing'
in our use of the term is that it makes a copy of the digital work in a place outside of the protection of usage rights. As
with all rights, this may require particular authorization certificates.

Once a digital work is printed, the publisher and user are bound by whatever copyright laws are in effect. However,
printing moves the contents outside the control of repositories. For example, absent any other enforcement mecha-
nisms, once a digital work is printed on paper, it can be copied on ordinary photocopying machines without intervention
by a repository to collect usage fees. If the printer to a digital disk is permitted, then that digital copy is outside of the

control of usage rights. Both the creator and the user know this, although the creator does not necessarily give tacit
consent to such copying, which may violate copyright laws.

. The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Print transaction. This message indicates the work to be
played, the identity of the printer being used, the file data for the work, and the number of copies in the request.

- The server checks the validity of the printer identification and the compatibility of the printer identification with the
printer specification in the right. it ends with an error if these are not satisfactory.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.
- The server transmits blocks of data according to the transmission protocol.
- The requester prints the work contents, using the printer.

0 When the printer is finished, the printer and the requester remove the contents from their memory.
- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Backup Transaction

A Backup transaction is a request to make a backup copy of a digital work, as a protection against media failure.
In the context of repositories, secure backup copies differ from other copies in three ways: (1) they are made under

the control of a Backup transaction rather than a Copy transaction, (2) they do not count as regular copies, and (3)
they are not usable as regular copies. Generally, backup copies are encrypted.

Although backup copies may be transferred or copied, depending on their assigned rights, the only way to make
them useful for playing, printing or embedding is to restore them.

The output of a Backup operation is both an encrypted data file that contains the contents and description of a
work, and a restoration file with an encryption key for restoring the encrypted contents. In many cases, the encrypted
data file would have rights for 'printing' it to a disk outside of the protection system, relying just on its encryption for
security. Such files could be stored anywhere that was physically safe and convenient. The restoration file would be

held in the repository. This file is necessary for the restoration of a backup copy. it may have rights for transfer between
repositories.

. The requester sends the server a message to initiate a backup transaction. This message indicates the work to
be backed up, the version of the backup right to be used in the transaction, the destination address information
for placing the backup copy, the file data for the work.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

0 The server transmits the requested contents and data to the requester. If a Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided,
those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, a set of default rights for backup files of the
original are transmitted by the server.

- The requester records the work contents, data, and usage rights. It then creates a one—time key and encrypts the
contents file. It saves the key information in a restoration file.

- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

in some cases, it is convenient to be able to archive the large, encrypted contents file to secure offline storage,
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such as a magneto-optical storage system or magnetic tape. This creation of a non—repository archive file is as secure
as the encryption process. Such non-repository archive storage is considered a form of “printing“ and is controlled by

a print right with a specified 'archive-printer.‘ An archive-printer device is programmed to save the encrypted contents
file (but not the description file) offline in such a way that it can be retrieved.

The Restore Transaction

A Restore transaction is a request to convert an encrypted backup copy of a digital work into a usable copy. A
restore operation is intended to be used to compensate for catastrophic media failure. Like all usage rights, restoration
rights can include fees and access tests including authorization checks.

- The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Restore transaction. This message indicates the work to
be restored, the version of the restore right for the transaction, the destination address information for placing the
work, and the file data for the work.

. The server verifies that the contents file is available (Le. a digital work corresponding to the request has been
backed-up.) if it is not, it ends the transaction with an error.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.
- The server retrieves the key from the restoration file. It decrypts the work contents, data, and usage rights.
0 The sewer transmits the requested contents and data to the requester according to the transmission protocol. if

a Next-Set-Of-Hights has been provided, these rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, a set
of default rights for backup files of the original are transmitted by the server.

- The requester stores the digital work.
0 The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Delete Transaction

A Delete transaction deletes a digital work or a number of copies of a digital work from a repository. Practically all
digital works would have delete rights.

0 The requester sends the server a message to initiate a delete transaction. This message indicates the work to be
deleted, the version of the delete right for the transaction.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.
- The server deletes the file, erasing it from the file system.
- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Directory Transaction

A Directory transaction is a request for information about folders, digital works, and their parts. This amounts to
roughly the same idea as protection codes in a conventional file system like TENEX, except that it is generalized to
the full power of the access specifications of the usage rights language.

The Directory transaction has the important role of passing along descriptions of the rights and fees associated
with a digital work. When a user wants to exercise a right, the user interface of his repository implicitly makes a directory
request to determine the versions of the right that are available. Typically these are presented to the user —- such as
with different choices of billing for exercising a right. Thus, many directory transactions are invisible to the user and
are exercised as part of the normal process of exercising all rights.

- The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Directory transaction. This message indicates the file or
folder that is the root of the directory request and the version of the directory right used for the transaction.

0 The server verifies that the information is accessible to the requester. In particular, it does not return the names

of any files that have a HlDE-NAME status in their directory specifications, and it does not return the parts of any
folders or files that have HIDE-PARTS in their specification. If the information is not accessible, the server ends
the transaction with an error.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.
- The server sends the requested data to the requester according to the transmission protocol.
- The requester records the data.
- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.
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The Folder Transaction

A Folder transaction is a request to create or rename a folder, or to move a work between folders. Together with
Directory rights, Folder rights control the degree to which organization of a repository can be accessed or modified
from another repository.

- The requester sends the sewer a message to initiate a Folder transaction. This message indicates the folder that
is the root of the folder request, the version of the folder right for the transaction, an operation, and data. The
operation can be one of create, rename, and move file. The data are the specifications required for the operation,
such as a specification of a folder or digital work and a name.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps,
- The server performs the requested operation —— creating a folder, renaming a folder, or moving a work between

folders.

- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Extract Transaction

A extract transaction is a request to copy a part of a digital work and to create a new work containing it. The
extraction operation differs from copying in that it can be used to separate a part of a digital work from d-blocks or
shells that place additional restrictions or fees on it. The extraction operation differs from the edit operation in that it
does not change the contents of a work, only its embedding in d-blocks. Extraction creates a new digital work.

- The requester sends the server a message to initiate an Extract transaction. This message indicates the part of
the work to be extracted, the version of the extract right to be used in the transaction. the destination address

information for placing the part as a new work, the file data for the work, and the number of copies involved.
- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

I The server transmits the requested contents and data to the requester according to the transmission protocol. If
a Next-Set-Of—Rights has been provided, those rights are transmitted as the rights for the new work. Otherwise,
the rights ofthe original are transmitted. The Copy-Count field for this right is set to the number-of-copies requested.

- The requester records the contents, data, and usage rights and stores the work. It records the date and time that
new work was made in the properties of the work.

0 The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Embed Transaction

An embed transaction is a request to make a digital work become a part of another digital work or to add a shell
d-block to enable the adding of fees by a distributor of the work.

0 The requester sends the server a message to initiate an Embed transaction. This message indicates the work to

be embedded, the version of the embed right to be used in the transaction, the destination address information
for placing the part as a a work, the file data for the work, and the number of copies involved.

0 The server checks the control specifications for all of the rights in the part and the destination. if they are incom-
patible, the server ends the transaction with an error.

. The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

- The server transmits the requested contents and data to the requester according to the transmission protocol. If
a Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are transmitted as the rights for the new work. Otherwise,
the rights of the original are transmitted. The Copy-Count field for this right is set to the number-of-copies requested.

- The requester records the contents, data, and usage rights and embeds the work in the destination file.
- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Edit Transaction

An Edit transaction is a request to make a new digital work by copying, selecting and modifying portions of an
existing digital work. This operation can actually change the contents of a digital work. The kinds of changes that are
permitted depend on the process being used. Like the extraction operation, edit operates on portions of a digital work.
In contrast with the extract operation, edit does not affect the rights or location of the work it only changes the contents.
The kinds of changes permitted are determined by the type specification of the processor specified in the rights. In the
currently preferred embodiment, an edit transaction changes the work itself and does not make a new work. However,
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it would be a reasonable variation to cause a new copy of the work to be made.

- The requester sends the sewer a message to initiate an Edit transaction. This message indicates the work to be
edited, the version of the edit right to be used in the transaction, the file data for the work (including its size), the
process-lD for the process, and the number of copies involved.

0 The sewer checks the compatibility of the process-ID to be used by the requester against any process-ID speci-
fication in the right. If they are incompatible it ends the transaction with an error.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps. .
- The requester uses the process to change the contents of the digital work as desired. (For example it can select

and duplicate parts of it; combine it with other information; or compute functions based on the information This
can amount to editing text, music, or pictures or taking whatever other steps are useful in creating a derivative work.)

0 The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The edit transaction is used to cover a wide range of kinds of works. The category describes a process that takes

as its input any portion of a digital work and then modifies the input in some way. For example, for text, a process for
editing the text would require edit rights. A process for 'summarizing' or counting words in the text would also be
considered editing. For a music file, processing could involve changing the pitch or tempo, or adding reverberations,
or any other audio effect. For digital video works, anything which alters the image would require edit rights. Examples
would be colorizing, scaling, extracting still photos, selecting and combining frames into story boards, sharpening with
signal processing, and so on.

Some creators may want to protect the authenticity of their works by limiting the kinds of processes that can be

performed on them. If there are no edit rights, then no processing is allowed at all. A processor identifier can be included
to specify what kind of process is allowed. If no process identifier is specified, then arbitrary processors can be used.
For an example of a specific process, a photographer may want to allow use of his photograph but may not want it to
be colorized. A musician may want to allow extraction of portions of his work but not changing of the tonality.

Authorization Transactions

There are many ways that authorization transactions can be defined. In the following, our preferred way is to simply
define them in terms of other transactions that we already need for repositories. Thus, it is convenient sometimes to

speak of 'authorization transactions,‘ but they are actually made up of other transactions that repositories already have.
A usage right can specify an authorization-ID, which identifies an authorization object (a digital work in a file of a

standard format) that the repository must have and which it must process. The authorization is given to the generic
authorization (or ticket) server of the repository which begins to interpret the authorization.

As described earlier, the authorization contains a server identifier, which may just be the generic authorization

server or it may be another server. When a remote authorization server is required, it must contain a digital address.
It may also contain a digital certificate.

If a remote authorization server is required, then the authorization process first performs the following steps:

- The generic authorization server attempts to set up the communications channel. (It the channel cannot be set
up, then authorization fails with an error.)

- When the channel is set up, it performs a registration process with the remote repository. (lf registration fails, then
the authorization fails with an error.)

0 When registration is complete, the generic authorization server invokes a 'Play' transaction with the remote re-
pository, supplying the authorization document as the digital workto be played, and the remote authorization server
(a program) as the 'player.‘ (If the player cannot be found or has some other error, then the authorization fails with
an error.) >

- The authorization server then 'plays' the authorization.’This involves decrypting it using either the public key of

the master repository that issued the certificate or the session key from the repository that transmitted it. The
authorization server then performs various tests. These tests vary according to the authorization server. They
include such steps as checking issue and validity dates of the authorization and checking any hot-lists of known
invalid authorizations. The authorization server may require carrying out any other transactions on the repository

as well, such as checking directories, getting some person to supply a password, or playing some other digital
work It may also invoke some special process for checking information about locations or recent events. The
'script' for such steps is contained within the authorization server.

- If all of the required steps are completed satisfactorily, the authorization server completes the transaction normally,
signaling that authorization is granted.
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The Install Transaction

An Install transaction is a request to install a digital work as runnable software on a repository. In atypical case,
the requester repository is a rendering repository and the software would be a new kind or new version of a player.

5 Also in a typical case, the software would be copied to file system of the requester repository before it is installed.

0 The requester sends the server an Install message. This message indicates the work to be installed, the version

of the Install right being invoked, and the file data for the work (including its size).
- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

10 0 The requester extracts a copy of the digital certificate for the software. If the certificate cannot be found or the
master repository for the certificate is not known to the requester. the transaction ends with an error.

0 The requester decrypts the digital certificate using the public key of the master repository, recording the identity
of the supplier and creator, a key for decrypting the software, the compatibility information, and a tamper-checking
code. (This step certifies the software.)

15 0 The requester decrypts the software using the key from the certificate and computes a check code on it using a
1-way hash function. If the check-code does not match the tamper-checking code from the certificate, the instal-

lation transaction ends with an error. (This step assures that the contents of the software, including the various
scripts, have not been tampered with.)

- The requester retrieves the instructions in the compatibility-checking script and follows them. If the software is not

2‘0 compatible with the repository, the installation transaction ends with an error. (This step checks platform compat—
ibility.)

- The requester retrieves the instructions in the installation script and follows them. If there is an error in this process
(such as insufficient resources), then the transaction ends with an error. Note that the installation process puts the

runnable software in a place in the repository where it is no longer accessible as a work for exercising any usage
25 rights other than the execution of the software as part of repository operations in carrying out othertransactions.

- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Uninstall Transaction

30 An Uninstall transaction is a request to remove software from a repository. Since uncontrolled or incorrect removal
of software from a repository could compromise its behavioral integrity, this step is controlled.

- The requester sends the server an Uninstall message. This message indicates the work to be uninstalled, the

version of the Uninstall right being invoked, and the file data for the work (including its size).
35 o The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

- The requester extracts a copy of the digital certificate for the software. If the certificate cannot be found or the

master repository for the certificate is not known to the requester, the transaction ends with an error.
- The requester checks whether the software is installed. If the software is not installed, the transaction ends withan error.

40 o The requester decrypts the digital certificate using the public key of the master repository, recording the identity
of the supplier and creator, a key for decrypting the software, the compatibility information, and a tamper-checking
code. (This step authenticates the certification of the software, including the script for uninstalling it.)

- The requester decrypts the software using the key from the certificate and computes a check code on it using a
1-way hash function. If the check-code does not match the tamper—checking code from the certificate, the instal—

45 lation transaction ends with an error. (This step assures that the contents of the software, including the various
scripts, have not been tampered with.)

o The requester retrieves the instructions in the uninstallation script and follows them. If there is an error in this
process (such as insufficient resources), then the transaction ends with an error.

- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.50

Claims

1. A system for controlling the distribution and use of digital works having a mechanism for reporting fees based on
55 the distribution and use of digital works, said system comprising:

means for attaching usage rights to a digital work, each of said usage rights specifying how a digital work may
be used or distributed, each of said usage rights specifying usage fee information, said usage fee information
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comprising a fee type and fee parameters which define a fee to be paid in connection with the exercise of said
usage right;

a communication medium for coupling repositories to enable communication between repositories; and
a plurality of repositories, each of said repositories comprising:
an external interface for removably coupling to said communications medium;
storage means for storing digital works having attached usage rights and fees;
requesting means for generating a request to access a digital work stored in another of said plurality of repos-
itories, said request indicating a particular usage right; and

processing means for processing requests to access digital works stored in said storage means and for gen-
erating fee transactions when a request indicates a usage right that is attached to a digital work and said usage
right specifies usage fee information;
each of said plurality of repositories being removably coupled to a credit server, said credit server being
arranged for recording fee transactions from said repository and subsequently reporting said fee transactions
to a billing clearinghouse.

2. The fee reporting system as recited in Claim 1 wherein said fee type of said fee information is a metered use fee,
a per use fee, a best price fee, a scheduled fee,or a mark-up fee.

3. A method for reporting fees associated with the distribution and use of digital works in a system for controlling the
distribution and use of digital works, said method comprising the steps of:

a) attaching one or more usage rights to a digital work, each of said one or more usage rights comprising an
indicator of how said digital work may be distributed or used and a usage fee to be paid upon exercise of said
right;
b) storing said digital work and attached one or more usage rights in a server repository, said sewer repository
controlling access to said digital work;
0) said server repository receiving a request to access said digital work from a requesting repository;
d) said sewer repository identifying a usage right associated with said access request;
e) said server repository determining if said identified usage right is the same as one of said one or more
usage rights attached to said digital work;
f) if said identified usage right is not the same as any one of said one or more usage rights attached to said
digital work. said server repository denying access to said digital work;
g) if said usage right is included with said digital work, said server repository determining if a usage fee is
associated with the exercise of said usage right;

h) if a usage fee is associated with usage right, said server repository calculating said usage fee;
i) said server repository transmitting a first assign fee transaction identifying said requesting repository as a
payer for said usage fee to a first credit server;

i) said requesting repository transmitting a second assign fee transaction identifying said requesting repository
as a payer for said usage fee to a second credit server;
k) said server repository transmitting said digital work to said requesting repository;
I) said server repository transmitting a first confirm fee transaction to said first credit server; and
m) said requesting repository transmitting a second confirm fee transaction to said second credit sewer

4. The method as recited in Claim 3 wherein said digital work is comprised of a plurality of independent digital works

and said step of said sewer calculating said usage fee is further comprised of the step of reporting the usage fees
for each of the plurality of independent digital works.

5. A method for reporting fees associated with the distribution and use of digital works in a system for controlling the
distribution and use of digital works, said method comprising the steps of:

a) attaching one or more usage rights to a digital work, each of said one or more usage rights comprising an
indicator of how said digital work may be distributed or used and a usage fee to be paid for exercise of said right;

b) storing said digital work and said attached one or more usage rights in a sewer repository, said sewer
repository controlling access to said digital work;

0) said sewer repository receiving a request to access said digital work from a requesting repository;
d) said sewer repository identifying a usage right associated with said access request;

e) said sewer repository determining if said digital work has attached thereto said identified usage right;
f) if said identified usage right is not attached to said digital work. said sewer repository denying access to
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said digital work;

9) if said usage right is attached to said digital work, said server repository determining if a usage fee is
associated with the exercise of said usage right;

h) if a usage fee is associated with said usage right, said server repository determining a fee type;
i) said sewer repository transmitting a first tee transaction identifying said requesting repository as a payee
for said usage feetoa credit server, said first fee transaction being dependent on said determined fee type; and
k) said sewer repository transmitting said digital work to said requesting repository.

6. A system for controlling the distribution and utilization of digital works having a mechanism for reporting usage
fees. said system comprising:

digital works comprising a first part for storing the digitally encoded data corresponding to a digital work and

a second part for storing usage rights and fees for said digital work, said usage rights specifying how a digital
work may be used ordistributed and said usage fees specifying a feeto be paid in connection with the exercise
of a corresponding usage right;

a plurality of repositories, each of said repositories comprising:

communication means for communicating with another of said plurality of repositories;
storage means for storing digital works;

requesting means for generating a request to access a digital work stored in another of said plurality of repos-
itories, said request indicating a particular usage right;

processing means for processing requests to access digital works stored in said storage means and granting
access when said particular usage right corresponds to a stored usage right stored in said digital work, said
processing means generating fee transactions when said access is granted and said stored usage right spec-
ifies a fee;

each of said plurality of repositories being removably coupled to a credit server, said credit server being
arranged for recording fee transactions from said repository and subsequently reporting said fee transactions
to a billing clearinghouse.

7. The system as recited in Claim 6 wherein said storage means is further comprised of a first storage device for
storing said first part of said digital work and a second storage device for storing said second part of said digital work.

8. A method for reporting fees associated with use of rendering digital works by a rendering device in a system for
controlling the rendering of digital works by a rendering system, said rendering system comprised of a rendering
repository and a rendering device, said rendering device utilizing a rendering digital work for rendering a digital
work, said method comprising the steps of:

a) storing a first digital work in a server repository, said digital work specifying a first usage fee to be reported
for a use of said first digital work;

b) storing a rendering digital work in said rendering repository, said first rendering digital work specifying a
second usage fee to be reported for a use of said rendering digital work;

c) said server repository receiving a request to use said first digital work from said rendering repository;
d) said server repository determining if said request may be granted;

e) if said server repository determines that said request may not be granted, said server repository denying
access to said first digital work;

f) it said server repository determines that said request may be granted, said server repository transmitting
said digital work to said rendering repository;

g) said server repository transmitting a first fee transaction identifying said rendering repository as a payee
for said first usage fee for use of said first digital work to a first credit server;

h) said rendering device rendering said first digital work using said rendering digital work; and

i) said rendering repository transmitting a second fee transaction identifying said rendering repository as a
payee for said second usage fee for use of said rendering digital work to a second credit sewer

9. The method as recited in Claim 8 further comprising the step of said rendering repository transmitting a third fee
transaction identifying said rendering repository as a payee for said first usage fee for use of said first digital work
to said second credit sewer.

10. The method as recited in Claim 9 wherein said rendering digital work is a set of coded rendering instructions for
controlling said rendering device.
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1501 ~nigita1 Work Rights: = (Rights‘)

1502 ~Right : = (Right-Code {Copy-Count} {Control-Spec} {Time-Spec I

{Access-Spec} {Fee-Spec})

1503~Right-C ode := Render-Code ITransport-Code I File-Management-

CodeI Derivative-Works- Code I Configuration-Code
1504 ~RenderoCode := [Play : {Playert Player-ID} | Print: {Printer: Printer-EDI]

1505 ~Transport-Code := [Copy I Transfer I Loan {Remaining-Rights:

Next-Set-of-Rights}l{(Next-Copy-Rights: Next-Set‘of-Rightsl}

7505~File-Management-Code := Backup {Back-Up-Copy-Rights:

Next-Set-of-Rights} I Restore I Delete I Folder

I Directory {Name: Hide-Local I Hide-Remote}

{Paxts: Hide-Local I Hide-Remote}

1507~Derivative-Works-Code := [Extract I Embed I Edit{Process:

Process-IBM {Next-Copy-Rights :

Next-Set-of Rights}

1508~Configuration-Code 2: Install I Uninstall

1509 ~Next-Set—oI-Rights := {(Add: Set-Of-Rightsl} {(Delete:

Set-Of-Rights)} {(Replace: Set-Of- Rights )H(Keep: Set-Of-Rights )}

1510 ~Copy-Count 2 = (Copieszpositive-integer I 0 I Unlimited)

1511 ~Control-Spec := (Control: {Restrictable I Unrestrictable}

{Unchargeable I Changeable»

1512 ~Time-Spec := “Fixed-Interval I Sliding-Interval I Meter-Time}

Until: Expiration-Date)

1513~ Fixed-Interval := From: Start-Time

1574 ~Sliding-Interval : = Interval: Use-Duration

1515~Meter-Time: = Time-Remaining: Remaining-Use

1515~ Access-Spec := ({SC: Security-Class} {Authorizatiom Authorization-IV}

{Other-Authorization: Authorization-ID’} {’I‘icket: Ticket-[DD

1517~Fee-Spec: = {Scheduled-Discount} Regular-Fee-Spec I Scheduled-Fee-Spec I
Markup-Spec _

1518~Scheduled-Discount: = Scheduled-Discount: (Scheduled-Discount:

(Time-Spec Percentage) ‘)

1519 ~Regular-Fee-Spec := (IFee: | Incentive: } [Per-Use-Spec I Metered-Rate-
Spec I Best-Price-Spec ICall-For-Price-Spec]

{Minz Money-Unit Per: 'I‘ime-SpecHMax:

Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec} To: Account-ID)

1520~Per-Use-Spec: = Per-Use: Moneyunit

1521~Metered-Rate-Spec : = Metered: Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec

1522~Best-Price-Spec := Best-Price: Moneyounit Max: Money-unit

1523 ~Call-For-Price-Spec := Call-For -Price

1524~Scheduled-Fee-Spec: = (Schedule: (Time-Spec Regular-Fee-Spec)‘ )

1525~Markup-Spec: = Markup: percentage To: Account-ID

Fig. 15
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

This invention relates to an operation management
system and an operation management method, and

more particularly to software operation management or
execution management.

Description of the Related Art

As computers and computer use become more
common, more advanced technology is introduced and
a variety of software products are developed for use in
various fields. However. in many cases, the user finds
it difficult to select a product from among a variety of
software products that seem to meet the user‘s require-
ments; often, the user cannot find the best tool for his
needs.

To reduce such a risk, a service has been available

that supplies the user with a tn'al-use software product
free of charge. However, most of these trial-use soft-

ware products contain only function descriptions or pro-
vide the user with limited functions (e.g., save function
and/or output function is/are not included). This makes
it difficult for the user to evaluate the actual product (all
the functions) correctly.

A sales system which charges the user according
to how long the user actually uses a software product
(including a trial use) would allow him to buy the product
anytime he wants, to fully evaluate the product, and to
precisely determine the requirements for continued use
(including payment for it). Many users would find this
type of sales system appealing and economical.

In Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication No. Sho
59-41061 and Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication
No. Sho 63-153633, a system is disclosed that automat-
ically prevents a program from being used when the us-
age oount reaches a specified value. In Japanese Pat-
ent Laid-Open Publication No. Hei 1-147622 a system
is disclosed which accumulates program execution time
(total program execution time) and prevents the pro-
gram from being used when the accumulation time
reaches a specified amount. However, these systems
do not disclose means for extending the program usage
period. Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication No. Hei
5-134949 discloses a system in which a program and
expiry of the program are downloaded from a host com-
puter to a user computer via a communication line. Also

disclosed is a system in which a new expiry of the pro
gram is downloaded from the host computerto the user
computer in order to update the expiry. However, the
system only measures the execution time taken for ex-

ecuting the entire program, and does not include any
means for changing the expiry on the user computer.

In Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication No. Hei
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7-234785, a system is disclosed that relates to a soft-

ware rental system. This system connects a computer
in a rental company to a user computer on which a rental
software product is running over a communication line.
When the time elapsed from the rental start time reach-

es the rental limit tlme, the system makes the program
unavailable for use. (For example, the program is delet-
ed.) To allow the user to update the rental period, the

rental company sends a rental period extension pro-
gram to the user's computer over a communication line.

The user runs this program to extend the rental period
of the program. A drawback of this system is that the

user must pay for the software product regardless of
whether the user has used it frequently or not. This
means that the amount of money the user has to pay
depends, not on how often he has used it, but on how
long he has used it.

In Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication No. Hei

7-244585, a system is disclosed that manages the pro-
gram usage period. This system assigns a usage limit
date to a program and, when the current date becomes
greaterthan the limit date, the program product is made
unavailable. To extend the usage limit date, the system
reads update limit data from a recording medium con-
tainingthat data and re—assignsa usage limit date based
on the update limit data. This system is not reasonable
because the amount of money the user has to pay does
not depend on whether or not the user actually uses the
program.

For example, during execution of a Computer Aided
Design (CAD) software product, the user often spends
much time thinking without entering data. In the system
disclosed by the above mentioned Japanese Patent

Laid-Open Publication No. Hei 7-234785 or Japanese
Patent Laid-Open Publication No. Hei 7-244585, the us-
er must pay for this thinking time. This places unwanted
pressure on the user, especially when he must think

carefully during program execution.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention seeks to solve the problems
associated with the art described above. In view of the

foregoing, it is an object of the present invention to pro-
vide an operation management system and method
which reasonably manage the operation of a managed
software product.

It is another object of the present invention to pro-
vide an operation management system and method
which levy a charge according to the actual usage
amount of the managed software product (or the amount

of the result generated by the managed software prod-
uct).

It is still another object of the present invention to

provide an operation management system and method
which manage the operation according to the property
of each function of the managed software product.
(1) To achieve the above objects, an operation manage-
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ment system for managing the operation of a managed
software product according to the present invention
comprises: battery value management means for dec-
rementing a battery value according to the operation
amount of the managed software product; operation lim-
it means for limiting the operation of the managed soft-

ware product when the battery value has decreased to
a specified limit value; and charge means for adding a
charge value to the current battery value when the
charge value is entered from external means.

The 'battery value' mentioned above is a 'virtual
battery' which drives a managed software product. This
battery value is preferably the value of a counter.

The battery value management means decrement
the battery value according to the operation amount of
the managed software product. When the battery value
has reached a specified limit value (for example, 0), the
operation limit means limit all of or a part of the operation
of the managed software product. Upon receiving a
charge value (additional battery value) from the extemal
means, the charge means add the received value to the
current battery value, thus extending the operation pe-
riod. That is, the battery value is incremented, just as a
battery is charged, to allow the continued use of the
managed software product.

The managed software product described above is
preferably a packaged application software program in-
cluding a CAD program, game program, video program,
language processor. music program, communication
program, or a measurement program.

The battery value management means, operation
management means, and charge means described
above should be implemented preferably as software
programs (management software programs) that run on
a computer. The managed software product and the
management software product may be separate, or the
whole or a part of the management software product

may be included in the managed software product.
A system according to the present invention is im-

plemented on a general-purpose computer or special-
purpose computer having such peripheral units as a disk
drive, display, and input unit. The external means de-
scribed above include recording media such as a mag-
netic disk or an optical disk and other host computers
connected over a network.

(2) An operation management system according to the
present invention may be applied to an application soft-
ware product sales system. The following explains an
example:

A vendor sells an applimtion software product con-
taining the operation management program according
to the present invention. The operation management
program has a batteryvalue defined as the initial value.
In addition to this product, the vendor sells recording
media containing charge values (e.g., floppy disk (FD)).
In this case, it is desirable that a variety of recording
media, each containing a unique charge value, be sup-
plied.
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On the other hand, a user who bought the applica-
tion software product may use the product until the bat-
tery value reaches zero. This allows the user to fully
evaluate and examine the product. A user who wants to
use the product after the battery value becomes zero
must buy a recording medium containing a charge value

to charge the battery. This enables him to add a charge
value to the battery value and to use the product con-
tinuously.

If the specifications of the application software prod-
uct do not satisfy the users request, the user does not
buy the recording medium. This prevents additional

charges and reduces the cost to the user.
Considering an increase in the sales profit in record-

ing media that will be produced in the future, a combi-
nation of a managed software product and the operation
management program will lower prices significantly. The
operation management system accordingto the present

invention will increase the profits of both the user and
the vendor, making it possible to build a very reasona-
ble, economical system.
(3) In a preferred embodiment of the present invention,
the battery value management means calculate the op-
eration amount of each function of the managed soft-

ware product, and subtracts a value corresponding to
the operation amount from the battery value.

A continuous decrease in the battery value during
execution of a managed software product, as in a con-
ventional system, decrements the value even when the
user is idle (input wait time), which places pressure on
the user.

Calculating the operation amount of each function
during execution of a managed software product, as in
a system according to the present invention, decreases
the battery value only when the managed software prod—
uct is actually used, enabling the user to do operation
without having to worry about time elapsed while think-
ing.
(4) In a preferred embodiment of the present invention,
function category determination means are also availa-
ble which determine if an execution instruction from the

user activates a management target function or a man-

agement non-target function. And, the battery value
management means decrement the battery value only
when the management target function is executed.

For example, with the data generation function de-

fined as a management target function and with other
functions as management non-target functions, a cost
can be levied only when new data are generated.
(5) In a preferred embodiment of the present invention,
the battery value management means have a weight ta-
ble containing an operation amount weight value for
each of the management target functions. When any of
the management target functions is executed, the bat-
tery value management means decrement the battery
value by the weight value corresponding to the manage-
ment target function.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention,
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the battery value management means measure the ex-

ecution time of each of the management target functions
and decrement the battery value by the value corre-
sponding to the execution time.

This weight value system is able to calculate the op-

eration amount regardless of the computer speed,
which may differ among computers. In addition, by
measuring time in this manner. the execution time is di-

rectly monitored and therefore the operation mount be-
comes proportional to the CPU load.

(6) In a preferred embodiment of the present invention,
the operation limit means prevent only the management
target functions from being executed when the battery
value has decreased to a specified limit value; manage
ment non-target functions are executed.

For example, forcing a game program used at home
to terminate when the battery value has reached a spec-
ified value does not cause a serious problem.

However, for a CAD program used in an office,
forced termination when the battery value has reached
a specified value may make already-produced data un-
available, possibly interrupting a job. Therefore, consid-
ering user's advantage and convenience, the embodi-
ment keeps some functions operable even when the
battery value has reached a specified value.
(7) A preferred embodiment of the present invention has
remainder warning means for issuing a remainder warn-
ing message when the battery value has decremented
to a specified warning value because a sudden inoper-
able condition in the managed software product without

prior notice may cause the user unexpected damage.
The remainder warning means alenthe usertothat con-
dition before it occurs. In other words, the warning mes-
sage prompts the user to determine whether to charge
the battery value.

A preferred embodiment of the present invention

has remainder display means for displaying the battery
value on the screen during execution of the managed
software product. This remainder display information
keeps the user informed of the amount by which the
managed software product will be able to continue op-
eration without being charged.

It is also possible to program the system so that,
upon detecting that the battery value has been charged
to a specified value, the system can automatically disa-
ble operation management through the battery value to
allow the user to use the product indefinitely.
(8) To‘ achieve the above objects, a method for manag-
ing the operation of a managed software product ac-
cording to the present invention comprises: a count val-
ue management step for changing a count valueaccord-

ing to the operation amount of the managed software
product; an operation limit step for limiting the operation
of the managed software product when the count value

has reached a specified limit value; and a charge step
for charging the current count value or the limit value
when a charge value is entered from external means.

The above count value is incremented or decre-
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mented according to the operation amount of the man-
aged software product. When the count value is incre-
mented, a charge value is added to the limit value; when

the count value is decremented, a charge value is added
to the current count value. In either case, the usage pe-
riod is extended by charging the battery value.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a diagram showing a user machine used in
the operation management system according to the
present invention.

Fig. 2 is a diagram showing the data structure of a
charge disk.

Fig. 3 is a diagram showing the concept of the op—
eration management system according to the present
invention.

Fig. 4 is a diagram showing an example of the his-
tory table.

Fig. 5 is a diagram showing an example of the us-
age amount table.

Fig. 6 is a flowchart showing the processing of the
system when a management target function is executed
in the execution time based method.

Fig. 7 is a flowchart showing the processing of the
system when a management target function is executed
in the weight value based method.

Fig. 8 is a flowchart showing the charge disk read
processing.

Fig. 9 is a flowchart showingthe charge processing.
Fig. 10 is a diagram showing a user machine used

in another embodiment.

Fig. 11 is a diagram showing the structure of data
sent from the host machine to a user machine.

Fig. 12 is a diagram showing the concept of the sys-
tem in another embodiment.

Fig. 13 is a diagram showing an example of the user
registration table.

Fig. 14 is a flowchart showing the operation of the
user machine and a user machine in another embodi-
ment.

Fig. 15 is a diagram showing another configuration
of the system.

Fig. 16 is a diagram showing an example of an ap-
plication according to the present invention.

Fig. 17 is a flowchart showing the function category
determination processing.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Fig. 1 shows a user machine 10. This user machine

10 is a computer which executes various types of appli-
cation programs under control of the operation system
(08). The user machine 10 is composed of a system
unit 12, display 14, keyboard (not shown in the figure),
output unit (not shown in the figure) such as a printer or
plotter, and so forth. The system unit 12 contains a CD-
HOM disk drive 16 which accesses a CD-ROM and
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reads data from it and a floppy disk drive 20 which ac-
cesses a floppy disk (FD) and reads data from it.

The CD-ROM shown in Fig. 1 contains a managed
software product 18. In this embodiment, the managed
software product 18, such as a CAD software product,
has an operation management program built in. The op-

eration management program, designed for managing
the operation of the managed software product 18, man—
ages the operation using a 'battery value' which will be
described below. In the example shown in Fig. 1. the
managed software product 18 is installed from the CD-
ROM to the user machine 10; it may be installed from

any other recording medium or via a communication
line.

A charge disk 22, containing specified data (includ-

ing a charge value) on a floppy disk, functions as a bat—
tery value charger. inserting this charge disk 22 into the
floppy disk drive 20 causes a charge value to be read
and enables the user to extend the allowable operation

period of the managed software product 18. In this em-
bodiment, several charge disks 22, each containing a
unique charge value, are supplied to allow the user to
select or buy a desired charge disk 22 to add a desired
charge value to the battery value.

The managed software product 18 and the charge
disk 22 are usually supplied from the same vendor. In
this embodiment, the managed software product 18 in-
cludes the operation management program. Of course,

the managed software product 18 and the operation
management program may be separatefy loaded into
the user machine 10.

In Fig. 1, the display 14 has a remainder information
area 24 where remainder information is displayed and
a remainder warning area 26 where a warning message

is displayed when the remainder drops below the spec-
ified amount. These areas will be described later.

Fig. 2 shows the data structure of the charge disk
22. As shown in Fig. 2, the charge disk 22 contains a
serial number 28, management information 30, and
charge value (additional battery value) 32. The serial
number 28 is a unique identification number that is as-
signed when the floppy disk is formatted. Usually, this
number is not copied when the disk is copied. The man-

agement information 30 is created when the serial
number 28 is encrypted. This management information
30 is copied when the disk is copied. Therefore, when
the disk is copied illegally, the serial number 28 and the
management infomtation 30 do not match, thereby mak-
ing it easy to determine that the disk is copied illegally.
Of course, any other conventional security system may
also be used instead of this method.

The charge value 32 is an additional charge value
to be added to the battery value that is decremented as
the user uses the managed software product 18. Charg~

ing the battery value with this charge value enables the
user to extend the usage period.

When the battery value is managed in the 'execu-
tion time based method' in which the battery value is
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decremented by the execution time of each function, an
additional time is recorded as the charge value 32. On
the other hand, when the battery value is managed in

the 'weight value based method' in which the battery
value is decremented by the weight value of each func-
tion, the additional value is recorded as the charge value
32. These methods will be described in more detail later.

Although a floppy disk is used as the charge disk
22 in the embodiment shown in Fig. 1, other types of

recording media may also be used. Also, as shown in
another embodiment that will be explained later, a

charge value may be sent over a communication line.
Fig. 3 shows the concept of the operation manage-

ment system which uses the charge disk 22. The system
is composed primarily of the user machine 10, charge
disk 22, and vendor's machine 34. In this embodiment,

the managed software product 18 including the opera-
tion management program 36 is installed in the user ma-
chine 10.

The charge disk 22 is generated on the vendor's
machine 34 owned by the vendor which sold the man-

aged software product 18. More specifically, the ven-
dor's machine 34 has two software modules: the man-

agement information creation module 52 and the charge
value issuance module 54. The management informa-
tion creation module 52 encrypts the serial number 28
recorded on the charge disk 22, and writes the re5ulting
management information 30 back onto the charge disk
22. Note that the operation management program 36,
which contains the encryption condition or the decryp-
tion condition, can check whether or not the serial

number 28 agrees with the management information 30.
The charge value issuance module 54 records the
charge value 32, which has been set by the vendor, onto
the charge disk 22. In the execution time based method,
the charge value 32 is recorded, for example, as 100
hours, 200 hours, or 500 hours. Note that the operation

management program 36 contains an initial battery val-
ue (for example, 100 hours).

The operation management program 36 has a
counter 38 which decrements the battery value (battery

value management function). In this embodiment, the
operation management program 36 decrements the
counter 38 each time a 'management target function'
provided by the managed software product 18 is exe-
cuted. When the battery value, i.e., the counter value,
has decremented to the limit value of 0, the operation
management program 36 prevents management target
functions from being executed. That is, in this embodi-
ment, when the battery value has reached a specified
limit value, the execution of the managed software prod-
uct 18 is limited and, when the battery value is charged
with the charge value 32 contained on the charge disk
22, the charge value is added to the battery value and
the resulting value is used as a new battery value. The
usage period of the managed software product 18 is
thus extended.

A history table 40.managed by the operation man-
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agement program 36 contains history information on

charge values recorded on the charge disk 22. Fig. 4
shows an example. As shown in Fig. 4, the history table
40 is composed of three columns: FD serial number col-

umn 40A, charge data/time column 403. and charge val-
ue column 400. The table may have other columns as
necessary.

Referring to Fig. 3 again, the following explains how
the battery value is managed. When the battery value
is managed in the 'execution time based method' de-

scribed above, the execution time of each management
target function. measured based on the internal clock

42, is subtracted from the battery value. On the other
hand, when the 'weight value based method' described
above is used, the battery value is managed based on
the usage amount table 44. Fig. 5 shows an example of
the usage amount table 44. In this embodiment, the ta-

ble contains entries, each consisting of a function name
44A and the corresponding usage amount 443. it should

be noted that each usage amount is used as a weight
value. For example, a weight value is pre-defined ac-
cording to the processing time of each function. There—
fore, when a management target function is executed,
the corresponding usage amount (weight value) is sub-
tracted from the battery value.

The managed software product 18 shown in Fig. 3
has many user interface programs as well as many in-
ternal functions and common functions used by the pro-
grams. These functions are classified roughly into two:
management target functions and management non—
target functions. Whenever the managed software prod-
uct 18 attempts to execute a management target func-
tion, the operation management program 36 references
the battery value and, when it is zero or greater, allows
the managed software product 18 to execute that func-

tion. When the managed software product 18 attempts
to execute a management non-target function, the op-
eration management program 36 does not check the

battery value. For example, when input/output function
for processing generated data 50 from the managed
software product 18 is defined as a management non-
target function, the input/output processing is always ex-
ecuted on the generated data 50, even if the usage pe-
riod of the managed software product 18 has expired.
This ensures that the generated data 50 are always
processed, thus protecting user assets. Examples of
management non-target functions include the data dis-

play function, data print function, and data plotter output
function.

Management target functions include the data gen-
eration function. For example, when the managed soft-
ware product is a CAD software product, the data gen-
eration function includes the straight-line drawing func-
tion, curved-line drawing function, circle drawing func-
tion, area fill-in function, area hatching function, and
character insertion function.

Fig. 3 conceptually shows management target func~
tion execution module 46 which executes management
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target functions and management non-target function
execution module 48 which executes management non-
target functions. In this embodiment, the battery value

is decremented only when a management target func-
tion is activated. Note that the battery may be decre-
mented when both a management target function and a
management non-target function are activated.

In addition to the data described above, the charge
disk 22 may contain other types of data. For example,
it may contain the name of the managed software prod-
uct 18 which accepts a charge value. in this case, the
name of the managed software product 18 is used as

follows. When the charge disk 22 is read, the operation
management program 36 checks whether or not the

name of the managed software recorded on the charge
disk 22 matches that of the managed software product
18 installed in the user machine 10 and, only when they
match, accepts the charge value 32.

The battery value described above is stored on the

hard disk and then copied into the computer's RAM. The
battery value in the RAM is decremented whenever a
management target function is executed. Also, at an in-
terval oras necessary, the battery value in the RAM re-
places the battery value on the hard disk. This means

that, even when the computer fails, the battery value is
not erased. The battery value may also be maintained
in some other way.

Fig. 17 is a flowchart showing how the operation
management program operates when it accepts an in-
struction requesting the execution of a managed soft-
ware product function. The following explains this
processing in more detail.

Upon receiving from a user an instruction request-
ing the execution of a function of the managed software
product while the managed software product is in exe-

cution (3601), the operation management program
checks whether the requested function is a manage-
ment target function or a management non-target func-
tion (8602). When the function is a management target
function (8603), the operation management program
performs the processing shown in Fig. 6 or Fig. 7 (8604).
When the function is a management non-target function

($603), the program executes the function immediately.
($605). This processing is repeated whenever an exe-
cution instruction is received.

Next, referring to Fig. 3, the execution of a manage-
ment target function in the execution time based method

is explained with the use of Fig. 6.
When the user requests the execution ofa manage-

ment target function while the managed software prod-
uct 18 shown in Fig. 3 is in execution, the routine shown
in Fig. 6 is started. First, the management target function
execution module 46 orthe operation management pro-
gram 36 reads the battery value to check if it is greater
than zero. If the battery value is zero or less, the routine

is terminated. That is, the requested management target
function cannot be started. Note that a management
non-target function is started even if the battery value is
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zero.

In $102, the routine gets the start time from the in-
ternal clock 42 before starting the requested manage-
ment target function and, in $103, starts the manage-
ment target function. In 3104, the routine gets the end
time from the internal clock 42 and, in S105, subtracts

the start time from the end time to calculate the process—
ing time (execution time) of the processing executed in
$103.

In $106, the routine subtracts the processing time
calculated in $105 from the battery value. In 5107, the
routine checks if the resulting battery value is equal to
or less than the warning value and, if so, displays a mes-

sage in the remainder warning area 26 shown in Fig. 1.
If the resulting battery value is greater than the warning
value, the routine does not display the message. As

shown in Fig. 1, the remainder information area 24 is
displayed during execution of the managed software
product 18 (see Fig. 1) to allow the user to check the
remaining amount. This helps the user determine how
long he can execute the managed software product 18.

Fig. 7 shows the processing of a management tar-
get function in the weight value based method.

When the execution of a management target func-
tion is requested as described above, the routine refer-
ences the battery value in S201 to check if it is equal to
or greater than 0. If it is, the routine executes the re-
quested management target function in 8202 and, in
5203, references the usage amount table 44 shown in
Fig. 5 to find the usage amount (weight value) of the
executed management target function. Then, in 5204,
the routine subtracts the processing amount found in
$203 from the battery value to find a new battery value.
In $205, the routine checks if the battery value is less

than the warning value and, if so, displays a message
in the remainder warning area 26 in $206.

The 'execution time based method' shown in Fig.
6 allows the user to manage operation using a physical
amount that is easy to understand. In addition, the user

can manage operation in a relatively simple configura—
tion. On the other hand, the 'weight value based meth-
od' shown in Fig. 7 gives the user the same result re-

gardless of the CPU speed of the user's machine.
Next. referring to Fig. 3, the charge disk 22 read

processing is explained with the use of Fig. 8.
This processing is started when the charge disk 22

is inserted into the floppy disk drive 20 as shown in Fig.
1. The routine reads the serial number in $301, and the

management information in 5302. both from the charge
disk 22. In 5303, the routine encrypts the serial number
according to the encryption condition, or decrypts the
management information according to the decryption
condition, and compares the serial number with the
management information. This comparison determines
whether or not the charge disk 22 is legal. For example,
when the disk is illegally copied, the management infor-
mation 30 is copied, but the serial number 28 is not cop-
ied but replaced. This results in a mismatch between the
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serial number 28 and the management information 30,

thereby making it possible to find an illegal copy.
In 5304, the routine checks if the charge disk 22 is

valid and, if it is not valid, terminates processing in $308.
If it is valid, the routine references the history table 40,

containing past charge history data, in 8305 to check
the validity of the charge value 32 recorded on the
charge disk 22. To do so, the routine first checks to see
if the serial number 28 of the charge disk 22 is in the

historytable 40. If the serial number is found, the routine
takesthe following steps to check if the charge value 32
recorded on the charge disk 22 Is valid. The routine finds

the charge value initially recorded on the charge disk 22
and, from that initial value, subtracts the actual charge
value to find the remainder. The next time the battery
value is charged, the routine compares the remainder

with the charge value currently recorded on the charge
disk. If the charge value on the charge disk 22 is greater
than the remainder, the routine determines in $306 that

the charge disk is not valid and terminates processing
in $308. If the routine finds that the charge value 32 on
the charge disk 22 is valid, it performs the charge
processing, shown in Fig. 9, in 8307.

Fig. 9 shows an example of charge processing. In
5401, the routine references the counter 38 to read the

current battery value and, in 8402, reads the charge val-
ue from the charge disk 22. In 5403, the routine asks
the user to type an actual charge value that does not
exceed the charge value 32 recorded on the charge disk
22. The user types the charge value, for example, from
the keyboard. In $404, the routine checks that the spec—
ified charge value is less than the charge value on the
charge disk 22. If the specified charge value is greater
than the charge value on the charge disk 22, the routine
asks the user to retype the charge value.

In $405, the routine adds the specified charge value

to the battery value, thus charging the battery value. In
8406, the routine subtracts the specified charge value
from the initial charge value and writes the resulting val—
ue on the charge disk 22 as a new charge value 32 . If

the initial charge value 32 is exhausted, the routine
writes the value of 0 on the charge disk 22 to virtually

erase the charge value. The value of 0 prevents the
charge disk 22 from being re-used. In 8407, a record
relating to the charge processing is added to the history
table 40.

In the above embodiment, the user specifies an ac-
tual charge value. Instead of having the user specify a

value, a pre-defined charge value may be added to the
battery value at that time.

Fig. 10 shows another embodimentaccording tothe
present invention. In the embodiment described above,
the battery value is charged using a recording medium.
In this embodiment, the battery value is charged via a
communication line 60. For the same components as
those used in the above embodiment, the same num-

bers are assigned and their descriptions are omitted.
The user machine 10 in Fig.10 is connected to the
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host machine 62 via the communication line 60. From

this host machine 62, send data 64 shown in Fig. 11 are
sent to the user machine 10 to charge the battery value.

In Fig. 11, address information 68 specifies the ad-
dress of the user machine 10. Management information
70 is created by encrypting the serial number on the re-

cording medium containing the managed software prod-
uct 18. A charge value 72, a value to be added to the
battery value as with the above embodiment. is an ad-
ditional period of time in the execution time based meth-

od, and is an additional amount in the weight value
based method.

Fig. 12 illustrates the system concept of this embod-
iment.

As described above, the user machine 10 is con-
nected to the host machine 62 via the communication
line 60. That is, this host machine 62 is connected to

each of a number of user machines 10 for integrated
operation management. This host machine 62 has a

management information creation module 76, charge
value issuance module 78, user registration table 80,
and billing module 82. The management information
creation module 76 creates the management informa-
tion 70 shown in Fig. 11 , and the charge value issuance
module 78 issues a charge value 72 in response to a
request from the user machine 10. As shown in Fig. 13,
the user registration table 80 is composed primarily of
the user ID column 80A, user name column 808. and

request charge value column 800. The billing module
82 references the user registration table 80 to automat—
ically issue a bill for a requested amount whenever a

charge value is issued, or at some specified interval.
Next, referring to Fig. 12, the operation of this em-

bodiment is explained with the use of Fig. 14. The op-
eration of the user machine 10 is shown in the left side

of Fig. 14, while that of the host machine 62 is shown
on the right.

First, in 8501 and 8502, the user machine 10 is con-
nected to the host machine 62 via a communication line.

In 8503, the user machine 10 generates a request for a
charge value that will be sent to the host machine 62. In
this case. the request contains at least the serial number

of the CD-FIOM containing the managed software prod-
uct 18 and information on the charge value. In 8504, the
user machine sends the request to the host machine
and, in $505, the host machine receives the request.

In 8506, the host machine checks the user registra-
tion table 80. If the host machine finds, in 8507, that the

requesting user is registered in the host machine 62, the
management information creation module 76 creates
management information based on the serial number in

6508, and the charge value issuance module 78 gener-
ates a charge value in response to the request from the

user. In 8509, the host machine 62 sends the manage-
ment information and the charge value to the user ma-
chine 10 as the send data 64 shown in Fig. 11. In 5510,
the user machine 10 receives the send data 64. In 8511
and 6512, the user machine 10 and the host machine
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62 are disconnected.

In 8513, the operation management program 36
compares the serial number 74 with the management
information 70 to check to see it the data received by
the user machine 10 are valid. This prevents the user
from illegally charging the battery value. If it is found in

$51 4 that the send data arevalid, the charge processing
is performed in 8515. This charge processing is the
same as that in Fig. 9.

As shown in Fig. 12, this embodiment may also use
the execution time based method or the weight value
based method in order to manage the battery value.

Although the battery value is charged over a com-
munication line such as a telephone line in the above

embodiment, it may also be charged over a communi—
cation satellite (satellite line).

In the above embodiments, the operation manage-
ment program 36 is included in the managed software
product 18. Of course, an external program can manage
the operation of the managed software product 18. Fig.
15 shows the concept of such an embodiment.

As shown in Fig. 15, the operation system (03) 83
is located between the hardware 81 and each of appli-
cation programs 84, 86, and 88. The operation manage-
ment program 36 according to the present invention
may be located between the operation system 83 and
the application program 84.

Operation management program 36 therefore func-

tions as an interface program. Messages are ex-
changed between the operation management program
36 and the application program 84 according to some
specific rule. Messages are also exchanged between
the operation management program 36 and the opera-
tion system 83 according to a specific rule.

To execute a management target function in this
configuration, the operation management program 36
references the battery value when it receives an execu-

tion request from the application program 84. lithe bat-
tery value is not zero, the operation management pro
gram 36 sends an instruction to the operation system
83 while simultaneously decrementing the batlery value
by a value corresponding to the function. If the battery
value is zero, the operation management program 36
sends a message back to the application program 84,
indicating that the instruction cannot be executed.

To execute a management non-target function, the
operation management program 36 does not reference
the battery value when it receives an execution request
from the application program 84 but instead sends the
instruction directly to the operation system 83.

The battery value is decremented as management
target functions are executed. Charging the battery val-
ue allows the user to extend the usage period of the ap-
plication program 84, which may be supplied separately
from the application program 84.

In the above embodiments, one operation manage-
ment program manages one operation management

program. It is also possible for one operation manage-
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ment program to manage several application programs.
Fig. 16 shows an application of the present inven-

tion. The system shown in Fig. 16 is composed of one
host machine 90 and several user machines 92. Within

each user machine 92 are a managed software product
18 and the operation management program 36, which,
in turn, contains the counter 38 where the battery value
tobe decremented is stored. In other words, the opera-

tion of the managed software product 18 is controlled
by the value stored in the counter 38. To execute the
managed software product 18 in this system, it is nec-
essary to insert a battery disk 96 into the user machine
92 and to move the battery value from the battery disk
96 into the counter 38. The battery value is decremented
as the operation of the managed software product 18
proceeds. When the user finishes the managed soft~
ware product 18, a sequence of operations are executed
to move the current counter value from the counter 38

to the battery disk 96. This initializes the counter 38 to

zero just as it was before the battery disk 96 was insert-
ed.

The host machine 90 has several disk drives into

which a battery disk 96 is inserted to read the battery
value that was returned to the battery disk 96. This host
machine 90 is also used to charge the battery value on
the battery disk 96.

Integrated management of the battery values on
several battery disks 96 through the host machine 90
brings a benefit of integrally managing several managed
software products 18.

This type of system may be used, for example, in a
school or a business where many computers are in-
stalled. With an individual carrying his or her own port-
able battery disk 96, it is possible to check and control
the software usage amount of each person. in this case,
either the 'execution time based method' or the 'weight

value based method' may be used.

Claims

1. An operation management system for managing
the operation of a managed software product, com-
prising:

battery value management means for decre—
menting a battery value according to the oper-
ation amount of said managed software prod-
uct;

operation limit means for limiting the operation
of said managed software product when said
battery value has decremented to a specified
limit value; and

charge means for adding a charge value to the
current battery value when the charge value is
entered from external means.

2. An operation management system according to
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claim 1, wherein said battery value management
means find the operation amount for each execu-

tion of a function owned by said managed software
product and subtract a value corresponding to said
operation amount from said battery value.

An operation management system according to
claim 2, further comprising:

function category determination means for
determining if a function to which an execution in-
struction is issued is a management target function

or a management non-target function, wherein said
battery value management means decrement said
battery value only when said management target
function is executed.

An operation management system according to
claim 3, wherein

said battery value management means has a
weight table containing pairs of said manage-
ment target function and a weight value repre-
senting said operation amount thereof, and
said battery value management means sub-
tract a weight value corresponding to said man-
agement target function from said battery value

' when said management target function is exe-
cuted.

An operation management system according to
claim 3, wherein, when said management target
function is executed, said battery value manage-
ment means measure the execution time and sub-

tracts the execution time from said battery value.

An operation management system according to
claim 3, wherein said operation limit means prevent

said management target function from being exe-
cuted but allows said management non-target func-
tion to be executed when said battery value has
reached a limit value. '

An operation management system according to
claim 3, wherein said managed software product

has a data generation function and a data output
function and wherein said function category deter-
mination means determine said data generation
function as said management target function and
determine said data output function as said man-
agement non-target function.

An operation management system according to
claim 1, further comprising remainder warning
means for issuing a remainder waming when said
battery value has decremented to a warning value.

An operation management system awarding to
claim 1, further comprising remainder display
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means for displaying said battery value during ex-
ecution of said managed software product.

An operation management system for managing
the operation of a managed software product, com-
prising:

battery value management means for decreo

menting a battery value according to the oper—
ation amount of said managed software prod-
uct;

operation limit means for limiting the operation
of said managed software product when said
battery value has decremented to a specified
limit value;

read means for reading a charge value from a
recording medium containing the charge value
thereon; and

charge means for adding said charge value to
the current battery value.

An operation management system according to
claim 10, further comprising erase means for eras-
ing the charge value from said recording medium
after said charge value is added.

An operation management system according to
claim 10, further comprising:

specification means for allowing a userto spec-
ify an actual charge value by which the current
battery value is to be actually charged, the ac-
tual charge value not exceeding the charge val-
ue recorded on said recording medium; and
rewrite means for rewriting the charge value on
said recording medium with a remainder value
after said actual charge value is added to the
current battery value.

An operation management system according to
claim 10, in which said recording medium contains
not only said charge value, but also the identifica-

tion number of the recording medium and manage-
ment information generated through encryption of
the identification number, said operation manage-
ment system further comprising:

validity determination means for comparing
said identification number with said management
information considering the condition of said en-

cryption to determine the validity of said recording
medium.

An operation management system comprising:

a managed machine containing a managed
software product; and
a managing machine connected to said man-
aged machine with a communication line,
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wherein

said managed machine comprises:
battery value management means for decre-

menting a battery value according to the oper-
ation amount of said managed software prod-
uct;

operation limit means for limiting the operation
of said managed software product when said
battery value has decremented to a specified
limit value;

charge value receive means for receiving a
charge value from said managing machine; and
charge means for adding said charge value to
the current battery value, and wherein
said managing machine comprises:
charge value send means for sending said
charge value to said managed machine.

15. An operation management system according to
claim 14, wherein said managed machine further
comprises:

notification means for notifying said managing
machine of the identification number of a port-
able recording medium initially containing said
managed software product; and
validity determination means for comparing
management information sent from said man-

aging machine with said identification number
to determine the validity of the recording medi—
um; and wherein said managing machine fur-
ther comprises:
management information creation means for

creating said management information gener-
ated by encrypting said notified identification
number and for sendingthe management infor-
mation to said managed machine.

16. An operation management system comprising:

at least one managed machine containing a
managed software product; and

a managing machine for managing the opera-
tion of said managed machine. wherein said
managed machine comprises:
a counter containing a battery value changing
according to the operation amount of said man-

aged software product;
first charge means for reading a battery value
from a portable recording medium to store the
battery value into said counter, and

first retum means for writing the current battery
value on said recording medium, and wherein,

said managing machine comprises: '
second charge means for writing said battery
value on said recording medium; and

second return means for reading said battery
value from said recording medium.
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17. An operation management method comprising: a module for charging the current count value
or said limit value when a charge value is en-

a count value management step for changing tered from external means
a count value according to the operation
amount of a managed software product; 5

an operation limit step for limiting the operation
of said managed software product when said
count value has reached a specified limit value;
and

a charge step for charging the current count val- 10
ue or said limit value when a charge value is
entered from external means.

18. A medium containing a management software prod-

uct for managing the operation of a managed soft- 15
ware product, wherein said managed software
product and said management software product are
executed on computers, said management soft-
ware product comprising:

20

a module for changing a count value according
to the operation amount of said managed soft-
ware product;
a module for limiting the operation of said man-

aged software product when said count value 25
has reached a specified limit value; and

a module for charging the current count value
or said limit value when a charge value is en-
tered from external means.

30

19. A medium containing a charge value read by a man-
agement software product for use in managing the
operation of a managed software product, wherein
said managed software product and said manage—
ment software product are executed on computers, 35

said management software product comprising:

a module for changing a count value according
to the operation amount of said managed soft-
ware product; 40
a module for limiting the operation of said man—
aged software product when said count value
has reached a specified limit value; and
a module for charging the current count value
or said limit value when said charge value is 45
entered.

20. A computer system having an ’interlace software

product between an operation system and at least
one application software product, wherein said in- 50
terface software product comprises:

a module for changing a count value according
to the operation amount of said application soft-
ware product; 55
a module for limiting the operation of said ap-

plication software product when said count val-
ue has reached a specified limit value; and

11
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Description

The present invention relates to the field of distribution and usage rights enforcement for digitally encoded works.
A fundamental issue facing the publishing and information industries as they consider electronic publishing is how

to prevent the unauthorized and unaccounted distribution or usage of electronically published materials. Electronically
published materials are typically distributed in a digital form and recreated on a computer based system having the

capability to recreate the materials. Audio and video recordings, software, books and multimedia works are all being
electronically published. Companies in these industries receive royalties for each accounted for delivery of the mate-

rials, e.g. the sale of an audio CD at a retail outlet. Any unaccounted distribution of a work results in an unpaid royalty
(e.g. copying the audio recording CD to another digital medium.)

The ease in which electronically published works can be 'perfectly' reproduced and distributed is a major concern.
The transmission of digital works over networks is commonplace. One such widely used network is the internet. The

lntemet is a widespread network facility by which computer users in many universities, corporations and government
entities communicate and trade ideas and information. Computer bulletin boards found on the lntemet and commercial
networks such as CompuServ and Prodigy allow for the posting and retrieving of digital information. information services
such as Dialog and LEXIS/NEXIS provide databases of current information on a wide variety of topics. Another factor

which will exacerbate the situation is the development and expansion of the National lnforrnation Infrastructure (the
Nil). It is anticipated that, as the Nil grows, the transmission of digital works over networks will increase many times
over. It would be desirable to utilize the NH for distribution of digital works without the fear of widespread unauthorized
copying.

The most straightforward way to curb unaccounted distribution is to prevent unauthorized copying and transmis-
sion. For existing materials that are distributed in digital form, various safeguards are used. in the case of software,

copy protection schemes which limit the number of copies that can be made or which corrupt the output when copying
is detected have been employed. Another scheme causes software to become disabled after a predetermined period
of time has lapsed. A technique used for workstation based software is to require that a special hardware device must

be present on the workstation in orderfor the software to run, e.g., see USA-4,932,054 entitled 'Method and Apparatus
for Protecting Computer Software Utilizing Coded Filter Network in Conjunction with an Active Coded Hardware Device.
' Such devices are provided with the software and are commonly referred to as dongles.

Yet another scheme is to distribute software, but which requires a 'key' to enable its use. This is employed in
distribution schemes where 'demos' of the software are provided on a medium along with the entire product. The
demos can be freely used, but in order to use the actual product, the key must be purchased. These schemes do not
hinder copying of the software once the key is initially purchased.

It is an object of the present invention to provide an improved system and method for controlling the use and
distribution of digital works.

The invention accordingly provides a system and method as claimed in the accompanying claims.
A system for controlling use and distribution of digital works is disclosed. A digital work is any written, aural, graph-

ical or video based work including computer programs that has been translated to or created in a digital form, and
which can be recreated using suitable rendering means such as software programs. The present invention allows the
owner of a digital work to attach usage rights to the work. The usage rights forthe work define how it may be used and
distributed. Digital works and their usage rights are stored in a secure repository. Digital works may only be accessed
by other secure repositories.

Usage rights for a digital work are embodied in a flexible and extensible usage rights grammar. Conceptualfy, a
right in the usage rights grammar is a label attached to a predetermined behavior and conditions to exercising the right.
For example, a COPY right denotes that a copy of the digital work may be made. A condition to exercising the right is
the requester must pass certain security criteria. Conditions may also be attached to limit the right itself. For example,
a LOAN right may be defined so as to limit the duration of which a work may be LOANed. Conditions may also include
requirements that fees be paid.

A repository is comprised of a storage means for storing a digital work and its attached usage rights, an external

interlace for receiving and transmitting data, a processor and a clock. A repository has two primary operating modes,
a sewer mode and a requester mode. When operating in a server mode, the repository is responding to requests to
access digital works. When operating in requester mode, the repository is requesting access to a digital work.

Generally, a repository will process each request to access a digital work by examining the work's usage rights.
For example, in a request to make a copy of a digital work, the digital work is examined to see if rights have been
granted which would allow copies to be given out. if such a right has been granted. then conditions to exercise of the

right are checked (eg. a right to make 2 copies). if conditions associated with the right are satisfied, the copy can be
made. Before transporting the digital work, any specified changes to the set of usage rights in the copy are attached
to the copy of the digital work.

Flepositories communicate utilizing a set of repository transactions. The repository transactions embody a set of
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protocols for establishing secure sessions connections between repositories, and for processing access requests to
the digital works.

Digital works are recreated on rendering systems. A rendering system is comprised of at least a rendering repository
and a rendering device (9.9. a printer. display or audio system.) Fiendering systems are internally secure. Access to
digital works not contained within the rendering repository is accomplished via repository transactions with an external
repository containing the desired digital work.

A system and method in accordance with the invention will now be described, by way of example, with reference
to the accompanying drawings, in which:-

Figure 1 is a flowchart illustrating a simple instantiation of the operation of the currently preferred embodiment of
the present invention.

Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating the various repository types and the repository transaction flow between
them in the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 3 is a block diagram of a repository coupled with a credit server in the currently preferred embodiment of
the present invention.

Figures 4a and 4b are examples of rendering systems as may be utilized in the currently preferred embodiment

of the present invention.
Figure 5 illustrates 3 contents file layout for a digital work as may be utilized in the currently preferred embodiment

of the present invention.
Figure 6 illustrates a contents file layout for an individual digital work of the digital work of Figure 5 as may be

utilized in the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention.
Figure 7 illustrates the components of a description block of the currently preferred embodiment of the present

invention.

Figure 8 illustrates a description tree for the contents file layout of the digital work illustrated in Figure 5.
Figure 9 illustrates a portion of a description tree corresponding to the individual digital work illustrated in Figure 6.
Figure 10 illustrates a layoutfor the rights portion of a description block as may be utilized in the currently preferred

embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 11 is a description tree wherein certain d-blocks have PRINT usage rights and is used to illustrate 'strict'
and 'lenient' rules for resolving usage rights conflicts.

Figure 12 is a block diagram of the hardware components of a repository as are utilized in the currently preferred
embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 13 is a block diagram of the functional (logical) components of a repository as are utilized in the currently
preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 14 is diagram illustrating the basic components of a usage right in the currently preferred embodiment of
the present invention.

Figure 15 lists the usage rights grammar of the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention.
Figure 16 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of certificate delivery, hotlist checking and performance testing as

performed in a registration transaction as may be performed in the currently preferred embodiment of the present
invention.

Figure 17 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of session information exchange and clock synchronization as may

be performedIn the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention, after each repository in the registration
transaction has successfully completed the steps describedIn Figure 16.

Figure 18 is a flowchart illustrating the basic flow for a usage transaction, including the common opening and
closing step, as may be performed in the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 19 is a state diagram of server and client repositories in accordance with a transpon protocol followed when
moving a digital work from the server to the client repositories, as may be performed in the currently preferred embod—
iment of the present invention.

OVERVIEW ’

A system for controlling use and distribution of digital works is disclosed. The present invention is directed to
supporting commercial transactions involving digital works.

Herein the terms 'digital work', 'work' and 'oontent' refer to any work that has been reduced to a digital repre-
sentation. This would include any audio, video, text, or multimedia work and any accompanying interpreter (e.g. soft-
ware) that may be required for recreating the work The term composite work refers to a digital work comprised of a

collection of other digital works. The term 'usage rights' or 'rights' is a term which refers to rights granted to a recipient
of a digital work Generally, these rights define how a digital work can be used and if it can be further distributed. Each
usage right may have one or more specified conditions which must be satisfied before the right may be exercised.

Figure 1 is a high level flowchart omitting various details but which demonstrates the basic operation of the present
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invention. Referring to Figure 1, a creator creates a digital work, step 101. The creator will then determine appropriate
usage rights and fees, attach them to the digital work, and store them in Repository 1, step 102. The determination of
appropriate usage rights and fees will depend on various economic factors. The digital work remains securely in Re-
pository 1 until a request for access is received. The request for access begins with a session initiation by another
repository. Here a Repository 2 initiates a session with Repository 1, step 103. As will be described in greater detail

below, this session initiation includes steps which helps to insure that the respective repositories are trustworthy. As-
suming that a session can be established, Repository 2 may then request access to the Digital Work for a stated
purpose, step 104. The purpose may be, for example, to print the digital work or to obtain a copy of the digital work.

The purpose will correspond to a specific usage right. In any event, Repository 1 checks the usage rights associated
with the digital work to determine if the access to the digital work may be granted, step 105. The check of the usage
rights essentially involves a determination of whether a right associated with the access request has been attached to
the digital work and if all conditions associated with the right are satisfied. If the access is denied, repository 1 terminates

the session with an error message, step 106. If access is granted, repository 1 transmits the digital work to repository
2, step 107. Once the digital work has been transmitted to repository 2, repository 1 and 2 each generate billing infor-
mation for the access which is transmitted to a credit server, step 108. Such double billing reporting is done to insure
against attempts to circumvent the billing process.

Figure 2 illustrates the basic interactions between repository types in the present invention. As will become apparent
from Figure 2, the various repository types will serve different functions. It is fundamental that repositories will share

a core set of functionality which will enable secure and trusted communications. Referring to Figure 2, a repository
201 represents the general instance of a repository. The repository 201 has two modes of operation; a server mode
and a requester mode. When in the server mode, the repository will be receiving and processing access requests to
digital works. When in the requester mode, the repository will be initiating requests to access digital works. Repository
201 is general in the sense that its primary purpose is as an exchange medium for digital works. During the course of

operation, the repository 201 may communicate with a plurality of other repositories, namely authorization repository
202, rendering repository 203 and master repository 204. Communication between repositories occurs utilizing a re
pository transaction protocol 205.

Communication with an authorization repository 202 may occur when a digital work being accessed has a condition
requiring an authorization. Conceptually, an authorization is a digital certificate such that possession of the certificate
is required to gain access to the digital work. An authorization is itself a digital work that can be moved between
repositories and subjected to fees and usage rights conditions. An authorization may be required by both repositories
involved in an access to a digital work.

Communication with a rendering repository 203 occurs in connection with the rendering of a digital work. As will
be described in greater detail below, a rendering repository is coupled with a rendering device (9.9. a printer device)
to comprise a rendering system.

Communication with a master repository 205 occurs in connection with obtaining an identification certificate. Iden-
tification certificates are the means by which a repository is identified as 'trustworthy'. The use of identification certif-
icates is described below with respect to the registration transaction.

Figure 3 illustrates the repository 201 coupled to a credit server 301, The credit server 301 is a device which

accumulates billing information for the repository 201. The credit server 301 communicates with repository 201 via
billing transactions 302 to record billing transactions. Billing transactions are reported to a billing clearinghouse 303
by the credit server 301 on a periodic basis. The credit server 301 communicates to the billing clearinghouse 303 via
clearinghouse transactions 304. The clearinghouse transactions 304 enable a secure and encrypted transmission of
information to the billing clearinghouse 303.

HENDERING SYSTEMS

A rendering system is generally defined as a system comprising a repository and a rendering device which can
render a digital work into its desired form. Examples of a rendering system may be a computer system, a digital audio
system, or a printer. A rendering system has the same security features as a repository. The coupling of a rendering
repository with the rendering device may occur in a manner suitable for the type of rendering device.

Figure 4a illustrates a printer as an example of a rendering system. Referring to Figure 4, printer system 401 has

contained therein a printer repository 402 and a print device 403. It should be noted that the the dashed line defining
printer system 401 defines a secure system boundary. Communications within the boundary are assumed to be secure.

Depending on the security level, the boundary also represents a barrier intended to provide physical integrity. The
printer repository 402 is an instantiation of the rendering repository 205 of Figure 2. The printer repository 402 will in

some instances contain an ephemeral copy of a digital work which remains until it is printed out by the print engine
403. In other instances, the printer repository 402 may contain digital works such as fonts, which will remain and can

be billed based on use. This design assures that all communication lines between printers and printing devices are
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encrypted, unless they are within a physically secure boundary. This design feature eliminates a potential ‘fault" point
through which the digital work could be improperly obtained. The printer device 403 represents the printer components
used to create the printed output.

Also illustrated in Figure 4a is the repository 404. The repository 404 is coupled to the printer repository 402. The
repository 404 represents an external repository which contains digital works.

Figure 4b is an example of a computer system as a rendering system. A computer system may constitute a 'multi-
function' device since it may execute digital works (e.g. software programs) and display digital works (e.g. a digitized
photograph). Logically, each rendering device can be viewed as having its own repository, although only one physical
repository is needed. Referring to Figure 4b, a computer system 410 has contained therein a display/execution repos-
itory 411. The display/execution repository 411 is coupled to display device, 412 and execution device 413. The dashed
box surrounding the computer system 410 represents a security boundary within which communications are assumed
to be secure. The display/execution repository 411 is further coupled to a credit server 414 to report any fees to be
billed for access to a digital work and a repository 415 for accessing digital works stored therein.

STRUCTURE OF DIGITAL WORKS

Usage rights are attached directly to digital works. Thus, it is important to understand the structure of a digital work.
The structure of a digital work, in particular composite digital works, may be naturally organized into an acyclic structure
such as a hierarchy. For example, a magazine has various articles and photographs which may have been created
and are owned by different persons. Each of the articles and photographs may represent a node in a hierarchical

structure. Consequently, controls, i.e. usage rights, may be placed on each node by the creator. By enabling control
and fee billing to be associated with each node, a creator of a work can be assured that the rights and fees are not
circumvented.

In the currently preferred embodiment, the file information for a digital work is divided into two files: a 'contents'
file and a 'description tree' file. From the perspective of a repository, the 'contents' file is a stream of addressable
bytes whose format depends completely on the interpreter used to play, display or print the digital work. The description
tree file makes it possible to examine the rights and fees for a work without reference to the content of the digital work.
It should be noted that the term description tree as used herein refers to any type of acyclic structure used to represent
the relationship between the various components of a digital work.

Figure 5 illustrates the layout of a contents file. Referring to Figure 5, a digital work is comprised of story A 510,
advertisement 511, story B 512 and story 0 513. It is assumed that the digital work is stored starting at a relative
address of 0. Each of the parts of the digital work are stored linearly so that story A 510 is stored at approximately
addresses 0-30,000, advertisement 511 at addresses 30.001-40,000, story B 512 at addresses 40,001-60,000 and
story C 513 at addresses 60,001 -85K. The detail of story A 510 is illustrated in Figure 6. Referring to Figure 6, the
story A 510 is further broken down to show text 614 stored at address 0-1500, soldier photo 615 at addresses
1501-10000, graphics 616 stored at addresses 10,001-25,000 and sidebar 617 stored address 25,001 -30,000. Note
that the data in the contents file may be compressed (for saving storage) or encrypted (for security).

From Figures 5 and 6 it is readily observed that a digital work can be represented by its component parts as a
hierarchy. The description tree for a digital work is comprised of a set of related descriptor blocks (d-blocks). The
contents of each d-block is described with respect to Figure 7. Referring to Figure 7, a d-block 700 includes an identifier
701 which is a unique identifier for the work in the repository, a starting address 702 providing the start address of the
first byte of the work, a length 703 giving the number of bytes in the work, a rights portion 704 wherein the granted
usage rights and their status data are maintained, a parent pointer 705 for pointing to a parent d-block and child pointers
706 for pointing to the child d-blocks. In the currently preferred embodiment, the identifier 701 has two parts. The first

part is a unique number assigned to the repository upon manufacture. The second part is a unique number assigned
to the work upon creation. The rights portion 704 will contain a data structure, such as a look-up table, wherein the

various information associated with a right is maintained. The information required by the respective usage rights is
described in more detail below. D—blocks form a strict hierarchy. The top d-block ot a work has no parent; all other d-
blocks have one parent, The relationship of usage rights between parent and child d—blocks and how conflicts are
resolved is described below. -

A special type of d—block is a 'shell' d—block. A shell d-block adds no new content beyond the content of its parts.
A shell d-block is used to add rights and fee information, typically by distributors of digital works.

Figure 8 illustrates a description tree for the digital work of Figure 5. Referring to Figure B, a top d-block 820 for
the digital work points to the various stories and advertisements contained therein. Here, the top d-block 820 points to

d-block B21 (representing story A 510), d—block 822 (representing the advertisement 511 ), d-block 823 (representing
story B 512) and and d-block B24 (representing story C 513).

The portion of the description tree for Story A 510 is illustrated in Figure 9. D—block 925 represents text 614. d-
block 926 represents photo 615, d—block 927 represents graphics 616 by and d-block 928 represents sidebar 617.
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The rights portion 704 of a descriptor block is further illustrated in Figure 10. Figure 10 illustrates a structure which
is repeated in the rights portion 704 for each right. Referring to Figure 10, each right will have a right code field 1050
and status information field 1052. The right code field 1050 will contain a unique code assigned to a right. The status
information field 1052 will contain information relating to the state of a right and the digital work. Such information is

5 indicated below in Table 1. The rights as stored in the rights portion 704 may typically be in numerical order based on
the right code.

TABLE 1

  
 

DIGITAL WORK STATE INFORMATION

A counter of the number of copies of a workthat are in use. Incremented when

 10

 
another copy is used; decremented when use is completed.

Time-Units Indicator of the maximum number of time-units that a document can be loaned
out

Loaner-Copy Boolean Indicator that the current work is a loaned out copy of an authorized digital work.

format of this is not specified, but it can include information such as a publisher

Document-Descr

name, author name, ISBN number, and so on.

RO-Descr A handle identifying a revenue owner for a digital work. This is used for reporting
usage fees.

Publication-Date Date-Descr The date that the digital work was published.

History-list History-Rec A list of events recording the repostories and dates for operations that copy,
transfer, backup, or restore a digital work.

The approach for representing digtal works by separating description data from content assumes that parts of a
file are contiguous but takes no position on the actual representation of content. In particular, it is neutral to the question
of whether content representation may take an object oriented approach. It would be natural to represent content as
objects. In principle, it may be convenient to have content objects that include the billing structure and rights information
that is represented in the d-blocks, Such variations in the design of the representation are possible and are viable
alternatives but may introduce processing overhead, eg. the interpretation of the objects.

Digital works are stored in a repository as part of a hierarchical file system. Folders (also termed directories and
sub-directories) contain the digital works as well as other folders. Digital works and folders in a folder are ordered in

alphabetical order. The digital works are typed to reflect how the files are used. Usage rights can be attached to folders
so that the folder itself is treated as a digital work. Access to the folder would then be handled in the same fashion as

any other digital work As will be described in more detail below, the contents of the folderare subject to their own rights.
Moreover, file management rights may be attached to the folder which define how folder contents can be managed.

 
 

15

  
 
 

 

Indicator of the remaining time of use on a metered document right. 

  
 
 

20 A string containing various identifying information about a document. The exact

 
 

25

  
  

    
30

40

ATTACHING USAGE RIGHTS TO A DIGITAL WORK

It is fundamental to the present invention that the usage rights are treated as part of the digital work As the digital
work is distributed, the scope of the granted usage rights will remain the same or may be narrowed. For example, when
a digital work is transferred from a document server to a repository, the usage rights may include the right to loan a
copy for a predetermined period of time (called the originai rights). When the repository loans out a copy of the digital
work, the usage rights in the leaner copy (called the next set of rights) could be set to prohibit any further rights to loan
out the copy. The basic idea is that one cannot grant more rights than they have.

The attachment of usage rights into a digital work may occur in a variety of ways. If the usage rights will be the
same for an entire digital work, they could be attached when the digital work is processed for deposit in the digital work
server. In the case of a digital work having different usage rights fer the various components, this can be done as the

digital work is being created. An authoring tool or digital work assembling tool could be utilized which provides for an
automated process of attaching the usage rights.

As will be described below, when a digital work is copied, transferred or loaned, a 'next set of rights' can be
specified. The'next set of rights' will be attached to the digital work as it is transported.

50

55
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Resolving Conflicting Rights

Because each part of a digital work may have its own usage rights, there will be instances where the rights of a
'contained part' are different from its parent or container part. As a result, conflict rules must be established to dictate

when and how a right may be exercised. The hierarchical structure of a digital work facilitates the enforcement of such
rules. A 'strict" rule would be as follows: a right for a part in a digital work is sanctioned if and only if it is sanctioned

for the part, for ancestor d—bIocks containing the part and for all descendent d-blocks. By sanctioned, it is meant that
(1) each of the respective-parts must have the right, and (2) any conditions .for exercising the right are satisfied.

It also possible to implement the present invention using a more lenient rule. In the more lenient rule, access to
the part may be enabled to the descendent parts which have the right, but access is denied to the descendenls which
do not.

An example of applying both the strict rule and lenient is illustrated with reference to Figure 11. Referring to Figure
11, a root d-block 1101 has child d-blocks 1102~1105. In this case, root d-block represents a magazine, and each of

the child d—blocks 1102-1105 represent articles in the magazine. Suppose that a request is made to PRINT the digital

work represented by root d-block 1101 wherein the strict rule is followed. The rights for the root d-block 1101 and child
d-blocks 1102-1105 are then examined. Root d-block 1101 and child d-blocks 1102 and 1105 have been granted PRINT

rights. Child d-block 1103 has not been granted PRINT rights and child d-block 1104 has PRINT rights conditioned on
payment of a usage tee.

Under the strict rule the PRINT right cannot be exercised because the child d-block does not have the PRINT right.
Under the lenient rule, the result would be different. The digital works represented by child d-blocks 1102 and 1105

could be printed and the digital work represented by d-block 1104 could be printed so long as the usage fee is paid.
Only the digital work represented by d-block 1103 could not be printed. This same result would be accomplished under
the strict rule if the requests were directed to each of the individual digital works.

The present invention supports various combinations of allowing and disallowing access. Moreover, as will be

described below, the usage rights grammar permits the owner of a digital work to specify if constraints may be imposed
on the work by a container part. The manner in which digital works may be sanctioned because of usage rights conflicts
would be implementation specific and would depend on the nature of the digital works.

REPOSITORIES

In the description of Figure 2, it was indicated that repositories come in various forms. All repositories provide a
core set of services for the transmission of digital works. The manner in which digital works are exchanged is the basis
for all transaction between repositories. The various repository types differ in the ultimate functions that they perform.
Repositories may be devices themselves, or they may be incorporated into other systems. An example is the rendering
repository 203 of Figure 2.

A repository will have associated with it a repository identifier. Typically, the repository identifier would be a unique
number assigned to the repository at the time of manufacture. Each repository will also be classified as being in a
particular security class. Certain communications and transactions may be conditioned on a repository being in a
particular security class. The various security classes are described in greater detail below.

As a-prerequisite to operation, a repository will require possession of an identification certificate._Identification
certificates are encrypted to prevent forgery and are issued by a Master repository. A master repository plays the role
of an authorization agent to enable repositories to receive digital works. Identification certificates must be updated on
a periodic basis. Identification certificates are described in greater detail below with respect to the registration trans-
action.

A repository has both a hardware and functional embodiment. The functional embodiment is typically software

executing on the hardware embodiment. Alternatively. the functional embodiment may be embedded in the hardware
embodiment such as an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) chip.

The hardware embodiment of a repository will be enclosed in a secure housing which if compromised, may cause

the repository to be disabled. The basic components of the hardware embodiment of a repository are described with
reference to Figure 12. Referring to Figure 12, a repository is comprised of a processing means 1200, storage system
1207. clock 1205 and external interface 1206. The processing means 1200 is comprised of a processor element 1201

and processor memory 1202. The processing means 1201 provides controller, repository transaction and usage rights
transaction functions for the repository. Various functions in the operation of the repository such as decryption and/or
decompression of digital works and transaction messages are also performed by the processing means 1200. The
processor element 1201 may be a microprocessor or other suitable computing component. The processor memory
1202 would typically be further comprised of Read Only Memories (ROM) and Random Access Memories (RAM). Such
memories would contain the software instructions utilized by the processor element 1201 in performing the functions
of the repository.
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The storage system 1207 is further comprised of descriptor storage 1203 and content storage 1204. The description
free storage 1203 will store the description tree for the digital work and the content storage will store the associated

content. The description tree storage 1203 and content storage 1204 need not be of the same type of storage medium,
nor are they necessarily on the same physical device. So for example, the descriptor storage 1203 may be stored on
a solid state storage (for rapid retrieval of the description tree information), while the content storage 1204 may be on
a high capacity storage such as an optical disk.

The clock 1205 is used to time-stamp various time based conditions for usage rights or for metering usage fees
which may be associated with the digital works. The clock 1205 will have an uninterruptable power supply, e.g. a
battery, in order to maintain the integrity of the time-stamps. The external interface means 1206 provides forthe signal

connection to other repositories and to a credit server. The external interface means 1206 provides for the exchange
of signals via such standard interfaces such as RS-232 or Personal Computer Manufacturers Card Industry Association
(PCMCIA) standards, or FDDI. The external interface means 1206 may also provide network connectivity.

The functional embodiment of a repository is described with reference to Figure 13. Referring to Figure 13, the
functional embodiment is comprised of an operating system 1301, core repository services 1302, usage transaction
handlers 1303, repository specific functions, 1304 and a user interface 1305. The operating system 1301 is specific
to the repository and would typically depend on the type of processor being used. The operating system 1301 would
also provide the basic services for controlling and interfacing between the basic components of the repository.

The core repository services 1302 comprise a set of functions required by each and every repository. The core
repository services 1302 include the session initiation transactions which are defined in greater detail below This set
of services also includes a generic ticket agent which is used to 'punch' a digital ticket and a generic authorization
server for processing authorization specifications. Digital tickets and authorizations are specific mechanisms for con-
trolling the distribution and use of digital works and are described in more detail below. Note that coupled to the core
repository services are a plurality of identification certificates 1306. The identification certificates 1306 are required to
enable the use of the repository.

The usage transactions handlers 1303 comprise functionality for processing access requests to digital works and
for billing fees based on access. The usage transactions supported will be different for each repository type. For ex-
ample, it may not be necessary for some repositories to handle access requests for digital works.

The repository specific functionality 1304 comprises functionality that is unique to a repository. For example, the
master repository has special functionality for issuing digital certificates and maintaining encryption keys. The repository
specific functionality 1304 would include the user interface implementation for the repository.

Repository Security Classes

For some digital works the losses caused by any individual instance of unauthorized copying is insignificant and
the chief economic concern lies in assuring the convenience of access and low-overhead billing. In such cases, simple
and inexpensive handheld repositories and network-based workstations may be suitable repositories, even though the
measures and guarantees of security are modest.

At the other extreme, some digital works such as a digital copy of a first run movie or a bearer bond or stock

certificate would be of very high value so that it is prudent to employ caution and fairly elaborate security measures to
ensure that they are not copied or forged. A repository suitable for holding such a digital work could have elaborate
measures for ensuring physical integrity and for verifying authorization before use.

By arranging a universal protocol, all kinds of repositories can communicate with each other in principle. However,
creators of some works will want to specify that their works will only be transferred to repositories whose level of security
is high enough. For this reason, document repositories have a ranking system for classes and levels of security. The
security classes in the currently preferred embodiment are described in Table 2.

TABLE 2

REPOSITORY SECURITY LEVELS

Description of Security

Open system. Document transmission is unencrypted. No digital certificate is required for identification.
The security of the system depends mostly on user honesty, since only modest knowledge may be needed
to circumvent the security measures. The repository has no provisions for preventing unauthorized
programs from running and accessing or copying files. The system does not prevent the use of removable
storage and does not encrypt stored files. 
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TABLE 2 (continued)

REPOSITOFIY SECURITY LEVELS

Description of Security

Basic security. Like the previous class except that special tools and knowledge are required to
compromise the programming, the contents of the repository, or the state of the clock. All digital
communications are encrypted. A digital certificate is provided as identification. Medium level encryption
is used. Repository identification number is unforgeable.

General security. Like the previous class plus the requirement of special tools are needed to compromise
the physical integrity of the repository and that modest encryption is used on all transmissions. Password
protection is required to use the local user interface. The digital clock system cannot be reset without
authorization. No works would be stored on removable storage. When executing works as programs, it
runs them in their own address space and does not give them direct access to any file storage or other
memory containing system code or works. They can access works only through the transmission
transaction protocol.

Like the previous class except that high level encryption is used on all communications. ‘Sensors are
used to record attempts at physical and electronic tampering. Alter such tampering, the repository will
not perform other transactions until it has reported such tampering to a designated server.

Like the previous class except that if the physical or digital attempts at tampering exceed some preset
thresholds that threaten the physical integrity of the repository orthe integrity of digital and cryptographic
barriers, then the repository will save only document description records of history but will erase or destroy
any digital identifiers that could be misused if released to an unscrupulous party. It also modifies any
certificates of authenticity to indicate that the physical system has been compromised. It also erases the
contents of designated documents.

Like the previous class except that the repository will attempt wireless communication to report tampering
and will employ noisy alarms.

This would correspond to a very high level of security. This server would maintain constant
communications to remote security systems reporting transactions, sensor readings, and attempts to

circumvent security.

The characterization of security levels described in Table 2 is not intended to be fixed. More important is the idea
of having different security levels for different repositories. It is anticipated that new security classes and requirements
will evolve according to social situations and changes in technology.

Repository User Interface

A user interface is broadly defined as the mechanism by which a user interacts with a repository in order to invoke
transactions to gain access to a digital work, or exercise usage rights. As described above, a repository may be em- ,
bodied in various forms. The user interface for a repository will differ depending on the particular embodiment. The
user interface may be a graphical user interface having icons representing the digital works and the various transactions
that may be performed. The user interface may be a generated dialog in which a user is prompted for information.

The user interface itself need not be part of the repository. As a repository may be embedded in some other device,
the user interface may merely be a part of the device in which the repository is embedded. For example, the repository
could be embedded in a 'card' that is inserted into an available slot in a computer system. The user interface may be
a combination of a display, keyboard, cursor control device and software executing on the computer system.

At a minimum, the user interface must permit a user to input information such as access requests and alpha
numeric data and provide feedback as to transaction status. The user interface will then cause the repository to initiate
the suitable transactions toservice the request. Otherfacets of a particular user interface will depend on the functionality

that a repository will provide.

CREDIT SERVERS

In the present invention, fees may be associated with the exercise of a right The requirement for payment of fees
is described with each version of a usage right in the usage rights language. The recording and reporting of such fees
is performed by the credit server. One of the capabilities enabled by associating fees with rights is the possibility of
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supporting a wide range of charging models. The simplest model, used by conventional software, is that there is a
single fee at the time of purchase, after which the purchaser obtains unlimited rights to use the work as often and for

as long as he or she wants. Alternative models, include metered use and variable fees. A single work can have different

fees for different uses. For example, viewing a photograph on a display could have diflerent lees than making a hardcopy
or including it in a newly created work. A key to these alternative charging models is to have a low overhead means
of establishing fees and accounting for credit on these transactions.

A credit server is a computational system that reliably authorizes and records these transactions so that fees are

billed and paid. The credit server reports fees to a billing clearinghouse. The billing clearinghouse manages the financial
transactions as they occur. As a result, bills may be generated and accounts reconciled. Preferably, the credit server
would store the fee transactions and periodically communicate via a network with the billing clearinghouse for recon—
ciliation. In such an embodiment, communications with the billing clearinghouse would be encrypted for integrity and
security reasons. In another embodiment, the credit server acts as a 'debit card' where transactions occur in 'real-
time' against a user account.

A credit server is comprised of memory, a processing means, a clock, and interlace means for coupling to a re-
pository and a financial institution (eg. a modem). The credit server will also need to have security and authentication
functionality. These elements are essentially the same elements as those of a repository. Thus, a single device can
be both a repository and a credit server, provided that it has the appropriate processing elements for carrying out the
corresponding functions and protocols. Typically, however, a credit server would be a card-sized system in the pos-
session of the owner of the credit. The credit server is coupled to a repository and would interact via financial trans-

actions as described below. Interactions with a financial institution may occur via protocols established by the financial
institutions themselves. .

In the currently preferred embodiment credit servers associated with both the server and the repository report the
financial transaction to the billing clearinghouse. For example, when a digital work is copied by one repository to another
for a fee, credit servers coupled to each of the repositories will report the transaction to the billing clearinghouse. This
is desirable in that it insures that a transaction will be accounted for in the event of some break in the communication

between a credit server and the billing clearinghouse. However, some implementations may embody only a single
credit server reporting the transaction to minimize transaction processing at the risk of losing some transactions.

USAGE RIGHTS LANGUAGE

The present invention uses statements in a high level 'usage rights language' to define rights associated with
digital works and their parts. Usage rights statements are interpreted by repositories and are used to determine what
transactions can be successfully carried out for a digital work and also to determine parameters for those transactions.
For example, sentences in the language determine whether a given digital work can be copied, when and how it can

be used, and what fees (if any) are to be charged for that use. Once the usage rights statements are generated, they
are encoded in a suitable form for accessing during the processing of transactions.

Defining usage rights in terms of a language in combination with the hierarchical representation of a digital work
enables the support of a wide variety of distribution and fee schemes. An example is the ability to attach multiple
versions of a right to a work. So a creator may attach a PRINT right to make 5 copies for $10.00 and a PRINT right to
make unlimited copies for $100.00. A purchaser may then choose which option best fits his needs. Another example
is that rights and fees are additive. So in the case of a composite work, the rights and fees of each of the components
works is used in determining the rights and fees for the work as a whole.

The basic contents of a right are illustrated in Figure 14. Referring to Figure 14, a right 1450 has a transactional
component 1451 and a specifications component 1452. A right 1450 has a label (e.g. COPY or PRINT) which indicates
the use or distribution privileges that are embodied by the right. The transactional component 1451 corresponds to a

particular way in which a digital work may be used or distributed. The transactional component 1451 is typically em-
bodied in software instructions in a repository which implement the use or distribution privileges for the right. The
specifications components 1452 are used to specify conditions which must be satisfied prior to the right being exercised
or to designate various transaction related parameters. In the currently preferred embodiment, these specifications
include copy count 1453, Fees and Incentives 1454, Time 1455, Access and Security 1456 and Control 1457. Each
of these specifications will be described in greater detail below with respect to the language grammar elements.

The usage rights language is based on the grammar described below. A grammar is a convenient means for
defining valid sequence of symbols for a language. In describing the grammar the notation '[a | b I c] is used to indicate
distinct choices among altematives. In this example, a sentence can have either an 'a', 'b' or 'c'. It must include
exactly one of them. The braces { } are used to indicate optional items. Note that brackets, bars and braces are used

to describe the language of usage rights sentences but do not appear in actual sentences in the language.
In contrast, parentheses are part of the usage rights language. Parentheses are used to group items together in

lists. The notation (x') is used to indicate a variable length list, that is, a list containing one or more items of type x.
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The notation (x)' is used to indicate a variable number of lists containing x.
Keywords in the grammar are words followed by colons. Keywords are a common and very special case in the

language. They are often used to indicate a single value, typically an identifier. In many cases, the keyword and the
parameter are entirely optional. When a keyword is given, it often takes a single identifier as its value. In some cases,
the keyword takes a list of identifiers.

In the usage rights language, time is specified in an hourszminuteszseconds (or hhzmmzss) representation. Time
zone indicators, e.g. PDT for Pacific Daylight Time, may also be specified. Dates are represented as year/ month/day
(or YYYY/MMM/DD). Note that these time and date representations may specify moments in time or units of time

Money units are specified in terms of dollars.
Finally, in the usage rights language, various 'things' will need to interact with each other. For example, an instance

of a usage right may specify a bank account, a digital ticket, etc.. Such things need to be identified and are specified
herein using the suffix '-lD.'

The Usage Rights Grammar is listed in its entirety in Figure 15 and is described below.
Grammar element 1501 'Dlgltal Work Rights: = (nghts*)' define the digital work rights as a set of rights. The

set of rights attached to a digital work define how that digital work may be transferred. used, performed or played. A
set of rights will attach to the entire digital work and in the case of compound digital works, each of the components of
the digital work. The usage rights of components of a digital may be diflerent.

Grammar element 1502 “Right : = (Right-Code {Copy-Count} {Control-Spec} {TIme-Spec} {Access-Spec}
{Fee-Spec})' enumerates the content of a right. Each usage right must specify a right code. Each right may also
optionally specify conditions which must be satisfied before the right can be exercised. These conditions are copy
count, control, time. access and fee conditions. In the currently preferred embodiment, for the optional elements, the
following defaults apply: copy count equals 1, no time limit on the use of the right, no access tests or a security level
required to use the right and no fee is required. These conditions will each be described in greater detail below.

It is important to note that a digital work may have multiple versions of a right, each having the same right code.
The multiple version would provide altemative conditions and fees for accessing the digital work.

Grammar element 1503 'Right-Code : = Render-Code | Transport-Code I File-Management-Codel Derivative-
Works- Code Conflguratlon-Code' distinguishes each of the specific rights into a particular right type (although each

right is identified by distinct right codes). In this way, the grammar provides a catalog of possible rights that can be
associated with parts of digital works. In the following, rights are divided into categories for convenience in describing
them.

Grammar element 1504 'Render-Code : = [Play: {Playerz Player-ID} I Print: {Prlnter: Printer-ID}]' lists a cat~
egory of rights all involving the making of ephemeral, transitory, or non-digital copies of the digital work. After use the
copies are erased.

- Play A process of rendering or performing a digital work on some processor. This includes such things as playing
digital movies, playing digital music, playing a video game, running a computer program. or displaying a
document on a display.

- Print To render the work in a medium that is not further protected by usage rights. such as printing on paper.

Grammar element 1505 'Transport-Code ; = [Copy l Transfer l Loan {Remain ing-Rights: Next-Set-of-Rights}]
{(Next-Copy-Rights: Next-Set of Rights)}' lists a category of rights involving the making of persistent, usable copies
of the digital work on other repositories. The optional Next-Copy-Rights determine the rights on the work after it is
transported. If this is not specified, then the rights on the transported copy are the same as on the original. The optional
Remaining-Rights specify the rights that remain with a digital work when it is loaned out. If this is not specified, then
the default is that no rights can be exercised when it is loaned out.

- Copy Make a new copy of a work
- Transfer Moving a work'from one repository to another.

- Loan Temporarily loaning a copy to another repository for a specified period of time.

Grammar element 1506 'File-Management-Code: = Backup {Back-Up-Copy-nghts: Next-Set -of Righte}l
Restore l Delete I Folder l Directory {NamezHide—Local I Hide - Remote}{Parte:Hide—Local l Hide-Remote}' lists
a category of rights involving operations for file management, such as the making of backup copies to protect the copy
owner against catastrophic equipment failure.

Many software licenses and also copyright law give a copy owner the right to make backup copies to protect against
catastrophic failure of equipment. However, the making of uncontrolled backup copies is inherently at odds with the
ability to control usage, since an uncontrolled backup copy can be kept and then restored even after the authorized
copy was sold.
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The File management rights enable the making and restoring of backup copies in a way that respects usage rights,
honoring the requirements of both the copy owner and the rights grantor and revenue owner. Backup copies of work

descriptions (including usage rights and fee data) can be sent under appropriate protocol and usage rights control to
other document repositories of sufficiently high security. Further rights permit organization of digital works into folders
which themselves are treated as digital works and whose contents may be 'hidden' from a party seeking to determine
the contents of a repository.

- Backup To make a backup copy of a digital work as protection against media failure.
- Restore To restore a backup copy of a digital work.
- Delete To delete or erase a copy of a digital work.
- Folder To create and name folders, and to move files and folders between folders.
- Directory To hide a folder or its contents.

Grammar element 1507 'Derlvatlve-Works-Code: [Extract I Embed I Edlt {Process: Process-ID” {Next-Copy-
nghts : Next-Set-of RIghts}' lists a category of rights involving the use of a digital work to create new works.

- Extract To remove a portion of a work, for the purposes of creating a new work.
- Embed To include a work in an existing work.

- Edit To alter a digital work by copying, selecting and modifying portions of an existing digital work.

Grammar element 1508 'Configuration-Code: = Install l Uninstall' lists a category of rights for installing and
uninstalling software on a repository (typically a rendering repository.) This would typically occur for the installation of
a new type of player within the rendering repository.

- Install: To install new software on a repository.
- Uninstall: To remove existing software from a repository.

Grammar element 1509 'Next-Set-of-nghts : = {(Add : Set-Of-nghts)} {(Delete: Set-Ot-nghts)} {(Replace:
Set-Of-nghts)} {(Keep: Set-Of-Fllghts)}' defines how rights are carried forward for a copy of a digital work. If the
Next-Copy-Rights is not specified, the rights for the next copy are the same as those of the current copy Otherwise,
the set of rights for the next copy can be specified. Versions of rights after Add: are added to the current set of rights.
Rights after Delete: are deleted from the current set of rights. If only right codes are listed after Delete:, then all versions

of rights with those codes are deleted. Versions of rights after Replace: subsume all versions of rights of the same type
in the current set of rights.

If Remaining-Rights is not specified, then there are no rights for the original after all Loan copies are loaned out.

If Remaining-Rights is specified, then the Keep: token can be used to simplify the expression of what rights to keep
behind. A list of right codes following keep means that all of the versions of those listed rights are kept in the remaining
copy. This specification can be overridden by subsequent Delete: or Replace: specifications.

Copy Count Specification

For various transactions, it may be desirable to provide some limit as to the number of 'copies' of the work which
may be exercised simultaneously lorthe right. For example, it may be desirable to limit the number of copies of a digital
work that may be loaned out at a time or viewed at a time.

Grammar element 1510 'Copy-Count : = (Copies: positive-Integer l O I unlimited)“ provides a condition which
defines the number of 'copies' of a work subject to the right . A copy count can be 0, a fixed number, or unlimited. The

copy-count is associated with each right, as opposed to there being just a single copy-count for the digital work. The
Copy-Count for a right is decremented each time that a right' is exercised. When the Copy-Count equals zero, the right
can no longer be exercised. If the Copy-Count is not specified, the default is one.

Control Specification

Rights and fees depend in general on rights granted by the creator as well as further restrictions imposed by later
distributors. Control specifications deal with interactions between the creators and their distributors governing the im-
position of further restrictions and fees. For example. a distributor of a digital work may not want an end consumer of
a digital work to add fees or otherwise profit by commercially exploiting the purchased digital work.

Grammar element 1511 'Control-Spec : = (Control: {Restrictable l Unrestrictable} {Unchargeablel Charge-
able})' provides a condition to specify the effect of usage rights and fees of parents on the exercise of the right. A
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digital work is restricfable if higher level d-blocks can impose further restrictions (time specifications and access spec-
ifications) on the right. It is unrestrictable if no further restrictions can be imposed. The default setting is restrictable.
A right is unchargeable if no more fees can be imposed on the use of the right. It is chargeable if more fees can be
imposed. The default is chargeable.

Time Specificatlon

It is often desirable to assign a start date or specify some duration as to when a right may be exercised. Grammar
element 1512 'Time—Spec : = ({Fixed-lnterval I Sliding-Interval | Meter-Time} Until: Expiretion-Dete)‘ provides for
specification of time conditions on the exercise of a right. Rights may be granted for a specified time. Different kinds
of time specifications are appropriate for different kinds of rights. Some rights may be exercised during a fixed and
predetermined duration. Some rights may be exercised for an interval that starts the first time that the right is invoked

by some transaction. Some rights may be exercised or are charged according to some kind of metered time, which
may be split into separate intervals. For example, a right to viewa picture for an hour might be split into six ten minute
viewings or four fifteen minute viewings or twenty three minute viewings.

The terms 'time' and 'date' are used synonymously to refer to a moment in time. There are several kinds of time
specifications. Each specification represents some limitation on the times over which the usage right applies. The
Expiration-Date specifies the moment at which the usage right ends. For example, if the Expiration-Date is 'Jan 1,
1995,‘ then the right ends at the first moment of 1995. If the Expiration-Date is specified as 'forever', then the rights
are interpreted as continuing without end. If only an expiration date is given, then the right can be exercised as often
as desired until the expiration date.

Grammar element 1513 'Fixed-lntervel := From: Start-Time“ is used to define a predetermined interval that runs
from the start time to the expiration date.

Grammar element 1514 'Sliding-lnterval : = Interval: Use-Duretion' is used to define an indeterminate (or
'open') start time. It sets limits on a continuous period of time over which the contents are accessible. The period starts
on the first access and ends after the duration has passed or the expiration date is reached, whichever comes first.
For example, if the right gives 10 hours of continuous access, the use-duration would begin when the first access was
made and end 10 hours later.

Grammar element 1515 'Meter-Tlme: = Tlme-Remelnlng: Remelnlng—Use' is used to define a 'meter time,‘ that
is, a measure of the time that the right is actually exercised. It differs from the Sliding-Interval specification in that the
time that the digital work is in use need not be continuous. For example, if the rights guarantee three days of access,
those days could be spread out over a month. With this specification, the rights can be exercised until the meter time
is exhausted or the expiration date is reached, whichever comes first.

Remaining-Use: = Time-Unit
Start-Time: = Time-Unit
Use-Duration: : Time-Unit

All of the time specifications include time-unit specifications in their ultimate instantiation.

Security Class and Authorization Specification

The present invention provides for various security mechanisms to be introduced into a distribution or use scheme.

Grammar element 1516 'Access-Spec: = ({SC: Security-Class} {Authorizationz Authorlzetlon-ID'} {Other-Au-
thorlzatlon: Authorization-ID‘} {Tlcketz TIcket-ID})' provides a means for restricting access and transmission. Ac-
cess specifications can specify a required security class for a repository to exercise a right or a required authorization
test that must be satisfied.

The keyword '5C:' is used to specify a minimum security level for the repositories involved in the access. If so:
' is not specified, the lowest security level is acceptable. '

The optional 'Authorlzationz' keyword is used to specify required authorizations on the same repository as the

work The optional 'Other—Authorizationz' keyword is used to specify required authorizations on the other repository
in the transaction.

The optional 'Ticket:' keyword specifies the identity of a ticket required for the transaction. A transaction involving
digital tickets must locate an appropriate digital ticket agent who can 'punch' or otherwise validate the ticket before

the transaction can proceed. Tickets are described in greater detail below. .
In a transaction involving a repository and a document sewer, some usage rights may require that the repository

have a particular authorization, that the server have some authorization, or that both repositories have (possibly dif-
ferent) authorizations. Authorizations themselves are digital works (hereinafter referred to as an authorization object)

that can be moved between repositories in the same manner as other digital works. Their copying and transferring is
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subject to the same rights and fees as other digital works. A repository is said to have an authorization if that author-
ization object is contained within the repository

In some cases, an authorization may be required from a source other than the document server and repository.
An authorization object referenced by an Authorization-ID can contain digital address information to be used to set up
a communications link between a repository and the authorization source. These are analogous to phone numbers.
For such access tests, the communication would need to be established and authorization obtained before the rightcould be exercised.

For one-time usage rights, a variant on this scheme is to have a digital ticket. A ticket is presented to a digital ticket
agent, whose type is specified on the ticket. In the simplest case, a certified generic ticket agent, available on all

repositories, is available to 'punch' the ticket. In other cases, the ticket may contain addressing information for locating
a 'special' ticket agent. Once a ticket has been punched, it cannot be used again for the same kind of transaction
(unless it is unpunched or refreshed in the manner described below.) Punching includes marking the ticket with a
timestamp of the date and time it was used. Tickets are digital works and can be copied or transferred between repos-
itories according to their usage rights.

In the currently preferred embodiment, a 'punched' ticket becomes 'unpunched' or "refreshed' when it is copied
or extracted. The Copy and Extract operations save the date and time as a property of the digital ticket. When a ticket
agent is given a ticket, it can simply check whether the digital copy was made after the last time that it was punched.
Of course, the digital ticket must have the copy or extract usage rights attached thereto.

The capability to unpunch a ticket is inportant in the following cases:

- A digital work is circulated at low cost with a limitation that it can be used only once.
- A digital work is circulated with a ticket that can be used once to give discounts on purchases of other works.

- A digital work is circulated with a ticket (included in the purchase price and possibly embedded in the work) that
can be used for a future upgrade.

In each of these cases, if a paid copy is made of the digital work (including the ticket) the new owner would expect
to get a fresh (unpunched) ticket, whetherthe copy seller has used the work or not. In contrast, loaning a work or simply
transferring it to another repository should not revitalize the ticket.

Usage Fees and Incentives Specificatlon

The billing for use of a digital work is fundamental to a commercial distribution system. Grammar Element 1517

'Fee-Spec: = {Scheduled-DIscount} Regular-Fee-Spec | Scheduled-FeeSpec | Markup-Spec' provides a range
of options for billing for the use of digital works.

A key feature of this approach is the development of low-overhead billing for transactions in potentially small
amounts. Thus, it becomes feasible to collect fees of only a few cents each for thousands of transactions.

The grammar differentiates between uses where the charge is per use from those where it is metered by the time
unit. Transactions can support fees that the user pays for using a digital work as well as incentives paid by the right
grantor to users to induce them to use or distribute the digital work.

The optional scheduled discount refers to the rest of the fee specification-discounting “by a percentage over
time. If it is not specified, then there is no scheduled discount. Regular fee specifications are constant over time.

Scheduled fee specifications give a schedule of dates over which the fee specifications change. Markup specifications
are used in d-blocks for adding a percentage to the fees already being charged.

Grammar Element 1518 'Scheduled-Dlscount: = (Scheduled-Discount: (Tlme-Spec Percentage)‘)' A Sched-
. uIed-Discount is a essentially a scheduled modifier of any other fee specification for this version of the right of the

digital work. (It does not refer to children or parent digital works or to other versions of rights.) It is a list of pairs of
times and percentages. The most recent time in the list that has not yet passed at the time of the transaction is the
one in effect. The percentage gives'the discount percentage. For example, the number 10 refers to a 10% discount.

Grammar Element 1519 'Regular-Fee—Spec : = ({Fee: llncentlve: } [Per-Use-Spec lMetered-Rate—Spec I Best-
Price—Spec l Call-For-Price-SPec ] {Min: Money-Unit Per: TIme—Spec)(Max: Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec} To: Ao-
count—lD)‘ provides for several kinds of fee specifications.

Fees are paid by the copy-owner/user tothe revenue-owner if Fee: is specified. Incentives are paid by the revenue-
ownerto the user if Incentive: is specified. If the Min: specification is given, then there is a minimum fee to be charged
per time-spec unit for its use. If the Max: specification is given, then there is a maximum fee to be charged per time-
spec for its use, When Fee: is specified, Account-ID identifies the account to which the fee is to be paid. When Incentive:
is specified, Account-ID identifies the account from which the fee is to be paid.

Grammar element 1520 'Per-Use-Spec: = Per-Use: Money-unit' defines a simple fee to be paid every time the
right is exercised, regardless of how much time the transaction takes.
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Grammar element 1521 'Metered-Flate-Spec : = Metered: Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec' defines a metered-rate

fee paid according to how long the right is exercised. Thus, the time it takes to complete the transaction determines
the fee.

Grammar element 1522 'Best-Prlce-Spec := Best-Price: Money-unit Max: Money-unlt' is used to specify a
best-price that is determined when the account is settled. This specification is to accommodate special deals, rebates,
and pricing that depends on information that is not available to the repository. All fee specifications can be combined
with tickets or authorizations that could indicate that the consumer is a wholesaler or that he is a preferred customer,
or that the seller be authorized in some way. The amount of money in the Max: field is the maximum amount that the
use will cost. This is the amount that is tentatively debited from the credit server. However, when the transaction is

ultimately reconciled, any excess amount will be retumed to the consumer in a separate transaction.
Grammar element 1523 'Call-For-Prlce-Spec:= Call-For-Prlce' is similar to a 'Best-Prlce-Spec' in that it is

intended to accommodate cases where prices are dynamic. A Cell-For-Prlce Spec requires a communication with a
dealer to determine the price. This option cannot be exercised if the repository cannot communicate with a dealer at
the time that the right is exercised. It is based on a secure transaction whereby the dealer names a price to exercise
the right and passes along a deal certificate which is referenced or included in the billing process.

Grammar element 1524 'Scheduled-FeeSpec: = (Schedule: (Tlme-Spec Ftegular-Fee-Spec)‘)' is used to pro—
vide a schedule of dates over which the fee specifications change. The fee specification with the most recent date not
in the future is the one that is in effect. This is similar to' but more general than the scheduled discount. It is more

general, because it provides a means to vary the fee agreement for each time period.
Grammar element 1525 'Markup-Spec: = Markup: percentage To: Account-ID' is provided for adding a per-

centage to the fees already being charged. For example, a 5% markup means that a fee of 5% of cumulative fee so
far will be allocated to the distributor. A markup specification can be applied to all of the other kinds of tee specifications.
It is typically used in a shell provided by a distributor. It refers to fees associated with d-blocks that are parts of the
current d-block. This might be a convenient specification for use in taxes, or in distributor overhead.

HEPOSITOHY TRANSACTIONS

When a user requests access to a digital work, the repository will initiate various transactions. The combination
of transactions invoked will depend on the specifications assigned for a usage right. There are three basic types of
transactions, Session lnitiation Transactions, Financial Transactions and Usage Transactions. Generally, session ini-
tiation transactions are initiated first to establish a valid session. When a valid session is established, transactions

corresponding to the various usage rights are invoked. Finally, request specific transactions are performed.
Transactions occur between two repositories (one acting as a server), between a repository and a document play-

back platform (eg. for executing or viewing), between a repository and a credit server or between a repository and an
authorization sewer. When transactions occur between more than one repository, it is assumed that there is a reliable

communication channel between the repositories. For example, this could be a TCP/chhannel or any other commer-
cially available channel that has built-in capabilities for detecting and correcting transmission errors. However, it is not
assumed that the communication channel is secure. Provisions for security and privacy are part of the requirements
for specifying and implementing repositories and thus form the need for various transactions.

Message Transmlssion

Transactions require that there be some communication between repositories. Communication between reposi-
tories occurs in units termed as messages. Because the communication line is assumed to be unsecure, all commu-
nications with repositories that are above the lowest security class are encrypted utilizing a public key encryption
technique. Public key encryption is a well known technique in the encryption arts. The term key refers to a numeric
code that is used with encryption and decryption algorithms. Keys come in pairs, where 'writing keys' are used to
encrypt data and 'checking keys' are used to decrypt data. Both writing and checking keys may be public or private.
Public keys are those that are distributed to others. Private keys are maintained in confidence.

Key management and security is instrumental in the success of a public key encryption system. In the currently
preferred embodiment, one or more master repositories maintain the keys and create the identification cenificates
used by the repositories.

When a sending repository transmits a message to a receiving repository, the sending repository encrypts all of
its data using the public writing key of the receiving repository. The sending repository includes its name. the name of
the receiving repository, a session identifier such as a nonce (described below), and a message counter in each mes-
sage.

In this way, the communication can only be read (to a high probability) by the receiving repository, which holds the

private checking key for decryption. The auxiliary data is used to guard against various replay attacks to security. If
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messages ever arrive with the wrong counter or an old nonce, the repositories can assume that someone is interfering
with communication and the transaction terminated.

The respective public keys for the repositories to be used for encryption are obtained in the registration transaction
described below.

Session Initiation Transactions

A usage transaction is carried out in a session between repositories. For usage transactions involving more than

one repository, or for financial transactions between a repository and a credit sewer, a registration transaction is per-
formed. A second transaction termed a login transaction, may also be needed to initiate the session. The goal of the
registration transaction is to establish a secure channel between two repositories who know each others identities. As
it is assumed that the communication channel between the repositories is reliable but not secure, there is a risk that

a non-repository may mimic the protocol in order to gain illegitimate access to a repository.
The registration transaction between two repositories is described with respect to Figures 16 and 17. The steps

described are from the perspective of a 'repository-f ' registering its identity with a 'repository-2'. The registration must
be symmetrical so the same set of steps will be repeated for repository-2 registering its identity with repository-1.
Referring to Figure 16, repository-1 first generates an encrypted registration identifier, step 1601 and then generates
a registration message, step 1602. A registration message is comprised of an identifier of a master repository, the
identification certificate for the repository-1 and an encrypted random registration identifier. The identification certificate

is encrypted by the master repository in its private key and attests to the fact that the repository (here repository-1) is
a bona fide repository. The identification certificate also contains a public key for the repository, the repository security
level and a timestamp (indicating a time after which the certificate is no longer valid.) The registration identifier is a
number generated by the repository for this registration. The registration identifier is unique to the session and is

encrypted in repository-1's private key. The registration identifier is used to improve security of authentication by de-
tecting certain kinds of communications based attacks. Repository—1 then transmits the registration message to repos-
itory—2, step 1603.

Upon receiving the registration message, repository-2 determines if it has the needed public key for the master
repository, step 1604. If repository-2 does not have the needed public key to decrypt the identification certificate, the
registration transaction terminates in an error, step 1618.

Assuming that repository-2 has the proper public key the identification certificate is decrypted, step 1605. Flepos-
itory—2 saves the encrypted registration identifier, step 1606, and extracts the repository identifier, step 1607. The
extracted repository identifier is checked against a 'hotlist' of compromised document repositories, step 1608. In the
currently preferred embodiment, each repository will contain 'hotlists' of compromised repositories. If the repository
is on the 'hotlist', the registration transaction terminates in an error per step 1618. Repositories can be removed from

the hotlist when their certificates expire, so that the list does not need to grow without bound. Also, by keeping a short
list of hotlist certificates that it has previously received, a repository can avoid the work of actually going through the
list. These lists would be encrypted by a master repository. A minor variation on the approach to improve efficiency
would have the repositories first exchange lists of names of hotlist certificates, ultimately exchanging only those lists
that they had not previously received. The 'hotlists' are maintained and distributed by Master repositories.

Note that rather than terminating in error, the transaction could request that another registration message be sent
based on an identification certificate created by another master repository. This may be repeated until a satisfactory
identification certificate is found, or it is determined that trust cannot be established.

Assuming that the repository is not on the hotlist, the repository identification needs to be verified. In other words,

repository-2 needs to validate that the repository on the other end is really repository-1. This is termed performance

testing and is performed in order to avoid invalid access to the repository via a counterfeit repository replaying a re-
cording of a prior session initiation between repository-1 and repository-2. Performance testing is initiated by repository-
2 generating a performance message, step 1609. The performance message consists of a nonce, the names of the

respective repositories, the time and the registration identifier received from repository-1. A'nonce is a generated
message based on some random and variable information (e.g. the time or the temperature.) The nonce is used to

check whether repository-1 can actually exhibit correct encrypting of a message using the private keys it claims to
have, on a messagethat it has never seen before. The performance message is encrypted using the public key specified
in the registration message of repository-1. The performance message is transmitted to repository-1, step 1610, where
it is decrypted by repository—1 using its private key, step 1611. Repository-1 then checks to make sure that the names
of the two repositories are correct, step 1612, that the time is accurate, step 1613 and that the registration identifier

corresponds to the one it sent. step 1614. If any of these tests fails, the transaction is terminated per step 1616.
Assumingthat the tests are passed, repository-1 transmits the nonce to repository—2 in the clear, step 1615. Repository-
2 then compares the received nonce to the original nonce, step 1617. If they are not identical, the registration transaction
terminates in an error per step 1618. if they are the same, the registration transaction has successfully completed.
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At this point, assuming that the transaction has not terminated, the repositories exchange messages containing

session keys to be used in all communications during the session and synchronize their clocks. Figure 17 illustrates
the session information exchange and clock synchronization steps (again from the perspective of repository-1.) Re-
ferring to Figure 17, repository-1 creates a session key pair, step 1701. A first key is kept private and is used by
repository-1 to encrypt messages. The second key is a public key used by repository-2 to decrypt messages. The
second key is encrypted using the public key of repository-2, step 1702 and is sent to repository-2, step 1703. Upon
receipt, repository-2 decrypts the second key, step 1704. The second key is used to decrypt messages in subsequent
communications. When each repository has completed this step, they are both convinced that the other repository is
bona fide and that they are communicating with the original. Each repository has given the other a key to be used in
decrypting further communications during the session. Since that key is itself transmitted in the public key of the re-
ceiving repository only it will be able to decrypt the key which is used to decrypt subsequent messages.

Afterthe session information is exchanged, the repositories must synchronize their clocks, Clock synchronization
is used by the repositories to establish an agreed upon time base for the financial records of their mutual transactions,
Referring backto Figure 17, repository—2 initiates clock synchronization by generating atime stamp exchange message,
step 1705, and transmits it to repository-1, step 1706. Upon receipt, repository-1 generates its own time stamp mes-
sage, step 1707 and transmits it back to repository—2, step 1708. Repository-2 notes the current time, step 1709 and
storesthe time received from repository-1, step 1710. The current time is compared to thetime received from repository-
1, step 1711. The difference is then checked to see if it exceeds a predetermined tolerance (eg one minute), step
1712. If it does, repository-2 terminates the transaction as this may indicate tampering with the repository, step 1713.
If not repository-2 computes an adjusted time delta, step 1714. The adjusted time delta is the difference between the
clock time of repository-2 and the average of the times from repository-1 and repository-2.

To achieve greater accuracy, repository-2 can request the time again up to a fixed number of times (e.g. five times),

repeat the clock synchronization steps, and average the results.
A second session initiation transaction is a Login transaction. The Login transaction is used to check the authenticity

of a user requesting a transaction. A Login transaction is particularly prudent for the authorization of financial transac-
tions that will be charged to a credit server. The Login transaction involves an interaction between the user at a user
interface and the credit server associated with a repository, The information exchanged here is a login string supplied
by the repository/credit server to identify itself to the user, and a Personal Identification Number (PIN) provided by the
user to identify himself to the credit server. In the event that the user is accessing a credit server on a repository different
from the one on which the user interface resides, exchange of the information would be encrypted using the public and
private keys of the respective repositories.

BIIIIng Transactions

Billing Transactions are concerned with monetary transactions with a credit server. Billing Transactions are carried
out when all other conditions are satisfied and a usage fee is required for granting the request. For the most part, billing
transactions are well understood in the state of the art. These transactions are between a repository and a credit server,
or between a credit server and a billing clearinghouse. Briefly, the required transactions include the following:

0 Registration and‘LOGIN transactions by which the repository and user establish their bona fides to a credit server. 7
These transactions would be entirely internal in cases where the repository and credit server are implemented as
a single system.

- Registration and LOGIN transactions, by which a credit server establishes its bona fides to a billing clearinghouse.
- An Assign-fee transaction to assign a charge. The information in this transaction would include a transaction iden-

tifier, the identities of the repositories in the transaction, and a list of charges from the pans of the digital work. If
there has been any unusual event in the transaction such as an interruption of communications, that information
is included as well.

- A Begin—charges transaction to assign a charge. This transaction is much the same as an assign-fee transaction
except that it is used for metered use. lt includes the same information as the assign-fee transaction as well as
the usage fee information. The credit-server is then responsible for running a clock.

- An End-charges transaction to end a charge for metered use, (In a variation on this approach, the repositories
would exchange periodic charge information for each block of time.)

o A report-charges transaction between a personal credit server and a billing clearinghouse. This transaction is
invoked at least once per billing period. It is used to pass along information about charges. On debit and credit
cards, this transaction would also be used to update balance infomkation and credit limits as needed.

All billing transactions are given a transaction ID and are reported to the credit severs by both the server and the
client. This reduces possible loss of billing information if one of the parties to a transaction loses a banking card and
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provides a check against tampering with the system.

Usage Transactions

After the session initiation transactions have been completed, the usage request may then be processed. To sim-
plify the description of the steps carried out in processing a usage request, the term requester is used to refer to a

repository in the requester mode which is initiating a request, and the term server is used to refer to a repository in the
sewer mode and which contains the desired digital work. In many cases such as requests to print or view a work, the

requester and server may be the same device and the transactions described in the following would be entirely intemal.
In such instances, certain transaction steps, such as the registration transaction, need not be performed.

There are some common steps that are part of the semantics of all of the usage rights transactions. These steps
are referred to as the common transaction steps. There are two sets -— the 'opening' steps and the 'closing' steps.
For simplicity, these are listed here rather than repeating them in the descriptions of all of the usage rights transactions.

Transactions can refer to a part of a digital work, a complete digital work, or a Digital work containing other digital
works. Although not described in detail herein, a transaction may even referto a folder comprised of a plurality of digital
works. The term ‘work' is used to refer to what ever portion or set of digital works is being accessed.

Many of the steps here involve determining if certain conditions are satisfied. Flecall that each usage right may
have one or more conditions which must be satisfied before the right can be exercised. Digital works have pans and
parts have parts. Different parts can have different rights and fees. Thus, it is necessary to verify that the requirements
are met for ALL of the parts that are involved in a transaction For brevity, when reference is made to checking whether
the rights exist and conditions for exercising are satisfied, if is meant that all such checking takes place for each of the
relevant parts of the work.

Figure 18 illustrates the initial common opening and closing steps for a transaction. At this point it is assumed that
registration has occurred and that a 'trusted' session is in place. General tests are tests on usage rights associated
with the folder containing the work or some containing folder higher in the file system hierarchy. These tests correspond
to requirements imposed on the work as a consequence of its being on the particular repository, as opposed to being
attached to the work itself. Fleferring to Figure 18, prior to initiating a usage transaction. the requester performs any
general tests that are required before the right associated with the transaction can be exercised, step, 1801. For ex-
ample, install, uninstall and delete rights may be implemented to require that a requester have an authorization certif-

icate before the right can be exercised. Another example is the requirement that a digital ticket be present and punched

before a digital work may be copied to a requester. If any of the general tests fail, the transaction is not initiated, step,
1802. Assuming that such required tests are passed, upon receiving the usage request, the server generates a trans-
action identifier that is used in records or reports of the transaction, step 1803. The server then checks whether the

digital work has been granted the right corresponding to the requested transaction, step 1804. It the digital work has
not been granted the right corresponding to the request, the transaction terminates, step 1805. lithe digital work has
been granted the requested right, the server then determines if the various conditions for exercising the right are

satisfied. Time based conditions are examined, step 1806. These conditions are checked by examining the time spec-
ification for the the version of the right. If any of the conditions are not satisfied, the transaction terminates per step 1805.

Assuming that the time based conditions are satisfied, the server checks security and access conditions, step
1807. Such security and access conditions are satisfied if: 1) the requester is at the specified security class, or a higher
security class, 2) the server satisfies any specified authorization test and 3) the requester satisfies any specified au-
thorization tests and has any required digital tickets. If any of the conditions are not satisfied, the transaction terminates
per step 1805.

Assuming that the security and access conditions are all satisfied, the server checks the copy count condition,

step 1808. if the copy count equals zero, then the transaction cannot be completed and the transaction terminates per
step 1805.

Assuming that the copy count does not equal zero, the server checks if the copies in use for the requested right
is greater than or equal to any copy count for the requested right (or relevant parts), step 1809. if the copies in use is
greater than or equal to the copy count, this indicates that usage rights for the version of the transaction have been

exhausted. Accordingly, the server terminates the transaction, step 1805. lithe copy count is less than the copies in
use for the transaction the transaction can continue, and the copies in use would be incremented by the number of
digital works requested in the transaction, step 1810.

The server then checks if the digital work has a 'Loan' access right, step 1811. The 'Loan' access right is a special
case since remaining rights may be present even though all copies are loaned out. lithe digital work has the 'Loan'
access right, a check is made to see if all copies have been loaned out, step 1812. The number of copies that could

be loaned is the sum of the Copy-Counts for all of the versions of the loan right of the digital work. For a composite
work, the relevant figure is the minimal such sum of each of the components of the composite work. If all copies have
been loaned out, the remaining rights are determined, step 1813. The remaining—rightsis determined from the remaining
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rights specifications from the versions of the Loan right. If there is only one version of the Loan right, then the deter-
mination is simple. The remaining rights are the ones specified in that version of the Loan right, or none if Remaining-
Rights: is not specified. If there are multiple versions of the Loan right and all copies of all of the versions are loaned
out, then the remaining rights is taken as the minimum set (intersection) of remaining rights across all of the versions
of the loan right. The server then determines if the requested right is in the set of remaining rights, step 1814. If the
requested right is not in the set of remaining rights, the server terminates the transaction, step 1805.

If Loan is not a usage right for the digital work or if all copies have not been loaned out or the requested right is in
the set of remaining rights, fee conditions for the right are then checked, step 1815. This will initiate various financial
transactions between the repository and associated credit server. Further, any metering of usage of a digital work will
commence. If any financial transaction fails, the transaction terminates per step 1805.

It should be noted that the order in which the conditions are checked need not follow the order of steps 1806—1815.

At this point, right specific steps are now performed and are represented here as step 1816. The right specific
steps are described in greater detail below.

The common closing transaction steps are now performed. Each of the closing transaction steps are performed

by the server after a successful completion of a transaction. Referring back to Figure 18, the copies in use value for
the requested right is decremented by the number of copies involved in the transaction, step 1817. Next, ifthe right
had a metered usage fee specification, the server subtracts the elapsed time from the Remaining-Use—Tlme associated
with the right for every part involved in the transaction, step 1818. Finally, if there are fee specifications associated
with the right, the server initiates End-Charge financial transaction to confirm billing, step 1819.

Transmission Protocol

An important area to consider is the transmission of the digital work from the sewer to the requester. The trans-
mission protocol described herein refers to events occurring after a valid session has been created. The transmission
protocol must handle the case of disruption in the communications between the repositories. It is assumed that inter-
ference such as injecting noise on the communication channel can be detected by the integrity checks (e.g., parity,
checksum, etc.) that are built into the transport protocol and are not discussed in detail herein.

The underlying goal inthe transmission protocol isto preclude certainfailure modes, such as malicious oraccidental
interference on the communications channel. Suppose, for example, that a user pulls a card with the credit server at
a specific time near the end.of a transaction. There should not be a vulnerable time at which 'pulling the card“ causes
the repositories to fail to correctly account for the number of copies of the work that have been created. Restated, there
should be no time at which a party can break a connection as a means to avoid payment after using a digital work.

If a transaction is interrupted (and fails), both repositories restore the digital works and accounts to their state prior
to the failure, modulo records of the failure itself.

Figure 19 is a state diagram showing steps in the process of transmitting information during a transaction. Each
box represents a state of a repository in eitherthe server mode (above the central dotted line 1901 )or in the requester
mode (below the dotted line 1901). Solid arrows stand for transitions between states. Dashed arrows stand for message
communications between the repositories. A dashed message arrow pointing to a solid transition arrow is interpreted

as meaning that the transition takes place when the message is received. Unlabeled transition arrows take place
unconditionally. Other labels on state transition arrows describe conditions that trigger the transition. . 4

Referring now to Figure 19, the server is initially in a state 1902 where a new transaction is initiated via start
message 1903. This message includes transaction information including a transaction identifier and a count of the
blocks of data to be transferred. The requester, initially in a wait state 1904 then enters a data wait state 1905.

The server enters a data transmit state 1906 and transmits a block of data 1907 and then enters a wait for ac-

knowledgement state 1908. As the data is received, the requester enters a data receive state 1909 and when the data
blocks are completely received it enters an acknowledgement state 1910 and transmits an Acknowledgement message
1911 to the sewer

If there are more blocks to send, the server waits until receiving an Acknowledgement message from the requester.

When an Acknowledgement message is received it sends the next block to the requester and again waits for acknowl-
edgement. The requester also repeats the same cycle of states.

If the server detects a communications failure before sending the last block, it enters a cancellation state 1912

wherein the transaction is cancelled. Similarly, if the requester detects a communications failure before receiving the
last block it enters a cancellation state 1913.

If there are no more blocks to send, the server commits to the transaction and waits for the final Acknowledgement
in state 1914. If there is a communications failure before the server receives the final Acknowledgement message, it
still commits to thetransaction but includes a report about the event to its credit server in state 1915. This report serves
two purposes. It will help legitimize any claims by a user of having been billed for receiving digital works that were not
completely received. Also it helps to identify repositories and communications lines that have suspicious patterns of
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use and interruption. The sewer then enters its completion state 1916.

On the requester side, when there are no more blocks to receive, the requester commits to the transaction in state
1917. If the requester detects a communications failure at this state, it reports the failure to its credit server in state

1918, but still commits tothe transaction. When it has committed, it sends an acknowledgement message to the server.
The server then enters its completion state 1919.

The key property is that both the server and the requester cancel a transaction if it is interrupted before all of the
data blocks are delivered, and commits to it if all of the data blocks have been delivered.

There is a possibility that the sewer will have sent all of the datablocks (and committed) but the requester will not
have received all of them and will cancel the transaction. In this case, both repositories will presumably detect a com-
munications failure and report it to their credit server. This case will probably be rare since it depends on very precise
timing of the communications failure. The only consequence will be that the user at the requester repository may want
to request a refund from the credit services -- and the case for that refund will be documented by reports by both
repositories.

To prevent loss of data, the server should not delete any transferred digital work until receiving the final acknowl-
edgement from the requester. But it also should not use the file. A well known way to deal with this situation is called
‘two-phase commit' or 2P0. '

Two-phase commit works as follows. The first phase works the same as the method described above. The server

sends all of the data to the requester. Both repositories mark the transaction (and appropriate files) as uncommitted.

The server sends a ready-to-commit message to the requester. The requester sends back an acknowledgement. The
server then commits and sends the requester a commit message. When the requester receives the commit message,
it commits the file.

If there is a communication failure or other crash, the requester must check back with the server to determine the

status of the transaction. The server has the last word on this. The requester may have received all of the data, but if
it did not get the final message, it has not committed, The server can go ahead and delete files (except fortransaction
records) once it commits, since the files are known to have been fully transmitted before starting the 2P0 cycle.

There are variations known in the art which can be used to achieve the same effect. For example. the server could

use an additional level of encryption when transmitting a work to a client. Only after the client sends a message ac-
knowledging receipt does it send the key. The client then agrees to pay for the digital work. The point of this variation
is that it provides a clear audit trail that the client received the work. For trusted systems, however, this variation adds
a level of encryption for no real gain in accountability.

The transaction for specific usage rights are now discussed.

The Copy Transaction

A Copy transaction is a request to make one or more independent copies of the work with the same or lesser

usage rights. Copy differs from the extraction right discussed later in that it refers to entire digital works or entire folders
containing digital works. A copy operation cannot be used to remove a portion of a digital work.

- The requester sends the server a message to initiate the Copy Transaction. This message indicates the work to
be copied, the version of the copy right to be used for the transaction, the destination address information (location
in afolder) for placing the work, the file data for the work (including its size), and the number of copies requested.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

- The server transmits the requested contents and data to the client according to the transmission protocol. If a

Next-Set—Of-Rights has been provided in the version of the right, those rights are transmitted as the rights for the
work. OthenNise, the rights of the original are transmitted. In any event. the Copy-Count field for the copy of the
digital work being sent right is set to the number-of-copies requested.

0 The requester records the work contents, data, and usage rights and stores the work. It records the date and time
that the copy was made in the properties of the digital work.

- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Transfer Transaction

A Transfer transaction is a request to move copies of the work with the same or lesser usage rights to another
repository. In contrast with a copy transaction, this results in removing the work copies from the sewer

- The requester sends the server a message to initiate the Transfer Transaction. This message indicates the work
to be transferred, the version of the transfer right to be used in the transaction, the destination address information
for placing the work. the file data for the work, and the number of copies involved.
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. The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.
- The server transmits the requested contents and data to the requester according to the transmission protocol. If

a Next-Set-Of-Ftights has been provided, those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. Othemise, the
rights of the original are transmitted.

In either case, the Copy-Count field for the transmitted rights are set to the number-of-copies requested.

0 The requester records the work contents, data, and usage rights and stores the work.
0 The server decrements its copy count by the number of copies involved in the transaction.
0 The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.
0 If the number of copies remaining in the server is now zero, it erases the digital work from its memory.

The Loan Transaction

A loan transaction is a mechanism for loaning copies of a digital work. The maximum duration of the loan is de-
termined by an internal parameter of the digital work. Works are automatically returned after a predetermined time
period.

- The requester sends the server a message to initiate the Transfer Transaction. This message indicates the work
to be loaned, the version of the loan right to be used in the transaction, the destination address information for
placing the work, the number of copies involved, the file data for the work, and the period of the loan.

0 The server checks the validity of the requested loan period, and ends with an error if the period is not valid. Loans
for a loaned copy cannot extend beyond the period of the original loan to the server.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

- The server transmits the requested contents and data to the requester. If a Next-Set-Ol-Ftights has been provided,
those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, the rights of the original are transmitted, as
modified to reflect the loan period.

0 The requester records the digital work contents, data, usage rights, and loan period and stores the work.
0 The sewer updates the usage rights information in the digital work to reflect the number of copies loaned out.
o The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.
0 The server updates the usage rights data for the digital work. This may preclude use of the work until it is returned

from the loan. The user on the requester platform can now use the transferred copies of the digital work. A user
accessing the original repository cannot use the digital work, unless there are copies remaining. What happens
next depends on the order of events in time.

Case 1. If the time of the loan period is not yet exhausted and the requester sends the repository a Return message.
 

0 The return message includes the requester identification, and the transaction ID.
0 The server decrements the copies-in-use field by the number of copies that were returned. (If the number of

digital works returned is greater than the number actually borrowed, this is treated as an error.) This step may
now make the work available at the server for other users. 0 .

c The requester deactivates its copies and removes the contents from its memory.

Case 2. If the time of the loan period is exhausted and the requester has not yet sent a Return message.

0 The sewer decrements the copies-in-use field by the number digital works that were borrowed.
- The requester automatically deactivates its copies of the digital work. It terminates all current uses and erases

the digital work copies from memory. One question is why a requester would ever return a work earlier than
the period of the loan, since it would be retumed automatically anyway. One reason for early return is that

there may be a metered fee which determines the cost of the loan. Retuming early may reduce that fee.

The Play Transaction

A play transaction is a request to use the contents of a work Typically, to 'play' a work is to send the digital work

through some kind of transducer, such as a speaker or a display device. The request implies the intention that the
contents will not be communicated digitally to any other system. For example, they will not be sent to a printer, recorded
on any digital medium, retained after the transaction or sent to another repository.

This term 'play' is natural for examples like playing music, playing amovie, or playing a video game. The general
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form of play means that a 'player' is used to use the digital work. However, the term play covers all media and kinds

of recordings. Thus one would 'play' a digital work, meaning, to render it for reading, or play a computer program,
meaning to execute it. For a digital ticket the player would be a digital ticket agent.

0 The requester sends the server a message to initiate the play transaction. This message indicates the work to be
played, the version of the play right to be used in the transaction, the identity of the player being used, and the file
data for the work.

0 The server checks the validity of the player identification and the compatibility of the player identification with the
player specification in the right. It ends with an error if these are not satisfactory.

o The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

0 The server and requester read and write the blocks of data as requested by the player according to the transmission
protocol. The requester plays the work contents, using the player.

- When the player is finished, the player and the requester remove the contents from their memory.
0 The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Print Transaction

A Print transaction is a request to obtain the contents of a work for the purpose of rendering them on a 'printer'

We use the term 'printer' to include the common case of writing with ink on paper. However, the key aspect of 'printing'
in our use of the term is that it makes a copy of the digital work in a place outside of the protection of usage rights. As
with all rights, this may require particular authorization certificates.

Once a digital work is printed, the publisher and user are bound by whatever copyright laws are in eflect. However,
printing moves the contents outside the control of repositories. For example, absent any other enforcement mecha-
nisms, once a digital work is printed on paper, it can be copied on ordinary photocopying machines without intervention
by a repository to collect usage fees. If the printer to a digital disk is permitted, then that digital copy is outside of the

control of usage rights. Both the creator and the user know this, although the creator does not necessarily give tacit
consent to such copying, which may violate copyright laws.

0 The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Print transaction. This message indicates the work to be
played, the identity of the printer being used, the file data for the work, and the number of copies in the request.

0 The server checks the validity of the printer identification and the compatibility of the printer identification with the
printer specification in the right. it ends with an error if these are not satisfactory.

o The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.
0 The server transmits blocks of data according to the transmission protocol.
0 The requester prints the work oontents, using the printer.

- When the printer is finished, the printer and the requester remove the contents from their memory.
0 The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Backup Transaction

A Backup transaction is a request to make a backup copy of a digital work, as a protection against media failure.
In the context of repositories, secure backup copies differ from other copies in three ways: (1) they are made under
the control of a Backup transaction rather than a Copy transaction, (2) they do not count as regular copies, and (3)
they are not usable as regular copies. Generally, backup copies are encrypted.

Although backup copies may be transferred or copied, depending on their assigned rights, the only way to make
them useful for playing, printing or embedding is to restore them.

The output of a Backup operation is both an encrypted data file that contains the contents and description of a
work, and a restoration file with an encryption key for restoring the encrypted contents. In many cases, the encrypted
data file would have rights for 'printing' it to a disk outside of the protection system, relying just on its encryption for
security. Such files could be stored anywhere that was physically safe and convenient. The restoration file would be

held in the repository. This file is necessary for the restoration of a backup copy. It may have rights for transfer between
repositories.

o The requester sends the sewer a message to initiate a backup transaction. This message indicates the work to
be backed up, the version of the backup right to be used in the transaction, the destination address information
for placing the backup copy, the file data for the work.

0 The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

- The server transmits the requested contents and data to the requester. If a Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided,
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those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, a set of default rights for backup files of the
original are transmitted by the sewer.

. The requester records the work contents, data, and usage rights. It then creates a onetime key and encrypts the
contents file. It saves the key information in a restoration file.

0 The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

in some cases, it is convenient to be able to archive the large, encrypted contents file to secure offline storage,

such as a magneto-optical storage system or magnetic tape. This creation of a non-repository archive file is as secure
as the encryption process. Such non-repository archive storage is considered a form of 'printing' and is controlled by
a print right with a specified 'archive-printer.‘ An archive-printer device is programmed to save the encrypted contents
file (but not the description file) offline in such a way that it can be retrieved.

The Flestore Transaction

A Restore transaction is a request to convert an encrypted backup copy of a digital work into a usable copy A

restore operation is intended to be used to compensate for catastrophic media failure. Like all usage rights, restoration
rights can include fees and access tests including authorization checks.

- The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Restore transaction. This message indicates the work to
be restored, the version of the restore right for the transaction, the destination address information for placing the
work, and the file data for the work.

- The server verifies that the contents file is available (Le. a digital work corresponding to the request has been
backed-up.) If it is not, it ends the transaction with an error.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.
0 The server retrieves the key from the restoration file. It decrypts the work contents, data, and usage rights.
. The server transmits the requested contents and data to the requester according to the transmission protocol. if

a Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, a set
of default rights for backup files of the original are transmitted by the server.

0 The requester stores the digital work.
0 The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Delete Transaction

A Delete transaction deletes a digital work or a number of copies of a digital work from a repository Practically all
digital works would have delete rights.

- The requester sends the server a message to initiate a delete transaction. This message indicates the work to be
deleted, the version of the delete right for the transaction.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.
- The server deletes the file, erasing it from the file system.
- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Directory Transaction

A Directory transaction is a request for information about folders, digital works, and their parts. This amounts to
roughly the same idea as protection codes in a conventional file system like TENEX, except that it is generalized to
the full power of the access specifications of the usage rights language.

The Directory transaction has the important role of passing along descriptions of the rights and fees associated

with a digital work. When a user wants to exercise a right, the user interface of his repository implicitly makes a directory
request to determine the versions of the right that are available. Typically these are presented to the user -- such as
with diflerent choices of billing for exercising a right. Thus, many directory transactions are invisible to the user and
are exercised as part of the normal process of exercising all rights.

0 The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Directory transaction. This message indicates the file or
folder that is the root of the directory request and the version of the directory right used for the transaction.

- The server verifies that the information is accessible to the requester. In particular, it does not return the names

of any files that have a HIDE-NAME status in their directory specifications, and it does not return the parts of any
folders or files that have HIDE-PARTS in their specification. if the infomiation is not accessible, the server ends
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the transaction with an error.

0 The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

. The sewer sends the requested data to the requester according to the transmission protocol.
- The requester records the data.

- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Folder Transaction

A Folder transaction is a request to create or rename a folder, or to move a work between folders. Together with
Directory rights, Folder rights control the degree to which organization of a repository can be accessed or modified
from another repository.

- The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Folder transaction. This message indicates the folder that
is the root of the folder request, the version of the folder right for the transaction, an operation, and data. The
operation can be one of create, rename, and move file. The data are the specifications required for the operation,
such as a specification of a folder or digital work and a name.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

- The server performs the requested operation -- creating a folder. renaming a folder, or moving a work between
folders.

- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Extract Transaction

A extract transaction is a request to copy a part of a digital work and to create a new work containing it. The
extraction operation differs from copying in that it can be used to separate a part of a digital work from d~blocks or
shells that place additional restrictions or fees on it. The extraction operation differs from the edit operation in that it
does not change the contents of a work. only its embedding in d—blocks. Extraction creates a new digital work.

0 The requester sends the server a message to initiate an Extract transaction. This message indicates the part of
the work to be extracted, the version of the extract right to be used in the transaction, the destination address

information for placing the part as a new work, the file data for the work, and the number of copies involved.
- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

c The sewer transmits the requested contents and data to the requester according to the transmission protocol, If
a Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are transmitted as the rights for the new work. Otherwise,
the rights of the original aretransmitted. The Copy-Countfieldforthis right is set tothe number-of-copies requested.

- The requester records the contents, data, and usage rights and stores the work. It records the date and time that
new work was made in the properties of the work.

- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Embed Transaction

An embed transaction is a request to make a digital work become a part of another digital work or to add a shell
d-block to enable the adding of fees by a distributor of the work.

- The requester sends the server a message to initiate an Embed transaction. This message indicates the work to
be embedded, the version of the embed right to be used in the transaction, the destination address information

for placing the part as a a work, the file data for the work, and the number of copies involved.

- The server checks the control specifications for all of the rights in the part and the destination. If they are incom-
patible, the server ends the transaction with an error.

o The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

- The server transmits the requested contents and data to the requester according to the transmission protocol. If
a Next-Set-Of-Flights has been provided, those rights are transmitted as the rights for the new work. Otherwise,
the rights of the original are transmitted. The Copy-Count field forthis right is set to the number-of-copies requested.

- The requester records the contents, data, and usage rights and embeds the work in the destination file.

- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.
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The Edit Transaction

An Edit transaction is a request to make a new digital work by copying, selecting and modifying portions of an
existing digital work. This operation can actually change the contents of a digital work. The kinds of changes that are
permitted depend on the process being used. Like the extraction operation, edit operates on portions of a digital work.

In contrast with the extract operation, edit does not affect the rights or location of the work It only changes the contents.
The kinds of changes permitted are determined by the type specification of the processor specified in the rights. In the
currently preferred embodiment, an edit transaction changes the work itself and does not make a new work. However,
it would be a reasonable variation to cause a new copy of the work to be made.

' The requester sends the server a message to initiate an Edit transaction. This message indicates the work to be
edited, the version of the edit right to be used in the transaction, the file data for the work (including its size), the
process-ID for the process, and the number of copies involved.

- The server checks the compatibility of the process-ID to be used by the requester against any process-lD speci-
fication in the right. If they are incompatible, it ends the transaction with an error.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.
0 The requester uses the process to change the contents of the digital work as desired. (For example, it can select

‘ and duplicate parts of it; combine it with other information; or compute functions based on the information. This
can amount to editing text, music, or pictures or taking whateverother steps are useful in creating a derivative work.)

. The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The edit transaction is used to cover a wide range of kinds of works. The category describes a process that takes
as its input any portion of a digital work and then modifies the input in some way. For example, for text, a process for
editing the text would require edit rights. A process for 'summarizing' or counting words in the text would also be
considered editing. For a music file, processing could involve changing the pitch or tempo, or adding reverberations,
or any other audio effect. For digital video works, anything which alters the image would require edit rights. Examples
would be colorizing, scaling, extracting still photos, selecting and combining frames into story boards, sharpening with
signal processing, and so on.

Some creators may want to protect the authenticity of their works by limiting the kinds of processes that can be
pertormed on them. If there are no edit rights, then no processing is allowed at all. A processor identifier can be included
to specify what kind of process is allowed. If no process identifier is specified, then arbitrary processors can be used.
For an example of a specific process, a photographer may want to allow use of his photograph but may not want it to
be colorized. A musician may want to allow extraction of portions of his work but not changing of the tonality.

Authorization Transactions

There are many ways that authorization transactions can be defined. In the following, our preferred way is to simply
define them in terms of other transactions that we already need for repositories. Thus, it is convenient sometimes to
speak of 'authorization transactions,‘ but they are actually made up of other transactions that repositories already have.

A usage right can specify an authorization—l0, which identifies an authorization object (a digital w0rk in a file of a

standard format) that the repository must have and which it must process. The authorization is given to the generic
authorization (or ticket) server of the repository which begins to interpret the authorization.

As described earlier, the authorization contains a server identifier, which may just be the generic authorization
server or it may be another server. When a remote authorization server is required, it must contain a digital address.
It may also contain a digital certificate.

If a remote authorization server is required, then the authorization process first performs the following steps:

0 The generic authorization server attempts to set up the communications channel. (It the channel cannot be set
up, then authorization fails with an error.)

- When the channel is set up, it performs a registration process with the remote repository (If registration fails, then
the authorization fails with an error.)

- When registration is complete, the generic authorization server invokes a 'Play' transaction with the remote re-
pository, supplying the authorization document as the digital workto be played, and the remote authorization server
(a program) as the 'player.‘ (If the player cannot be found or has some other error, then the authorization fails with
an error.)

. The authorization server then 'plays' the authorization. This involves decrypting it using either the public key of
the master repository that issued the certificate or the session key from the repository that transmitted it. The
authorization sewer then performs various tests. These tests vary according to the authorization server. They
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include such steps as checking issue and validity dates of the authorization and checking any hot-lists of known

invalid authorizations. The authorization server may require carrying out any other transactions on the repository
as well, such as checking directories, getting some person to supply a password, or playing some other digital
work. It may also invoke some special process for checking information about locations or recent events. The
'script' for such steps is contained within the authorization server.

If all of the required steps are completed satisfactorily, the authorization server completes the transaction normally,
signaling that authorization is granted.

The Install Transaction

An Install transaction is a request to install a digital work as runnable software on a repository. In a typical case,
the requester repository is a rendering repository and the software would be a new kind or new version of a player.
Also in a typical case, the software would be copied to file system of the requester repository before it is installed.

The requester sends the server an install message. This message indicates the work to be installed, the version
of the Install right being invoked, and the file data for the work (including its size).
The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.
The requester extracts a copy of the digital certificate for the software. If the certificate cannot be found or the
master repository for the certificate is not known to the requester, the transaction ends with an error.

The requester decrypts the digital certificate using the public key of the master repository, recording the identity
of the supplier and creator, 3 key for decrypting the software, the compatibility information, and a tamper-checking
code. (This step certifies the software.)

The requester decrypts the software using the key from the certificate and computes a check code on it using a
1-way hash function. If the check-code does not match the tamper-checking code from the certificate, the instal-

lation transaction ends with an error. (This step assures that the contents of the software, including the various
scripts, have not been tampered with.)

The requester retrieves the instructions in the compatibility-checking script and follows them. If the software is not

compatible with the repository, the installation transaction ends with an error. (This step checks platform compat-
ibility.)

The requester retrieves the instructions in the installation script and follows them. if there is an error in this process
(such as insufficient resources), then the transaction ends with an error. Note that the installation process puts the
runnable software in a place in the repository where it is no longer accessible as a work for exercising any usage
rights other than the execution of the software as part of repository operations in carrying out other transactions.
The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Uninstall Transaction

An Uninstall transaction is a request to remove software from a repository. Since uncontrolled or incorrect removal
of software from a repository could compromise its behavioral integrity, this step is controlled.

The requester sends the server an Uninstall message. This message indicates the work to be uninstalled, the

version of the Uninstall right being invoked, and the file data for the work (including its size).
The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.
The requester extracts a copy of the digital certificate for the software. If the certificate cannot be found or the
master repository for the certificate is not known to the requester, the transaction ends with an error.
The requester checks whether the software is installed. If the software is not installed, the transaction ends with
an error.

The requester decrypts the digital certificate using the public key of the master repository, recording the identity
of the supplier and creator, a key for decrypting the software. the compatibility information, and a tamper-checking
code. (This step authenticates the certification of the software, including the script for uninstalling it.)

The requester decrypts the software using the key from the certificate and computes a check code on it using a
1-way hash function. if the check-code does not match the tamper-checking code from the certificate, the instal-

lation transaction ends with an error. (This step assures that the contents of the software, including the various
scripts, have not been tampered with.)

The requester retrieves the instructions in the uninstallation script and follows them. If there is an error in this
process (such as insufficient resources), then the transaction ends with an error.

The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.
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Claims

1. A system for secure distribution and control of digital works between repositories comprising:

means for creating usage rights, each instance of a usage right representing a specific instance of how a
digital work may be used or distributed;

means for attaching a created set of usage rights to a digital work;
a communications medium for coupling repositories to enable exchange of repository transaction messages;
a plurality of general repositories for storing and securely exchanging digital works with attached usage rights,
each of said general repositories comprising:
a storage means for storing digital works and their attached usage rights;
an identification certificate for indicating that the associated general repository is secure;

an external interface for removably coupling to said communications medium;
a session initiation transaction processing means for establishing a secure and trusted session with another
repository, said session initiation transaction processing means using said identification certificate;
a usage transaction processing means having a requester mode of operation for generating usage repository
transaction messages to request access to digital works stored in another general repository, said usage
repository transaction message specifying a usage right, said usage transaction processing means further

having a server mode of operation for determining if a request for access toa digital work stored in said storage
means may be granted, said request being granted only if the usage right specified in said request is attached
to said digital work; and
an input means coupled to said usage transaction processing means for enabling user created signals to
cause generation of a usage repository transaction message to request access to digital works.

2. The system as recited in Claim 1 further comprising a rendering system, said rendering system comprising:

a rendering repository for securely accessing digital works from a general repository, said rendering repository
comprising;
a storage means for storing digital works and their attached usage rights;
an identification certificate, said identification certificate for indicating that the rendering repository is secure;
an external interface for removably coupling to said communications medium;

a session initiation transaction processing means for establishing a secure and trusted session with a general
repository, said session initiation transaction processing means using said identification certificate;
a usage transaction processing means for generating usage repository transaction messages to request ac-
cess to digital works stored in a general repository, said usage repository transaction message specifying a
usage right;
an input means coupled to said usage transaction processing means for enabling user created signals to
cause generation of usage repository transaction messages to request access to digital works;
a rendering device for rendering digital works.

3. The system as recited in Claim 1 wherein said means for creating usage rights is further for the specification of
different sets of usage rights to be attached to digital works when a corresponding usage right is exercised.

4. The system as recited in Claim 1 wherein said usage rights grammarfurther defines means for specifying conditions
which must be satisfied before a usage right may be exercised and said usage transaction processing means in
said server mode is furthercomprised of means for determining if specified conditions for a usage right are satisfied
before access is granted.

5. The system as recited in Claim 1 wherein a first usage right enables copying of a digital work and specification of
a revenue owner who is paid a fee whenever a copy of said digital work is made.

6. A method for controlling distribution and use of digital works comprising the steps of:

a) attaching a set of usage rights to a digital work, each of said usage rights defining a specific instance of
how a digital work may be used or distributed, said usage right specifying one or more conditions which must
be satisfied in order for said usage right to be exercised and a next set of usage rights to be attached to a
distrmuted digital work;
b) storing said digital work and its attached usage rights in a first repository;
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c) a second repository initiating a request to access said digital work in said first repository, said request
identifying a usage right representing how said second repository desires to use said digital work;
d) said first repository receiving said request from said second repository;
9) said first repository determining if the identified usage right is attached to said digital work;

5 f) said first repository denying access to said digital work if said identified usage right is not attached to said
digital work;

9) if said identified usage right is attached to said digital work, said first repository determining if conditions
specified by said usage right are satisfied;

h) if said conditions are not satisfied, said first repository denying access to said digital work;
10 i) if said conditions are satisfied, said first repository attaching a next set of usage rights to said digital work,

said next set of usage rights specifying how said second repository may use and distribute said digital work; and
i) said first repository transmitting said digital work and said attached next set of usage rights to said second
repository.

15 7. The method as recited in Claim 6 wherein said step of a second repository initiating a request to access said digital
work in said first repository is further comprised of the steps of:

of) said second repository initiating establishment of a trusted session with said first repository;
c2) said first repository performing a set of registration transaction steps with said second repository, successful

20 completion of said set of registration transaction steps indicatingthat said first repository is a trusted repository;
c3) said second repository performing said set of registration transaction steps with said first repository, suc-
cessful completion of said set of registration transaction steps indicating that said second repository is a trusted
repository;

c4) if said first repository and said second repository each successfully complete said set of registration steps,
25 said first and second repository exchanging session encryption and decryption keys for secure transmission

of subsequent communications between said first and second repository; and

c5) if said first repository or said second repository cannot successfully complete said set of registration trans-
action steps, terminating said session.

30 8. A system for controlling distribution and use of digital works comprising:

means for attaching usage rights to said digital work, said usage rights indicating how a recipient may use
and and subsequently distribute said digital work;

a communications medium for coupling repositories to enable distribution of digital works;

35 a plurality of repositories for managing exchange of digital works based on usage rights attached to said digital
works, each of said plurality of repositories comprising:
a storage means for storing digital works and their attached usage rights;
a processor operating responsive to coded instructions;

a memory means coupled to said processor for storing coded instruction to enable said processor to operate

40 in a first server mode for processing aocess requests to digital works and for attaching usage rights to digital
works when transmitted to another of said plurality of repositories, a second requester mode for initiating
requests to access digital works, and a session initiation mode for establishing a trusted session with another
of said plurality of repositories over said communications medium;
a clock;

45 a repository interface for coupling to said communications medium.

9. The system as recited in Claim 8 further comprising a plurality of rendering systems for rendering of digital works,
each of said rendering systems comprising:

50 a repository for secure receipt of a digital work; and

a rendering device having means for converting digital works to signals suitable for rendering of said digital
works.

10. A method for secure access of digital works stored on a server repository, said digital works having associated
55 therewith one or more usage rights for specifying how said digital work may be used or distributed, said method

comprising the steps of:

a) a requesting repository performing a first registration transaction with a server repository, said first regis—
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tration transaction tor establishing to said sewer repository that said requesting repository is trustworthy;
b) concurrently with step a), said sewer repository responding with a second registration transaction, said
second registration transaction lor establishing to said requesting repository that said sewer repository is
trustworthy;
c) il either said first registration transaction or said second registration transaction tails, said sewer repository
denying access to said digital work;
d) it said first registration transaction and said second registration transaction are successtul. said requesting
repository initiating a usage transaction with respect to a digital work stored in said sewer repository. said
usage transaction indicating a'request to access a digital work and specifying a particular usage right;
e) determining it said usage transaction may be completed by comparing said particular usage right specified
in said usage transaction and usage rights associated with said digital work;
i) it said particular usage right is not one of said usage rights associated with said digital work, denying access
to said digital work; and
9) it said particular usage right is one of said usage rights associated with said digital work, granting access
to said digital work and performing usage transaction steps associated with said particular usage n'ght.
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1501 ~Digital Work Rights: = (Rights' )

1502 ~Right : = (Right-Code {Copy-Count} {Control-Spec} {Time-Spec}
{Access-Spec} {Fee-Spec})

1503-Right-Code := Render-Code | Transport-Code I File-Management-

Codel Derivative-Works— Code | Configuration-Code

1504 ~Render-Code := [ Play : {Player Player-11)} | Print: IPrinter: Printer-[DI]

1505~Transport-Code := [Copy | Transfer | Loan {Remaining-Rights:

Next-Set-of-RightS}]{(Next-Copy-Rights: Next-Set-of-Rights)}

7505~File-Management-Code : = Backup {Back~Up-Copy-Rights:
Next-Set-of-Rights} I Restore I Delete | Folder

I Directory {Name: Hide-Local IHide-Remote}

(Parts: Hide-Local | Hide-Remote}

1507~Derivative-Works-Code : = [Extract I Embed I Edit{Proeess:

Process-10)] {Next-Copy-Rights :

Next-Set-of Rights}

1508~Configumioncode : = Install I Uninstall

1509 ~Next-Set-of~Rights := {(Add: Set-Of-Rights)} {(Delete:

Set-Of-Righta)} {(Replace: Set-Of-Rights )HlKeep: Set-Of-Rights )}

1510~Copy-Count := (Copieszpositive-integer I 0 I Unlimited)

1511 ~Control-Spec : = (Control: {Restrictable I Unrestrictable}
{Unchargeable |Chargeable})

1512 ~Time-Spec := “Fixed-Interval | Sliding-Interval I Meter-Time}
Until: Expiration-Date)

1513~Fixed-Interval := From; Start-Time

1514 ~Sliding-Interval : = Interval: Use-Duration

1515~Meter-Time: = Time-Remaining: Remaining-Use

1516~Access-Spec := ({SC: Security-Class} {Authorizationz Authorization-ID‘}
{Other-Authorization: Authorization-ID‘} {Ticket Ticket-IDD

1517~Fee~Spec: = {Scheduled-Discount} Regular-Fee-Spec | Scheduled-Fee-Spec I
Markup-Spec

1518~ScheduledoDiscount: = Scheduled-Discount: (Scheduled-Discount:
(Time-Spec Percentage?)

1519 ~Regular-Fee-Spec := ({Fee: I Incentive: } [Per-Use-Spec | Metered-Rate-

Spec I Best-Price-Spec | Call-For-Price-Specl

{Minz Money-Unit Per: 'I‘ime-SpecHMax:

Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec} To: Account-ID)

1520 ~Per-Use-Spec: = Per-Use: Money-unit

1521 ~Metered-Rate-Spec := Metered: Money— Unit Per: Time-Spec

1522~Best-Price-Spec : = Best-Price: Money-unit Max: Money-unit
1523 ~Call-For-Price-Spec := Call-For -Price

1524’» Scheduled-Fee-Spec: = (Schedule: (Time-Spec Regular-Fee-Spec)‘ )
1525~Markup-Spec: = Markup: percentage To: Account-1D

Fig. 15
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Description

Tfihnifil Fret!

This invention relates to a video game cartridge for
receiving video game programs from a remote server.

Degrim‘on m the Prior M

Today. there are many video games available for
purchase or for rental at stores. Generally, there is no
trial or test playing of the games in the stores. and there

is no return on purchased games once the game pack-
age has been opened. Therefore. a person who is inter-
ested in any game has to buy it before playing it and
thus may face the risk of not liking the game later. There
is no return or refund of the game since the package
has been opened. A person who rents a game from a
store has to go through the usual VCR tape remal trou-
ble of driving to the store. picking up the game and then
later returning the game to the store.

To make video game rental easier for the consumer.
Sega has created the Sega Channel. In this service, via

cable and using a cable adapter unit which is plugged
into the Sega Genesis game machine, people can play
games that are downloaded to the cable adapter. It
requires the on-Iine Sega Channel connection as well

as the special adapter while the game is being played.
Down loading a software program to a personal

computer over the modem connection exists today.
Such software can come with a limited life where the life

can be specified by expiration date. or time. or the

number of times of the software usage. These schemes
in limiting the software usage is not applicable to down
loading video games to cartridges which are plugged
into existing video game base units because these
game base units do not have timer device built in. Thus

a new scheme for controlling the usage of the game is
needed.

The US Patent 4.905.280 to J.D. Vlfiedemer, et al

describes a method for real time down loading of broad-
cast programs for pay-per-view or for subscription.
Descrambling of broadcast programs is done by codes
on a replaceable memory module. which is delivered to

a subscriber by the service provider. This patent is
applicable to the "purchase" of software comem or real-

time service. but it is not applicable to limiting the life of
rented software.

US patent 5,251,909 to Read et al describes soft-
ware renting or distributing schemes in which access is

granted to a subscriber prior to the actual programs
being transmitted. This patent describes an off-line

process and is not applicable to delivering software for
rental purposes.

Summary of the Invention

It is an object of this invention to provide a portable
video game cartridge which can be plugged into a video
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game machine base unit. such as Nintendos. Sega

Genesisatm. video game machine or Atari's Jag-
uar&trn. video game machine. The cartridge will allow a
video game program to be used by receiving the video
program over a telephone network or cable system.

The current invention describes a way of distribut-
ing and controlling the usage of a video game program
(or any software program) by using a "watchdog mech-
anism" and by limiting the 'life" of a game by limiting the
total number of graphic frames that a video machine

eon generate. It offers a simple and effective way of soft-
ware renting and distribution where game machines
have no timer.

It is also an object of this invention to prevent piracy
of video programs and programs in general by storing
the frame count in a random location of the memory that
is unknown to a potential pirate. especially if the count
itself is encrypted. Since the count is part of the video
game program or program execution path. the video
game or program cannot be used without knowledge of
the count.

This invention is generally an apparatus and
method for enabling a user to request and use a pro-
gram where the user receives the program and a frame
count indieating the number of frames of the program
that the user is authorized to execute or use. This pro-
gram and the frame count is then stored in a memory.
When the user is actively providing input to the program,
the frame count changes. The frame count will cease to

change when the user is not providing input to the pro-
gram. When the count reaches a predetermined limit.
the user is prevented from continuing use of the pro-
gram.

This invention is a video game cartridge which can
be plugged into a video game machine for enabling a
user to receive and play a video game for a predeter-
mined number of frames. The cartridge has a receiver
for receiving the video program and for receiving a
frame count indicating the number of video frames of
the video game program that the user is authorized to
play. The video program and frame count is then stored
in a memory of the cartridge. The cartridge also has a
counter which changes the frame count when the user
is actively playing the video game program. When the
user is not playing the video game program. the counter
ceases to change its count. Finally when the couMer
reaches a predetermined limit, the user is prevented
from further playing the video game program.

Brief Degrigtign g the Drgm'ngs

FIG. 1 schematically illustrates the major compo-
nents of the video game cartridge along with
a video game machine and a remote server.

FIG. 2 is a functional diagram showing the functions
of each of the major components of the video
game cartridge.
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FIG. 3 schematically illustrates the flow chart for the

watch "dog mechanism".

E . I' l | E [ IE ! l‘

FIG. 1 illustrates a sample diagram of a electronic

game or program renting system setup. The dotted line
encloses the portable and programmable game car-

tridge unit 100 that can be plugged into a video game
machine base unit 102. such as Sega Genesis&tm.

video game machine. and remotely be connected to a
video game server 101 via a modem connection. The
connection to the remote video server can be through
cable TV. or other telecommunication facilities.

When a video game base unit 102 is powered on, a
user could either play a game (or games) stored in the

programmable game cartridge 100 or place an order of
a new game (either for rental or for purchase) to the
game or program server 101. The cartridge 100 con-
tains screen assistance (and voice assistance) to help
place an order for a video game program to the server
101.

FIG. 2 illustrates the components of the video game

cartridge unit 100. It consists of modem 201. microcon-
troller 202. flash memory 203 and an interface 204 to
the video game base unit 102. The modem 201 per-
forms the interface to the telephone or cable network It

can optionally perform decompreesion of received
game or software if necessary. The received game is
stored in flash memory 203. The game comes with its
"life" which is indicated by the total number of graphic
frames the video game machine 102 is authorized to
generate when the game is actively played. For exam-

ple. the game machine could render game graphics
frame by frame at the rate of thirty framers per swond.

After the number of graphic frames is exhausted.

further playing of the game is prevented by the following
mechanism. The flash memory 203 also stores a
“watchdog mechanism" which keeps track of the
remaining life of the game. An hourglass routine is
embedded in the watchdog mechanism which is exe-
cuted by microcontroller 202. This watchdog mecha-
nism updates and tracts down a specified register in the
flash memory 203 with its location randomly determined

by the game server 101 in FIG. 1 during the down load-
ing of the game.

The use of expiration date or time for voiding the

game is an obvious approach if the video game base
unit 102 comes with a timer. Since this patem applica-
tion assumes a game base unit 102 which has no timer
(which is the ease of many existing game machines).
the 'life' of the rented game is determined by the total
nun'ber of graphic frames that the base game unit can
generate. This 'life". or frame count. is what a renter

gets when a game is down loaded. It is stored into a
location in the flash memory 203. The location into
which the frame count is stored in the flash memory is

determined randomly by the video sewer at the time of

the game down loading. The video game can resume at
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any time when it is being turned on. provided there is
available frame caunt stored in the designated random
location. The microcontroller 202 can pidt up the frame
count and allow the renting period. and thus the game
or software. to be continued. As the rented game is

being played. the frame count is decremented. When
the user turns off the power. the hourglass routine in
memory 203 will first store the remaining frame count to
a random location in the non- volatile memory 203 and
then shut down the game. The rental expires when
there is no frame count remaining. The microcontroller
202 will not allow any portion of the game to be played

by the game base unit 102 when the frame count
reaches zero.

FIG. 3 illustrates the watchdog mechanism embed-

ded with the video game program execution path that
contains the hourglass routine which serves as part of
the watchdog mechanism which can expire the game.
When the user starts the game. the frame count is first

fetched (305) and checked (306). If the frame count
reaches zero. the game is over even though the game
unit still has its power on (306N). If the frame count is
still greater than zero (306Y). the scanner continues to
monitor the game player's input in playing the video
game (307). No active input (307) means the player is
not playing the video game. and the scanner continues
to monitor the player inputs from the key pad connected
to the video game. When there is no active input. the
video game will not render any game graphic frames.
Therefore. the game program execution path will fall
through decisions 308 and 309 and immediately return
to continue scanning (307). When the game is not
actively played and the player leaves the game

machine's power on. the game will be sitting idle without
rendering any new graphic frames. The frame count will
not be consumed until the player becomes active again

in playing the game as detected by the scanner (307
and 308).

If the player's input has been detected as active
(307). a check is made to see if graphic rendering is
required (309). Graphics rendering is required when the
game program determines that the input signals from
the key pad connected to the video game are valid sig-
nals. If rendering is required (309Y). the frame counter
will be decremented (301). The hourglass routine (301

and 302) decrements the frame count and checks for
any frame count left

If the count is valid (302Y). then the program flows
badt to (310) which is the game program main collec-
tions. and then at the same time. 302 Y:sup.':esup.
branches to check for power-off condition (303).

If the user deddes to power-off the game. the

watchdog mechanism will go through decision (303)
and the shutdown routine (304) to store any remaining
frame count in the flash memory. The shutdown routine
stores the remaining frame count in the flash memory
and acits the game. In sumrmry flowchart components

(301-306) and their associated flash memory form the
‘watchdog mechanism“ that contains the hourglass rou-
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tine (301 and 302) to keep track of the games 'life'

(remaining frame count). The watchdog mechanism
also insures that the game can be resumed if there is

still a valid frame count in the flash memory. Microcon-

troller (202) can also give advance warning when the
rental is about to expire. Rental extension. if desired.

can be downloaded again by the server (101) through a

telephone or cable connection. Thus. server (101) in
FIG. 1 has complete control over the game playing time.
which should reflect the user's request for renting the
game.

Although this embodiment was described in terms

of a video game program in a cartridge. this invention

can be extended to software programs in general. As
long as the programs monitor user inputs, a scanner
and watchdog mechanism can be implemented in simi-
lar fashion using a non-volatile memory.

The watchdog mechanism can even be made more
secure by encrypting the frame count. which is stored at

a random location in the memory. Even if the would-be
pirate stumbles across the count in the memory, he/she
wouldn‘t know what he/she found.

Claims

1. An apparatus for enabling a user to request and use
a program. said apparatus comprising:

a. a receiver for receiving the program and a
frame count indicating a number of frames of
the program that is authorized to be executed
by the user;

b. a memory for storing the program and the
frame count received by the receiver; and

c. a counter for changing the frame count when

the user is actively providing input to the pro-
gram. wherein the counter ceases to change its
count when the user is not providing input to
the program. and wherein the user is prevented
from continuing use of the program when the
counter reaches a predetermined limit.

2. An amaratus as recited in claim 1, further compris-
ing:

means for randomly determining an address in
the memory in which the frame count is to be
stored, and wherein the address is unknown to‘
the user.

3. A method of enabling a user to request and use a
program. said method comprising:

a. receiving the game program and a frame

count indicating a number of frames of the pro-
gram that is authorized to be used by the user
in reemnse to a request;
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b. a memory for storing the program and the
frame count; and

c. changing the frame count when the user is

actively using the program. wherein the frame
count ceases to change when the user is not
using the program and wherein the user is pre-
vented from continuing use of the program
when the counter reaches a predetermined
limit

4. A method as recited in claim 3. wherein the frame

count is stored in a randomly determined location in
the memory.

5. A video game cartridge which can be plugged into,
for operation with. a video game machine to enable
a user to request and play a video game program
which is received from a remotely located server.
said video game cartridge comprising:

a. a receiver for receiving from the server the
video game program and a frame count indicat-

ing a number of frames of the video game pro-
gram that is authorized to be played by the user
in response to a request;

b. a memory for storing the video game pro-
gram and the frame count received by the
receiver; and

c. a counter for changing the frame count when

the user is actively playing the video game pro-
gram, wherein the counter ceases to change its
count when the user is not playing the video

game program. and wherein the user is pre-
vented frorn further playing the video game
program when the counter reaches a predeter-

mined limit, indicating that the user has played
said video game for the number of frames.

6. A video game cartridge as recited in claim 5, further
comprising:

means for randomly determining an address in
the memory in which the frame courn is to be
stored.

7. A video game cartridge as recited in claim 5, further
comprising:

a modem for transmitting to the server the
request from the user to play a video game pro-
gram.

8. A video game cartridge, as recited in claim 5,

wherein said memory is a non-volatile memory.
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A video game cartridge. as recited in claim 8.
wherein the frame count indicated in the counter is

stored in the memory when power for the video
game machine is turned off.

A video game cartridge, as recited in claim 9, fur-
ther comprising:

a means for fetching the frame count stored in
the memory when power for said game
machine is turned on.

A video game cartridge which can be plugged into.
for operation with. a video game machine to enable
a user to request and play a video game program
which is received from a remotely located server,
said video game cartridge comprising:

a. a modem for transmitting from the user over
a telephone or cable network a request to
receive the video game from the server, and for
receiving the video game program and frame
count from the server over the telephone or
cable network. the frame count indicating a
predetermined number of frames of the video
game program that is authorized to be played
by the user in response to the request;

b. a non-volatile memory for storing the video
game program and the frame count;

c. a counter for changing the frame count when
the player is actively playing the video game;

d. a means for storing the changed frame count
of the counter in the memory when the power
to the video game machine is turned off; and

e. a means for fetching the changed frame
count stored in the memory in step (d) when

the player resumes playing the video game.
wherein the user is prevented from further play-
ing of the video game program when the frame
ccurrt of the counter reaches a predetermined
limit, indicating that the user has played said
video game for the predetermined number of
frames.
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Description

Background ol the Invention

The present invention relates to an illegal view/copy
protection method and apparatus tor a digital broadcast-
ing system, in which digital broadcasting pertormed
through broadcasting media such as cable. satellite and
terrestrial broadcasting. or through prerecorded media

such as video cassette tapes, is prevented trom being
illegally viewed or copied to thereby protect its copyright.

For conventional systems for copyright protection
on digital media. there are Macrovision's intellectual
property protection system (IPPS). which is disclosed in
US Patent No. 5,315,448. and the integrated receiver/
decoder (IRD). a conditional receiving system tor digital
broadcasting media. tor receiving DirecTV's satellite
broadcasting currently transmitted in the US.

The Macrovision's IPPS disclosed in US Patent No.

5.315.448 is a copy protection system tor a hybrid digital
VCR having digital recording tunctions for both a digital
input signal and an analog input signal.

As shown in Figs. 1 and 2. in operating its copy pro-
tection lunction. Macrovision's IPPS detects. when a
digital signal is input, copy protection control bits irom
an input signal, and when an analog signal is input. de-
tects the analog copy protection wavelorm lrom the in-
put signal.

More specifically. as shown in Fig. 2, a signal in
which the analog copy protection wavelorm generated
lrom an analog copy protection generator is added to
the analog video output 01 the output signals oi the dig~
ital VCR is output and displayed to be normal on an an-
alog TV but distorted on an analog VCR. as shown in
Fig. 1. ln digital recording oi the input signal. the copy
protection control bits are changed to prevent digital
copy or to permit one-time digital copy.

Relerring to Fig. 3. the IPPS comprises an analog
copy protection detector (ACP) 2 lor detecting the ana-
log copy protection wavetonn lrom an input analog NT-
SC videosignal 1. an A/D converter Stor AID-converting
analog NTSC videosignal 1 input according to the signal
output trom the ACP detector. an AC bit detector 5 ior

detecting the AC bit trom input digital video signal 4. an
SCPS bit detector 6 tor detecting the SCPS trorn input
digital video signal 4, an AC bit adder 7 tor adding the
AC bit to input digital video signal 4 according to the
SCPS bit output trom SCPS bit detector 6. a switch 8
tor outputting a signal output trom AC bit adder 7 ac-
cording to the AC bit output lrom AC bit detector 5. a
switch 9 lor selecting and outputting the signal output
lrom ND converter 3 and switch 8. a digital tape deck
mechanism/circuit 10 tor digitally recording the signal
output lrom switch 9 andoutputting adigital videosignal.
an AC bit detector 11 tor detecting the Ac bit trom the
signal output lrom digital tape deck mechanism/circuit

10, an ACP signal generator 12 lor generating the ACP
signal lrom the signal output lrom AC bit detector 11.
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anda D/A converter 13 tor adding the ACP signal output
lrom ACP signal generator 12 to the signal output lrom
digital tape deck mechanism/circuit 10 and OM convert-

ing the added result which is output as an analog NTSC
video signal.

The operation at the IPPS will be explained below
The copy protection control bits are made up 01 the

AC and SCPS bits. The AC bit is added to recorded dig—
ital video data so that it the AC bit is set. digital copy is
prohibited and it the SCPS bit is set. one-time digital
copy is allowed.

In playback. when the AC bit is detected by AC bit
detector 11. the analog copy protection wavelorm gen-
erated trom ACP signal generator 12 is added to the an-
alog video signal. which is output to D/A converter 13.
Here. as the position 01 the copy protection control bits
01 the digital video data. an area 01 an MPEG—2 digital
copy protection header where one-bit copyright flag and
one-bit original-or-copy flag of a PES header are placed
is used. or a transport-private-data field area 01 the
transport header ot the MPEG-2 is used.

The anaiog copy protection wavelorm is a signal
which is severely distorted when inserted into the analog
NTSC wavelorm and directly coupled to the analog TV.
A methodot generating such a signal is presented in US
Patents Nos. 4.613.603 and 4.914.694. Using this meth-
od. the IPPS generates the analog copy protectionwavelorm.

Relerring to Fig. 4. the IRD. as a conditional receiv-

ing system tor digital broadcasting media. tor receiving
the DirecTV's satellite broadcasting currently transmit-
ted in US comprises an outdoor unit (ODU) 21 made up
at a satellite antenna for receiving 12GHz-satellite
broadcasting signals and a low noise block converter
(LNB) tor converting down the received satellite broad-
casting signal into a tGHz-signal. an IRD 20 tor receiv-

ing satellite broadcasting trom ODU 21 and oflering au-
die and video services to a subscriber's TV or monitor.
and an access card 22 required lor conditional access
(CA) ior conditional reception.

Here. IRD 20 pertorms lorward error correction

(FEC). decoding= transport demultiplexing. MPEG de-
coding. NTSC encoding. and audio processing which is
a D/A conversion.

Access card 22, whose size is similar to that of a
general credit card. has a built-in IC. With this. the card
receives CA-related iniormation through a broadcast bit
stream and telephone line. that is, a telco MODEM. in
order to decide whether a user. subscriber. -se|ected

channel can be viewed or not and to collect its subscrip«tion lee.

As shown in Fig. 4. IRD 20 comprises an IR receiver
25 lor receiving and processing the subscriber’s remote
controller input. a telco MODEM 26 which is a general
MODEM coupledto the telephone line. a microcomputer
27 made up oi an NDC verifier code including software
lor the CA lunction and IRD soltware lor IRD driving. a
tuner/demodulator/FEC 28 tor selecting one channel at
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the signal received through ODU 21 and convening the
selected channel into a digital bit stream for the purpose
of error correction. a transport IC 29 for selecting one
program of bit streams output from tuner/demodulator/
FEC 28 and multiplexed with various programs, and
converting the selected program into a bit stream deco-
dable in the MPEG video decoder and MPEG audio de-
coder, a card reader interlace 23 for data communica-

tion between transport IC 29 and access card 22. a sys-
tem memory 24 coupled to transport IC 29 and for inter-
mediate buflering of data. an MPEG video decoder 30
for expanding a video bit stream compressed in the
MPEG format. a frame memory 31 for storing video data
expanded in MPEG video decoder 30 in units of frame.
an encode/syndanti-tape/D/A 33 for converting the dig-
ital video data expanded in MPEG video decoder 30 into
the analog NTSC format and inserting horizontal and
vertical sync signals H-Sync and V-Sync and a Macro-
vision-mode analog copy protection signal in the con-
version process, an RF modulator 34 for modulating an
NTSC signal of the baseband output from encode/sync!
anti-tapelD/A 33 into the RF band, an MPEG audio de-

coder 32 lor expanding the audio bit stream compressed
in the MPEG format. and a D/A 35 ior convening the
expanded digital audio data output from MPEG audio
decoder 32 into analog.

Here: in the procedure of conversion into decodable
bit stream in the MPEG video and audio decoders from
transport IC 29. it is decided whether a program selected
through communication with access card 22 can be
viewed or not. If the bit stream is scrambled. its de-
scrambling is performed with the access card‘s permis-sion.

During the process of encode/syndantitape/D/A
33 prior to NTSC video output. the analog copy protec-
tion waveform is added to prohibit copying to the analogVCH.

IFlD 20 employs a CA system for conditional recep-
tion so that a subscriber views programs provided
through a broadcasting medium such as satellite broad-
casting.

ln IRD 20, the NDC verifier code. which is software,
and access card 22. which is a smart card for CA. are
used to support CA function. A descrambler 36 is con-
tained in transport IC 29.

The detailed block diagram of CA unit 37 and trans-

port lC 29 for operating the CA function in a manner gen-
erally used in digital broadcasting is shown in Fig. 5.

More specifically. CA unit 37. included in smart card
22. is made up of smart card 38 for CA and microcom-
puter 39 operated with CA software.

The CA function is performed when the following
two kinds of data are transmitted from a broadcasting
station to the lFlD. In other st, there are two types
of data such as entitlement control message (ECM) or
control word packet (CWP). and entitlement manage-
ment message (EMM) or conditional access packet
(CAP).
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The EMM is accessed. through the telephone line
or satellite broadcasting. to the smart card of the respec-
tive IRD at the data rate of 200kbps. The broadcasting
station can access all of subscribers‘ smart cards in a

manner that the EMM is transmitted along with lDor ad‘
dress. The EMM has information required to make a
control word (CW) for descramblingfrom the ECM infor-
mation. The ECM. information in which the control word

is encrypted. is transmitted at a speed over 10 per sec-end.

For satellite broadcasting. there are Europe's DVB.
Korea's 085. US' echoster, and the like. aside from Di-

recTV. Their CA function commonly uses the ECM and
EMM intormation. though different means is provided for
the respective broadcastings.

The conventional Macrovision's lPPS is a system
having a good performance with respect to the copy pro-
tection of analog NTSC video signal. This is an appro—
priate copyright protection means when a program sup-
plied through a digital medium is converted into analog
audio/video signal and recorded or copied through an
analog VCR.

However. the lPPS cannot guarantee a satisfactory
protection if digital data is recorded or copied using a
digital recording medium such as digital VCR. This is
because the lPPS uses a method of operating the head-
er‘s flag bits. without employing. todigital data, encoding
methods such as scrambling and encryption. By doing
so. hacking is easy to perform only by modulating the
flag bits. resulting in very low security.

Summary of the invention

It would therefore be desirable to provide an illegal
view/copy protection method and apparatus for a digital
broadcasting system in which intellectual properties
supplied via digital media and protected by copyright are
prohibited from being illegally recorded or copied using
a digital recording medium such as digital VCR by a us-er.

It would also be desirable to provide an illegal view/
copy protection method and apparatus for a digital
broadcasting system in which data recorded on a cas-

sette tape is aiways scrambled to make its hacking dif-
ficult and protect its copyright.

It would also be desirable to provide an illegal view/
copy protection method and apparatus for a digital
broadcasting system in which copyright is protected ap-
propriately for respective media Which are divided into
broadcasting media and pre-recorded media.

It would also be desirable to provide an illegal view/
copy protection method and apparatus for a digital
broadcasting system in which intellectual properties
supplied from a program provider are reproduced to be
viewed on screen. copying of the intellectual properties
copied and the number of copy are controlled arbitrarily.
and fee for recording and copying is collected for the
purpose of copyright protection.
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According to a first aspect of the present invention.
there is provided an illegal view/copy protection method
tor a digital broadcasting system comprising: an audio!
video signal transmission step for multiplexing and
transmitting audio/video bit stream scrambled in control
words and information where the control words and

CPTC inlormation lor illegal view/copy protection are
encrypted; and an audio/Video reception step for de-
crypting the transmitted bit stream to analyze the CPTC
information and control words. deciding whether record-
ing is allowed or not to be recorded on cassette tape.
and using the control words. pertorming descrambling
and decoding to output audio/video signals to a monitor.

According to a second aspect ol the present inven-
tion. there is provided an illegal view/copy protection ap-
paratus tor a digital broadcasting system comprising: a
program producing portion for multiplexing inlormation
encrypted both with the control word for scrambnng and
the CPTC inlormation tor prohibiting illegal view/copy.
and the audio/video bit stream scrambled in control
words. to thereby make a program; a distribution medi-
um ponion for distributing programs made'in the pro-
gram producing portion through a transmission medium;
and a program receiving portion tor detecting and ana-
lyzing the CPTC inlormation from the bit stream trans-

mitted from the distribution medium ponion and the bit
stream reproduced trom cassette tape. and descram-
bling and decoding the bit stream transmitted lrom the
distribution medium ponion.

Briel Description of the Attached Drawings

Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the operation state of a con-
ventional IPPS;
Fig. 3 is a block diagram at a conventional lPPS;
Fig. 4 is a block diagram ol an IRD system;
Fig. 5 shows a configuration at general hardware
pertorming CA function;
Figs. 6A and 68 show lormats ol CPTC inlomtation
of an embodiment of the present invention:

Fig. 7 shows a state of generation copy indicating
the number of tape recopiable;
Figs. BA-BD show the recording positions of the
CPTC information at an embodiment of the present
invention;

Fig. 9 is a flowchart at showing the transmission
step of an illegal view/copy protection method em-
bodying the present invention;
Fig. 10 is a flowchart of showing the reception step
at an illegal view/copy protection method embody-
ing the present invention;
Fig. 11 is a flowchart ol the CPTC inlormation ana-
lyzing step of Fig. 10;
Fig. 12 is a flowchart at showing the reproduction]
rerecording step at an illegal view/copy protection
method embodying the present invention;
Fig. 13 shows the lormat 01 an EMM lockup table;
Fig. 14 shows the format at a tape state signal;
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Fig. 15 is a flowchan of showing the EMM process-
ing step: . . .

Fig. 16 is a block diagram of the whole configuration
of an illegal view/copy protection apparatus embod-
ying the present invention;
Fig. 17 is a block diagram of one embodiment ol the
program receiving portion at Fig. 16;
Fig. 18 is a block diagram ol another embodiment
ol the program receiving ponion ol Fig. 16;
Fig. 19 is a block diagram of still another embodi-
ment at the program receiving portion ol Fig. 16;
Fig. 20 is a block diagram at yet another embodi-
ment at the program receiving portion of Fig. 16;
Fig. 21 is a block diagram at the lFlD shown in Figs.
17. 19 and 20;
Fig. 22 is a block diagram of the lFlD and DVCR of
Fig. 18;

Fig. 23 illustrates the flow of signals of Fig. 21;
Fig. 24 is a block diagram at one embodiment of the
smart card of Fig. 17;
Fig. 25 is a block diagram of another embodiment
of the smart card of Fig. 17; and
Fig. 26 is a block diagram at the DVCFl 01 Fig. 17.

Detailed Descgp‘tion of the Invention

An illegal view/copy protection method tor a digital
broadcasting system embodying the present invention
is pertormed by audio/video signal transmission and au-
dio/video reception steps.

In the audio/video signal transmission step. audio/
video bit stream scrambled in control words and infor-
mation where the control words and CPTC inlormation

tor illegal view/copy protection are encrypted are multi-
plexed and transmitted.

In the audio/video reception step, the bit stream
transmitted in the audio/Video signal transmission step
is decrypted to analyze the CPTC inlormation and con»
trol words. By doing so. it is decided whether recording
is allowed or not. This result is recorded on cassette

tape. Using the control words. descrambling and decod-
ing are perfomted. and then audio/Video signals are out-
put to a monitor. Here. the CPTC inlormation separately
manages the ECM. EMM and control words, and con-

tains CA inlormation. to thereby control illegal view/copy
protection. The CPTC information will be described with
relerence to Figs. 6A and GB.

The CPTC information is lormatted in a generation-
al copy control field for limiting the number at copy avail-
able in order to control the depth cl generational copy,
and a reproducibility control field for limiting the repro-
duction of a copied program in order to control the
number at copyiable tapes. As shown in Fig. 6A. format-
ting is perlormed containing a descrambling inlormtion
field where part at the control words tor descrambling
are recorded. or containng a CA field where CA inlor-
mation tor conditional access is recorded, as shown in
Fig. 68.
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The CPTC information may be encrypted separate-
ly to be multiplexed with scrambled digital data. or con-
tained in the ECM intonation for CA for encryption and
multiplexing. Here. the generational copy control field is
made up ot a permissible generational field for limiting
the number of copy permissible and a present genera-
tional field for indicating the present generation at a pro-
gram copied. It the present generation stored in the
present generational field is greater than or equal to the
permissible generation stored in the permissible gener-
ational field. recording or copying is impossible.

A reproduction control field is made up ot a repro-
ducible number field for limiting the number of reproduc-
ing acopied program. and a maximum reproducible time
field for limiting time to reproduce the copied program.

Here. the reproducible number stored in the repro-
ducible number field implements a conditional-number
reproducibility function according to the current repro
duction number of cassette tape. The maximum repro-
ducible time stored in the maximum reproducible time
field implements the conditional-time reproducibility
lunction ot copied cassette tape according tothe current
time intorrnation of digital hardware.

The CPTC intormation may allow the copied ces-
sette tape to be always reproducible. make it never re-
producible. allow it to be reproducible as many as a lim-
ited number. or make the copied cassette tape repro-
ducible for a limited time after recording or copying.

Using the permissible generational field and
present generational field of the generational copy con-
trol field. the reproducible number field of the reproduc-
tion control field. and data of the maximum reproducible
time field. the depth of generation copy, recopying ot
copied cassette tape. and reproduction time and
number are controlled. This process controls the
number of oopiable cassette tape copied. and reproduc-
tion time and number.

In other words. as shown in Fig. 7. intorrration
stored in the permissible generational field and present
generational field is used to allow first and second gen-
eration copy to be pedorm. information stored in the re-
producible number field and maximum reproducible
time field is used to allow reproduction as many as a
limited number or tor a limited time.

In order to prohibit illegal recording or copy of a pro-
gram protected by copyright Iaw, collect fee for record-
ing or copy. or arbitrarily control the number of repro-
ducible copied tape to be made from a program supplied
by a provider. the depth of generation copy and repro-
duction ot copy tape are controlled to decide how long
the first generation recording and copy and second gen~
eration copy are made possible.

For this purpose. the copy tape made to be always
reproducible. it is made never to be reproducible. it is
made to be reproducible as many as a limited number.
or it is made to be reproducible for a limited time after
recording or copy.

The data recorded on cassette tape contains
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scrambled audio/video bit stream and CPTC informa-

tion. The CPTC information is recorded on a rwording
medium. that is. a rental tape. to prohibit illegal view/
COPY-

In other words. as shown in Fig. 8A. the CPTC in-
formation is overwritten on the scrambled audioNideo
bit stream tor the error effect and recorded on cassette

tape. Otherwise. as shown in Fig. 83. the CPTC infor-
mation is recorded on a portion of the audio track of cas~
sane tape. on the control track of cassette tape as
shown in Fig. BC. or on the video track of cassette tape
as shown in Fig. SD.

In other words. as shown in Fig. BA. the CPTC in-
lormation is overwritten in a predetermined position in
the form ot error after parities tor error correction. that
is. inner and outer parities. are added to the scrambled
digital data. This method reduces error correction capa-
bility but requires no additional tape area for recording
the CPTC information. Further. during interleaving and
decoding of ECG. the CPTC information is recognized
as an error and removed. obtaining the scrambled digital
data. Here. the CPTC information is detected separate-
ly.

In case that the CPTC intormation is recorded in

part of audio track or control track, as shown in Figs. 83
and BC. the audio head or control head must be eddi-

tionally used as the means for detecting the CPTC so
that audio track and control track are additionally ac-
cessed to detect the CPTC information.

The audio/video signal transmission step using the
CPTC information will be explained with reference to
Fig. 9.

One embodiment ot the audio/Video signal trans-
mission step is totransmit an audio/video signal notcon-
taining the CA information for conditional access. This.
having onlythe copy protection lunction. is used in case
that a program which can be provided to all viewers is
transmitted.

As shown in Fig. 91 the first embodiment ot the au-
die/video signal transmission step comprises the steps
of: encoding (100) the audioNideo bit stream; generat-
ing (105) a control word for scrambling; scrambling
(104) for the encoded audio/video bit stream using the
generated control word; generating (102) CPTC infor-
mation for illegal view/copy protection; encrypting (103)
for encrypting the control word and CPTC information;
and multiplexing and transmitting (106) the scrambled
audio/video bit stream and encrypted CPTC interma-
tion.

In other words. in step 100. the audio/Video bit
stream is encoded. in step 105. the control word for
scrambling is generated. In step 104. the encoded au-
dio/video bit stream is scrambled using the generated
control word. In step 102. the CPTC intormation tor ille-
gal viewlcopy protection is generated. In step 103. the
CPTC intormatim and CA information are encrypted us—
ing the generated control word. The scrambled audio]
video bit stream, encrypted CPTC information and CA
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information are multiplexed and transmitted through a
transmission medium in step 106. The audio/video sig-
nal transmitted through the first embodiment of the au-

dio/video signal transmission step is received through
one embodiment of en audio/video reception step.

Fteferring to Fig. 10. the first embodiment of the au-

die/video reception step comprises the steps of filtering
(110) the transmitted bit stream and decrypting (1t1)the
CPTC intormation; analyzing (113 and 114) the CPTC
information to generate a control word and a signal for
controlling the protection of copyright and to update the
CPTC information; deciding (115) whether to allow re-
cording according to the signal for controlling the pro-
tection of copyright to record the scrambled and trans-

mitted bit stream on cassette tape; and descrambling
and decoding (116 and 117) the transmitted bit stream

in the control word and outputting an audio/video signal.
In other words. the bit stream transmitted in the first

embodiment of the audio/video signal transmission step
is filtered and the CPTC information is decrypted in
steps 110 and 111. The CPTC information is analyzed
to generate the control word and the signal for control-
ling the protection of copyright. and the CPTC informa-
tion is updated in steps 113 and 114. Whether to allow
recording is determined by the generated signal for con~
trolling the protection of copyright so that the scrambled
and transmitted bit stream is recorded on cassette tape
in step 115. Then. the transmitted bit stream is descram-

bled and decoded in control words andoutput as an au-
did/video signal in steps 116 and 117. Here. all of the
control word is contained in the CPTC infomiation.

Referring to Fig. 11. the CPTC information analyz-
ing step comprises the steps of detecting (130. 131. 132
and 133) the permissible generation of the permissible
generational field for limiting the available number of
copy of a program of the CPTC information and the

present generation of the present generational field in-
dicating the present generation ol the program copied.
to thereby perform copy-impossible and update the
CPTC information: and detecting (134. 135, 136 and
137) the reproducible number of the reproducible
number field for limiting the number of reproduction of
copied programs of the CPTC information, the maxi-
mum reproducfiale time of the maximum reproducible
time field for limiting time to reproduce the copied pro—
gram. and the number and time of reproduction of tape.
to thereby process reproductiomimpossible.

The copying number limiting step comprises the
steps ot: comparing (130) the permissible generation of
the permissible generational field and the present gen-
eration of the present generational field and deciding
whether the permissible generation is below the present
generation; if the permissible generation is below the
present generation, generating (131) an output disable
signal to make copying impossible and destroying the
control word; and if the permissible generation is not be-
low the present generation. increasing (1 32) the present
invention by ‘1' and recording the result on cassette
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tape. It the permissible generation is not below the
present generation. the CPTC information is updated in
step 133. instead of increasing the present generation
by '1.‘

In order to control generation copy, the permissible
generation oi the permissible generational field and the
present generation of the present generational field are
compared in step 130. If the permissible generation is
below the present generation, the output disable signal
is generated to make copying impossible and the control
word is destroyed in step 131. If the permissible gener-
ation is not below the present generation, the present
generation is increased by ‘1 ' and thus recorded on cas-

sette tape in step 132. This enables generation copy.
Here. it can be possible that generation copy is limited
by updating the CPTC information. instead of increasing
the present generation by ‘1.‘

The reproduction limiting step comprises the steps
of: comparing the reproducible number of the reproduc-
Ible number field and the reproduction number of tape
and deciding (134) whether the reproducible number is
below the reproduction number of tape; if the reproduc-
ible number is not below the reproduction number of
tape. comparing the maximum reproducible time and re—
production time of tape, and deciding (135) whether the
maximum reproducible time is below the reproduction
time of tape; it the maximum reproducible time is not
below reproduction time of tape, turning off (136) an en-
able erase signal to thereby enable the copied program
to be reproduced; if the reproducible number is below
the reproduction number of tape or the maximum repro-
ducible time is betowthe reproduction time of tape. tum-
ing on (137) the enable erase signal to make the repro—
duction of the copied program impossible so that part of
or the whole program recorded on cassette tape iserased.

In order to control reproduction. the reproducible
number of the reproducible number field and the repro-
duction number of tape are compared in step 134. It the
reproducible number is not below the reproduction
number of tape. the maximum reproducible time of the
maximum reproducible time field and the reproduction
time of tape are compared and it is decided whether the
maximum reproducible time is below the reproduction
time ot tape in step 135. In other words. though repro—
ducible. whether t is limited by the reproducible time
must be checked. If the maximum reproducible time is
not below the reproduction time of tape. the enable
erase signal is turned off in step 136 to thereby make
the copied program reproducible. If the reproducible
number is below the reproduction number of tape or the
maximum reproducible time is below the reproduction
time of tape. the enable erase signal is tumed on to pro-
hibit the reproduction of the copied program. By doing
so. pan of or the whole program recorded on cassette
tape is erased to make copy and reproduction impossi-
ble in step 137.

Here. the current time is transmitted to the user by
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a provider along with a program. In this case. the copy-
right protection system implements limited time repro-
duction using transmitted time information. In this meth-
od, the program provider manages the whole users' time
so that time modulation by a user cannot occur. There-
fore. this is very secure.

The bit stream transmitted in the first embodiment

of the audio/video signal transmission step contains
ECM and EMM. Part of the control word may be con-
tained in the CPTC information. 115 remainder may be
contained in the ECM or EMM. The whole control word
is contained in the ECM or EMM.

The audio/video signal containing the control word
and transmitted according to the audio/video signal
transmission step is received according to another em-
bodiment of the audio/video reception step.

Referring to Fig. 10. the second embodiment of the
audio/video reception step comprises the steps of filter-
ing (110) the transmitted bit stream and decrypting (111)
the CPTC inlorrnation and control word; filtering (118)
the control word; analyzing (113 and 114) the CPTC in
formation to generate a control word and a signal for
controlling the protection of copyright and to update the
CPTC information; deciding (115) whether to allow re-
cording according to the signal for controlling the pro’
tection of copyright to record the scrambled and trans-
mitted bit stream on cassette tape; and descrambling
and decoding (116 and 117) the transmitted bit stream
in control words and outputting an audioneo signal.

In other words. the bit stream transmitted in the au-
dio/video signal transmission step is littered and the

CPTC inlorrnation and control word are decrypted in
steps 110 and 111, The control word is filtered in step
118. The decrypted CPTC information is analyzed to
generate the control word and the signal for controlling
the protection of copyright. and the CPTC inlorrnation is
updated in steps 113 and 114. Whether to allow record-
ing is determined by the generated signal for controlling
the protection of copyright so that the scrambled and
transmitted bit stream is recorded on cassette tape in
step 115. Then, the transmitted bit stream is descram-
bled and decoded in control words and output as an au-
diolvideo signal in steps 116 and 117.

Referring to Fig. 11. in the same manner as the first
embodiment of the audio/video reception step. the
CPTC information analyzing step comprises the steps
of: generating the control words; detecting (130. 131.
132 and 133) the permissible generation of the permis-
sible generational field for limiting the available number
of copy of a program of the CPTC inlorrnation and the
present generation at the present generational field in-
dicating the present generation of the program copied.
to thereby perform copy-impossible and update the
CPTC information; and detecting (134. 135. 136 and
137) the reproducible number of the reproducible
number field for limiting the number of reproduction ol
copied programs of the CPTC information. the maxi-
mum reproducible time of the maximum reproducible
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time field for limiting time to reproduce the copied pro-
gram. and the number and time of reproduction of tape.
to thereby process reproduction-impossible.

The copying number limiting step comprises the
stepsot: comparing (1 30) the perrnissibte generation of
the permissible generational field and the present gen-
eration of the present generational field and deciding
whether the permissible generation is below the present
generation; if the permissible generation is below the
present generation. generating (131) an output disable
signal to make copying impossmle and destroying the
control word; and it the permissible generation is not be-
low the present generation, increasing (1 32) the present
invention by '1' and recording the result on cassette
tape. It the permissible generation is not below the
present generation. the CPTC information is updated in
step 133. instead of increasing the present generation
by '1"

The reproduction limiting step comprises the steps
of: comparing the reproducible number of the reproduc-
ible number field and the reproduction number of tape
and deciding (134) whether the reproducible number is
below the reproduction number of tape; it the reproduc-
mre number is not below the reproduction number of
tape. comparing the maximum reproducible time and re.
production time of tape. and deciding (1 35) whether the
maximum reproducible time is below the reproduction
time of tape; it the maximum reproducible time is not
below reproduction time of tape. turning off (136) an en-
able erase signal to thereby enable the copied program
to be reproduced; if the reproducible number is below
the reproduction number of tape or the maximum repro-
ducible time is belowthe reproduction time of tape. turn-
ing on (137) the enable erase signal to make the repro-
duction of the copied program impossible so that part of
or the whole program recorded on cassette tape iserased.

Another embodiment of the audio/video signal
transmission step is to tmnsmit an audio/video signal
containing the CA infomration for conditional access.

This, having the illegal reception and copy protection
functions. is used in case that a program which can be
provided to limited viewers is transmitted.

As shown in Fig. 9. the second embodiment of the
audio/video signal transmission step comprises the
steps of: encoding (100) the audio/video bit stream; gen-
erating (105) a control word for scrambling; scrambling
(104) for the encoded audio/video bit stream using the
generated control word; generating (102) CPTC inlor-
rnation for illegal view/copy protection; generating (101 )
CA inforrrration for conditional reception; encrypting
(103) for encrypting the CPTC inlorrnation and CA in-
formation; and multiplexing and lransmittirrg (106) the
scrambled audio/video bit stream and encrypted CPTC
intormtion and CA inlorrnation.

In other words. in step 100, the audio/video bit
stream is encoded. In step 105. the control word lor
scrambling is generated. In step 104. the encoded au-
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dio/video bit stream is scrambled using the generated
control word. In step 102. the CPTC intormation for ille-

gal view/copy protection is generated. In step 101. CA
intormation for conditional reception is generated. In
step 103, the CPTC intormation and CA intormation are
encrypted using the generated control word. The scram-
bled audio/video bit stream, encrypted CPTC intorma-
tion and CA inlormation are multiplexed and transmitted
through a transmission medium in step 106. The audio/
video signal transmitted through the second embodi-
ment ol the audio/video signal transmission step is re-
ceived through the second embodiment ot the audio/vid-
eo reception step.

Reterring to Fig. 10, the second embodiment ot the
audio/video reception step comprises the steps oi: fil-
tering (110) the transmitted bit stream and decrypting
(111) the CPTC intormation; analyzing (112. 113 and
114) the CPTC inlormation and CA intormation to gen»
erate a control word and a signal tor controlling the pro-
tection ot copyright and to update the CPTC information;
deciding (115) whether to allow recording according to
the signal tor controlling the protection 01 copyright to
record the scrambled and transmitted bit stream on cas-

sette tape; and descrambling and decoding (116 and
117) the transmitted bit stream and outputting an audio!
video signal. .

Referring to Fig. 11, in the same manner as the first

embodiment ot the audio/video reception step, the
CPTC intormation analyzing step comprises the steps
of: generating a control word; detecting (130. 131. 132
and 133) the permissible generation of the permissible
generational field for limiting the available number of
copy 01 a program 01 the CPTC intormation and the
present generation of the present generational field in:

diwting the present generation 01 the program copied.
to thereby perlorrn copy-impossible and update the
CPTC inlorrnation; and detecting (134, 135. 136 and
137) the reproducible number 01 the reproducible
number field tor Iirniting the number at reproduction of
copied programs 01 the CPTC intormation, the maxi-
mum reproducible time 01 the maximum reproducible
time field tor limiting time to reproduce the copied pro-
gram. and the number and time 01 reproduction of tape.
to thereby process reproduction-impossible.

In the same manner as the first embodiment ot the

audio/video reception step, the copying number limiting
step comprises the steps 01: comparing (130) the per-
missible generation of the permissible generational field
and the present generation 01 the present generational
field and deciding whether the permissible generation is
below the present generation; it the permissible gener-
ation is below the present generation, generating (131)
an output disable signal to make copying impossible and
destroying the control word; and it the permissible gen-
eration is not below the present generation, increasing
(132) the present invention by '1' and recording the re-
sult on cassette tape. II the permissible generation is not
below the present generation, the CPTC intormation is

14

updated in step 133.

The reproduction limiting step comprises the steps
01: comparing the reproducible number 01 the reproduc~

. ible number field and the reproduction number 01 tape
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and deciding (134) whether the reproducible number is
below the reproduction number 01 tape; it the reproduc-
ible number is not below the reproduction number 01
mpe, comparing the maximum reproducible time and re-
production time ot tape. and deciding (1 35) whether the
maximum reproducible time is below the reproduction
time of tape; it the maximum reproducible time is not
below reproduction time 01 tape. turning ofi (136) an en-
able erase signal to thereby enable the copied program
to be reproduced; it the reproducible number is below

the reproduction number of tape or the maximum repro-
ducible time is below the reproduction time 01 tape. tum-
ing on (137) the enable erase signal to make the repro-
duction ol the copied program impossible so that pan 01
or the whole program recorded on cassette tape iserased.

The bit stream transmitted in the second embodi-

ment of the audio/video signal transmission step con-
Bins ECM and EMM. Pan ot the control word may be
contained in the CPTC intormation. Its remainder may
be contained in the ECM or EMM. The whole control
word is contained in the ECM or EMM.

The audio/video signal containing the control word
and transmitted according to the audioNideo signal
transmission step is received according to another em-
bodiment ot the audio/video reception step. The audio!
video signal transmitted in the audio/video signal trans-
mission step containing the control word is received ac-
cording to still another embodiment ot the audio/video
reception step.

Reterring to Fig. 10, the third embodiment of the au-

dio/video reception step comprises the steps of: fittenng
(110)thetransmitted bit stream and decrypting (111) the
CPTC intormation and CA intormation; analyzing (112,
113. 114 and 118) the CPTC information and CA intor—
mation and littering the control word to generate a con-
trol word and a signal tor controlling the protection 01
copyright and to update the CPTC intormation; deciding
(1 15) whether to allow recording according to the signal
tor controlling the protection 01 copyright to record the
scrambled and transmitted bit stream on cassette tape;
and descrambling and decoding (1 16and 1 1 7) the trans-
mitted bit stream and outputting an audio/video signal.

Reterring to Fig. 11, in the same manner as the first

embodiment ot the audio/Video reception step, the
CPTC intormation analyzing step comprises the steps
01: generating the control words; detecting (130, 131,
132 and 133) the permissible generation 01 the permis—
sible generational field for limiting the available number
oi copy of a program 01 the CPTC information and the
present generation 01 the present generational field in-
dicating the present generation 01 the program copied.
to thereby pertorm copyoimpossible and update the
CPTC information; and detecting (134, 135, 136 and
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137) the reproducible number 01 the reproducible
number lield lor limiting the number 01 reproduction ol
copied programs 01 the CPTC information, the maxi-
mum reproducible lime ol the maximum reproducible
time field lor limiting time to reproduce the copied pro-
gram, and the number and time 01 reproduction ol tape,
to thereby process reproduction-impossible.

The copying number limiting step comprises the
steps ol: comparing (130) the permissible generation at
the permissible generational field and the present gen-
eration of the present generational field and deciding
whether the permissible generation is below the present
generation; it the permissible generation is below the
present generation: generating (131) an output disable
signal to make copying impossible and destroying the
control word; and it the permissible generation is not be-
low the present generation. increasing (132) the present
invention by '1‘ and recording the result on cassette
tape, and it the permissible generation is not below the
present generation, updating the CPTC inlonnation in
step 133.

The reproduction limiting step comprises the steps
ol: comparing the reproducible number 01 the reproduc-
ible number lield and the reproduction number 01 tape
and deciding (134) whether the reproducible number is
below the reproduction number at tape; it the reproduc-
ible number is not below the reproduction number ol
tape, comparingthe maximum reproducible time and re-
production time 01 tape, and deciding (1 35) whether the
maximum reproducible time is below the reproduction
time 01 tape; it the maximum reproducible time is not
below reproduction time 01 tape, turning oil (136) an en-
able erase signal to thereby enable the copied program
to be reproduced; it the reproducible number is below
the reproduction number 01 tape or the maximum repro-
ducible time is below the reproduction time 01 tape. tum-
ing on (137) the enable erase signal to make the repro-
duction ol the copied program impossible so that pan 01
or the whole program recorded on cassette tape is
erased.

The illegal view/copy protection method lor digital
broadcasting system embodying the present invention,
alter the audio/video signal transmission step and au-
dio/video reception step, turther comprises a reproduc~
tion and rerecording step 01: decrypting the bit stream
recorded and reproduced on cassette tape. analyzing
the CPTC inlorrnation, deciding whether to allow rere-
cording. recording the result on cassette tape, filtering
the control word, and performing descrambling and de-
coding to output an audio/video signal.

Relerring to Fig. 12, the audioNideo reproduction
and rerecording step comprises the steps ol: littering
(120) the bit stream recorded and reproduced on video
tape, and decrypting (121) the CPTC inlomtation; ana-
lyzing (122 and 123) the CPTC inlorrnation to generate
control words and a signal tor controlling the protection
01 copyright and update the CPTC inlomration; deciding
(124) whether to allow recording according to the signal
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ct controlling the protection at copyright, and rwcrding
the scrambled and transmitted bit stream on cassette

tape; descrambling and decoding (125 and 126) the
transmitted bit stream in control words to output an au-
diolvideo signal; and deciding whether to allow post-re-
production according to the signal lor controlling the pro-
tection ol copyright to thereby erase part 01 or the whole
data recorded on cassette tape. ‘

Here. EMM may contain inlorrnation required lor
decoding inlorrnation in order to pertorm the illegal view/
copy protection method ol a broadcasting system. In this
case. a step 01 storing and processing the EMM is added
in the audio/video reproduction and rerecording step.

In the EMM storing and processing step, in case
that the EMM is updated by a broadcasting station tor
the purpose of copyright protection, the EMM having in-
lorrnation required to decode the CPTC inlorrnation is
stored in order to continuously reproduce programs at
copied cassette tape.

Here, an ID number indicative ol updating the EMM
is recorded on cassette tape. The EMM is stored to
which the updating state and the ID number 01 cassette
tape are mapped.

The EMM storing and processing step comprises
the steps of. storing all EMM to be updated and corre-
sponding ID inlon'nation; selecting the latest EMM in re-
cording cassette tape; recording a corresponding ID
number, and selecting an EMM corresponding to the ID
number recorded on cassette tape in reproducing the
cassette tape.

As shovm in Fig. 13. all EMMs (EMMt, EMM2.
EMM3....) to be updated on the EMM Iookup table and
corresponding ID inlorrnation (lDt, ID2, ID3,...) are
mapped and stored.

Ftelerring to Figs. 14 and 15, in recording a program
on cassette tape, that is. when recording is indicated in
the recordinglreproduction mode. an ID number corre-
sponding to the latest, the final, EMM. is recorded,
Thereafter, in reproducing the cassette tape. that is,
when reproduction '5 indicated in the recordirtglrepro—
duction mode, an EMM corresponding to the ID number
recorded on cassette tape is selected lrom the EMM
Iookup table so that the recorded program is reproduced
according to the reproducible number 01 the reproduci-
ble number field and the reproduction number recorded
on the video tape.

Relerring to Fig. 16, an illegal view/copy protection
apparatus 01 digital broadcasting system embodying the
present invention comprises a program producing por-
tion 200. distribution medium ponion 201, and program
receiving portion 202.

Program producing portion 200 otters programs. in
which inlorrnation encrypted both with the control word
lor scrambling and the CPTC inlorrnation lor prohibiting
illegal view/copy. and the audioNideo bit stream scram-
bled in control words are multiplexed to make a pro-
gram

D'stribution medium portion 201 distributes pro—
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grams made in program producing portion 200 througha transmission medium.

Program receiving portion 202 detects and analyz-
es the CPTC information from the bit stream transmitted
trom distribution medium portion 201 and the bit stream
reproduced from cassette tape, and descrambles and
decodes the bit stream transmitted lrom distribution me-
dium portion 201. The descrambled and decoded bit

stream is displayed or recorded on cassette tape.
Program producing portion 200 comprises a control

word generator 203 tor generating a control word tor
scrambling, a CPTC generator 204 tor generating the
CPTC intormation for prohibiting illegal view/copy, a
scrambling portion 206 for scrambling the audio/video
bit stream using the control word output from control
word generator 203. an encrypting portion 205 tor en-
crypting the control word output lrom control word gen-
erator 203 and the CPTC information output from CPTC
generator 204. and an adder 207 for multiplexing the
signals output lrorn scrambling portion 206 and encrypt-
ing portion 205 and transmitting them todistribution me-
dium portion 201.

Distribution medium portion 201 comprises a
broadcasting medium 208 for distributing the program
made by program producing portion 200 through cable.
satellite or terrestrial broadcasting, and a recording me-
dium 209 for distributing the program made by program
producing ponion 200 through cassette tape.

Program receiving ponion 202 comprises a de-
crypting portion 210 tor decrypting the bit stream trans-
mitted from broadcasting medium 208, a CPTC detect-

ing/analyzing portion 211 for detecting and analyzing
the CPTC inlormation lrorn the bit stream output trorn
decrypting ponion 210 and recording medium 209, and
outputting signals for controlling the control word and
illegal view/copy. a descrambling ponion 212 for de-
scrambling the bit stream transmitted lrorn broadcasting
medium 208 and recording medium 209 and the bit
stream reproduced lrom cassette tape. a decoding por-
tion 213 for decoding and displaying the signal output
from descrambling portion 212. and a recording/repro-
ducing portion 214 tor recording the bit stream transmit-
ted from broadcasting medium 208 and recording me-
dium 209 according to the signal output from CPTC de—
tecting/analyzing portion 211, and reproducing cassette
tape. to thereby output the result to descrambling por-
tion 212 and CPTC detecting/analyzing portion 211.

The operation ol an illegal view/copy protection ap~
paratus for a digital broadcasting system embodying the
present invention will be described below.

Control word generator 203 generates a control
word tor scrambling, and CPTC generator 204 gener-
ates the CPTC information tor prohibiting illegal view/
copy. Scrambling ponion 206 scrambles the audio/video

bit stream using the generated control word. Encrypting
portion 205 encrypts the CPTC inlortmtion output from
CPTC generator 204 using the generated control word.
The audioNideo bit stream scrambled in scrambling por-
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tion 206 is multiplexed with the encrypted CPTC inlor-
mation in adder 207. The multiplexed result is transmit-
ted to a reception port through distribution medium por-tion 201.

The signal output from adder 207 is transmitted to

program receiving portion 202 through broadcasting
medium 208 such as cable. satellite, and terrestrial
broadcastings. or through recording medium 209 made
of cassette tape such as rental tape.

The bit stream transmitted through broadcasting
medium 208 is decrypted in decrypting ponion 210. The
CPTC intormation is detected and analyzed in CPTC
detecting/analyzing ponion 211 so that signals for con-
trolling the control word and illegal view/copy are output.
Here. the bit stream transmitted tocassette tape through
recording medium 209 is reproduced in recording/repro-
ducing portion 214 and input to descrambling portion
212 and CPTC detecting/analyzing portion 211. The bit
stream transmitted lrom broadcasting medium 208 and
the bit stream reproduced from recording medium 208
through recording/reproducing portion 214 are de-
scrambled in descrambling portion 212 according to the
control word output from C PTC detecting/analyzing por-
tion 211. The signal output trom descrambling portion
212 is decoded in decoding ponion 213 and displayed.
The bit stream transmitted from broadcasting medium
208 and recording medium 208 is recorded on cassette

tape in a recording/reproducing ponion 214 according
to the signal output lrom CPTC detecting/analyzing por~tion 211 .

Data received trom program receiving ponion 202
and recorded on cassette tape is made up 01 the scram-
bled audio/video bit stream and CPTC intormation. The

configuration of the program receiving portion having
decrypting portion 210. CPTC detecting/analyzing por-
tion 211. descrambling portion 212, decoding portion
213 and recording/reproducing portion 214 will be ex-
plained with reference to Figs. 17, 18, 18. and 20.

One embodiment ol the program receiving portion
of Fig. 17 receives and processes data transmitted via
a broadcasting medium. Specifically. this embodiment
pertorms conditional access and copy protection.

Fleterring to Fig. 17. the first embodiment otthe pro-
gram receiving portion comprises an IHD 222 tor receiv~
ing, decoding and descrambling the bit stream transmit~
ted from broadcasting medium 208, outputting analog
audio/video data to be displayed and outputting scram-
bled digital audio/video data to be recorded on cassette
tape, a smart card 221 for decrypting the bit stream out-
put from IRD 222. detecting/analyzing the CPTC infor-
mation. and outputting the control word and signals for
controlling illegal view/copy to "10 222 in order to per-
form conditional access and copy protection, a DVCR
22310r recording the digital audio/video data and CPTC
information scrambled and output from IRD 222 on cas-

sette tape. and reproducing the scrambled digital audio!
video data and CPTC information recorded on cassette
tape to be output to IRD 222, and a lookup table 224 tor.
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in case that the EMM is updated by a broadcasting sta-
tion lor the purpose oi copyright protection. storing EMM
having intonation required to decode the CPTC inior-
mation. and outputting CPTC inlormation correspond-
ing in reproduction to smart card 221 in order to contin-

uously reproduce the program ol copied cassette tape.
Here, lookup table 221 is mapped and processed as
shown in Figs. 13. t4 and 15.

The operation oi the iirst embodiment oi the pro-
gram receiving portion will be described below.

In case that a bit stream. that is. a program, is re-
ceived through a broadcasting medium. the received
audio/video data is scrambled digital audiolvideo data.

The received bit stream is decoded in IRD 222 and
decrypted in smart card 221. Its CPTC iniorrnation is de-

tected and analyzed so that a signal ior controlling the
control word and illegal view/copy is output to IFlD 222.

lFiD 222 descrarnbles the decoded bit stream using
the bit stream output irom smart card 221 and signals
ior controlling illegal view/copy. The descrambled bit
stream is output to display analog audio/video data. IRD
222 outputs the scrambled digital audio/video data and
CPTC intormation to DVCT 223 in order to record them
on cassette tape.

The scrambled digital audio/video data and CPTC
iniorrnation output lrom lFlD 222 is recorded on cassette
tape in DVCR 223. They are in turn reproduced in DVCFi
223 and processed in the same manner that the bit
stream transmitted via the broadcasting medium is de-
scrambled and processed in lFlD 222 and smart card
221. The processed result is output to be displayed on
a monitor. or output to the DVCFl and recopied.

Here= reproduction and recopy are made possible
by the data stored in the permissible generational lield.
present generational field, reproducible number field.
and maximum reproducible time field contained in the
CPTC intomtation.

Updated EMM is mapped and stored in Iookuptable
224 so that. when the EMM is updated through a broad-
casting signal in a broadcasting station in order to pro-
tect copyright. the program oi cassette tape copied can
be continuously reproduced.

Lookup table 224 reads out the EMM containing in-
iorrnation required to decode the CPTC intormation in

reproducing the cassette tape. Corresponding CPTC in-
tomtation is output to smart card 221 to enable repro-
duction.

Another embodiment oi the program receiving por-
tion shown in Fig. 18 is to receive and process data
transmitted through a recording medium. ior instance.
rental tape.

The second embodiment oi the program receiving
portion. as shown in Fig. 18. comprises a DVCR 232 tor
detecting/analyzing the CPTC intormation lrorn the bit
stream transmitted trom the recording medium. output-
ting a control word and signals tor controlling illegal
view/copy. and reproducing scrambled digital audio/vid-
eo data. and an iFlD 231 tor receiving the control word
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and signals tor controlling illegal view/copy output trom
DVCR 232, descrambling the scrambled digital audio!
video data. and outputting analog audio/Video data to
be displayed or recorded.

The second embodiment ot the program receiving
portion is to pertorm CPTC detection and processing
carried out in the smart card oi the iirst embodiment ot

the program receiving portion shown in Fig. 17. The op-
eration oi the second embodiment oi the program re
ceiving ponion will be described below.

In case that the bit stream is received through the
recording medium. the audio/Video data reproduced
through the DVCR is scrambled digital audio/Video data.

The bit stream recorded in DVCR 232 is repro-
duced. lts CPTC iniormation is detected and analyzed
so that the control word and signal ior controlling illegal
view/copy is output to IRD 231. The bit stream repro-
duced irom DVCFt 232 is decoded in lRD 231. The de-

coded bit stream is descrambled according to the con-
trol word and signal tor controlling illegal view/copy out-
put trorn DVCR 232 so that analog audio/video data is
output to be displayed.

IRD 231 outputs the scrambled digital audio/Video
data and CPTC iniorrnation to DVCR 232 to record them

on cassette tape. The scrambled digital audioNideo da-
ta and CPTC intorrnation output lrorn iRD 231 is record-
ed on cassette tape and recopied in DVCR 223.

Here, reproduction and recopy are made possible
by the data stored in the permissible generational field.
present generational field. reproducible number field.
and maximum reproducible time tield contained in the
CPTC intormation.

Reterring to Fig. 19. still another embodiment oi the
program receiving portion is to receive and process data
transmitted through a recording medium. pertorming
copy protection (CP).

As shown in Fig. 19. the third embodiment ot the
program receiving portion comprises a DVCR 243 ior
reproducing the scrambled digital audioNideo data and
CPTC iniomtation recorded on cassette tape through a
recording medium. and outputting them to IRD 242. an
[RD 242 ior decoding/descrambling the bit stream trans-
mitted irom DVCR 243. and outputting analog audioNid-
eo data to be displayed. and a smart card 241 tor de-

crypting the bit stream output trom IRD 242. detecting!
analyzing the CPTC. and outputting the control word
and signals tor controlling copying to IFiD 222 to thereby
pertorm CP. The operation oi the third embodiment oi
the program receiving portion will be explained below.

In case that the bit stream is received via a record-

ing medium. that is. through rental tape, the reproduced
audioNideo data is scrambled digital audio/video data

The scrambled digital audio/video data and CPTC
intormation reproduced trorn DVCFt 243 are decoded in
IRD 242 and decrypted in smart card 241. The CPTC
intomtation is detected and analyzed so that the control
word and signal tor controlling copying are output to IRD
242.
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lFlD 242 descrambles the decoded bit stream using
the CPTC inlorrnation output lrorn smart card 241 and

signals for controlling copying so that analog audio/vid-
eo data is output to be displayed.

lFlD 242 outputs the scrambled digital audio/Video
data and CPTC information to DVCFl 243 in order to

record them on cassette tape. The scrambled digital au-
diolvideo data and CPTC information output from IRD
242 are recorded on cassette tape in DVCR 243.

Here, reproduction and recopy are made possible
by the data stored in the permissible generational field.
present generational field, reproducible number field.
and maximum reproducible time field contained in the
CPTC information.

Referring to Fig. 20. yet another embodiment of the
program receiving portion is to receive and process data
transmitted through a recording medium, pertorrning
conditional access and CP. This embodiment is made

in such a manner that in case of using the same CPTC
inlonnation as the broadcasting medium. the smart card
is commonly used.

As shown in Fig. 20. the fourth embodiment of the
program receiving portion comprises a DVCFl 253 for
reproducing the scrambled digital audiolvideo data and

CPTC information recorded on cassette tape through a
recording medium, and outputting them to IFlD 252, an
IFlD 252 for decoding/d escrambling the bit stream trans-
mitted from DVCR 253, and outputting analog audio/vid-
eo data to be displayed, and a smart card 251 for de-

crypting the bit stream output from lFlD 252, detectingl
analyzing the CPTC, and outputting the control word
and signals for controlling copying tolFlD 252 to thereby
perform CA and CP. The operation of the third embodi-
ment of the program receiving portion will be explained
below.

In case that the bit stream is received via a record-

ing medium. that is. through rental tape and the DVCFl,
the reproduced audiolvideo data is scrambled digital au-
dio/video data.

The scrambled digital audio/video data and CPTC
information reproduced from DVCR 253 are decoded in
”RD 252 and decrypted in smart card 251. The CPTC
information is detected and analyzed so that the control
word and signal for controlling copying are output back
to lFlD 252.

IFlD 252 descrambles the decoded bit stream using
the CPTC information output from smart card 251 and

signals for controlling illegal view/copy so that analog
audio/video data is output to be displayed.

IFlD 252 outputs the scrambled digital audio/video
data and CPTC information to DVCR 253 in order to

record them on cassette tape. The scrambled digital au-
dio/video data and CPTC information output from IFlD
222 are recorded on cassette tape in DVCFl 253.

Here, reproduction and recopy are made possble
by the data stored in the permissible generational field.
present generational field, reproducible number field,
and maximum reproducible time field contained in the
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CPTC information.

lFlD 222. 242. or 252 shown in Fig. 17, 19 or 20 is
made in the following configuration as shown in Fig. 21.

Referring to Fig. 21 , IRD 222. 242 or 252 comprises
a recording/digital output controller 262 for decoding the
bit stream transmitted from the broadcasting medium
and DVCR. outputting to smart card 221, receiving the
control word and signals for controlling illegal view/copy
output from smart card 221, and controlling the output
of the scrambled digital audio/Video data for the purpose
of recording and displaying; a descrambler 263 for de-
scrambling the scrambled digital audio/Video data out-
put trom recording/digital output controller 262 accord-
ing to the control word output from recording/digitalout-
put controller 262. and a display processing portion 264
for processing andoutputting the digital audio/video da-
ta output from descrambler 263 to be displayed. Here.
DVCFl 265 performs reproduction mainly. DVCFl 223 of
the program receiving portion of Fig. 18 combines re-
cording therewith. The operation of IRD 266 will be de-
scribed below.

The signal output to smart card 261 from recordingl
digital output controller 262 of IRD 266 is ECM, EMM
and CPTC information. The signals output from smart
card 261 to IRD 266 are the control word used to de-

scramble and display the bit stream, and a signal for
controlling copy protection.

Flecordingldigital output controller 262 commun'r

cafes with the smart card, performs recording according
to the signals of copy protection, outputs them to the
digital output port in order to record them in another set.
and outputs the control word and bit stream to descram-
bler 263.

When output to the recording/digital output port, up-
dated ECM. EMM and CPTC information are output in
addition to the scrambled data from recording/digital
output controller 262 so that a copy different from the
original script, that is, the broadcast or rental tape.

The ECM. EMM and CPTC are transmitted in vari-

ous combinations. For the first combination, the ECM,
EMM and CPTC are independently combined. The sec-
ondcornbination is that the CPTC is included in the ECM
and the EMM is independently combined. The third is
that the CPTC is included in the EMM and the ECM is
independently combined.

lFlD 231 and DVCFl 232 of Fig. 18 use the smart
card. and additionally requires a CPTC detection and
processing portion in the DVCR, which will be shown in
Fig. 22. -

DVCFl 232 comprises a CPTC detecting/process-
ing portion 276 for detecting/analyzing the CPTC infor-
mation from the bit stream transmitted from recording
medium 209. and outputting the control word and sig-
nals for illegal view/copy, and a reproducing portion 277
for reproducing the bit stream transmitted from record-
ing medium 209 and outputting it to the IFlD.

IFlD 231 comprises a digital output controller 272
for receiving the control word and signals for controlling
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illegal view/copy output lrom CPTC detecting/process-
ing portion 276. and controlling the output ot the scram-
bled digital audio/video data output lrom reproducing
portion 277 in order to display them. a descrambler 273
lor descrambling the scrambled digital audio/Video data
output lrom digital output controller 262 according to the
control word output lrom digital output controller 262.
and a display processing portion 274 tor processing and
outputting the digital audio/video data output lrom de-
scrambler 273 in order to display them. The operation
at lFtD 276 and DVCR 275 will be descrmed below.

CPTC detecting/processing portion 276 operates
separately when reproducing portion 277 reproduces
the scrambled data sothat the CPTC inlormation is de-
tected lrom the cassette tape.

IRD 276 receives the scrambled data. CPTC inlor.

mation and control word lrom CPTC detectinglprocess-
ing portion 276 and reproducing portion 277 lrom DVCR
275. Therelore. lor normal descrambling. the scrambled
data and control word are supplied to scrambler 273
lrom digital output controller 272. To the digital output
port. only the scrambled data is output. For this reason.
in case that the reproduced data is scrambled. copying
is made impossible. and vise versa.

Commonty. in order to control tape copying. the
depth 01 generation copy and the reproduction ol tape
to be copied are used together. As shown in Fig. 7, this
yields the ellect ol controlling the number ol copiable
tape.

However. in order to allow copying tape to be repro-
ducible as many as a predetermined number or let a
predetermined time. it is necessary to pertorm commu-
nication between the sman card and DVCFt.

Relerring to Fig. 23. tape state inlorrnation such as
the reproduction number 01 the current tape is transmit-
ted to sman card 261 trom DVCFt 265. In order to erase

the tape. an enable erase signal is transmitted to DVCFt
265 lrom smart card 261. and the erase head ol the
DVCFt operates.

For tape erasing methods. the whole area at tape
is erased by the lull-width erase head. or only the control
track is erased using the control head. In case that the
CPTC is contained in the EMM. signals are input and
output between the DVCFt and smart card.

As the signals input to IFtD 266. there are a broad-

casting signal transmitted lrom a broadcasting medium
and a signal reproduced lrom DVCFl 265. The broad-
casting signal input to tFtD 266 is the scrambled digital
data and a control signal having the EMM. ECM and
CPTC inlomtation. The EMM and ECM are required lor
CA. the CPTC lor copyright protection.

The scrambled digital data is input to descrambler
263. The control signal is input to smart card 261 tor
perlonning CA and CP. Using the control signal. smart
card 261 restores control word CW and outputs it to de-
scrambler 263. Descrambler 263 descrambtes it using
the control word.

The ECM output lrom smart card 261 is output to
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DVCR 265 or to an external port. This ECM is updated
lrom the ECM input lor copyright protection. The output
disable signal output lrom smart card 261 is a signal to
instruct IRD 266 to prohibit recording or copying. This
signal is input to recording/digital output controller 262.
The tape state signal is output to smart card 261 lrom
DVCFt 265 in order to inlorm the state 01 tape.

The signal output to DVCFt 265 lrom smart card 261
lor the purpose at a predetermined-number reproduc-
tion or pmdetermined-time reproduction is an erase en-
able signal. The signal lor allowing recorded and copied
tape to be reproducible even though the EMM inlorma-
tion ol the smart card is changed is an ID signal.

The ID signal is mapped and stored with corre-
sponding EMM in the lookup table ol sman card 261. ll

necessary. the EMM corresponding to the ID signal is
output.

As shown in Fig. 24. the smart card comprises an
ECM filter 301 lor filtering the ECM lrom the bit stream
output lrom the IFtD. a CPTC/tape state signal litter 302
lor littering the CPTC inlormation and the tape state sig-
nal indicative ol the state at tape lrom the bit stream out-
put lrom the IFtD. an EMM filter 303 lor littering the EMM
lrom the bit stream output lrom the IRD. a lookup table
304 lor. in case that the EMM is updated lor copyright
protection by a broadcasting station. storing the previ-
ous EMM containing inlonnalion required to decode the
CPTC inlormation. and outputting CPTC inlorrnation
corresponding in reproduction in order to continuously
reproduce the program at cassette tape copied. an EMM
processing portion 307 lor processing the EMM using
the EMM output lrom EMM filter 303 and lookup table
304 and the tape state signal output lrorn CPTC/tape
state signal filter 302. a CPTC processing portion 306
lor processing the CPTC inlormation using the signals
output lrom CPTC/tape state signal filter 302 and EMM
processing portion 307. and a CA processing portion
305 tor outputting control word CW using the signals
output lrom ECM filter 301 and EMM processing portion307.

In case that the CPTC inlormation is contained in

the EMM. as shown in Fig. 25. smart card 221 comprises
an ECM filter 311 lor littering the ECM lrom the bit
stream output lrom the IRD. an EMM filter 312 tor filter-
ing the EMM containing the EMM lrom the bit stream
output lrom the lFtD. a tape state signal litter 313 tor fil-
tering the tape state signal output lrom the [RD a lookup
table 314 lor. in case that the EMM is updated lor cop-
yright protection by a broadcasting station. storing the
previous EMM containing inlorrnation required to de-
code the CPTC inlormation. and outputting CPTC inlor-
mation corresponding in reproduction in order to contin~
uousty reproduce the program at cassette tape copied.
an EMM processing portion 31 7 lor processing the EM
using the EMM output lrom EMM filter 312 and lockup
table 314 and the tape state signal output lrom tape
state signal filter 313. a CPTC processing portion 316
tor processing the CPTC inlorrnation using the signals
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output from EMM filter 312 and tape state signal filter
313. to thereby output ECM. enable erase signal and ID
signal. and a CA processing portion 315 for outputting
control word CW using the signals output Irorn ECM filter
311 and EMM proceSsing portion 317.

ECM filter 301 or 311. CPTC/tape state signal filter
302. EMM filter 303 or 312. and tape state signal litter
313 extract ECM. CPTC. tape state signal and EMM.
respectively. CA processing portion 305 or 315 gener-
ates a control word and pertorms CA. EMM processing
portion 307 or 317 outputs the EMM information to CA
processing portion 305 or 315 and CPTC processing
portion 306 or 316. and additionally stores the received
EMM to the lookup table.

In case that the scrambled digital data and encoded
CPTC information are recorded on tape and that the
EMM information required to decode the CPTC informa-
tion is changed. the reproduction of tape is made impos-
sible. According to this fact. the previous EMM is stored
in a memory such as the EEPROM of the smart card as
shown in Figs. 13 and 14. which is the same as de-
scribed before.

Specifically. the Iookup table is divided into two
fields and stores ID information and EMM information.
as shown in Fig. 13. In recording and copying. the ID
information is recorded on tape. as shown in Fig 14 in
order to select corresponding EMM from the ID informa-
tion recorded in the reproduction of tape.

In other words. referring to Fig. 14. EMM processing
portion 307 receives a recording/playback signal indi-
cating that the current DVCR mode is recording or play-
back, ID. and tape state signal having information of re-
production number of tape. selects a proper EMM from
the lookup table. outputs it to CPTC processing portion
306 or 316 and CA processing portion 305 or 315. and
transmits the ID information for the purpose of recording
and copying to record it on tape.

Referring to Fig. 11. CPTC processing portion 306
or 316 pertorrns copyright protection for recording or
copying. The CPTC information or ECM containing the
CPTC information is input to output the output disable
signal, enable erase signal. and the CPTC or ECM con-
taining the CPTC.

In order to control generation copy, CPTC process-
ing portion 306 or 316. in case that the permissible gen-
eration of the permissible generational field is greater
than the present generation recorded on tape. the
present generational field is increased by 1 and encrypt-
ed again. It not. the output disable signal is generated
to prohibit recording and copying.

In order to control reproduction, in case that the re-
producible number of tape is greater than the reproduc-
ible number of the reproducible number field or the max-
imum reproducible time of the maximum reproducible
lime field is greater than the current time. CPTC
processing portion 306 or 316 generates enable erase
signal to operate the erase head of the DVCR.

In case that time delay produced when the CPTC
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or the ECM containing the CPTC is encrypted again be-
comes a problem to solve. CPTC processing portion
306 or 316 transmits the current generation signal to the
DVCR and records it on tape. not modifying the CPTC
or the ECM containing the CPTC.

The illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
ital broadcasting system embodying the present inven-
tion has means for recording and reproducing the repro-
duction number information of tape in the DVCFl in order
to implement the predetermined-number reproducibility
of recorded or copied tape. Here. the reproduction
number information of tape is updated and recOrded
again during tape reproduction.

As shown in Fig. 26. the DVCFl comprises a deck
mechanism 406, a recording/reproducing portion 405
for recording digital data on cassette tape according to
the deck mechanism and reproducing the digital data
recorded on cassette tape. a reproduction number de-

tecting/updating portion 401 for detecting/updating the
reproduction number from the digital data reproduced
from recording/reproducing portion 405. and outputting
it to the IFtD in order to rerecord it in recording/reproduce
ing portion 405. a digital data processing portion 402 for
processing the digital data reproduced from recording!
reproducing portion 405. outputting it to the IRD. and
outputting switching position information for recording
and reproducing. a recording/playback switching por-
tion 404 for outputting a switching signal for controlling
the reproduction number, the reproduction of digital data
and the recording of the updated reproduction number

using the switching position inlonnation output from dig-
ital data processing portion 402. and an error correction
encoder/decoder 403 for correcting the error of data out-
put from digital data processing portion 402. and encod-
ing and decoding the data to be output to digital data
processing portion 402.

In order to update and rerecord the reproduction
number information of tape during playback. the repro-
duction number information of tape is recorded using an
encoding algorithm. Otherwise. the information is re-
corded as clear data not encoded.

The recording position of the reproduction number
information of tape uses part of audio. control and video
tracks. For error correction to the reproduction number
infomtion of tape. a repetition coding is employed. The
operation of the DVCFt will be described below.

When reproduced by recording/reproducing portion
405 with the cassette tape loaded on deck mechanism

406. the reproduced digital data is input to reproduction
number detecting/updating portion 401 and digital data
processing portion 402 so that its reproduction number
is detected and the digital data is processed and output.

The reproduction number detected in reproduction
number detecting/updating portion 401 is updated. that
is. increased by 1. and applied to recording/reproducing
portion 405.

Digital data processing portion 402 applies the re-
produced digital data output from recording/reproducing
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portion 405 to error correction encoder/decoder 403 to

pertorm error correction. encoding and decoding. The
result is output to the lFtD to be displayed or recorded.
At the same time. the switching position information is
output to recordinglreproducing switching portion 404 in
order to output a switching signal.

The switching signal output trorn recording/repay
ducing switching portion 404 controls recording/repro-
ducing portion. to thereby record the updated reproduc-
tion number output from reproduction number detecting!
updating portion 401. that is. the reproduction number
added by t. on tape.

Recording/reproducing switching portion 404 con-
trols the reproduction number. the reproduction of digital
data recorded on tape. and the recording of the updated
reproduction number.

In another method of implementing the predeter-
mined-number reproducibility 0! recorded or copied
tape. an identifier is given to all tape used tor a user to

‘ record broadcast programs. and the identifier given to
tape and the reproducibility number inlorrnation of tape
corresponding to the identifier are handled together in
the smart card.

Here. the smart card has a memory device which
can be updated. such as EEPROM. The identifier and
corresponding reproducible number inlorrnation are
stored in the memory device. For every reproduction ot
tape. the reproducible number inlormation is updated
and whether to playback is determined.

In conclusion. the described embodiments have the

following advantages.
First, by adding CPTC information to data supplied.

and by allowing a digital program to be normally viewed
only when a CPTC detecting/analyzing means and de-
scrambling/decrypting means are present at the receiv-
ing stage. illegal viewing is prohibited.

Second, to enhance copyright protection. data re-
corded on cassette tape is always scrambled digital da-
ta. and its CPTC information is encrypted to be recorded
on cassette tape. A code for prohibiting viewable data
from being restored from the cassette tape only with the
scrambled data and CPTC inlorrnation. and allowing the
data to be viewable is provided in adevice excluding the
cassette tape. Otherwise. restoring oi viewable data is
made possflile only with the scrambled data and CPTC
infomiation. making illegal copy impossble.

Third. using a method 01 restoring the viewable data
only with the scrambled digital data and CPTC, rental

tape is made to supply tape. Otherwise. using a method
of prohibiting the viewable data from being restored only
with the scrambled digital data and CPTC. rental tape
is made to supply tape and smart card peculiar to a pro-
gram provider as one set. Using the smart card for
broadcasting medium. the rental tape is made to prohibit
the viewable data from being restored only with the
scrambled digital data and CPTC. Among the three
methods of supplying tape only. one method is selected.
Digital hardware for reproducing the data outputs only
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the scrambled digital data to an external port. making
impossible the restoring of viewable data from the out-
put data. without the smart card.

Fourth. the described embodiment prohibits illegal
recording and copying of a program protected by copy-
right Iaw, collects fee for recording or copying, and freely
controls the reproducible number ct copied tape which
can be made from a program supplied by a program
supplier, protecting copyright

Fifth. the described embodiment can be used as a

copyright protection system having a high security and
multitunction with respect to a program through a broad-
casting medium such as satellite and terrestrial broad~

castings. or. at the same time. as a copy protection sys-
tem having a high security to a program through a re-
cording medium such as rental tape.

Sixth. the descibed embodiment is employed to dig-
ital hardware such as broadcasting receiver and digital
VCR. to thereby pertectly protect a program supplier’s
copyright and activates digital media because of various
sottware supplied through the digital media.

Claims

1. An illegal view/copy protection method tor a digital
broadcasting system comprising:

an audio/video signal transmission step lor
multiplexing and transmitting audio/video bit
stream scrambled in control words and infor-
mation where the control words and CPTC in-

formation for illegal view/copy protection are
encrypted; and

an audio/video reception step for decrypting
the transmitted bit stream to analyze the CPTC
inlorrnation and control words. deciding wheth-
er recording is allowed or not to be recorded on
cassette tape. and using the control words, per-
forming descrambling and decoding to output
audio/video signals to a monitor.

2. An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 1. wherein

said CPTC information is formatted in a generation-
al copy control field lor limiting the number of copy
available. and a reproducibility control field tor lim-
iting the reproduction of a copied program.

3. An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 2. wherein
said CPTC inlorrnation is formatted further contain-
ing a descrambling information field where part of
the control words lor descrambling are recorded.

4. An illegal view/copy protection method fora digital
broadcasting system as ctairned in claim 2. wherein
said CPTC inlorrnation is torrnatted further contain-
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ing a CA field where CA iniormation for conditional
access is recorded.

An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting system asclaimed in claim 2. wherein
said generational copy control field is made up at a
permissible generational field for limiting the
number of copy permissible and a present genera-
tional field for indicating the present generation 01
a program copied.

An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 2, wherein
said reproduction control field is made up of a re-
producible number field for limiting the number of
reproducing a copied program. and a maximum re-
producible time field for limiting time to reproduce
the copied program.

An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 1, wherein
the data recorded on cassette tape contains scram.
bled audio/video bit stream and CPTC information.

An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 7. wherein
said CPTC information is overwritten on the scram-
bled audio/video bit stream for the error effect and
recorded on cassette tape.

An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 7, wherein
said CPTC information is recorded on a portion of
any ot the audio track of cassette tape. the control
track of cassette tape; or the video track of cassette
tape.

An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 1, wherein
said audio/video signal transmission step compris-
es the steps of : encodingthe audio/video bit stream;

generating a control word for scrambling;
scrambling for the encoded audio/video bit
stream using the generated control word;
generating CPTC information for illegal view/
copy protection;
encrypting for encrypting the control word and
CPTC information; and
multiplexing and transmitting the scrambled au-
dio/Video bit stream and encrypted CPTC infor-
mation.

An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 1 , wherein
said audio/video signal transmission step compris-
es the steps of:
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encoding the audicwideo bit stream;
generating a control word for scrambling;
scrambling tor the encoded audio/video bit
stream using the generated control word;
generating CPTC information for illegal view/
copy protection;
generating conditional access information tor
conditional reception;
encrypting for encrypting the CPTC information
and CA inforrnaticn; and

multiplexing and transmitting the scrambled au-
dio/video bit stream and encrypted CPTC infor-
mation and conditional access information.

An illegal view/copy protection method tor a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 1 orclaim
11, wherein said audio/video reception step com—
prises the steps of:

filtering the transmitted bit stream and decrypt-
ing the CPTC information;
analyzing the CPTC information to generate a
control word and a signal for controlling the pro-
tection of copyright and to update the CPTC in-
formation;

deciding whether to allow recording awording
to the signal for controlling the protection ot
copyright to record the scrambled and transmit-
ted bit stream on cassette tape; and
descrambling and decoding the transmitted bit
stream in the control word and outputting an au-
dio/video signal.

An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 12. where-
in said all of the control word is contained in the
CPTC information.

An illegal view/copy protection method fora digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 1. wherein
said bit stream transmitted contains ECM and
EMM.

An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 14, where-
in said audioNideo reception step comprises the
steps of:

filtering the transmitted bit stream and decrypt-
ing the CPTC information and control word;
filtering the control word;
analyzing the CPTC information to generate a
control word and a signal for controlling the pro-
tection of copyright and to update the CPTC in-
formation;

deciding whether to allow recording awording
to the signal lor controlling the protection of
copyright to recordthe scrambledand transmit-
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ted bit stream on cassette tape; and
descrambling and decoding the transmitted bit
stream in control words and outptnting an au-
dio/video signal.

An illegal view/copy protection method tor a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in any of claims 12.
14 or 15. wherein said CPTC information analyzing
step comprises the steps oi:

generating a control word;
detecting a permissible generation ol a permis-
sible generational field for limiting the available
number of copy 01a program of the CPTC in-
formation and the present generation of the
present generational field indicating the
present generation of the program copied. to
thereby perform copy-impossible and update
the CPTC information; and

detecting the reproducible number of the repro—
ducible number field for limiting the number of
reproduction oi copied programs of the CPTC
information. the maximum reproducible time of
the maximum reproducible time field for limiting
time to reproduce the copied program. and the
number and time of reproduction of tape. to
thereby process reproduction-impossible.

An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 120r claim
16, wherein said copying number limiting step corn-
prises the steps of:

comparing the permissible generation of the
permissible generational field and the present
generation of the present generational field and
deciding whether the permissible generation is
below the present generation;
if the permissible generation is below the
present generation, generating an output disa-
ble signal to make copying irnpossrble and de-
stroying the control word; and
if the permissible generation is not below the
present generation, increasing the present in-
vention by '1' and recording the result on cas—
sette tape.

An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 17. where-
in said copying number limiting step further com-
prises the step of, if the permissible generation is
not below the present generation, updating the
CPTC information.

An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 160rclaim
17, wherein said reproduction limiting step compris-
es the steps of:
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comparing the reproducible number of the re-
producible number field and the reproduction
number of tape and deciding whether the repro-
ducible number is below the reproduction
number of tape;
if the reproducible number is not below the re

production number oi tape, comparing the max-
imum reproducible time and reproduction time
of tape. and deciding whether the maximum re-
producible time is below the reproduction time
of tape;
if the maximum reproducible time is not below
reproduction time 01 tape. turning off an enable
erase signal to thereby enable the copied pro-
gram to be reproduced; and

if the reproducible number is below the repro-
duction number of tape or the maximum repro-
ducible time is below the reproduction time of
tape. turning on the enable erase signal to
make the reproduction ot the copied program
impossible so that part at or the whole program
recorded on cassette tape is erased.

An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 14 or claim
15, wherein part of the control word is contained in
the CPTC information.

An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 20, where-
in the remainder of the control word is contained in
the ECM.

. An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting systemas claimed in claim 20. where-
in the remainder of the control word is contained in
the EMM.

An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting systemas claimed in claim 14 orcbim
15. wherein the Whole control word is contained in
the ECM.

An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 14 or claim
15. wherein the whole control word is contained in
the EMM.

An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 14. further
comprising a reproduction and rerecording step 01:
decrypting the bit stream recorded and reproduced
on cassette tape. analyzing the CPTC information.

deciding whether to allow rerecording, recording
the result on cassette tape. filtering the control
word. and performing descrambling and decoding
to output an audio/video signal.
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An illegal view/copy protection method tor a digital
broadcasting system asclaimed in claim 25. where-

in said audio/video reproduction and rereccrding
step comprises the steps oi:

liltering the bit stream recorded and reproduced
on video tape, and decrypting the CPTC infor-
mation;

analyzing the CPTC iniormation to generate
control words and a signal lor controlling the
protection oi copyright and update the CPTC
iniormation;

deciding whether to allow recording according
to the signal at controlling the protection of cop-
yright, and recording the scrambled and trans-
mitted bit stream on cassette tape; and
descrambling and decoding the transmitted bit
stream in control words to output an audio/Vid-
eo signal.

An illegal view/copy protection method tor a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 26, where-
in said audio/video reproduction and rerecording
step comprises the step oi deciding whether to al-
low post-reproduction according to the signal lor
controlling the protection of copyright to thereby
erase pan ol orthe whole data recorded on cassette
tape.

An illegal view/copy protection method l0i a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 25, where-
in said EMFl contains inlorrnation required lor de-
coding iniormation

An illegal view/copy protection method tor a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 28, lunher
comprising the step at storing and processing EMM
in which. in case that the EMM is updated by a
broadcasting station lor the purpose oi copyright
protection, the EMM having information required to
decode the CPTC iniormation is stored in order to
continuously reproduce programs ol copied cas-
sette tape.

An illegal view/copy protection method for a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 29, where-
in an ID number indicative oi updating the EMM is
recorded on said cassette tape.

An illegal view/copy protection method tor a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 30. where-
in the EMM is stored to which the updating state and
the ID number oi cassette tape are mapped.

An illegal view/copy protection method lor a digital
broadcasting system as claimed in claim 31 , where-
in said EMM storing and processing step comprises
the steps of:

storing all EMM to be updated and correspond-
ing ID iniormation;

selecting the latest EMM in recording cassette
tape;

recording a corresponding ID number; and
selecting an EMM corresponding to the ID
number recorded on cassette tape in reproduc-
ing the cassette tape,

w 33. An illegal view/copy protection apparatus tor a dig-
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ital broadcasting system comprising:

a program producing portion tor multiplexing in-
iormation encrypted both with the control word
tor scrambling and the CPTC inlomiation tor
prohibiting illegal view/copy, and the audio/vid-
eo bit stream scrambled in control words, to
thereby make a program;
a distribution medium portion for distributing
programs made in said program producing por-
tion through a transmission medium; and
a program receiving portion lor detecting and
analyzing the CPTC inlorrnation lrom the bit
stream transmitted lrcm said distribution medi-

um portion and the bit stream reproduced lrom
cassette tape, and descrambling and decoding
the bit stream transmitted lrom said distribution
medium portion,

34. An illegal view/copy protection apparatus tor a dig-
ital broadcasting system as clairned in claim 33,
wherein said program producing portion compris-
ing:

a control word generator tor generating a con-
trol word lor scrambling;
a CPTC generator tor generating the CPTC in-
formation for prohibiting illegal view/copy;
a scrambling portion lor scrambling the audio]
video bit stream using the control word output
from said control word generator.
an encrypting portion for encrypting the control
word output lrom said control word generator
and the CPTC iniormation output from said
CPTC generator. and

an adder lor multiplexing the signals output
from said scrambling portion and encrypting
portion and transmitting them to said distribu-
tion medium portion.

35. An illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 33.
wherein said distribution medium portion compris-es:

a broadcasting medium for distributing the pro-
gram made by said program producing portion
through cable, satellite or terrestrial broadcast-
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39.

ing; and

a recordingmedium for distributing the program
made by said program producing portion
through cassette tape.

An illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 35.
wherein said program receiving portion comprises:

a decrypting portion for decrypting the bit
stream transmitted from said broadcasting me-
dium;

a CPTC detecting/analyzing portion for delect—
ing and analyzing the CPTC information from
the bit stream output from said decrypting por-
tion and recording medium. and outputting sig-
nals for controlling the control word and illegal
view/copy;
a descrambling portion for descrambling the bit
stream transmitted from said broadcasting me-
dium and recording medium and the bit stream
reproduced from cassette tape;
a decoding portion for decoding and displaying
the signal output from said descrambling portio;
and

a recording/reproducing portion for recording
the bit stream transmitted from said broadcast-

ing medium and recording medium according
to the signal output from said CPTC detecting!
analyzing portion. and reproducing cassette
tape, to thereby output the result to said do-
scrambling portion and CPTC detecting/ana'
lyzing portion.

An illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 33.
wherein said CPTC information is formatted in a

generational copy control field for limiting the
number of copy available, and a reproducibility con-
trol field for limiting the reproduction of a copied pro-
gram.

An illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 37,
wherein said CPTC information is fonnatted further
containing a descrambling inlorrnation field where
the whole or part of the control words for descram-
bling are recorded.

An illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 37,
wherein said CPTC information is formatted further
containing a CA field where CA information for con-
ditional access is recorded.

An illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim
37.wherein said generational copy control fietd is
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made up of a permissible generational field tor lim-

iting the number of copy permissible and a present
generational field for indicating the present gener-
ation of a program copied.

An illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
ital brcadcasting system as claimed in claim 37,

wherein said reproduction control field is made up
of e reproducble number field for limiting the
number of reproducing a copied program. and a
maximum reproducible time field for limiting time to
reproduce the copied program.

An illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 33.
wherein the data recorded on cassette tape con-
tains scrambled audio/Video bit stream and CPTC
information

. An illegal view/copy protection apparatus fora dig-
ital broadcasting 'system as claimed in claim 42.
wherein said CPTC information is overwritten on
the scrambled audio/video bit stream for the error

effect and recorded on cassette tape.

An illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 42.
wherein said CPTC information is recorded on a

portion of any of the audio track of cassette tape.
the control track of cassette tape, or the video track
of cassette tape.

An illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 33.
wherein said all of the control word is contained in
the CPTC information.

An illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 33.
wherein said bit stream transmitted contains ECM
and EMM.

An illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 46,
wherein part of the control word is contained in the
CPTC information.

. An illegal view/copy protection apparatus fora dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 47.
wherein the remainder of the control word is con.
tained in the ECM.

An illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 47.
wherein the remainder of the control Word is con-
tained in the EMM.

An illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
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ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 46.
wherein the whole control word is contained in the
ECM.

An illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 46,
wherein the whole control word is contained in the
EMM

An illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 46.
wherein said program receiving portion comprises:

an lFtD for receiving, decoding and descram-
bling the bit stream transmitted from said
broadcasting medium. outputting analog audiol
video data to be displayed and outputting
scrambled digital audio/video data to be re-
corded on cassette tape; and
a smart card for decrypting the bit stream output
from said IRD. detecting/analyzing the CPTC
information. and outputting the control word
and signals for controlling illegal view/copy to
said lRD in order to perform conditional access
and copy protection.

An illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim
52,wherein said program receiving portion further
comprises a lookup table for, in case that the EMM
is updated by a broadcasting station for the purpose
of copyright protection, storing EMM having infor-
mation required to decode the CPTC information,
and outputting CPTC inlormation corresponding in
reproduction to said smart card in order to continuv
ously reproduce the program of copied cassette
tape.

An illegal view/copy protection apparatus tor a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 52.
wherein said program receiving portion further com~
prises a DVCFi lor recording the digital audio/video
data and CPTC information scrambled and output
from said IRD on cassette tape, and reproducing
the scrambled digital audio/video data and CPTC

information recorded on cassette tape to be output
to said IFtD.

An illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 54,
wherein said smart card comprises:

an ECM filter for filtering the ECM from the bit
stream output from said lFlD;
a CPTC/tape state signal filter for filtering the
CPTC information and the tape state signal in-
dicative of the state of tape from the bit stream
output from said lFlD;
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an EMM filter lorfittering the EMM from the bit
stream output from said IRD;
a lookup table for, in case that the EMM is up-
dated for copyright protection by a broadcast-
ing station, storing the previous EMM contain-
ing information required to decode the CPTC
information. and outputting CPTC information
corresponding in reproduction in order to con-
tinuously reproduce the program of cassette
tape copied;

an EMM processing portion for processing the
EMM using the EMM output from said EMM fil-
ter and Iookup table and the tape state signal
output from said CPTC/tape slate signal filter;
a CPTC processing portion for processing the
CPTC information using the signals output from
said CPTC/tape state signal filter and EMM
processing portion; and
a CA processing portion for outputting control
word CW using the signals output from said
ECM filler and EMM processing portion.

56. An illegal view/copy protection apparatus lor a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 54,
wherein said smart card comprises:

an ECM filter for filtering the ECM from the bit
stream output from said lFlD;

an EMM filter for filtering the EMM containing
the EMM from the bit stream output from said
lFtD;

a tape state signal filter for filtering the tape
stale signal output from said IRD;
a lookup table for, in case that the EMM is up-
dated lor copyright protection by a broadcast-
ing station. storing the previous EMM contain-
ing information required to decode the CPTC
information, and outputting CPTC inlormation
corresponding in reproduction in order to con-
tinuously reproduce the program 01 cassette
tape copied;

an EMM processing portion for processing the
EMM using the EMM output from said EMM fil—
ter and lookup table and the tape state signal
output from said tape state signal filter,
a CPTC processing portion for processing the
CPTC information using the signals output from
said EMM lilter and tape state signal filter. to
thereby output ECM, enable erase signal and
ID signal: and
a CA processing portion for outputting control
word CW using the signals output from said
ECM litter and EMM processing portion.

57. An illegal view/copy protection apparatus for a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 54,
wherein said DVCR comprises:
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a deck mechanism;

a recording/reproducing portion lor recording
digital data on cassette tape according to said

50. An illegal view/copy protection apparatus tor a dig-
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 59,
wherein said IHD comprises:

deck mechanism and reproducing the digital
data recorded on cassette tape;

a reproduction number detecting/updating por-
tion lor detecting/updating the reproduction
number from the digital data reproduced lrom
said recording/reproducing portion, and output-
ting it to said lFiD in order to rerecord it in said
recording/reproducing portion;
a digital data processing portion lor processing
the digital data reproducedlrom said recording!
reproducing portion, outputting it to said mo.
and outputting switching position information
for recording and reproducing;
a recording/playback switching portion ior out-
putting a switching signal ior controlling the re-
production number, the reproduction oi digital
data and the recording ol the updated repro-
duction number using the switching position in-
lorrnation output lrom said digital data process-
ing portion; and
an error correction encoder/decoder tor cor-

recting the error ol data output lrom said digital
data processing portion, and encoding and de-
coding the data to be output to said digital data
processing ponion.

10

15

a digital output controller tor receiving the con-
trol word and signals lor controlling illegal view/
copy output from said CPTC detecting]
processing portion, and controlling the output
at the scrambled digital audio/video data output
from said reproducing ponion in order to display
them;

a descrambler tor descrambling the scrambled
digital audio/video data output lrom said digital
output controller according to the control mrd
Output from said digital output controller. and
a dispby processing ponion tor processing and
outputting the digital audio/video data output
lrom said descrambler in order to display them.

20 61. An illegal view/copy protection apparatus lora dig—

25

ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 35,
wherein said program receiving ponion comprises:

a DVCR for reproducing the scrambled digital
audio/video data and CPTC inlonnation record—

ed on cassette tape through a recording medi-
um, and outputting them to said IFlD;
an IFlD tor decoding/descrambling the bit
stream transmitted lrom said DVCR. and out~

58. An illegal view/copy protection apparatus tor a dig- 30
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 35,
wherein said program receiving ponion comprises:

putting analog audio/video data to be dis-
pbyed; and

asman cardlor decryptingthe bit streamoulput
lrom said IFiD, detectinglanalyzing the CPTC,
and outputting the control word and signals ior
controlling copying to said lFiD to thereby per-
form copy protection and/or conditional access.

a DVCR ior detecting/analyzing the CPTC in-
lorrnation item the bit stream transmitted lrom 35

said recording medium, outputting a control
word and signals lor controlling illegal view/
copy, and reproducing scrambled digital audio/
video data; and

an lFtD ior receiving the control word and sig- 40
nals tor controlling illegal view/copy output lrom

52. An illegal view/copy protection apparatus tor a dig—
ital broadcasting system as clairned in claim 54 or
claim 61, wherein said lFlD comprises:

said DVCFl 232, descrambling the scrambled
digital audio/video data, and outputting analog
audio/video data to be displayed or recorded.

a recording/digital output controller tor decod-
ing the bit stream transmitted lrom the broad-

casting medium and DVCFt, outputting to said
‘5 sman card, receiving the control word and sig-

59. An illegal view/copy protection apparatus tor a dig- nals tor controlling illegal view/copy output lrom
ital broadcasting system as claimed in claim 58. said smart card. and controlling the output oi
wherein said DVCH comprises: the scrambled digital audio/Video data tor the

purpose at recording and dispLaying:
a CPTC detecting/processing ponion tor de- 50 adescrambler lor descrambling the scrambled
testing/analyzing the CPTC inlom'ration lrom digital audio/Video data output lrom said re-
the bit stream transmitted lrorn said recording cordingldigital output controller according to
medium, and outputting the control word and the control word output lrorn said recording/dig-
signals tor illegal view/copy; and ital output controller, and
a reproducing portion lor reproducing the bit 55 adispk-Jy processing portion tor processing and
stream transmitted lrornsaid rwording medium outputting the digital auanideo data output
and outputting it to said IHD. lrom said descrambler to be displayed.

21
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Description

The present invention relates to the field of distribution and usage rights enforcement for digitally encoded works.
A fundamental issue facing the publishing and information industries as they consider electronic publishing is how

to prevent the unauthorized and unaccounted distribution or usage of electronically published materials. Electronically
published materials are typically distributed in a digital form and recreated on a computer based system having the
capability to recreate the materials. Audio and video recordings, software, books and multimedia works are all being
electronically published. Companies in these industries receive royalties for each accounted for delivery of the mate-
rials, eg. the sale of an audio CD at a retail outlet. Any unaccounted distribution of a work results in an unpaid royalty
(e.g. copying the audio recording CD to another digital medium.)

The ease in which electronically published works can be 'perlectly' reproduced and distributed is a major concern.
The transmission of digital works over networks is commonplace. One such widely used network is the Internet. The

Internet is a widespread network facility by which computer users in many universities, corporations and government
entities communicate and trade ideas and information. Computer bulletin boards found on the Internet and commercial

networks such as CompuServ and Prodigy allow for the posting and retrieving of digital information. Information services
such as Dialog and LEXIS/NEXIS provide databases of current information on a wide variety of topics. Another factor
which will exacerbate the situation is the development and expansion of the National Information Infrastructure (the
NH). It is anticipated that, as the NH grows, the transmission of digital works over networks will increase many times
over. It would be desirable to utilize the NH for distribution of digital works without the fear of widespread unauthorized
copying.

The most straightforward way to curb unaccounted distribution is to prevent unauthorized copying and transmis-
sion. For existing materials that are distributed in digital form, various safeguards are used. In the case of software,

copy protection schemes which limit the number of copies that can be made or which corrupt the output when copying
is detected have been employed. Another scheme causes software to become disabled after a predetermined period
of time has lapsed. A technique used for workstation based software is to require that a special hardware device must

be present on the workstation in order for the software to run, e.g., see US-A-4,932,054 entitled 'Method and Apparatus
for Protecting Computer Software Utilizing Coded Filter Network in Conjunction with an Active Coded Hardware Device.

' Such devices are provided with the software and are commonly referred to as dongles.

Yet another scheme is to distribute software, but which requires a 'key' to enable its use. This is employed in
distribution schemes where 'demos' of the software are provided on a medium along with the entire product. The
demos can be freely used, but in order to use the actual product, the key must be purchased. These schemes do not
hinder copying of the software once the key is initially purchased.

It is an object of the present invention to provide an improved system and method for controlling the use and
distribution of digital works.

The invention accordingly provides a system and method as claimed in the accompanying claims.
A system for controlling use and distribution of digital works is disclosed. A digital work is any written, aural, graph-

lcal or video based work that has been translated to or created in a digital form, and which can be recreated using
suitable rendering means such as software programs. The present invention allows the owner of a digital work to attach
usage rights to their work The usage rights define how the digital work may be used and distributed. These usage
rights become part of the digital work and are always honored.

Instances of usage rights are defined using a flexible and extensible usage rights grammar. Conceptually, a right
in the usage rights grammar is a label associated with a predetermined behavior and conditions to exercising the right.
For example, a COPY right denotes that a copy of the digital work may be made. A condition to exercising the right is
that the requester must pass certain security criteria. Conditions may also be attached to limit the right itself. For
example, a LOAN right may be defined so as to limit the duration of which a work may be LOANed.

In the present invention a usage right is comprised of a right code along with the various conditions for exercising
the right. Such conditions include a copy-count condition for limiting the number of times a right can be concurrently
exercised (e.g. limit the numberof copies on loan to some predetermined number), a security class condition for insuring
that a repository has an appropriate level of security, access conditions for specifying access tests that must be passed,

a time specification for indicating time based constraints for exercising a right and a fee specification for indicating
usage fees for the exercise of a right. A digital work may have different versions of a right attached thereto. A version
of a right will have the same right code as other versions, but the conditions (and typically the fees) would be different.

Digital works and their attached usage rights are stored in repositories. Digital works are transmitted between

repositories. Repositories interact to exchange digital works according to a predetermined set of usage transactions

steps. The behavior of a usage right is embodied in a predetermined set of usage transactions steps. The usage
transaction steps further check all conditions which must be satisfied before the right may be exercised. These usage
transaction steps define a protocol used by the repositories for requesting the exercise of a right and the carrying out
of a right.
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A system and method in accordance with the invention will now be described, by way of example, with reference
to the accompanying drawings, in which:-

Figure 1 is a flowchart illustrating a simple instantiation of the operation of the currently preferred embodiment of
the present invention.

Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating the various repository types and the repository transaction flow between
them in the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 3 is a block diagram of a repository coupled with a credit server in the currently preferred embodiment of
the present invention.

Figures 4a and 4b are examples of rendering systems as may be utilized in the currently preferred embodiment
of the present invention.

Figure 5 illustrates a contents file layout for a digital work as may be utilized in the currently preferred embodiment
of the present invention.

Figure 6 illustrates a contents file layout for an individual digital work of the digital work of Figure 5 as may be
utilized in the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 7 illustrates the components of a description block of the currently preferred embodiment of the present
invention. .

Figure 8 illustrates a description tree for the contents file layout of the digital work illustrated in Figure 5.
Figure 9 illustrates a portion of a description tree corresponding to the individual digital work illustrated in Figure 6.
Figure 10 illustrates a layout for the rights portion of a description block as may be utilized in the currently preferred

embodiment of the present invention.
Figure 11 is a description tree wherein certain d-blocks have PRINT usage rights and is used to illustrate 'strict'

and 'lenient' rules for resolving usage rights conflicts.
Figure 12 is a block diagram of the hardware components of a repository as are utilized in the currently preferred

embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 13 is a block diagram of the functional (logical) components of a repository as are utilized in the currently
preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 14 is diagram illustrating the basic components of a usage right in the currently preferred embodiment of
the present invention.

Figure 15 lists the usage rights grammar of the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention.
Figure 16 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of certificate delivery, hotlist checking and performance testing as

performed in a registration transaction as may be perlon'ned in the currently preferred embodiment of the present
invention.

Figure 17 is a flowchart illustrating the steps of session information exchange and clock synchronization as may
be performed in the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention, after each repository in the registration
transaction has successfully completed the steps described in Figure 16.

Figure 18 is a flowchart illustrating the basic flow for a usage transaction, including the common opening and
closing step, as may be performed in the currently preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 19 is a state diagram of server and client repositories in accordance with a transport protocol followed when
moving a digital work from the server to the client repositories, as may be performed in the currently preferred embod-
iment of the present invention.

OVERVIEW

A system for controlling use and distribution of digital works is disclosed. The present invention is directed to
supporting commercial transactions involving digital works.

Herein the terms "digital work', 'work' and 'content' refer to any work that has been reduced to a digital repre-
sentation. This would include any audio, video, text, or multimedia work and any accompanying interpreter (e.g. soft-
ware) that may be required for recreating the work. The term composite work refers to a digital work comprised of a
collection of other digital works. The term “usage rights' or 'rights' is a term which refers to rights granted to a recipient

of a digital work. Generally, these rights define how a digital work can be used and if it can be further distributed. Each
usage right may have one or more specified conditions which must be satisfied before the right may be exercised.

Figure 1 is a high level flowchart omitting various details but which demonstrates the basic operation of the present
invention. Referring to Figure 1, a creator creates a digital work, step 101. The creator will then determine appropriate

usage rights and fees, attach them to the digital work, and store them in Repository 1, step 102. The determination of
appropriate usage rights and fees will depend on various economic factors. The digital work remains securely in Re-
pository 1 until a request for access is received. The request for access begins with a session initiation by another
repository. Here a Repository 2 initiates a session with Repository 1, step 103. As will be described in greater detail
below, this session initiation includes steps which helps to insure that the respective repositories are trustworthy As-
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suming that a session can be established, Repository 2 may then request access to the Digital Work for a stated
purpose, step 104. The purpose may be, for example, to print the digital work or to obtain a copy of the digital work.
The purpose will correspond to a specific usage right. In any event, Repository 1 checks the usage rights associated

with the digital work to determine if the access to the digital work may be granted, step 105. The check of the usage
rights essentially involves a determination of whether a right associated with the access request has been attached to
the digital work and if all conditions associated with the right are satisfied. if the access is denied, repository 1 terminates
the session with an error message, step 106. If access is granted, repository 1 transmits the digital work to repository
2, step 107. Once the digital work has been transmitted to repository 2, repository 1 and 2 each generate billing infor-
mation for the access which is transmitted to a credit server, step 108. Such double billing reporting is done to insure
against attempts to circumvent the billing process.

Figure 2 illustrates the basic interactions between repository types in the present invention. As will become apparent
from Figure 2, the various repository types will serve different functions. It is fundamental that repositories will share

a core set of functionality which will enable secure and trusted communications. Referring to Figure 2, a repository
201 represents the general instance of a repository. The repository 201 has two modes of operation; a server mode
and a requester mode. When in the server mode, the repository will be receiving and processing access requests to
digital works. When in the requester mode, the repository will be initiating requests to access digital works. Repository
201 is general in the sense that its primary purpose is as an exchange medium for digital works. During the course of
operation, the repository 201 may communicate with a plurality of other repositories, namely authorization repository
202, rendering repository 203 and master repository 204. Communication between repositories occurs utilizing a re-
pository transaction protocol 205.

Communication with an authorization repository 202 may occur when a digital work being accessed has a condition
requiring an authorization. Conceptually, an authorization is a digital certificate such that possession of the certificate
is required to gain access to the digital work. An authorization is itself a digital work that can be moved between

repositories and subjected to fees and usage rights conditions. An authorization may be required by both repositories
involved in an access to a digital work.

Communication with a rendering repository 203 occurs in connection with the rendering of a digital work. As will
be described in greater detail below, a rendering repository is coupled with a rendering device (eg. a printer device)
to comprise a rendering system.

Communication with a master repository 205 occurs in connection with obtaining an identification certificate. lden-
tification certificates are the means by which a repository is identified as 'trustworthy'. The use of identification certif-
icates is described below with respect to the registration transaction.

Figure 3 illustrates the repository 201 coupled to a credit server 301. The credit server 301 is a device which

accumulates billing information for the repository 201. The credit server 301 communicates with repository 201 via
billing transactions 302 to record billing transactions. Billing transactions are reported to a billing clearinghouse 303
by the credit server 301 on a periodic basis. The credit server 301 communicates to the billing clearinghouse 303 via
clearinghouse transactions 304. The clearinghouse transactions 304 enable a secure and encrypted transmission of
information to the billing clearinghouse 303.

RENDERING SYSTEMS

A rendering system is generally defined as a system comprising a repository and a rendering device which can
render a digital work into its desired form. Examples of a rendering system may be a computer system, a digital audio

system, or a printer. A rendering system has the same security features as a repository. The coupling of a rendering
repository with the rendering device may occur in a manner suitable for the type of rendering device.

Figure 4a illustrates a printer as an example of a rendering system. Referring to Figure 4, printer system 401 has

contained therein a printer repository 402 and a print device 403. It should be noted that the the dashed line defining
printer system 401 defines a secure system boundary. Communications within the boundary are assumed to be secure,

Depending on the security level, the boundary also represents a barrier intended to provide physical integrity. The
printer repository 402 is an instantiation of the rendering repository 205 of Figure 2. The printer repository 402 will in
some instances contain an ephemeral copy of a digital work which remains until it is printed out by the print engine
403. In other instances, the printer repository 402 may contain digital works such as fonts, which will remain and can
be billed based on use. This design assures that all communication lines between printers and printing devices are

encrypted, unless they are within a physically secure boundary. This design feature eliminates a potential 'fault' point
through which the digital work could be improperly obtained. The printer device 403 represents the printer components
used to create the printed output.

Also illustrated in Figure 4a is the repository 404. The repository 404 is coupled to the printer repository 402. The
repository 404 represents an external repository which contains digital works.

Figure 4b is an example of a computer system as a rendering system. A computer system may constitute a 'multi—
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function' device since it may execute digital works (e.g. software programs) and display digital works (eg. a digitized
photograph). Logically, each rendering device can be viewed as having its own repository, although only one physical
repository is needed. Referring to Figure 4b, a computer system 410 has contained therein a display/execution repos-
itory 411. The display/execution repository 411 is coupled to display device, 412 and execution device 413. The dashed

5 box surrounding the computer system 410 represents a security boundary within which communications are assumed
to be secure. The display/execution repository 411 is further coupled to a credit server 414 to report any fees to be
billed for access to a digital work and a repository 415 for accessing digital works stored therein.

STRUCTURE OF DIGITAL WORKS
10

Usage rights are attached directly to digital works. Thus, it is important to understand the structure of a digital work.
The structure of a digital work, in particular composite digital works, may be naturally organized into an acyclic structure
such as a hierarchy. For example, a magazine has various articles and photographs which may have been created
and are owned by different persons. Each of the articles and photographs may represent a node in a hierarchical

15 structure. Consequently, controls, i.e. usage rights, may be placed on each node by the creator. By enabling control

and fee billing to be associated with each node, a creator 01 a work can be assured that the rights and fees are not
circumvented.

In the currently preferred embodiment, the file information for a digital work is divided into two files: a 'contents'
file and a 'description tree' file. From the perspective of a repository, the 'contents' file is a stream of addressable

20 bytes whose format depends completely on the interpreter used to play, display or print the digital work. The description
tree file makes it possible to examine the rights and fees for a work without reference to the content of the digital work.
It should be noted that the term description tree as used herein refers to any type of acyclic structure used to represent

the relationship between the various components of a digital work.
Figure 5 illustrates the layout of a contents file. Referring to Figure 5, a digital work is comprised of story A 510,

25 advertisement 511, story B 512 and story C 513. It is assumed that the digital work is stored starting at a relative
address of 0. Each of the parts of the digital work are stored linearly so that story A 510 is stored at approximately
addresses 0-30,000, advertisement 511 at addresses 30,001-40,000, story B 512 at addresses 40,001—60,000 and

story C 513 at addresses 60,001-85K. The detail of story A 510 is illustrated in Figure 6. Referring to Figure 6, the
story A 510 is further broken down to show text 614 stored at address 0-1500, soldier photo 615 at addresses

30 1501 -10,000, graphics 616 stored at addresses 10,001-25,000 and sidebar 617 stored address 25,001 -30,000. Note
that the data in the contents file may be compressed (for saving storage) or encrypted (for security).

From Figures 5 and 6 it is readily observed that a digital work can be represented by its component parts as a
hierarchy. The description tree for a digital work is comprised of a set of related descriptor blocks (d-blocks). The
contents of each d-block is described with respect to Figure 7. Referring to Figure 7, a d-block 700 includes an identifier

35 701 which is a unique identifier for the work in the repository, a starting address 702 providing the start address of the

first byte of the work, a length 703 giving the number of bytes in the work, a rights portion 704 wherein the granted
usage rights and their status data are maintained, a parent pointer 705 for pointing to a parent d-block and child pointers
706 for pointing to the child d—blocks. In the currently preferred embodiment, the identifier 701 has two parts. The first
part is a unique number assigned to the repository upon manufacture. The second part is a unique number assigned

40 to the work upon creation. The rights portion 704 will contain a data structure, such as a look—up table, wherein the
various information associated with a right is maintained. The information required by the respective usage rights is
described in more detail below. D-blocks form a strict hierarchy. The top d-block of a work has no parent; all other d-

blocks have one parent. The relationship of usage rights between parent and child d-blocks and how conflicts are
resolved is described below.

46 A special type of d-block is a 'shell' d-block. A shell d-block adds no new content beyond the content of its parts.
A shell d-block is used to add rights and fee information, typically by distributors of digital works.

Figure 8 illustrates a description tree for the digital work of Figure 5. Referring to Figure 8, atop d-block 820 for
the digital work points to the various ’stories and advertisements contained therein. Here, the top d-block 820 points to
d-block 821 (representing story A 510), d-block 822 (representing the advertisement 511), d-block 823 (representing

50 story B 512) and and d-block 824 (representing story C 513).
The portion of the description tree for Story A 510 is illustrated in Figure 9. D-block 925 represents text 614, d-

block 926 represents photo 615, d-block 927 represents graphics 616 by and d-block 928 represents sidebar 617.
The rights portion 704 of a descriptor block is further illustrated in Figure 10. Figure 10 illustrates a structure which

is repeated in the rights portion 704 for each right. Referring to Figure 10, each right will have a right code field 1050
55 and status infomiation field 1052. The right code field 1050 will contain a unique code assigned to a right. The status

information field 1052 will contain information relating to the state of a right and the digital work. Such infomiation is

indicated below in Table 1. The rights as stored in the rights portion 704 may typically be in numerical order based on
the right oode. .
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TABLE 1

 DIGITAL WORK STATE INFORMATION 

 Property Value  
 Copies-in-Use A counter of the number of copies oi a work that are in use. Incremented when

another copy is used; decremented when use is completed.
 

  
  Loan-Period Time—Units Indicator oi the maximum number oi time-units that a document can be loaned

out
  

 Leaner-Copy Boolean  indicator that the current work is a loaned out copy oi an authorized digital work.

  Remaining-Time Time-Units Indicator oi the remaining time oi use on a metered document right.  
     Document-Descr String A string containing various identifying iniormation about a document. The exact

format oi this is not specified, but it can include iniormation such as a publisher
name, author name, ISBN number, and so on.

RO-Descr A handle identifying a revenue ownerfor a digital work. This is used for reporting
usage fees.

Date-Descr The date that the digital work was published.

History-Rec A list oi events recording the repostories and dates ior operations that copy,
transier, backup, or restore a digital work.

  
  

 
Revenue-Owner

  Publication-Date

 
 H istory-Iist
  
  

The approach for representing digtal works by separating description data irom content assumes that parts oi a
file are contiguous but takes no position on the actual representation of content. In particular, it is neutral to the question
oi whether content representation may take an object oriented approach. It would be natural to represent content as

objects. In principle, it may be convenient to have content objects that include the billing structure and rights iniormation
that is represented in the d-blocks. Such variations in the design of the representation are possible and are viable
alternatives but may introduce processing overhead, eg. the interpretation oi the objects.

Digital works are stored in a repository as part of a hierarchical iile system. Folders (also termed directories and
sub-directories) contain the digital works as well as other iolders. Digital works and iolders in a iolder are ordered in
alphabetical order. The digital works are typed to reflect how the iiles are used, Usage rights can be attached to folders
so that the iolder itself is treated as a digital work. Access to the iolder would then be handled in the same fashion as

any other digital work As will be described in more detail below, the contents of the iolder are subject to their own rights.
Moreover, file management rights may be attached to the iolder which define how iolder contents can be managed.

ATTACHING USAGE RIGHTS TO A DIGITAL WORK

It is iundamental to the present invention that the usage rights are treated as part of the digital work As the digital
work is distributed, the scope oi the granted usage rights will remain the same or may be narrowed. For example, when

a digital work is transierred irom a document sewer to a repository, the usage rights may include the right to loan a
copy ior a predetermined period of time (called the original rights). When the repository loans out a copy of the digital
work, the usage rights in the leaner copy (called the next set of rights) could be set to prohibit any iurther rights to loan
out the copy. The basic idea is that one cannot grant more rights than they have.

The attachment of usage rights into a digital work may occur in a variety of ways. Ii the usage rights will be the
same for an entire digital work, they could be attached when the digital work is processed ior deposit in the digital work
server. In the case of a digital work having difierent usage rights for the various components, this can be done as the

digital work is being created. An authoring tool or digital work assembling tool could be utilized which provides ior an
. automated process of attaching the usage rights.

As will be described below, when a digital work is copied, transierred or loaned, a 'next set oi rights' can be
specified. The“next set of rights' will be attached to the digital work as it is transported.

Resolving Conflicting Rights

Because each part oi a digital work may have its own usage rights, there will be instances where the rights of a
'contained part' are diiierent from its parent or container part. As a result, conflict rules must be established to dictate
when and how a right may be exercised. The hierarchical structure of a digital work iacilitates the eniorcement of such
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rules. A 'strict' rule would be as follows: a right for a part in a digital work is sanctioned if and only if it is sanctioned
for the part, for ancestor d-blocks containing the part and for all descendent dblocks. By sanctioned, it is meant that
(1) each of the respective pans must have the right, and (2) any conditions for exercising the right are satisfied.

It also possible to implement the present invention using a more lenient rule. In the more lenient rule, access to
the part may be enabled to the descendent pans which have the right. but access is denied to the descendents which
do not.

An example of applying both the strict rule and lenient is illustrated with reference to Figure 11. Referring to Figure
.11, a root d-block 1101 has child d—blocks 1102—1105. In this case, root d-block represents a magazine, and each of

the child d-blocks 1102-1105 represent articles in the magazine. Suppose that a request is made to PRINT the digital
work represented by root dblock 1101 wherein the strict rule is followed. The rights for the root dblock 1101 and child
d-blocks 1102-1105 are then examined. Root d-block 1101 and child d-blocks 1102 and 1105 have been granted PRINT

rights. Child d-block 1103 has not been granted PRINT rights and child d-block 1104 has PRINT rights conditioned on
payment of a usage fee.

Under the strict rule the PRINT right cannot be exercised because the child d-block does not have the PRINT right.
Under the lenient rule, the result would be different. The digital works represented by child d-blocks 1102 and 1105

could be printed and the digital work represented by d-block 1104 could be printed so long as the usage fee is paid.
Only the digital work represented by dblock 1103 could not be printed. This same result would be accomplished under
the strict rule if the requests were directed to each of the individual digital works.

The present invention supports various combinations of allowing and disallowing access. Moreover, as will be
described below, the usage rights grammar permits the owner of a digital work to specify if constraints may be imposed
on the work by a container part. The manner in which digital works may be sanctioned because of usage rights conflicts
would be implementation specific and would depend on the nature of the digital works.

REPOSITORI ES

In the description of Figure 2, it was indicated that repositories come in various forms. All repositories provide a
core set of services forthe transmission of digital works. The manner in which digital works are exchanged is the basis
for all transaction between repositories. The various repository types differ in the ultimate functions that they perform.
Repositories may be devices themselves, or they may be incorporated into other systems. An example is the rendering
repository 203 of Figure 2.

A repository will have associated with it a repository identifier. Typically, the repository identifier would be a unique
number assigned to the repository at the time of manufacture. Each repository will also be classified as being in a
particular security class. Certain communications and transactions may be conditioned on a repository being in a
particular security class. The various security classes are described in greater detail below

As a prerequisite to operation, a repository will require possession of an identification certificate. Identification
certificates are encrypted to prevent forgery and are issued by a Master repository A master repository plays the role

of an authorization agent to enable repositories to receive digital works. Identification certificates must be updated on
a periodic basis. Identification certificates are described in greater detail below with respect to the registration trans-
action.

A repository has both a hardware and functional embodiment. The functional embodiment is typically software
executing on the hardware embodiment. Aftematively, the functional embodiment may be embedded in the hardware
embodiment such as an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) chip.

The hardware embodiment of a repository will be enclosed in a secure housing which if compromised, may cause
the repository to be disabled. The basic components of the hardware embodiment of a repository are described with
reference to Figure 12. Referring to Figure 12, a repository is comprised of a processing means 1200, storage system
1207, clock 1205 and extemal interface 1206. The processing means 1200 is comprised of a processor element 1201

and processor memory 1202. The processing means 1201 provides controller, repository transaction and usage rights
transaction functions for the repository. Various functions in the operation of the repository such as decryption and/or

decompression of digital works and transaction messages are also performed by the processing means 1200. The

processor element 1201 may be a microprocessor or other suitable computing component. The processor memory
1202 would typically be further comprised of Read Only Memories (ROM) and Random Access Memories (RAM). Such
memories would contain the software instructions utilized by the processor element 1201 in performing the functions
of the repository. .

The storage system 1207 is further comprised of descriptor storage 1203 and content storage 1204. The description
tree storage 1203 will store the description tree for the digital work and the content storage will store the associated
content. The description tree storage 1203 and content storage 1204 need not be of the same type of storage medium,
nor are they necessarily on the same physical device. So for example, the descriptor storage 1203 may be stored on
a solid state storage (for rapid retrieval of the description tree information), while the content storage 1204 may be on
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a high capacity storage such as an optical disk.

The clock 1205 is used to time-stamp various time based conditions for usage rights or for metering usage fees
which may be associated with the digital works. The clock 1205 will have an uninterruptable power supply, e.g. a
battery, in orderto maintain the integrity of the time-stamps. The external interface means 1206 provides forthe signal
connection to other repositories and to a credit sewer The external interface means 1206 provides for the exchange
of signals via such standard interfaces such as RS—232 or Personal Computer Manufacturers Card industry Association
(PCMCIA) standards, or FDDl. The external interface means 1206 may also provide network connectivity

The functional embodiment of a repository is described with reference to Figure 13. Referring to Figure 13, the
functional embodiment is comprised of an operating system 1301. core repository services 1302, usage transaction
handlers 1303, repository specific functions, 1304 and a user interface 1305. The operating system 1301 is specific
to the repository and would typically depend on the type of processor being used. The operating system 1301 would
also provide the basic services for controlling and interfacing between the basic components of the repository.

The core repository services 1302 comprise a set of functions required by each and every repository. The core
repository services 1302 include the session initiation transactions which are defined in greater detail below This set
of services also includes a generic ticket agent which is used to 'punch' a digital ticket and a generic authorization
server for processing authorization specifications. Digital tickets and authorizations are specific mechanisms for con-
trolling the distribution and use of digital works and are described in more detail below. Note that coupled to the core
repository services are a plurality of identification certificates 1306. The identification certificates 1306 are required to
enable the use of the repository.

The usage transactions handlers 1303 comprise functionality for processing access requests to digital works and
for billing fees based on access, The usage transactions supported will be different for each repository type. For ex-
ample, it may not be necessary for some repositories to handle access requests for digital works.

The repository specific functionality 1304 comprises functionality that is unique to a repository. For example, the
master repository has special functionality for issuing digital certificates and maintaining encryption keys. The repository
specific functionality 1304 would include the user interface implementation for the repository.

Repository Secuer Classes

For some digital works the losses caused by any individual instance of unauthorized copying is insignificant and
the chief economic concern lies in assuring the convenience of access and low-overhead billing. in such cases, simple
and inexpensive handheld repositories and network-based workstations may be suitable repositories, even though the
measures and guarantees of security are modest.

At the other extreme, some digital works such as a digital copy of a first run movie or a bearer bond or stock
certificate would be of very high value so that it is prudent to employ caution and fairly elaborate security measures to
ensure that they are not copied or forged. A repository suitable for holding such a’digitai work could have elaborate
measures for ensuring physical integrity and for verifying authorization before use.

By arranging a universal protocol, all kinds of repositories can communicate with each other in principle. However,
creators of some works will want to specify that their works will only be transferred to repositories whose level of security
is high enough. For this reason, document repositories have a ranking system for classes and levels of security. The
security classes in the currently preferred embodiment are described in Table 2.

TABLE 2

FiEPOSITOFiY SECURITY LEVELS

Description of Security

Open system. Document transmission is unencrypted. No digital certificate is required for identification.
The security of the system depends mostly on user honesty, since only modest knowledge may be needed
to circumvent the security measures. The repository has no provisions for preventing unauthorized
programs from running and accessing or copying files. The system does not prevent the use of removable
storage and does not encrypt stored files.

1 Minimal security. Like the previous class except that stored files are minimally encrypted, including ones
on removable storage.

Basic secun'ty. Like the previous class except that special tools and knowledge are required to
compromise the programming, the contents of the repository, or the state of the clock. A" digital
communications are encrypted. A digital certificate is provided as identification. Medium level encryption
is used. Fiepository identification number is unforgeable.
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TABLE 2 (continued)

 
 

 

 
  REPOSITORY SECURITY LEVELS

Level Description of Security

General security. Like the previous class plus the requirement of special tools are needed to compromise
the physical integrity of the repository and that modest encryption is used on all transmissions. Password
protection is required to use the local user interface. The digital clock system cannot be reset without
authorization. No works would be stored on removable storage. When executing works as programs, it

runs them in their own address space and does not give them direct access to any file storage or other
memory containing system code or works. They can access works only through the transmission
transaction protocol.
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 Like the previous class except that high level encryption is used on all communications. Sensors are
used to record attempts at physical and electronic tampering. After such tampering, the repository will
not perform other transactions until it has reported such tampering to a designated server.

 

 
 

15
 

 Like the previous class except that if the physical or digital attempts at tampering exceed some preset
threshold that threaten the physical integrity of the repository or the integrity of digital and cryptographic

barriers, then the repository will save only document description records of history but will erase or destroy
any digital identifiers that could be misused if released to an unscrupulous party. it also modifies any
certificates of authenticity to indicate that the physical system has been compromised. It also erases the
contents of designated documents.

Like the previous class except that the repository will attempt wireless communication to report tampering
and will employ noisy alarms.

This would correspond to a very high level of security. This server would maintain constant
communications to remote security systems reporting transactions, sensor readings, and attempts to
circumvent security.

 

  20

  25

  
  

The characterization of security levels described in Table 2 is not intended to be fixed. More important is the idea
of having different security levels for different repositories. It is anticipated that new security classes and requirements
will evolve according to social situations and changes in technology.

30

Repository User Interface
35

A user interface is broadly defined as the mechanism by which a user interacts with a repository in order to invoke
transactions to gain access to a digital work, or exercise usage rights. As described above, a repository may be em-
bodied in various forms. The user interface fora repository will differ depending on the particular embodiment. The
user interface may be a graphical user interface having icons representing the digital works and the various transactions
that may be performed. The user interface may be a generated dialog in which a user is prompted for information.

The user interface itself need not be part of the repository. As a repository may be embedded in some other device,
the user interface may merely be a part of the device in which the repository is embedded. For example, the repository
could be embedded in a 'card' that is inserted into an available slot in a computer system. The user interface may be
a combination of a display, keyboard, cursor control device and software executing on the computer system.

At a minimum, the user interface must permit a user to input information such as access requests and alpha
numeric data and provide feedback as to transaction status. The user interface will then cause the repository to initiate
the suitable transactions to service the request. Otherfacets of a particular user interface will depend on the functionality
that a repository will provide.

CREDIT SERVERS

In the present invention. fees may be associated with the exercise of a right. The requirement for payment of fees
is described with each version of a usage right in the usage rights language. The recording and reporting of such fees
is performed by the credit server. One of the capabilities enabled by associating fees with rights is the possibility of
supporting a wide range of charging models. The simplest model, used by conventional software, is that there is a
single fee at the time of purchase, after which the purchaser obtains unlimited rights to use the work as often and for
as long as he or she wants. Aftemative models, include metered use and variable fees. A single work can have different
fees for different uses. For example, viewing a photograph on a display could have different fees than making a hardcopy
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or including it in a newly created work. A key to these alternative charging models is to have a low overhead means
of establishing fees and accounting for credit on these transactions.

A credit sewer is a computational system that reliably authorizes and records these transactions so that fees are

billed and paid. The credit sewer reports fees to a billing clearinghouse. The billing clearinghouse manages the financial
transactions as they occur. As a result, bills may be generated and accounts reconciled. Preferably, the credit server
would store the fee transactions and periodically communicate via a network with the billing clearinghouse for recon~

ciliation. In such an embodiment, communications with the billing clearinghouse would be encrypted for integrity and
security reasons. In another embodiment, the credit sewer acts as a 'debit card' where transactions occur in 'real-
time' against a user account.

A credit sewer is comprised of memory, a processing means. a clock. and interface means for coupling to a re-
pository and a financial institution (e.g. a modem). The credit sewer will also need to have security and authentication
functionality. These elements are essentially the same elements as those of a repository. Thus, a single device can

be both a repository and a credit sewer, provided that it has the appropriate processing elements for carrying out the
corresponding functions and protocols. Typically, however, a credit sewer would be a card-sized system in the pos-
session of the owner of the credit. The credit sewer is coupled to a repository and would interact via financial trans»
actions as described below. Interactions with a financial institution may occur via protocols established by the financial
institutions themselves.

In the currently preferred embodiment credit sewers associated with both the sewer and the repository report the
financial transaction to the billing clearinghouse. For example, when a digital work is copied by one repository to another
for a fee, credit sewers coupled to each of the repositories will report the transaction to the billing clearinghouse. This
is desirable in that it insures that a transaction will be accounted for in the event of some break in the communiCation

between a credit sewer and the billing clearinghouse. However. some implementations may embody only a single
credit sewer reporting the transaction to minimize transaction processing at the risk of losing some transactions.

USAGE RIGHTS LANGUAGE

The present invention uses statements in a high level 'usage rights language' to define rights associated with
digital works and their parts. Usage rights statements are interpreted by repositories and are used to determine what
transactions can be successfully carried out for a digital work and also to determine parameters for those transactions.
For example, sentences in the language determine whether a given digital work can be copied, when and how it can

be used, and what fees (if any) are to be charged for that use. Once the usage rights statements are generated, they
are encoded in a suitable form for accessing during the processing of transactions.

Defining usage rights in terms of a language in combination with the hierarchical representation of a digital work
enables the support of a wide variety of distribution and fee schemes. An example is the ability to attach multiple
versions of a right to a work. So a creator may attach a PRINT right to make 5 copies for $10.00 and a PRINT right to
make unlimited copies for $100.00. A purchaser may then choose which option best fits his needs. Another example
is that rights and fees are additive. So in the case of a composite work, the rights and fees of each of the components
works is used in determining the rights and fees for the work as a whole.

The basic contents of a right are illustrated in Figure 14. Referring to Figure 14, a right 1450 has a transactional
component 1451 and a specifications component 1452. A right 1450 has a label (e.g. COPY or PRINT) which indicates
the use or distribUtion privileges that are embodied by the right. The transactional component 1451 corresponds to a
particular way in which a digital work may be used or distributed. The transactional component 1451 is typically em-
bodied in software instructions in a repository which implement the use or distribution privileges for the right. The
specifications components 1452 are used to specify conditions which must be satisfied prior to the right being exercised
or to designate various transaction related parameters. In the currently preferred embodiment, these specifications
include copy count 1453, Fees and Incentives 1454, Time 1455, Access and Security 1456 and Control 1457. Each
of these specifications will be described in greater detail below with respect to the language grammar elements.

The usage rights language is based on the grammar described below. A grammar is a convenient means for
defining valid sequence of symbols for a language. In describing the grammar the notation '[alblc]' is used to indicate
distinct choices among alternatives. In this example, a sentence can have either an 'a', 'b' or 'c". It must include
exactly one of them. The braces {} are used to indicate optional items. Note that brackets. bars and braces are used

to describe the language of usage rights sentences but do not appear in actual sentences in the language.
In contrast, parentheses are part of the usage rights language. Parentheses are used to group items together in

lists. The notation (x') is used to indicate a variable length list, that is, a list containing one or more items of type x. The
notation (x)' is used to indicate a variable number of lists containing x.

Keywords in the grammar are words followed by colons. Keywords are a common and very special case in the
language. They are often used to indicate a single value, typically an identifier. In many cases, the keyword and the
parameter are entirely optional. When a keyword is given, it often takes a single identifier as its value. In some cases, .
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the keyword takes a list of identifiers.

In the usage rights language, time is specified in an hours:minutes:seconds (or hh:mm:ss) representation. Time
zone indicators, e.g. PDT for Pacific Daylight Time. may also be specified. Dates are represented as year/ month/day
(or YYYY/MMM/DD). Note that these time and date representations may specify moments in time or units of time
Money units are specified in terms of dollars.

Finally, in the usage rights language, various 'things' will need to interact with each other. For example, an instance

of a usage right may specify a bank account, a digital ticke etc.. Such things need to be identified and are specified
herein using the suffix '-|D.'

The Usage Rights Grammar is listed in its entirety in Figure 15 and is described below
Grammar element 1501 'Digital Work Rightsz= (Hights')' define the digital wor rights as a set of rights. The set

of rights attached to a digital work define how that digital work may be transferred, used, performed or played. A set
of rights will attach to the entire digital work and in the case of compound digital works, each of the components of the
digita work. The usage rights of components of a digital may be different.

Grammar element 1502 ”Right: = (Right-Code {Copy-Count} {Control-Spec} {Time-Spec} {Access-Spec}
{Fee-Spec})' enumerates the content of a right. Each usage right must specify a right code. Each right may also
optionally specify conditions which must be satisfied before the right can be exercised. These conditions are copy
count, control, time, access and fee conditions. In the currently preferred embodiment, for the optional elements, the

following defaults apply: copy count equals 1, no time limit on the use of the right, no access tests or a security level
required to use the right and no fee is required. These conditions will each be described in greater detail below

It is important to note that a digital work may have multiple versions of a right, each having the same right code.
The multiple version would provide alternative conditions and fees for accessing the digital work.

Grammarelement 1503 'Ftight-Code : = Render-Code | Transport-Codel File-Management-Codel Derivative-
Works- Code Configuration-Code' distinguishes each of the specific rights into a particular right type (although each
right is identified by distinct right codes). In this way, the grammar provides a catalog of possible rights that can be
associated with parts of digital works. In the following, rights are divided into categories for convenience in describing
them.

Grammar element 1504 “Render-Code: = [Play:{Player:Player-ID}| Print: {Prlnterz Prlnter-lD}]' lists a cate-

gory of rights all involving the making of ephemeral, transitory, or non-digital copies of the digital work. After use the
copies are erased.

- Play A process of rendering or performing a digital work on some processor. This includes such things as
playing digital movies, playing digital music, playing a video game, running a computer program, or displaying a
document on a display.

- Print To render the work in a medium that is not further protected by usage rights, such as printing on paper.

Grammar element 1505 'Transport-Code : = [Copy l Transfer l Loan (Remaining-Rights: Next-Set-of-Ftightsfl

{(Next-Copy-Ftights: Next-Set of Flights)}' lists a category of rights involving the making of persistent, usable copies
of the digital work on other repositories. The optional Next-Copy-Flights determine the rights on the work after it is
transported. If this is not specified, then the rights on the transported copy are the same as on the original. The optional
Remaining-Rights specify the rights that remain with a digital work when it is loaned out. If this is not specified, then
the default is that no rights can be exercised when it is loaned out.

0 Copy Make a new copy of a work
- Transfer Moving a work from one repository to another.
- Loan Temporarily loaning a copy to another repository for a specified period of time.

Grammar element 1506 'Flle-Managernent-Code: = Backup {Back-Up-Copy-Ftlghts: Next-Set -ot Ftlghts}l

Restore l Delete l Folder I Directory {NamezHlde—Local l Hlde - Remote}{Parts:Hlde-Local l HIde—Ftemote}" lists
a category of rights involving operations for file management, such as the making of backup copies to protect the copy
owner against catastrophic equipment failure.

Many software licenses and also copyright law give a copy owner the right to make backup copies to protect against
catastrophic failure of equipment. However, the making of uncontrolled backup copies is inherently at odds with the
ability to control usage, since an uncontrolled backup copy can be kept and then restored even after the authorized
copy was sold. .

The File management rights enable the making and restoring of backup copies in a way that respects usage rights,
honoring the requirements of both the copy owner and the rights grantor and revenue owner. Backup copies of work
descriptions (including usage rights and fee data) can be sent under appropriate protocol and usage rights control to
other document repositories of sufficiently high security. Further rights permit organization of digital works into folders
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which themselves are treated as digital works and whose contents may be 'hidden' from a party seeking to determine
the contents of a repository.

- Backup To make a backup copy of a digital work as protection against mediafailure.
- Restore To restore a backup copy of a digital work.
- Delete To delete or erase a copy of a digital work.
- Folder To create and name folders. and to move files and folders between folders.

0 Directory . To hide a folder or its.contents.

Grammar element 1507 'Derivative-Works-Code: [Extract | Embed | Edit {Processz Process-ID” {Next-Copy-
Rights : Next-Set-of Rights}' lists a category of rights involving the use of a digital work to create new works.

0 Extract To remove a portion of a work. for the purposes of creating a new work.
0 Embed To include a work in an existing work.

0 Edit To alter a digital work by copying, selecting and modifying portions of an existing digital work.

Grammar element 1508 'Configuratlon-Code: = Install | Unlnstall' lists a category of rights for installing and
uninstalling software on a repository (typically a rendering repository.) This would typically occur for the installation of
a new type of player within the rendering repository.

- Install: To install new software on a repository.
- Uninstall: To remove existing software from a repository.

Grammar element 1509 'Next-Set-of-Rights: = {(Add: Set-Of-Rights)} {(Delete: Set-Of-nghts)} {(Replace:
Set-Of-Rights)} {(Keep: Set-Of-Rights)}' defines how rights are carried forward for a copy of a digital work. If the
Next~Copy-Rights is not specified, the rights for the next copy are the same as those of the current copy Otherwise,
the set of rights for the next copy can be specified. Versions of rights after Add: are added to the current set of rights.
Rights after Delete: are deleted from the current set of rights. if only right codes are listed after Deletez, then all versions

of rights with those codes are deleted. Versions of rights after Replace: subsume all versions of rights of the same type
in the current set of rights. .

If Remaining-Rights is not specified, then there are no rights for the original after all Loan copies are loaned out.
If Remaining—Rights is specified, then the Keep: token can be used to simplify the expression of what rights to keep
behind. A list of right codes following keep means that all of the versions of those listed rights are kept in the remaining
copy. This specification can be overridden by subsequent Delete: or Replace: specifications.

Copy Count Specification

For various transactions, it may be desirable to provide some limit as to the number of 'copies' of the work which

may be exercised simultaneously forthe right. For example, it may be desirable to limit the number of copies of a digital
work that may be loaned out at a time or viewed at a time.

Grammar element 1510 'Copy-Count : = (Copies: positive-integer l 0 l unlimited)" provides a condition which
defines the number of 'copies' of a work subject to the right . A copy count can be 0, a fixed number, or unlimited. The

copy-count is associated with each right. as opposed to there being just a single copy-count for the digital work. The
Copy—Count for a right is decremented each time that a right is exercised. When the Copy—Count equals zero, the right
can no longer be exercised. If the Copy-Count is not specified, the default is one.

Control Specificatlon

Rights and fees depend in general on rights granted by the creator as well as further restrictions imposed by later
distributors. Control specifications deal with interactions between the creators and their distributors governing the im-
position of further restrictions and fees. For example, a distributor of a digital work may not want an and consumer of
a digital work to add fees or otheMise profit by commercially exploiting the purchased digital work.

Grammar element 1511 'Control-Spec : = (Control: {Restrictable I Unrestrictable} {Unchargeable l Charge-
able})' provides a condition to specify the effect of usage rights and fees of parents on the exercise of the right. A

digital work is restrictable if higher level d-blocks can impose further restrictions (time specifications and access spec-
ifications) on the right. It is unrestrictable if no further restrictions can be imposed. The default setting is restrictable.
A right is unchargeable if no more fees can be imposed on the use of the right. It is chargeable if more fees can be
imposed. The default is chargeable.
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Time Specification

It is often desirable to assign a start date or specify some duration as to when a right may be exercised. Grammar
element 1512 'Tlme-Spec: = ({leed-lnterval | Sliding-Interval | Meter-Time} Until: Expiration-Date)“ provides
for specification of time conditions on the exercise of a right. Flights may be granted for a specified time. Different kinds
of time specifications are appropriate for different kinds of rights. Some rights may be exercised during a fixed and

predetermined duration. Some rights may be exercised for an interval that starts the first time that the right is invoked
by some transaction. Some rights may be exercised or are charged according to some kind of metered time, which
may be split into separate intervals. For example, a right to viewa picture for an hour might be split into six ten minute
viewings or four fifteen minute viewings or twenty three minute viewings.

The terms 'time' and 'date' are used synonymously to refer to a moment in time. There are several kinds of time

specifications. Each specification represents some limitation on the times over which the usage right applies. The
Expiration-Date specifies the moment at which the usage right ends. For example, if the Expiration—Date is 'Jan 1,
1995,‘ then the right ends at the first moment of 1995. If the Expiration-Date is specified as 'torever', then the rights
are interpreted as continuing without end. It only an expiration date is given, then the right can be exercised as often
as desired until the expiration date.

Grammar element 1513 'leed-lnterval : = From: Start-Tlme' is used to define a predetermined interval that
runs from the start time to the expiration date.

Grammar element 1514 'Sliding-lnterval: = Interval: Use-Duration' is used to define an indeterminate (or

'open') start time. It sets limits on a continuous period of time over which the contents are accessible. The period starts
on the first access and ends after the duration has passed or the expiration date is reached, whichever comes first.
For example, if the right gives 10 hours of continuous access, the use-duration would begin when the first access was
made and end 10 hours later.

Grammar element 1515 'Meter-Tlrne: = Time-Remaining: Hemainlng-Use' is used to define a "meter time,‘
that is, a measure of the time that the right is actually exercised. it differs from the Sliding-Interval specification in that
the time that the digital work is in use need not be continuous. For example, if the rights guarantee three days of access,
those days could be spread out over a month. With this specification, the rights can be exercised until the meter time
is exhausted or the expiration date is reached, whichever comes first.

Remaining-Use: : Time—Unit
Start-Time: = Time—Unit
Use-Duration: = Time—Unit

All of the time specifications include time~unit specifications in their ultimate instantiation.

Security Class and Authorization Specification

The present invention provides for various security mechanisms to be introduced into a distribution or use scheme.
Grammar element 1516 “Access-Spec : ({SC: Security-Class} {Authorizationz Authorization-ID‘} {Other-Author-
ization: Authorization-ID'} {Ticketz Ticket-ID})“ provides a means for restricting access and transmission. Access
specifications can specify a required security class for a repository to exercise a right or a required authorization test
that must be satisfied.

The keyword 'SC:' is used to specify a minimum security level for the repositories involved in the access. If 'sc:
" is not specified, the lowest security level is acceptable.

The optional 'Authorlzatlonz' keyword is used to specify required authorizations on the same repository as the
work. The optional 'Other-Authorlzatlonz' keyword is used to specify required authorizations on the other repository
in the transaction.

The optional 'Tlcket:' keyword specifies the identity of a ticket required for the transaction. Atransaction involving
digital tickets must locate an appropriate digital ticket agent who can 'punch' or otherwise validate the ticket before
the transaction can proceed. Tickets are described in greater detail below.

In a transaction involving a repository and a document server, some usage rights may require that the repository
have a particular authorization, that the server have some authorization, or that both repositories have (possibly dif-
ferent) authorizations. Authorizations themselves are digital works (hereinafter referred to as an authorization object)
that can be moved between. repositories in the same manner as other digital works. Their copying and transferring is

subject to the same rights and fees as other digital works. A repository is said to have an authorization if that author-
ization object is contained within the repository.

ln some cases, an authorization may be required from a source other than the document server and repository.
An authorization object referenced by an Authorization-ID can contain digital address information to be used to set up
a communications link between a repository and the authorization source. These are analogous to phone numbers.
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For such access tests, the communication would need to be established and authorization obtained before the right
could be exercised.

For one-time usage rights, a variant on this scheme is to have a digital ticket. A ticket is presented to a digital ticket
agent, whose type is specified on the ticket. In the simplest case, a certified generic ticket agent, available on all
repositories, is available to 'punch' the ticket. In other cases, the ticket may contain addressing information for locating
a 'special' ticket agent. Once a ticket has been punched, it cannot be used again for the same kind of transaction
(unless it is unpunched or refreshed in the manner described below.) Punching includes marking the ticket with a
timestamp of the date and time it was used. Tickets are digital works and can be copied or transferred between repos-
itories according to their usage rights.

In the currently preferred embodiment, a 'punched' ticket becomes 'unpunched" or 'refreshed' when it is copied
or extracted. The Copy and Extract operations save the date and time as a property of the digital ticket. When a ticket
agent is given a ticket, it can simply check whether the digital copy was made after the last time that it was punched.
Of course, the digital ticket must have the copy or extract usage rights attached thereto.

The capability to unpunch a ticket is inportant in the following cases:

0 A digital work is circulated at low cost with a limitation that it can be used only once.
- A digital work is circulated with a ticket that can be used once to give discounts on purchases of other works.

- A digital work is circulated with a ticket (included in the purchase price and possibly embedded in the work) that
can be used for a future upgrade.

In each of these cases, if a paid copy is made of the digital work (including the ticket) the new owner would expect
to get a fresh (unpunched) ticket, whetherthe copy seller has used the work or not. In contrast, loaning a work or simply
transferring it to another repository should not revitalize the ticket.

Usage Fees and Incentives Specification

The billing for use of a digital work is fundamental to a commercial distribution system. Grammar Element 1517
'Fee-Spec: = {Scheduled-Discou nt} Regular-Fee-Spec l Scheduled-Fee-Spec l Markup-Spec“ provides a range
of options for billing for the use of digital works.

A key feature of this approach is the development of low-overhead billing for transactions in potentially small
amounts. Thus, it becomes feasible to collect fees of only a few cents each for thousands of transactions.

The grammar differentiates between uses where the charge is per use from those where it is metered by the time

unit. Transactions can support fees that the user pays for using a digital work as well as incentives paid by the right
grantor to users to induce them to use or distribute the digital work.

The optional scheduled discount refers to the rest of the fee specification-discounting it by a percentage over
time. If it is not specified, then there is no scheduled discount. Flegular fee specifications are constant over time.
Scheduled fee specifications give a schedule of dates over which the fee specifications change. Markup specifications
are used in d-blocks for adding a percentage to the fees already being charged.

Grammar Element 1518 'Scheduled-Discount: =(Scheduled-Discount: (Time-Spec Percentage)‘)' A Sched-

uled-Discount is a essentially a scheduled modifier of any other fee specification for this version of the right of the
digital work. (It does not refer to children or parent digital works or to other versions of rights). It is a list of pairs of
times and percentages. The most recent time in the list that has not yet passed at the time of the transaction is the
one in effect. The percentage gives the discount percentage. For example, the number 10 refers to a 10% discount.

Grammar Element 1519 'Regular-Fee-Spec : = ({Fee: I Incentive:} [Per-Use—Spec I Metered-Rate-Spec l Best-
Prlce-Spec l Call-For-Price-Spec] {Minz Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec}{Max: Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec} To: Ac-
count-lD)‘ provides for several kinds of fee specifications.

Fees are paid by the copy-owner/userto the revenue-owner if Fee: is specified. Incentives are paid by the revenue-
owner to the user if Incentive: is specified. If the Min: specification is given, then there is a minimum fee to be charged
per time-spec unit for its use. If the Max: specification is given, then there is a maximum fee to be charged per time-
spec for its use. When Fee: is specified, Account-ID identifies the account to which the fee is to be paid. When In-
centive: is specified, Account-ID identifies the account from which the fee is to be paid.

Grammar element 1520 'Per-Use-Spec: = Per-Use: Money-unit“ defines a simple fee to be paid every time the
right is exercised, regardless of how much time the transaction takes.

Grammar element 1521 'Metered-Rate-Spec : = Metered: Money-Unit Per: Time-Sm' defines a metered-rate
fee paid according to how long the right is exercised. Thus, the time it takes to complete the transaction determines
the fee.

Grammar element 1522 'Best-Price-Spec : = Best-Price: Money-unit Max: Money-unit' is used to specify a
best-price that is determined when the account is settled. This specification is to accommodate special deals, rebates,
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and pricing that depends on information that is not available to the repository. All fee specifications can be combined
with tickets or authorizations that could indicate that the consumer is a wholesaler or that he is a preferred customer,

or that the seller be authorized in some way. The amount of money in the Max: field is the maximum amount that the
use will cost. This is the amount that is tentatively debited from the credit sewer. However. when the transaction is

ultimately reconciled, any excess amount will be returned to the consumer in a separate transaction.
Grammar element 1523 'Cell-For-Price-Spec: = Cell-For-Price ' is similar to a 'Best-Price-Smc' in that it is

intended to accommodate cases where prices are dynamic. A Call-For-Price Spec requires a communication with a
dealer to determine the price. This option cannot be exercised if the repository cannot communicate with a dealer at
the time that the right is exercised. It is based on a secure transaction whereby the dealer names a price to exercise
the right and passes along a deal certificate which is referenced or included in the billing process.

Grammar element 1524 'Scheduled-Fee-Spec: = (Schedule: (Time-Spec Heguler-Fee—Spec)')' is used to pro-
vide a schedule of dates over which the fee specifications change. The fee specification with the most recent date not
in the future is the one that is in effect. This is similar to but more general than the scheduled discount. It is more
general, because it provides a means to vary the fee agreement for each time period.

Grammar element 1525 'Markup-Spec: = Markup: percentage To: Account-ID' is provided for adding a per-

centage to the fees already being charged. For example, a 5% markup means that a fee of 5% of cumulative fee so
far will be allocated to the distributor. A markup specification can be applied to all of the other kinds of fee specifications.
It is typically used in a shell provided by a distributor. It refers to fees associated with d-blocks that are parts of the
current d-block. This might be a convenient specification for use in taxes. or in distributor overhead.

HEPOSITORY TRANSACTIONS

When a user requests access to a digital work. the repository will initiate various transactions. The combination
of transactions invoked will depend on the specifications assigned for a usage right. There are three basic types of
transactions, Session Initiation Transactions. Financial Transactions and Usage Transactions. Generally. session ini-
tiation transactions are initiated first to establish a valid session. When a valid session is established, transactions

corresponding to the various usage rights are invoked. Finally, request specific transactions are performed.
Transactions occur between two repositories (one acting as a server), between a repository and a document play-

back platform (eg for executing or viewing). between a repository and a credit server or between a repository and an
authorization server. When transactions occur between more than one repository, it is assumed that there is a reliable

communication channel between the repositories. For example, this could be a TCP/IP channel or any other commer—
cially available channel that has built-in capabilities for detecting and correcting transmission errors. However, it is not
assumed that the communication channel is secure. Provisions for security and privacy are part of the requirements
for specifying and implementing repositon‘es and thus form the need for various transactions.

Message Transmlsslon

Transactions require that there be some communication between repositories. Communication between reposi-
tories occurs in units termed as messages. Because the communication line is assumed to be unsecure, all commu—
nications with repositories that are above the lowest security class are encrypted utilizing a public key encryption

technique. Public key encryption is a well known technique in the encryption arts. The term key refers to a numeric
code that is used with encryption and decryption algorithms. Keys come in pairs, where 'writing keys' are used to

encrypt data and 'checking keys' are used to decrypt data. Both writing and checking keys may be public or private.
Public keys are those that are distributed to others. Private keys are maintained in confidence.

Key management and security is instrumental in the success of a public key encryption system. In the currently
preferred embodiment, one or more master repositories maintain the keys and create the identification certificates
used by the repositories.

When a sending repository transmits a message to a receiving repository. the sending repository encrypts all of

its data using the public writing key of the receiving repository. The sending repository includes its name. the name of

the receiving repository, a session identifier such as a nonce (described below). and a message counter in each mes-
sage. '

In this way, the communication can only be read (to a high probability) by the receiving repository, which holds the
private checking key for decryption. The auxiliary data is used to guard against various .replay attacks to security If
messages ever arrive with the wrong counter or an old nonce. the repositories can assume that someone is interfering
with communication and the transaction terminated.

The respective public keys for the repositories to be used for encryption are obtained in the registration transaction
described below.
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Session Initiation Transactions

A usage transaction is carried out in a session between repositories. For usage transactions involving more than
one repository, or for financial transactions between a repository and a credit server, a registration transaction is per-
formed. A second transaction termed a login transaction, may also be needed to initiate the session. The goal of the
registration transaction is to establish a secure channel between two repositories who know each others identities. As
it is assumed that the communication channel between the repositories is reliable but not secure, there is a risk that
a non-repository may mimic the protocol in order to gain illegitimate access to a repository.

The registration transaction between two repositories is described with respect to Figures 16 and 17. The steps
described are from the perspective of a 'repository-1' registering its identity with a 'repository-2'. The registration must
be symmetrical so the same set of steps will be repeated for repository-2 registering its identity with repository-1.
Fleferring to Figure 16, repository—1 first generates an encrypted registration identifier, step 1601 and then generates
a registration message, step 1602. A registration message is comprised of an identifier of a master repository, the
identification certificate for the repository-1 and an encrypted random registration identifier. The identification certificate

is encrypted by the master repository in its private key and attests to the fact that the repository (here repository~1) is
a bona fide repository. The identification certificate also contains a public key for the repository, the repository security
level and a timestamp (indicating a time after which the certificate is no longer valid.) The registration identifier is a
number generated by the repository for this registration. The registration identifier is unique to the session and is

encrypted in repository-1's private key. The registration identifier is used to improve security of authentication by de-
tecting certain kinds of communications based attacks. Repository-1 then transmits the registration message to repos-
itory-2, step 1603.

Upon receiving the registration message, repository-2 determines if it has the needed public key for the master
repository, step 1604. If repository-2 does not have the needed public key to decrypt the identification certificate, the
registration transaction terminates in an error, step 1618.

Assuming that repository-2 has the proper public key the identification certificate is decrypted, step 1605. Flepos-
itory-2 saves the encrypted registration identifier, step 1606, and extracts the repository identifier, step 1607. The
extracted repository identifier is checked against a 'hotlist' of compromised document repositories, step 1608. in the
currently preferred embodiment, each repository will contain 'hotlists" of compromised repositories. If the repository
is on the 'hotlist', the registration transaction terminates in an error per step 1618. Repositories can be removed from
the hotlist when their certificates expire, so that the list does not need to grow without bound. Also, by keeping a short
list of hotlist certificates that it has previously received, a repository can avoid the work of actually going through the
list. These lists would be encrypted by a master repository. A minor variation on the approach to improve efficiency
would have the repositories first exchange lists of names of hotlist certificates, ultimately exchanging only those lists
that they had not previously received. The 'hotlists' are maintained and distributed by Master repositories.

Note that rather than terminating in error, the transaction could request that another registration message be sent
based on an identification certificate created by another master repository. This may be repeated until a satisfactory
identification certificate is found, or it is determined that trust cannot be established.

Assuming that the repository is not on the hotlist, the repository identification needs to be verified. in other words,
repository-2 needs to validate that the repository on the other end is really repository-1. This is termed performance

testing and is performed in order to avoid invalid access to the repository via a counterfeit repository replaying a re-
cording of a prior session initiation between repository-1 and repository-2. Performance testing is initiated by repository-
2 generating a performance message, step 1609. The performance message consists of a nonce, the names of the

respective repositories, the time and the registration identifier received from repository-1. A nonce is a generated
message based on some random and variable information (eg. the time or the temperature.) The nonce is used to
check whether repository-1 can actually exhibit correct encrypting of a message using the private keys it claims to
have, on a messagethat it has never seen before. The performance message is encrypted using the public key specified
in the registration message of repository-1. The performance message is transmitted to repository-1, step 1610, where
it is decrypted by repository-1 using its private key, step 1611. Repository-1 then checks to make sure that the names

of the two repositories are correct, step 1612, that the time is accurate, step 1613 and that the registration identifier
corresponds to the one it sent, step 1614. If any of these tests fails, the transaction is terminated per step 1616.
Assuming that the tests are passed, repository-1 transmits the nonce to repository-2 in the clear, step 1615. Repository-
2 then compares the received nonce to the original nonce, step 1617. If they are not identical, the registration transaction
terminates in an error per step 1618. If they are the same, the registration transaction has successfully completed.

At this point, assuming that the transaction has not terminated, the repositories exchange messages containing
session keys to be used in all communications during the session and synchronize their clocks. Figure 17 illustrates
the session information exchange and clock synchronization steps (again from the perspective of repository-1.) He-
ferring to Figure 17, repository-1 creates a session key pair, step 1701. A first key is kept private and is used by
repository-1 to encrypt messages. The second key is a public key used by repository-2 to decrypt messages. The
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second key is encrypted using the public key of repository-2, step 1702 and is sent to repository-2, step 1703. Upon
receipt, repository-2 decrypts the second key, step 1704. The second key is used to decrypt messages in subsequent
communications. When each repository has completed this step, they are both convinced that the other repository is

bona tide and that they are communicating with the original. Each repositoryvhas given the other a key to be used in
decrypting further communications during the session. Since that key is itself transmitted in the public key of the re-
ceiving repository only it will be able to decrypt the key which is used to decrypt subsequent messages.

After the session information is exchanged, the repositories must synchronize their clocks. Clock synchronization

is used by the repositories to establish an agreed upon time base for the financial records of.their mutual transactions.
Referring back to Figure 17, repository-2 initiates clock synchronization by generating a time stamp exchange message,
step 1705, and transmits it to repository- 1, step 1706. Upon receipt, repository-1 generates its own time stamp mes-
sage. step 1707 and transmits it back to repository-2, step 1708. Repository-2 notes the current time, step 1709 and
storesthe time receivedfrom repository—1 , step 1710. The current time is compared to the time received from repository-

1, step 1711. The difference is then checked to see if it exceeds a predetermined tolerance (e.g. one minute), step
1712. If it does, repository-2 terminates the transaction as this may indicate tampering with the repository, step 1713.
If not repository-2 computes an adjusted time delta, step 1714. The adjusted time delta is the difference between the
clock time of repository-2 and the average of the times from repository-1 and repository-2.

To achieve greater accuracy, repository-2 can request the time again up to a fixed number of times (e.g. five times),
repeat the clock synchronization steps, and average the results.

A second session initiation transaction is a Login transaction. The Login transaction is used to checkthe authenticity
of a user requesting a transaction, A Login transaction is particularly prudent for the authorization of financial transac-
tions that will be charged to a credit server. The Login transaction involves an interaction between the user at a user
interface and the credit server associated with a repository. The information exchanged here is a login string supplied

by the repository/credit server to identify itself to the user, and a Personal identification Number (PIN) provided by the
user to identify himself to the credit server. In the event that the user is accessing a credit server on a repository different
from the one on which the user interface resides, exchange of the information would be encrypted using the public and
private keys of the respective repositories.

Billing Transactions

Billing Transactions are concerned with monetary transactions with a credit server. Billing Transactions are carried
out when all other conditions are satisfied and a usage fee is required for granting the request, For the most part, billing
transactions are well understood in the state of the art. These transactions are between a repository and a credit server,

or between a credit server and a billing clearinghouse. Briefly, the required transactions include the following:

- Registration and LOGIN transactions by which the repository and user establish their bona fides to a credit sewer
These transactions would be entirely internal in cases where the repository and credit server are implemented as
a single system.

- Registration and LOGIN transactions, by which a credit sewer establishes its bona fides to a billing clearinghouse.
- An Assign-fee transaction to assign a charge. The information in this transaction would include a transaction iden-

tifier, the identities of the repositories in the transaction, and a list of charges from the parts of the digital work. If
there has been any unusual event in the transaction such as an interruption of communications, that information
is included as well. ‘

- A Begin-charges transaction to assign a charge. This transaction is much the same as an assign-fee transaction
except that it is used for metered use. It includes the same information as the assign—lee transaction as well as
the usage fee information. The credit-server is then responsible for running a clock.

- An Endoharges transaction to end a charge for metered use. (In a variation on this approach, the repositories
would exchange periodic charge information for each block of time.)

- A report-charges transaction between a personal credit server and a billing clearinghouse. This transaction is
invoked at least once per billing period. It is used to pass along information about charges. On debit and credit
cards, this transaction would also be used to update balance information and credit limits as needed.

All billing transactions are given a transaction ID and are reported to the credit severs by both the server and the
client. This reduces possible loss of billing information if one of the parties to a transaction loses a banking card and
provides a check against tampering with the system.

Usage Transactions

After the session initiation transactions have been completed. the usage request may then be processed. To sim-
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piify the description of the steps carried out in processing a usage request, the term requester is used to refer to a

repository in the requester mode which is initiating a request, and the term server is used to refer to a repository in the
server mode and which contains the desired digital work. In many cases such as requests to print or view a work, the

requester and server may be the same device and the transactions described in the following would be entirely internal.
In such instances, certain transaction steps, such as the registration transaction, need not be performed.

There are some common steps that are part of the semantics of all of the usage rights transactions. These steps
are referred to as the common transaction steps. There are two sets -- the 'opening' steps and the 'closing' steps.
For simplicity, these are listed here rather than repeating them in the descriptions of all of the usage rights transactions. .

Transactions can refer to a part of a digital work, a complete digital work, or a Digital work containing other digital
works. Although not described in detail herein, a transaction may even refer to a folder comprised of a plurality of digital
works. The term 'work' is used to refer to what ever portion or set of digital works is being accessed.

Many of the steps here involve determining if certain conditions are satisfied. Flecall that each usage right may
have one or more conditions which must be satisfied before the right can be exercised. Digital works have parts and
parts have parts. Different parts can have different rights and fees. Thus, it is necessary to verify that the requirements
are met for ALL of the parts that are involved in a transaction For brevity, when reference is made to checking whether
the rights exist and conditions for exercising are satisfied, it is meant that all such checking takes place for each of the
relevant parts of the work.

Figure 18 illustrates the initial common opening and closing steps for a transaction. At this point it is assumed that
registration has occurred and that a 'lrusted' session is in place. General tests are tests on usage rights associated

with the folder containing the work or some containing folder higher in the file system hierarchy. These tests correspond
to requirements imposed on the work as a consequence of its being on the particular repository, as opposed to being
attached to the work itself. Referring to Figure 18, prior to initiating a usage transaction, the requester performs any
general tests that are required before the right associated with the transaction can be exercised, step, 1801. For ex-
ample, install, uninstall and delete rights may be implemented to require that a requester have an authorization certif-

icate before the right can be exercised. Another example is the requirement that a digital ticket be present and punched
before a digital work may be copied to a requester. If any of the general tests fail, the transaction is not initiated, step,
1802. Assuming that such required tests are passed, upon receiving the usage request, the server generates a trans-
action identifier that is used in records or reports of the transaction, step 1803. The server then checks whether the

digital work has been granted the right corresponding to the requested transaction, step 1804. if the digital work has
not been granted the right corresponding to the request, the transaction terminates. step 1805. If the digital work has
been granted the requested right, the server then determines if the various conditions for exercising the right are
satisfied. Time based conditions are examined, step 1806. These conditions are checked by examining the time spec-
ification for the the version of the right. If any of the conditions are not satisfied, the transaction terminates per step 1805.

Assuming that the time based conditions are satisfied, the server checks security and access conditions, step
1807. Such security and access conditions are satisfied if: 1) the requester is at the specified security class, or a higher
security class, 2) the server satisfies any specified authorization test and 3) the requester satisfies any specified au-
thorization tests and has any required digital tickets. if any of the conditions are not satisfied, the transaction terminates
per step 1805.

Assuming that the security and access conditions are all satisfied, the server checks the copy count condition,

step 1808. If the copy count equals zero, then the transaction cannot be completed and the transaction terminates per
step 1805.

Assuming that the copy count does not equal zero, the server checks if the copies in use for the requested right
is greater than or equal to any copy count for the requested right (or relevant parts), step 1809. If the copies in use is
greater than or equal to the copy count, this indicates that usage rights for the version of the transaction have been

exhausted. Accordingly, the server terminates the transaction, step 1805. If the copy count is less than the copies in
use for the transaction the transaction can continue, and the copies in use would be incremented by the number of
digital works requested in the transaction, step 1810.

The server then checks if the digital work has a 'Loan' access right, step 1811. The 'Loan' access right is a special
case since remaining rights may be present even though all copies are loaned out. lithe digital work has the 'Loan'
access right, a check is made to see if all copies have been loaned out, step 1812. The number of copies that could
be loaned is the sum of the Copy-Counts for all of the versions of the loan right of the digital work. For a composite
work, the relevant figure is the minimal such sum of each of the components of the composite work. If all copies have

been loaned out, the remaining rights are determined, step 1813. The remaining-rights is determined from the remaining
rights specifications from the versions of the Loan right. If there is only one version of the Loan right, then the deter-

mination is simple. The remaining rights are the ones specified in thatversion of the Loan right, or none if Remaining~
Rights: is not specified. If there are multiple versions of the Loan right and all copies of all of the versions are loaned
out, then the remaining rights is taken as the minimum set (intersection) of remaining rights across all of the versions
of the loan right. The server then determines if the requested right is in the set of remaining rights, step 1814. If the
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requested right is not in the set of remaining rights, the server terminates the transaction, step 1805.
If Loan is not a usage right for the digital work or if all copies have not been loaned out or the requested right is in

the set of remaining rights, fee conditions for the right are then checked, step 1815. This will initiate various financial
transactions between the repository and associated credit server. Further, any metering of usage of a digital work will
commence. If any financial transaction fails, the transaction terminates per step 1805.

It should be noted that the order in which the conditions are checked need not follow the order of steps 1806-1815.

At this point. right specific steps are now performed and are represented here as step 1816. The right specific
steps are described in greater detail below.

The common closing transaction steps are now performed. Each of the closing transaction steps are performed
by the server after a successful completion of a transaction, Referring back to Figure 18, the copies in use value for
the requested right is decremented by the number of copies involved in the transaction, step 1817. Next, it the right
had a metered usage fee specification, the server subtracts the elapsed time from the Remaining-Use-Time associated
with the right for every part involved in the transaction, step 1818. Finally. if there are fee specifications associated
with the right, the server initiates End-Charge financial transaction to confirm billing, step 1819.

Transmission Protocol

An important area to consider is the transmission of the digital work from the server to the requester The trans-
mission protocol described herein refers to events occurring after a valid session has been created. The transmission
protocol must handle the case of disruption in the communications between the repositories. ft is assumed that inter-
ference such as injecting noise on the communication channel can be detected by the integrity checks (e.g., parity,
checksum, etc.) that are built into the transport protocol and are not discussed in detail herein.

The underlying goal in the transmission protocol isto preclude certain failure modes, such as malicious or accidental
interference on the communications channel. Suppose, for example, that a user pulls a card with the credit server at

a specific time near the end of a transaction. There should not be a vulnerable time at which 'pulling the card' causes
the repositories to fail to correctly account for the number of copies of the workthat have been created. Restated, there
should be no time at which a party can break a connection as a means to avoid payment after using a digital work.

If a transaction is interrupted (and fails), both repositories restore the digital works and accounts to their state prior
to the failure, modulo records of the failure itself.

Figure 19 is a state diagram showing steps in the process of transmitting information during a transaction. Each
box represents a state of a repository in either the server mode (above the central dotted line 1901 ) or in the requester
mode (below the dotted line 1901 ). Solid arrows stand for transitions between states. Dashed arrows stand for message
communications between the repositories. A dashed message arrow pointing to a solid transition arrow is interpreted
as meaning that the transition takes place when the message is received. Unlabeled transition arrows take place
unconditionally. Other labels on state transition arrows describe conditions that trigger the transition.

Referring now to Figure 19. the sewer is initially in a state 1902 where a new transaction is initiated via stan
message 1903. This message includes transaction information including a transaction identifier and a count of the
blocks of data to be transferred. The requester, initially in a wait state 1904 then enters a data wait state 1905.

The sewer enters a data transmit state 1906 and transmits a block of data 1907 and then enters a wait for ac-

knowledgement state 1908. As the data is received, the requester enters a data receive state 1909 and when the data
blocks are completely received it enters an acknowledgement state 1910 and transmits an Acknowledgement message
1911 to the sewer.

If there are more blocks to send, the sewer waits until receiving an Acknowledgement message from the requester.
When an Acknowledgement message is received it sends the next block to the requester and again waits for acknowl-
edgement. The requester also repeats the same cycle of states.

If the sewer detects a communications failure before sending the last block, it enters a cancellation state 1912
wherein the transaction is cancelled, Similarly, if the requester detects a communications failure before receiving the
last block it enters a cancellation state 1913.

If there are no more blocks to send, the sewer commits to the transaction and waits forthe final Acknowledgement
in state 1914. If there is a communications failure before the sewer receives the final Acknowledgement message. it
still commits to the transaction but includes a repon about the event to its credit sewer in state 1915. This report sewes
two purposes. It will help legitimize any claims by a user of having been billed for receiving digital works that were not
completely received. Also it helps to identify repositories and communications lines that have suspicious patterns of
use and interruption. The sewer then enters its completion state 1916.

On the requester side, when there are no more blocks to receive, the requester commits to the transaction in state
1917. If the requester detects a communications failure at this state, it repons the failure to its credit sewer in state
1918, but still commits to the transaction. When it has committed, it sends an acknowledgement message to the sewer.
The sewer then enters its completion state 1919.
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The key property is that both the sewer and the requester cancel a transaction if it is interrupted before all of the
data blocks are delivered, and commits to it if all of the data blocks have been delivered.

There is a possibility that the sewer will have sent all of the data blocks (and committed) but the requester will not
have received all of them and will cancel the transaction. In this case, both repositories will presumably detect a com-
munications failure and report it to their credit server. This case will probably be rare since it depends on very precise
timing of the communications failure. The only consequence will be that the user at the requester repository may want
to request a refund from the credit services -- and the case for that refund will be documented by reports by both
repositories. .

To prevent loss of data, the server should not delete any transferred digital work until receiving the final acknowl-
edgement from the requester. But it also should not use the file. A well known way to deal with this situation is called
'two—phase commit' or 2PC.

Two-phase commit works as follows. The first phase works the same as the method described above. The server

sends all of the data to the requester. Both repositories mark the transaction (and appropriate files) as uncommitted.
The server sends a ready-to-commit message to the requester. The requester sends back an acknowledgement. The

server then commits and sends the requester a commit message. When the requester receives the commit message,
it commits the file.

If there is a communication failure or other crash, the requester must check back with the server to determine the
status of the transaction. The sewer has the last word on this. The requester may have received all of the data, but if

it did not get the final message, it has not committed. The sewer can go ahead and delete files (except for transaction
records) once it commits, since the files are known to have been fully transmitted before starting the 2PC cycle.

There are variations known in the art which can be used to achieve the same effect. For example, the sewer could
use an additional level of encryption when transmitting a work to a client. Only after the client sends a message ac-
knowledging receipt does it send the key. The client then agrees to pay for the digital work. The point of this variation
is that it provides a clear audit trail that the client received the work. For trusted systems, however, this variation adds
a level of encryption for no real gain in accountability.

The transaction for specific usage rights are now discussed.

The Copy Transactlon

A Copy transaction is a request to make one or more independent copies of the work with the same or lesser

usage rights. Copy differs from the extraction right discussed later in that it refers to entire digital works or entire folders
containing digital works. A copy operation cannot be used to remove a portion of a digital work.

- The requester sends the sewer a message to initiate the Copy Transaction. This message indicates the work to
be copied, the version of the copy right to be used for the transaction, the destination address information (location
in a folder) for placing the work, the file data for the work (including its size), and the number of copies requested.

, - The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

- The sewer transmits the requested contents and data to the client according to the transmission protocol. If a
Next-Set-Of—Flights has been provided in the version of the right, those rights are transmitted as the rights for the
work. Otherwise, the rights of the original are transmitted. In any event, the Copy-Count field for the copy of the
digital work being sent right is set to the number-of-copies requested.

- The requester records the work contents, data, and usage rights and stores the work. It records the date and time
that the copy was made in the properties of the digital work.

- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Transfer Transaction

A Transfer transaction is a request to move copies of the work with the same or lesser usage rights to another
repository. in contrast with a copy transaction, this results in removing the work copies from the sewer.

o The requester sends the sewer a message to initiate the Transfer Transaction. This message indicates the work
to be transferred, the version of the transfer right to be used in the transaction, the destination address information
for placing the work, the file data for the work, and the number of copies involved.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

- The sewer transmits the requested contents and data to the requester according to the transmission protocol. If
a Next-Set—Of-Flights has been provided, those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, the
rights of the original are transmitted. In either case, the Copy-Count field for the transmitted rights are set to the
numbervof-copies requested.
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0 The requester records the work contents, data, and usage rights and stores the work.
0 The server decrements its copy count by the number of copies involved in the transaction.

- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.
0 If the number of copies remaining in the server is now zero, it erases the digital work from its memory.

The Loan Transaction

A loan transaction is a mechanism for loaning copies of a digital work. The maximum duration of the loan is de-
termined by an internal parameter of the digital work. Works are automatically returned after a predetermined time
period.

0 The requester sends the server a message to initiate the Transfer Transaction. This message indicates the work
to be loaned, the version of the loan right to be used in the transaction. the destination address information for
placing the work, the number of copies involved, the file data for the work, and the period of the loan.

- The server checks the validity of the requested loan period, and ends with an error if the period is not valid. Loans

for a loaned copy cannot extend beyond the period of the original loan to the server.
- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.
- The server transmits the requested contents and data to the requester. If a Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided,

those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, the rights of the original are transmitted, as
modified to reflect the loan period.

- The requester records the digital work contents, data, usage rights, and loan period and stores the work.
- The server updates the usage rights information in the digital work to reflect the number of copies loaned out.
- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.
- The server updates the usage rights data for the digital work. This may preclude use of the work until it is returned

from the loan. The user on the requester platform can now use the transferred copies of the digital work. A user
accessing the original repository cannot use the digital work , unless there are copies remaining. What happens
next depends on the order of events in time.

Case 1. ii the time of the loan period is not yet exhausted and the requester sends the repository a Return
message.

 

- The return message includes the requester identification, and the transaction ID.
- The server decrements the copies-in-use field by the number of copies that were returned. (If the number

of digital works returned is greater than the number actually borrowed, this is treated as an error.) This
step may now make the work available at the server for other users.

- The requester deactivates its copies and removes the contents from its memory.

Case 2. If the time of the loan period is exhausted and the requester has not yet sent a Return message.
 

- The server decrements the copies-in-use field by the number digital works that were borrowed.
- The requester automatically deactivates its copies of the digital work. It terminates all current uses and

erases the digital work copies from memory. One question is why a requester would ever return a work
earlier than the period of the loan, since it would be returned automatically anyway One reason for early
return is that there may be a metered fee which determines the cost of the loan. Returning early may
reduce that fee.

The Play Transaction

A play transaction is a request to use the contents of a work. Typically, to 'play' a work is to send the digital work
through some kind of transducer, such as a speaker or a display device. The request implies the intention that the
contents will not be communicated digitally to any other system. For example, they will not be sent to a printer, recorded
on any digital medium, retained after the transaction or sent to another repository.

This term 'play' is natural for examples like playing music, playing a movie, or playing a video game. The general
form of play means that a 'player' is used to use the digital work. However, the term play covers all media and kinds
of recordings. Thus one would 'play' a digital work, meaning, to render it for reading, or play a computer program,
meaning to execute it. For a digital ticket the player would be a digital ticket agent.

- Therequester sends the server a message to initiate the play transaction. This message indicates the work to be
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played. the version of the play right to be used in the transaction, the identity of the player being used, and the file
data for the work.

- The server checks the validity of the player identification and the compatibility of the player identification with the
player specification in the right. It ends with an error if these are not satisfactory.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

- The sewer and requester read and write the blocks of data as requested by the player according to the transmission
protocol. The requester plays the work contents, using the player.

- When the player is finished, the player and the requester remove the contents from their memory.
- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Print Transaction

A Print transaction is a request to obtain the contents of a work for the purpose of rendering them on a ‘printer'
We use the term 'printer' to include the common case of writing with ink on paper. However, the key aspect of 'printing'
in our use of the term is that it makes a copy of the digital work in a place outside of the protection of usage rights. As
with all rights, this may require particular authorization certificates.

Once a digital work is printed, the publisher and user are bound by whatever copyright laws are in effect. However,
printing moves the contents outside the control of repositories. For example, absent any other enforcement mecha-

nisms, once a digital work is printed on paper, it can be copied on ordinary photocopying machines without intervention
by a repository to collect usage fees. If the printer to a digital disk is permitted, then that digital copy is outside of the
control of usage rights. Both the creator and the user know this, although the creator does not necessarily give tacit
consent to such copying, which may violate copyright laws.

- The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Print transaction. This message indicates the work to be
played, the identity of the printer being used, the file data for the work, and the number of copies in the request.

0 The server checks the validity of the printer identification and the compatibility of the printer identification with the
printer specification in the right. It ends with an error if these are not satisfactory.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.
- The server transmits blocks of data according to the transmission protocol.
' The requester prints the work contents, using the printer.

- When the printer is finished, the printer and the requester remove the contents from their memory.
- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Backup Transactlon

A Backup transaction is a request to make a backup copy of a digital work, as a protection against media failure.
In the context of repositories, secure backup copies differ from other copies in three ways: (1) they are made under
the control of a Backup transaction rather than a Copy transaction, (2) they do not count as regular copies, and (3)
they are not usable as regular copies. Generally, backup copies are encrypted.

Although backup copies may be transferred or copied, depending on their assigned rights, the only way to make
them useful for playing, printing or embedding is to restore them.

The output of a Backup operation is both an encrypted data file that contains the contents and description of a
work, and a restoration file with an encryption key for restoring the encrypted contents. In many cases, the encrypted
data file would have rights for ' printing' it to a disk outside of the protection system, relying just on its encryption for
security. Such files could be stored anywhere that was physically safe and convenient. The restoration file would be

held in the repository. This file is necessary for the restoration of a backup copy It may have rights for transfer between
repositories.

- The requester sends the server a message to initiate a backup transaction. This message indicates the work to
be backed up, the version of the backup right to be used in the transaction, the destination address information
for placing the backup copy, the file data for the work.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

- The server transmits the requested contents and data to the requester. If a Next-Set-Of-Ftights has been provided,
those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, a set of default rights for backup files of the
original are transmitted by the server.

0 The requester records the work contents, data, and usage rights. It then creates a one-time key and encrypts the
contents file. It saves the key information in a restoration file.

- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.
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In some cases, it is convenient to be able to archive the large, encrypted contents file to secure offline storage.
such as a magneto-optical storage system or magnetic tape. This creation of a non-repository archive file is as secure
as the encryption process. Such non-repository archive storage is considered a form of 'printing' and is controlled by
a print right with a specified 'archive-printer.' An archive-printer device is programmed to save the encrypted contents
file (but not the description file) offline in such a way that it can be retrieved.

The Restore Transaction

A Restore transaction is a request to convert an encrypted backup copy of a digital work into a usable copy. A
restore operation is intended to be used to compensate for catastrophic media failure. Like all usage rights, restoration
rights can include fees and access tests including authorization checks.

0 The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Restore transaction. This message indicates the work to
be restored, the version of the restore right for the transaction, the destination address information for placing the
work, and the file data for the work.

- The server verifies that the contents file is available (i.e. a digital work corresponding to the request has been
backed-up.) If it is not, it ends the transaction with an error.

' The repositories pertorm the common opening transaction steps

- The server retrieves the key from the restoration file. It decrypts the work contents, data, and usage rights.
- The server transmits the requested contents and data to the requester according to the transmission protocol. If

a Next-Set-Of-Rights has been provided, those rights are transmitted as the rights for the work. Otherwise, a set
of default rights for backup files of the original are transmitted by the sewer.

- The requester stores the digital work.
- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Delete Transaction

A Delete transaction deletes a digital work or a number of copies of a digital work from a repository. Practically all
digital works would have delete rights.

0 The requester sends the server a message to initiate a delete transaction. This message indicates the work to be
deleted, the version of the delete right for the transaction.

- The repositories pertorm the common opening transaction steps.
- The server deletes the file, erasing it from the file system.
- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Directory Transaction

A Directory transaction is a request for information about folders, digital works, and their parts. This amounts to
roughly the same idea as protection codes in a conventional file system like TENEX, except that it is generalized to
the full power of the access specifications of the usage rights language.

The Directory transaction has the important role of passing along descriptions of the rights and fees associated
with a digital work. When a user wants to exercise a right. the user interface of his repository implicitly makes a directory
request to determine the versions of the right that are available. Typically these are presented to the user -- such as
with different choices of billing for exercising a right. Thus, many directory transactions are invisible to the user and
are exercised as pan of the normal process of exercising all rights.

- The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Directory transaction. This message indicates the file or
folder that is the root of the directory request and the version of the di rectory right used for the transaction.

- The server verifies that the information is accessible to the requester. In particular, it does not return the names
of any files that have a HIDE—NAME status in their directory specifications, and it does not retum the parts of any
folders or files that have HIDE-PARTS in their specification. If the information is not accessible, the server ends
the transaction with an error.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.
- The server sends the requested data to the requester according to the transmission protocol.
- The requester records the data.
- The repositories pedorm the common closing transaction steps.
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The Folder Transaction

A Folder transaction is a request to create or rename a folder, or to move a work between folders. Together with
Directory rights, Folder rights control the degree to which organization of a repository can be accessed or modified
from another repository.

- The requester sends the server a message to initiate a Folder transaction. This message indicates the folder that
is the root of the folder request, the version of the folder right for the transaction, an operation, and data. The

operation can be one of create, rename, and move file. The data are the specifications required for the operation,
such as a specification of a folder or digital work and a name.

0 The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

- The server performs the requested operation -- creating a folder, renaming a folder, or moving a work between
folders.

- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Extract Transaction

A extract transaction is a request to copy a part of a digital work and to create a new work containing it. The
extraction operation differs from copying in that it can be used to separate a part of a digital work from d-blocks or
shells that place additional restrictions or fees on it. The extraction operation differs from the edit operation in that it
does not change the contents of a work, only its embedding in d-blocks. Extraction creates a new digital work.

0 The requester sends the server a message to initiate an Extract transaction. This message indicates the part of
the work to be extracted, the version of the extract right to be used in the transaction, the destination address

information for placing the part as a new work, the file data for the work, and the number of copies involved.
- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

- The server transmits the requested contents and data to the requester according to the transmission protocol. If
a Next~Set—Of-Flights has been provided, those rights are transmitted as the rights for the new work. Otherwise,

the rights of the original aretransmitled. The Copy-Count field for this right is set to the number-of-copies requested.
0 The requester records the contents, data, and usage rights and stores the work. It records the date and time that

new work was made in the properties of the work.

0 The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Embed Transaction

An embed transaction is a request to make a digital work become a part of another digital work or to add a shell
d-block to enable the adding of fees by a distributor of the work.

0 The requester sends the server a message to initiate an Embed transaction. This message indicates the work to
be embedded, the version of the embed right to be used in the transaction, the destination address information

for placing the pan as a a work, the file data for the work, and the number of copies involved.

- The server checks the control specifications for all of the rights in the part and the destinationflf they are incom-
patible, the sewer ends the transaction with an error.

0 The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.

0 The server transmits the requested contents and data to the requester according to the transmission protocol. If
a Next-Set-Of-Flights has been provided, those rights are transmitted as the rights for the new work. Otherwise,

the rights of the original aretransmitled. The Copy—Count field for this right is set to the number-of-copies requested.
0 The requester records the contents, data, and usage rights and embeds the work in the destination file.

- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Edit Transaction

An Edit transaction is a request to make a new digital work by copying, selecting and modifying portions of an
existing digital work. This operation can actually change the contents of a digital work. The kinds of changes that are
permitted depend on the process being used. Like the extraction operation, edit operates on portions of a digital work.
In contrast with the extract operation, edit does not affect the rights or location of the work It only changes the contents.
The kinds of changes permitted are determined by the type specification of the processor specified in the rights. In the
currently preferred embodiment, an edit transaction changes the work itself and does not make a new work. However,
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it would be a reasonable variation to cause a new copy of the work to be made.

- The requester sends the server a message to initiate an Edit transaction. This message indicates the work to be
edited, the version of the edit right to be used in the transaction, the file data for the work (including its size), the
process-ID for the process, and the number of copies involved.

. The server checks the compatibility of the process-ID to be used by the requester against any process-ID speci-
fication in the right. if they are incompatible, it ends the transaction with an error.

- The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.
- The requester uses the process to change the contents of the digital work as desired. (For example, it can select

and duplicate pans of it; combine it with other information; or compute functions based on the information. This
can amount toediting text, music, or pictures or taking whatever other steps are useful in creating a derivative work.)

- The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The edit transaction is used to cover a wide range of kinds of works. The category describes a process that takes

as its input any portion of a digital work and then modifies the input in some way. For example, for text, a process for
editing the text would require edit rights. A process for 'summarizing' or counting words in the text would also be
considered editing. For a music file, processing could involve changing the pitch or tempo, or adding reverberations,
or any other audio effect. For digital video works, anything which alters the image would require edit rights. Examples

would be colorizing, scaling, extracting still photos, selecting and combining frames into story boards, sharpening with
signal processing, and so on.

Some creators may want to protect the authenticity of their works by limiting the kinds of processes that can be

performed on them. if there are no edit rights, then no processing is allowed at all. A processor identifier can be included
to specify what kind of process is allowed. if no process identifier is specified, then arbitrary processors can be used.
For an example of a specific process, a photographer may want to allow use of his photograph but may not want it to
be colorized. A musician may want to allow extraction of ponions of his work but not changing of the tonality.

Authorlzation Trensactlons

There are many ways that authorization transactions can be defined. in the following, our preferred way is to simply
define them in terms of other transactions that we already need for repositories. Thus, it is convenient sometimes to
speak of 'authorization transactions,‘ but they are actually made up of othertransactions that repositories already have.

A usage right can specify an authorization-ID, which identifies an authorization object (a digital work in a file of a
standard format) that the repository must have and which it must process. The authorization is given to the generic

authorization (or ticket) server of the repository which begins to interpret the authorization.
As described earlier, the authorization contains a server identifier, which may just be the generic authorization

server or it may be another server. When a remote authorization server is required, it must contain a digital address.
It may also contain a digital certificate.

If a remote authorization server is required, then the authorization process first performs the following steps:

- The generic authorization server attempts to set up the communications channel. (It the channel cannot be set
up, then authorization fails with an error.)

- When the channel is set up, it performs a registration process with the remote repository. (lf registration fails, then
the authorization fails with an error.)

- When registration is complete, the generic authorization server invokes a 'Play' transaction with the remote re-
pository, supplying the authorization document as the digital work to be played, and the remote authorization server
'(a program) as the 'player.‘ (If the player cannot be found or has some other enor, then the authorization fails with
an error.)

- The authorization server then 'plays' the authorization. This involves decrypting it using either the public key of
the master repository that issued the cenificate or the session key from the repository that transmitted it. The
authorization server then performs various tests. These tests vary according to the authorization sewer They
include such steps as checking issue and validity dates of the authorization and checking any hot-lists of known
invalid authorizations. The authorization server may require carrying out any other transactions on the repository
as well, such as checking directories. getting some person to supply a password, or playing some other digital
work It may also invoke some special process for checking information about locations or recent events. The
'script' for such steps is contained within the authorization server.

- If all of the required steps are completed satisfactorily, the authorization server completes the transaction nomrally,
signaling that authorization is granted.
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The Install Transaction

An Install transaction is a request to install a digital work as runnable software on a repository. In atypical case,
the requester repository is a rendering repository and the software would be a new kind or new version of a player.
Also in a typical case, the software would be copied to file system of the requester repository before it is installed.

The requester sends the server an Install message. This message indicates the work to be installed, the version
of the Install right being invoked. and the file data for the work (including its size).
The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.
The requester extracts a copy of the digital certificate for the software. If the certificate cannot be found or the
master repository for the certificate is not known to the requester, the transaction ends with an error.

The requester decrypts the digital certificate using the public key of the master repository, recording the identity
of the supplier and creator, a key for decrypting the software, the compatibility inlorrnation, and a tamper-checking
code. (This step certifies the software.)

The requester decrypts the software using the key from the certificate and computes a check code on it using a
1-way hash function. If the check-code does not match the tamper-checking code from the certificate, the instal-

lation transaction ends with an error. (This step assures that the contents of the software, including the various
scripts, have not been tampered with.)

The requester retrieves the instructions in the compatibility-checking script and follows them. If the software Is not

compatible with the repository, the installation transaction ends with an error. (This step checks platform compat-
ibiIity.)

The requester retrieves the instructions in the installation script and follows them. If there is an error in this process
(such as insufficient resources). than the transaction ends with an error. Note thatthe installation process puts the
runnable software in a place in the repository where it is no longer accessible as a work for exercising any usage
rights other than the execution of the software as part of repository operations in carrying out other transactions.
The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

The Uninstall Transaction

An Uninstall transaction is a request to remove software from a repository. Since uncontrolled or incorrect removal
of software from a repository could compromise its behavioral integrity, this step is controlled.

The requester sends the server an Uninstall message. This message indicates the work to be uninstalled, the
version of the Uninstall right being invoked, and the file data for the work (including its size).
The repositories perform the common opening transaction steps.
The requester extracts a copy of the digital certificate for the software. If the certificate cannot be found or the
master repository for the certificate is not known to the requester, the transaction ends with an error.
The requester checks whether the software is installed. If the software is not installed, the transaction ends with
an error.

The requester decrypts the digital certificate using the public key of the master repository, recording the identity
of the supplier and creator, a key for decrypting the software, the compatibility inlorrnation, and a tamper-checking
code. (This step authenticates the certification of the software, including the script for uninstalling it.)

The requester decrypts the software using the key from the certificate and computes a check code on it using a
1-way hash function. If the check-code does not match the tamper-checking code from the certificate, the instal-

lation transaction ends with an error. (This step assures that the contents of the software, including the various
scripts, have not been tampered with.)

The requester retrieves the instructions in the uninstallation script and follows them. If there is an error in this
process (such as insufficient resources), then the transaction ends with an error.

The repositories perform the common closing transaction steps.

Claims

1.
A distribution system for distributing digital works, said digital works having one. or more usage rights attached
thereto, said distribution system comprising:

a grammar for creating instances of usage rights indicating a manner by which a possessor of an associated
digital work may transport said associated digital work;
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means for creating usage rights from said grammar;
means for attaching created usage rights to a digital work;
a requester repository for accessing digital works, said requester repository having means for generating usage
transactions, each said usage transaction specifying a usage right;
a sewer repository for storing digital works with attached created usage rights, said sewer repository having
means for processing usage transactions from said requester repository to determine if access to a digital
work may be granted.

The distribution system as recited in Claim 1 wherein said grammar further specifies a default plurality of conditions
for an instance of a usage right, wherein said one or more conditions must be satisfied before said usage right
may be exercised.

The distribution system as recited in Claim 2 wherein said means for creating usage rights from said grammar is

further comprised of means for changing said default plurality of conditions for an instance of a usage right.

The distribution system as recited in Claim 1 wherein said digital work is a software program.

The distribution system as recited in Claim 1 wherein said grammar is further for creating a first version of a usage ..
right having a first set of conditions and a second version of said usage right having a second set of conditions.

A computer based system for controlling distribution and use of digital works comprising:

a usage rights grammar for creating instances of usages rights which define how a digital work may be used
or distributed, said usage rights grammar comprising a first plurality of grammar elements for defining transport
usage rights and a second plurality of grammar elements for defining rendering usage rights;
means for attaching usage rights to digital works;

a plurality of repositories for storing and exchanging digital works, each of said plurality of repositories
comprising :
means for storing digital works and their attached usage rights;
transaction processing means having a requester mode of operation for requesting access to a requested
digital work, said request specifying a usage right, and a server mode of operation for processing requests to
access said requested digital work based on said usage right specified in said request and the usage rights
attached to said requested digital work; and

a coupling means for coupling to another of said plurality of repositories across a communiwtions medium.

The computer based system for controlling distribution and use of digital works as recited in Claim 6 wherein said
first plurality of grammar elements is comprised of:

a loan grammar element for enabling a digital work to be loaned to another repository;
a copy grammar element for enabling a copy of a digital work to be made and transported to another repository;
and

a transfer grammar element for enabling a digital work to be transferred to another repository.

The computer based system for controlling distribution and use of digital works as recited in Claim 6 or Claim 7
wherein said second plurality of grammar elements is comprised of:

a play grammar element for enabling a digital work to be rendered on a specified class of player device; and
a print grammar element for enabling a digital work to be printed on a specified class of printer device.

The computer based system for controlling distribution and use of digital works as recited in any one of Claims 6
to 8 wherein said grammar comprises one or more further pluralities of grammar elements, for defining file man-
agement usage rights, for enabling a digital work to be used in the creation of a new digital work,for enabling the
secure installation and uninstallation of digital works comprising of software programs, or for providing a set of
creator specified conditions which must be satisfied for each instantiation of a usage right defined by a grammar
element.

10. A method for controlling distribution and use of digital works comprising the steps of:
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a) creating a set of usage rights from a usage rights grammar, each of said usage rights defining a specific
instance of how a digital work may be used or distributed, each of said usage rights specifying one or more
conditions which must be satisfied in order for said usage right to be exercised;
b) attaching said set of usage rights to a digital work;
c) storing said digital work and its attached usage rights in a first repository;
d) a second repository initiating a request to access said digital work in said first repository, said request
specifying a usage right;

, e) said first repository receiving said request from said second repository;
f) said first repository determining if said specified usage right is attached to said digital work;
9) said first repository denying access to said digital work if said identified usage right is not attached to said
digital work;

h) if said identified usage right is attached to said digital work, said first repository determining if conditions
specified by said usage right are satisfied;

i) if said conditions are not satisfied, said first repository denying access to said digital work;
i) if said conditions are satisfied, said first repository transmitting said digital work to said second repository.
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1501 -Digital Work Rights: = (Righta‘)

1502~Right : = (Right-Code {Copy-Count} {Control-Spec} {Time-Spec }
{Access-Spec} {Fee-Spec»

1503~Right-Code := Render-Code I Transport-Code I File-Management-
CodeI Derivative-Works— Code I Configuration-Code

1504~Render-Code := [ Play : {Playen Player-ID} I Print: {Printer Printer-IDI]
1505~Tmnsport-Code := [Copy I Transfer I Loan {Remaining-Rights:

Next-Set-of-Righta}]{(Next-Copy-Rights: Nebeet-of-Rights»

1505~File-Management—Code := Backup {Back-Up—Copy-Rights:
Next-Set-of-Righta} I Restore I Delete I Folder

I Directory {Name: Hide-Local I Hide-Remote}

{Partsz Hide-Local I Hide-Remote}

1507~Derivative-Works-Code := [Extract I Embed I EditIProcess:
Process-DI] {Next-Copy-Rights :

Next-Set-ofRights}

1508~Confignration-Code := Install I Uninstall

1509~Next~Set—of-Rights := {(Add: Semi-Rights» {(Delete:

SetrOf-Rights» {(Replnce: Set-Of-Righta )}{(Keep: Set-Of-Righta )}
1510~Copy-Count := (Copies2poaitive-integer I 0 | Unlimimd)
1511 ~Control-Spec := (Control: {Restrictable I Unresh-ictable}

{Unchargeable I ChargeableD

1512~Time-Spec : = “Fixed-Interval I Sliding-Interval I Meter-Time}
Until: Expiration-Date)

1513~ fixed-Interval : = From: Start-Time

1514~Sliding-Interval := Interval: Use-Duration

1515~Meter-Time: = Time-Remaining: Remaining-Use

1515~Access-Spec : = ({SC: Security-Class} {Authorizatiom Authorization-ID‘}
{Other-Authorization: Authorization-ID‘} {Ticket Ticket-ID»

1517~Fee-Spec: = {Scheduled-Discount} Regular-Fee-Spec I Scheduled-FeeSpec |
Markup-Spec

1518~Scheduled-Discount: = Scheduled-Discount: (Scheduled-Discount:

(Time-Spec Percentage)‘)

1519~Regulnr-Fee-Spec := ({Fee: I Incentive: } [Per-Use—Spec I Metered-Rate-

Spec | Best-Priee-Spec I Call-For-Price-Spec]

{Minz Money-Unit Per: 'I‘ime-SpecHMax:

Money-Unit Per: Time-Spec} To: Account-11))

1520~Per-Use-Spec: = Per-Use: Money-unit

1521 ~Metered-Rate-Spec := Metered: MoneyUnit Per: Time-Spec
1522 ~Best—Price-Spec := Best-Price: Money-unit Max: Money-unit
1523~Cnll-For-Price-Spec := Call-For -Price

1524~ Scheduled-Fee-Spec: = (Schedule: (Time-Spec Regular-Fee-Spec)‘ )
1525~Markup-Spec: = Markup: percentage To: Account-ID

Fig. 15
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OFSOHWAREINAWWW

WW

1. W

The present invention relates to a method tor protecting against

5 the unauthorized use of a software application in a computer network

environment.

2. ABILBAQKGBQUND

A computer network is typically an interconnection of machines or

to agents over finite or cables. The open access characteristics of a computer

network presents opportunities for the unauthorized copying of software. thus

erocfing the licensing revenue potential of software developers. Traditionally.

either the entire network must be licensed (commonly referred to as a site

license). or each node where the software is run must be icensed (commonly

15 referred to as a node license). A node refers to a single machine. agent or

system in a computer network. A Eoense is an authorization given by a

software developer to a customer to use a software application in a specific
manner.

20 A site license lets all users at a designated location or network

use the software appfication. regardless of their position on the network. This

flat-tee approach is an overkill for a low usage software application. A node

Bcense not only ties a software application to a partlwlar machine in a

network. but also is not cost effective for the infrequent use of a software

25 appflcation. See. for example. U.S. Patent No. 4,688,169. Furthermore. if new

users of licensed nodes wish to use the software appEcation. they are often

requlred to purchase additional licenses

An alternative to a site license or a node license is the concept of

30 a concurrent usage license. A concurrent usage license restricts the number

of users allowed to use a software application at any given time. regardless of

their location on the network. Just as renters check out available copies of a

.1.
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20

’25

30

movie video from a video rental store. users on a network check out a software

application trom an agent on a first-come-first-serve basis. Thus. a concurrent

usage license charges a fee for the use at a software application proportional

to its actual use.

Methods to license a software appacation for conwrrent use in a

network environment are currently offered by Highland Sottware. Inc. and

Apollo Computer. Inc. See. M. Olson and P. Levine. 'Concurrent Access

Licensing'. Unix Review. September 1988. Vol. 6. No. 9. In general. the

license for a software application is stored in a database controlled by a

license server. A license server is a program that not only stores the license.

but also verifies the users credentials belore checking out the license to the

authenticated user. To protect against the authorized use. these methods to

license concurrent usage rely on wcured communications such as

publiclprivate key encryption. Under publidprfvate key encryption. each user

of the system has two keys. one of which is generally known to the public. and

the other which is private. The private transformation using the private key is

related to the public one using the pubfic key but the prim key cannot be

computationally determined from the pubflc key. See Deming. 0..

Cryptography and Data Security. Addison-Wesley. 1982. The encryption key

is hidden in the license server to encrypt the database of Scenses. Well

designed public/private key encryption schemes are difficult to crack.

especially if the license server is located in a trusted environment. A trusted

environment is one whose access is limited to users having the proper

credentials. However. a license server is more likely to be bested at 3

customers site and hence in an hostile environment. it follows that the icense

server is vulnerable to sophisticated intruders. Once the private key is

decrypted. all sensitive information on the license server such as licenses are

compromised.
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It is theretore an object at the present Invention to provide a mote secure

method to protect against the unauthorized use of software in a concurrent use

ticensing environment.
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W

The present invention provides to the software application the

verification and icense check out functions which are normally pedomed by a

5 license server. The preferred emborfiment of the present invention comprises a

computer network including a plurality of agents running at least one license

server and at least one software application. The Ecense server controls a

database of an agent containing the license information for the software

application. The license information is contained in a license token. and is

10 stored in the database controlled by the license server. The license token is a

special bit pattern or packet which is encrypted by the software vendor of the

application software. The software application communicates with the license

server through a licensing library. The licensing library is a collection of library

routines that the software application invokes to request or renew a license

15 from the license server. Before a software application obtains a license. the

license token must be decoded by a license access module. The license

access module. which is Inked with the software application and the licensing

library is a program that decodes the license token from a vendor specific

format to a ficensing library format.

20

.When an user wishes to run a software appfication. the licensing library

invokes a all to request a Ecense token from the Ecense server. in contrast to

the prior art where the Ecense server either grants or denies the request after

verifying the user’s credentials. the license server in the preterred embodiment

25 of the present invention finds the correct Ecense token for the software

application and transmits the license token to the licensing ibrary. The license

was Mia attached to the icenslng library decodes the icensing token.

Routines in the licensing library coupled to the software application verify the

license information before checking out the license and updating the license

30 token. The fioense access module encodes the updated license token before

returning it to the license server.
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Because the verification and check out function of a Ecense token are

performed by e sottware application. the software application rather than the

license server becomes the point of attack by unauthorized users. Reverse

engineering the license access module is less rewarding than attacking the

Scense server because the license access module reveals the contents of a

traction of a database of licenses. By the time most attackers cmk the license

access module, the software vendors would most likely introduce newer

versions of the software appimtion and new license access modules tor them.

Thus the present invention provides a more secure method tor protecting

against the unauthorized use of a software application in a computer network '

environment without modifying the underlying computer network
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Figure 1 illustrates a network environment employing the present

invention.

Figure 2 describes the architecture of a network licensing scheme

employing the preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 3 describes the installation of a license token in the preferred

embodiment oi the present invention.

Figure 4a illustrates the use of a license token to request a license from

a license server in the preferred embodiment of the present invention. .

Figure 4b illustrates the use of a Eoense token to renew a license lrom

a license sewer in the prelerred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 4: illustrates the use of a license token to release a Eoense tram

a license server in the preterred embodiment of the present invention.
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W85

The detailed description that tollows is presented largely in terms of

algorithms and symbolic representations of omrations on data bits and data

structures within a computer memory. These algorithmic descriptions and

representations are the means used by those skilled in the data processing arts

to most effectively convey the substance at their work to others skilled in the
art.

An algorithm is here. and generally. conmived to be a sell-consistent

sequence oi steps leading to a desired result. These steps are those requiring

physical manipulation oi physical quantities. Usually. though not necessarily.

these quantities take the form of electrical or nugnetic signals capable of being

stored. transferred. combined. compared. and otherwise manipulated. it proves

convenient at times. principally for reasons of common usage. to rater to these

signals as bit patterns. values. elements. symbols. characters. data packages.

or the site. it should be borne in mind. however. that all of these and'slmilar

terms are to be associated with the appropriate physical quantities and are

merely convenient labels applied to these quantities.

Further. the manipulations periorrned are often referred to in terms. such

as adding or comparing. that are commonly associated with mental operations

perlormed by a human operator. INo such capability of a human operator is

necessary. ordeslrable in most cases. in any of the operations described

herein that term part of the present invention; the operations are machine

operations. Useful machines for periorrning the operations at the present

invention include general purpose digital computers or other similar devices. In

an cases there should be borne in mind the distinction between the method oi

operations in operating a computer and the method oi computation itself. The

present invention relates to method steps for operating a computer in

processing electrical or other (e.g. mechanical. chemical) physical signals to

generate other desired physical signals.

-7-
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The present invention also relates to an apparatus tor performing these

operations. This apparatus may be specially constructed tor the required

purposes. or it may comprise a general pumose computer as selectively

activated or reconfigured by a computer program stomd In the computer. The

algorithms presented herein are not inherently related to any partiwier

computer or other apparatus. In particular. various general purpose machines

may be used with programs written in awordance with the teachings herein. or

it may prove more convenient to constmct a morespecializedapparatus to

perform the required method steps. The required structure tor a variety oi these

machines will appear from the description given below.
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details or a method for protecting against the unauthorized use ot a software

application.

WW
1 0

Reierrlng to Figure 1. computer network environment comprises a

plurality of data processing devices identified generally by numerals 10

through 10" (illustrated as 10. 10' and 10"). These data processing devices
may include terminals. personal computers. workstations. minicornputer.

15 mainframes and even supercomputers. For the purposes at this Specification.

ail data processing devices which are coupled to the present invention's

network are collectively referred to as 'agents‘. it should be understood that

the agents may be manuiactured by dlrferent vendors and may also use

different operating Systems such as MS—DOS. UNIX. 05/2. MAC as and

20 others. Particular examples of suitable agents include machines manufactured

by Sun Microsystems. lnc.. Mountain \flew. Calif. Each of the agents has an

, input device such as a keyboard 11. 11' and 11" are mouse 12. 12' and

12". As shown. agents 10 through to“ fillustrated as 10. 10' and 10") are

interconnected for data transfer to one another by a common cable 13. it will be

25 appreciated by one skilled in the art that the common cable 13 may comprise

any shared made. such as coaxial cable. fiber optics. radio channel and the

like. Furthermore. the network resulting from the interconnection of the cable

13 and agents 10 through 10n (illustrated as 10.10' and 10") may assume a

variety of topologies. such as ring. star. bus. and may also include a collection

30 of smaller networks linked by gateways or bridges.
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Referring again to Figure 1 is a Ecense service 14. The license

service 14 is a resource shared by every agent connected to the network In

the preferred embodiment oi the present invention. the license service 14

comprises license servers 15 thr0ugh 15"I (illustrated as 15, 15' and 15'“)

and databases 17 through 17"I (illustrated as 17.17' and 17'"). where m is

less than or equal to n. A license server is a program that runs on an agent with

a memory storage capability. Each Ecehse sewer 15 (illustrated as 15. 15'

and 15'“) communicates with a database 17 stored In memory on the agent

over an interface is (illustrated as 16, 16' and 15'“). As wili be described In

detail below. the database 17 stores Ecensing information for various software

applications which are purchased and authorized to run in the computer

network environment. The license server is not imited to run on a specific

agent. but can operate on any agent including the agent on which the user is to

operate the appication. Thus. any agent ccnneded to the network may

tunction as a license server as well as a device on which a user may operate

application software. As will be described below. the icense server does not

perlorm verification of licenses of application software; rather the license server
ls passive and provides storing. locking, logging. and crash recovering

function for the application software.

Figure 2 illustrates the architecture ofa network licensing scheme of

the present invention. The architecture comprises a database 18. database
interface 19. license server 20. licensing fibrary 24. License mess module

27. Ecense administration tool 21. license service binder 29. and license

production tool 34.

The database 18 stores Ecenslng information and application usage

data. Preferably the database 18 comprises a plurality of records which

contain the following information:

.10-
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Unique Key Table Keys for all other tables

Vendor Table Vendor's ID and name

Product Table . Product number and name

5 Version Table Version number enddate

License Table License #._exp date. total units

License Token Table Stores encoded license token

Unit Group Table A group's allocation of license

Group Ust Table Name oi the group

10 Allowed Users Table Credentials of allowed users

Current Ucense Use Table Applications using a license

Lock Table Locked records in database

Authorized administrator Table Login names at administrators

Ucense Operation Log Table Administrators log intermation

15 License Usage Log Table Request handle plus Client Log

Ucense Queue Log Table License wait queue

Application Message Log Table Application specific messages

20

A database intertace 19 provides communication between the Ecense

server 20 and the database 18 in order to prevent concurrent access to the

same database record by multiple users which can cause the data in the

record to become corrupted. _Thus. only the owner at the lodr can read from

25 and write to the locked record during the usage of the application.

The license sewer 20 operates on an agent and interfaces the database

18 to Bcense administration tool 21. licensing library 24 and license service

binder 29. The license server 20 communbetes with the license

30 administration tool 21. licensing library 24 and Scense service binder 29 via

an intertace 23. Preterably the intertace 23 is a remote procedure call

.11.
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mechanism which permits a process operating on one device or agent

connected to the network to request a resource or service irorn a remote device

or agent connected to the network See A Bineli and B. Neison. 'irnplernenting
Remote Procedure Calls.' AGM Transaction on 00me Systems. February

1984, Vol. 2. No. 1.

Muttiple Ecense sewers may reside on nuttiple agents. Preferably the

license server 20 operates in a background mode of the agent such that its

operation is transparent to a userotthat agent. Mae partiwlariy. aswifl be
described below. the license sewer 20 provides the following functions: 1)

servicing the requests from the licensing Ebrary 24 for icense token: (2)

maintaining a wait queue for requests to the database 18 when no licensing

units are available; (3) generating locks for exclusive access to database

18: and (4) providing access to information in the database 18.

The licensing libraryfiisesetoikbrerymutineswhichenabiethe

application 26 to request iicenslng service from the Ecense server 20. Upon

receiving the request tor service from the Icensing library 24. the license

server 20 retrieves a Bcense token treat the database 18 and transmits it to the

licensing ibrary 24. The licensing ibrary 24 is inked with the application 26

and communicates with the license server 20 over a path 28 with. preterably.

a remote procedure cail mechanism 23. Among the major library calls in the

icensing ibrary 24 is the application's request for a license from the license

The ioense access module (LAM)21 is prepared bythe software

vendor24todecodethe licensetolren. Oncedecoded.theapplication26via

routines in the licensing library verifies the Scenslng inlermation in the license

token and determines whether a scense may be checked out. The LAM 27

-12.
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also encodes the license token before the application returns it to the database

18 via license server 20. The license awess module 27 is described in

further detail below.

The Boense administration tool 21 is utilized by the network administrator

to periorm administrative functions relevant to the concurrent usage of a

soltware application. The “cense administration tool 21 may run on any agent

connected to the computer network The ficense administration tool 21 is

primarily used to install the license token into the database 18 through the

ncense server 20. The tunctionarrty ot the license administration tool 21

includes: (1) starting or terminating a license server. (2) accessing a database

controlled by a license server; and (3) generating and printing reports on

license usage.

' The application 26 may not mess the databae 18 directly; rather. the

request for a license is made through the licensing library 24 to the license

server 20 over a path 28. Most network icenslng schemes employ sewred .

communication between the licensing library 24 and the Scenes server 20. in

contrast. the present invention uses the Icense access module (LAM) 27 the

license library 24 and a plurality of license tokens to protect against the

unauthorized use of soltware application in a computer network

Referring once again to Figure 2, a icense service binder 29 is shown

coupled to the license server 20 over a path 30. The Scenes service binder

29 is invoked by means known in the art. such as a network service program.

The license service binder 29 locates all agents that are designated as servers

on the network. and keeps track or which server is servicing which eppEcation.

The license service binder 29 contacts each server on its table of available

servers and requests a list of produce it serves. finally the license service

binder 29 writes the contents of the table of available license servers and the

fist at products into a binding file 32 over a path 31. in Figure 2. the binrflng

tile 32 is coupled to the licensing library 24 over a path 33. The application 26

. 13 .
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queries the binding file 32 to see which license server can service its request

for a license.

A Ecense production tool 34 is used by the software vendor to create a

ioense token for transmittal to the network administrator. Receiving the license

token. the network administrator installs it with the license administration tool 21

into the database 18 through license server 20.

militarism

Referring to Figure 3. the creation of a license token in a computer

network employing the prelerred embodiment of the present Invention will be

described. A computer network 38 is shown coupled with a Scense

administration tool 39 end a single license server 44. The Ecense server 44

communicates with a database 45. Applications 41. _42. and 43 are shown

requesting licensing service from the Ecense server 44. When a customer

purchases a license ior an appliwion. such as a CADICAM program for its V
research and development department. the software vewor creates a license

token with a license production tool. and delivers the icense token to the

customer‘s network administrator. A license token is a special bit pattern or

packet representing a license to use a software application. The network

administrator installs the license token 46 into the database oi the Ecense

server using the license administration tool 39. Unfike the token used in a

token ring which is passed from agent to agent. a license token in the preterred

embofiment ot the present invention is passed only between a license server

and a icensing library for a predetermined amount of time. The predetermined

amount of time corresponds to the time the license token is checked out of the

Bcense server. Currently, the Ecense token is checked outto an application for

no more than ten seconds. and the license token is returned as quickly as

possible to the issuing Ecense sewer. The license token 46 contains

information encrypted in the vendor‘s format such as .vendor identification.

product and version numbers as well as the number of license units purchased

.14.
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tor the license token. A icense unit corresponds to the license weighting tor an

agent connected to the computer network For example. powerful workstations

could require more Scense units to use a software application than an average

personal computer.

The sottware vendor produces a license token using a license

production tool 40. A path 47 illustrates how a license token 46' makes its

way to a icense adnu'nkstration tool 39 at the customers site. There. the

system administrator installs the icense taken 46' as icense token 46 into the

license database 45 of the icense server 44. A path 48 irrdcates the transfer

or the license taken 45' tram the license administration tool as to the license

server 44 and into the database 45 as license token 46. The license server

44 is now ready to entertain requests horn applications 41. 42. and 43 tor a

license to use the application correspondng to token 46 as we! as other

applications represented in its dmbase 45.

ltshouldbeunderstoodthat eachnetworkmayhaveapualityot

license servers and each license servermay have in its database a plurality ot

license tokens tor a variety of software applications. Reterring again to Figure

3. it application A 41 requests and checks out the license token 46 tor less

than ten seconds, applications 8 and c 42. 43 would be unable to check out

. the license token 46 ittheir requests were rude during the same time

appicetion 4t ls checldng out a icense lrom the Icense token 46 because at

the locking mechanism provided by database intertace 19. "HIS. to achieve

concurrent license usage in network'as. it is preterred that the moth

administrator installs more than one Ecense server. To mlwmize the task of

recovering trorn license server crashes. it is nice preferred that the system

administrator spreads the ioense units tor any one application among a .

plurality of strategically located license servers. For instance. it a network has

tour Eoense servers. the network administrator may want to allocate the twenty

license units for a particular popular applmtion among four license tokens with

.15-
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five license units tor each Ecense token. In the event one license server

crashes or the Ecense token is checked out. the other three license servers

may provide icensing service to other applications.

Figure 4a illustrates the use of a Ioense token to request tor a icense.

As shown. a network 50 is provided. and is coupled to Applications 52, 54

and 58 respectively. Application 58 succeeded in mquesting a license token

truth the Ecense server 58 in step 59. The license token is transmitted to

application 56 in step so. When done. Application 55 returns the acense

token to the icenee server se in step 61. Aside from the Ecense request

functionvperlonned with the license token as shown in Figure 4a. the license

token is also used in othercritical stages otthe fioensing process. For

example. an user may wish to run an application beyond the initial allocated

time. As shown in Figure 4b. Application 68 makes a icense renewal

request 71 from the Ecense server 70 with icense taken 72. Similarly. in

Figure 4c the user makes a license release request 83 when the appliwflOn

no longerneedsthe Scense units. Assamtheuserupdatcsthe licensetoken

84 by retumlng the updated license token to the Scenes server 82 in step 05.

We

In Figure 2. a Ecense access module (LAM) 27 is linked with the

application 26 and the licensing library 24 to term the exewtabie code that

software vendors ship to the customers. The license access module 27

decodmandencodestheencryptedlcensetolwnasitlsbeimpacsed

betweentheflceneeserverandthelicensingmraryfl. Thusd'reievelot

securityolanappficationhomunauthorindusedependsheawiyupon how

sewre the license access module is.

Conventional network Ecenslng schemes use publidprivate key

encryption to encode sensitive intormation. Such a scheme is etiective it the

license server is in a trusted environment. However. the customer has the

.15.
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same accessto enyegentinanetwontincbdinglheficense server. The

sewntyoitheioenslngschemecanbeoompmnfisedbyauserwhodecrypts

the Scenes server's private key. Once the unauthorized user determines the

server's private key. hecandecrypteli sensitive lniorrnationonthe Scenes

5 server. Shouldailflcenseserversusethesarnekey.esisfrequentiydone.

then all the security of the applications served by all the license servers will be

compromiwd.

The license access module 27 first translates a ficense token from e

10 vendorspsdtictonnetto atonnatusable bythe icensing library 24. The

lcense access module accomplishes the translation in two modules. One

modubtrensiatesordeccdesefloensetokenhomavendorspecifmiormattoa I

licensing ibrary ionnat. The second module translates or encodes the updated

Icense token from the ficensing Ebrary format to the vendor specific tonnat.

15 The second module is invoked anytime the flaming library updatesthe

inionnation in a Ecense token.

Upon receiving the ficense token in the licensing library format. the

Ecensing library lnvokes routines which verily the correctness oi the license by

20 reviewing the following license lntonnation stored in the token: (1) flag. (2)

maintenance contract date. (3) host name and domain. (4) product name. (5)

host id number. (6) fioense serial number. and (7) expiration date at license.

Welscornpar’edtothelnfomtafionmairuainedbytheappwon. lithe

information matches. the lcense ls verified. After completing the verification

25 pmcess.emutineintheficensing libraryisinitiatedtvhiohdtedtsoutthe

leensebyhaementingflxeicenseuritslnicensetokenbytlwnumberot

licensing units being checked out.

The decodng end enmding matinee other software vendors to

30 implement their own security medianism to protect their licenses from

unauthorized use even though they reside at the customers site.

.17-
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Below is an example of a sample application using the licensing library

and the license access module written in c language:

Odeflne UC_RENEWAL_TIME (60) [set renewal lime tor this session!
#deflne EST_LIC.RENEWAL_11ME (UCthNEWALJlME x .9)

NL_vendor_id NLVendorJd - 1223: [set vendor 3!
NL_prod_num NL.Prod_nurn . ‘02' [set product i!
NL_verslen NL_Version - ( 12/20/88. '1.0" ); [set version id 3!

status - NL__init (vendor_ld, NULL. &job_id); [initialize license service!
it (status is NL_NO_ERROR) [accept lob id it no enor!

{
tprintl (stderr, ‘ni_lnit tailed - error -
‘lédin'. status ); [error message it error and

return!

ram:

1

units a 3;
code.tuncs.encode_p . rrl_encode: [pointer to encode lunction!
codeJunesdecodeJ . nl__decode: [polnter to decode function!
r (signal (SIGALRM). alarm__lntr ) a (void 1 -1 l [set alarm if no

{ error!
perror ('Cannot set StGALRM'): Wise. error message!
return; «

l
status - NL__request (job‘id. NL_Prod__mrn. [request a license!
&NL_Version.
units. LIC_RENEWAL_TIME. NL_L2_SRCH.
8.code_lunce. NULL.
arqurandle. NULL. upp_lnto);

it (status in NL_NO_ERROR) [no error. icense checked
{ out from icense server! ,
tprlm! (stderr. 'nl_request tafled - error - ' '
m‘. stems); [otherwise. error message!
return;

1

I O

' We got a license license request successful!
'[

alarm (EST__UC_RENEWAL_TIME): [get alarm tor license renewal.. me!

Application Runs [runs application!

status - NL_releese (req_handle); [request to release a license!

ll (status I- NL_NO_ERROR)
fprlntt (stder'r. 'nl_release tailed - error an [otherwise. error

.13.
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Mn‘. status); messages!
. retum;

5 Int

alarm_lntr 0
1

status - NL_confirm (reLhandte. Irenew Scensing unit with
LIC_RENEWAL_TIME. NULL): Bcensing server!

10 r ~

' Verity vendor private inlonnation
'l

i

It (status!- NL_NO_ERHOFI)
15 tprintt (stderr. ’nLconfirrn tailed - error . Iotherwise. error

%\n‘. s‘tatus); message!
puts ('license renewed') [successful license

1 renewav

20

The sample application given above is accompanied by salt-

explanatory annotation to the right margin of the codes 0t particular interest

are code_iunc.encode__p and code_tunc.wcode_p. Encode_p and decode_p

are pointers to the software vendor's encode and decode routines.

25 respectively. Taking the pointers in the codeJunc variable. the icenslng

ibrary can use the pointers to invoke the decoding and encoding routines in

the license access module. The three mater licensing fibrary routines. request

tor a license (NL_reqrest), release a license (NL_release_) and renew a license

(NL_conlin1'l) invoke the decodng and encoding routines. For example of a

30 Eoense access module. see Appendix 1.

In implementing the license access module. the icense server becomes

merely a repository tor icense tokens. The keneing Ebrery coupled to the

application pertorms the procedure oi authenticating the Bcense token prior to

35 granting a license and therefore mess to run the Wooden.

Because the level oi sewrlty ot the system is dictated by the license

access module. the sottware vendors are free to make the Gcense access

module as simple or as complex as they desire. In particular. they are free to

.19.
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adopt any otthe encryption schemesaspartoltheirencryptlon routines. tithe

security mechanism is broken. and the encryption known to others. then the

software vendors can easily remedy the situation by releasing a new version of

the product with a new license access module.

While the present invention has been particuhrly described with

refereme to Figures 1-4 as well as Appendix 1. and with emphasis on certain

language in implementing a method to protect against the unauthorized use ol

software appncation in a computer network environment. it should be

understood that they aretormustraflon oniyend should not be taken as

limitation won the invention. in addition. it is clearthat the method at the

present invention has utility in any application run in a computer network

environment. it is contemplated that many changes and modifications may be

made.byonesldliedintheart.withomdeparting tromthe spintandscopeot

15 the invention dsclosed above.

.20.
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CLAIMS 

1. In a computer network environment including a

plurality of software applications licensed to run on at

least one network of agents, said applications located on

said agents wherein use of the application on a particular

agent is permitted upon the grant of a license, said

license being requested by a user from said agent of said

applications, a system for protecting against the

unauthorized use of said applications comprising:

license token means for storing licensing

information of said applications; license server means

connected to said agents for communicating with said

applications, said license server means having a database

which stores said license token means, said license server

means further retrieving said license token means from

said database upon a request for a license by said

applications, said license server means further

transmitting said license token means to said

applications;

license access means connected to said agents

for decoding and encoding said license token means from

said license server means, said license access means being

integrated with said applications, said license access

means receiving said license token means from said license

.aerver means; and

licensing library means connected to said agents

for verifying said decoded license token means before

access’to said license is granted, said licensing library

means being integrated with said applications.

2. The system as defined in claim 1, wherein each

said license token means containing licensing information

for at least one version of each said applications.
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3. The system as defined in claim 1, wherein the

contents of said license token means is encrypted.

4. The system as defined in claim 1, wherein said ,

license token means is passed between said license server

means and said licensing library means for a predetermined

time period.

5. The license token means as defined in claim 4,

wherein during said predetermined time period, only one

said applications may check out one said license token
means 0

6. The system as defined in claim 1, wherein said

license server means receives said request for a license

from said applications, said license server searches in

said database for a license token means storing the

license requested by said application before retrieving

said license token means.

7. The system as defined in claim 1, wherein said

license access means decodes the contents of said license

token means before said licensing library means verifies

said license token means. ' '

.8. The system as defined in claim 1, wherein said

license access means encodes said license token means

after said licensing library verifies said license token

means and prior to returning said license token means to

said license server means.

9. The system as defined in claim 1, wherein said .

licensing library verifies said license token means by
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comparing the licensing information stored in said license

token means with the licensing information maintained by

said application.

10. The system as defined in claim 1, wherein said

licensing library means checks out said license of said

application in response to a positive comparison of the

license information.

11. The licensing library means as defined in claim

10, wherein said license for said application being

checked out after said licensing library verifies said

license token means.

12. In a computer network environment including a

plurality of software applications licensed to run on at -

least one network of agents, said applications located on

said agents wherein use of the application on a particular

agent is permitted upon the grant .of a license, said

license being requested by a user from said agent of said

applications, a system for protecting against the

unauthorized use of said applications comprising:

license token means for storing licensing

information of said applications;

license server means connected to said agents

for comunicating with said applications, said license

server means having a database which stores said license

token means, said license server means further retrieving

said license token means from said database upon a request

for a license by said applications, said license server

means further transmitting said license token means to

said applications;
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license access means connected to said

application and accessible from said agents for decoding

and encoding said license token means from said license

server means, said license access means being integrated -

with said applications;

licensing library means connected to said

application and accessible from said agents for verifying

said decoded license token means before access to said

license is granted, said licensing library means being

integrated with said applications: and
license binding means connected to said license

server means and to said licensing library means for

constructing a binding file, said binding file informing

said licensing library means which of said license server

means may grant a license to said application.

13. The system as defined in claim 12, wherein said

licensing library means are located on the same agents as

said applications.

14. The system as defined in claim 12, wherein said

license sever means are located on the same agents as said

licensing library means.

15. The system as defined in claim 12, wherein each

.said license token means contains licensing information

for at least one version of each of said applications.

16. The system as defined in claim 12, wherein the

contents of said license means is encrypted.

17. The system as defined in claim 12, wherein said *

license token means is passed between said license server
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means and said licensing library means for a predetermined

time period.

18. The license token means as defined in claim 17,

wherein, during said predetermined time period, only one

of said applications may check out one said license token
means.

19. The system as defined in claim 12, wherein said

license server means further transmit said license token

means to said licensing library means.

20. The system as defined in claim 12, wherein said

license access means decodes the contents of said license

token means before said licensing library means verifies

said license token means.

21. The system as defined in claim 12, wherein said

license access means encodes said license token means

after said licensing library verifies said license token

means and prior to returning said license token means to

said license server means.

22. The system as defined in claim 12, wherein said

license binding means constructs said binding file by

.contracting each said license server means to request for

a list of applications it serves, said binding file

containing said list of applications available from said

license server means.

23. In a computer network environment including a

plurality of software applications licensed to run on at

least one network of agents, said applications located on
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said agents wherein use of the application on a particular

agent is permitted upon the grant of a license, said

license being requested by a user from said agent of said

applications, a system for protecting against the

unauthorized use of said applications substantially as

hereinbefore described with reference to the accompanying

 

drawings.
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Description

A N FTHEI NT N

1.Fre|doitheirwention

The invention generally relates to a security system and. more specitirally. to a method and system tor pernitting
enamhenticusertousechargedhfamafionmdihasbeendisuhnedviepadrageatmmmediamme
charging and controlling the use at distributed charged intornmion.

2. Description of the Prior Art

Inordetbusechargedhtormtimwchesmusic. movies. gametnprovidedbyirflormationprwfletsthatpro-
vievanouspmg'motsudidamedmmfim.atserhasoenamlymtatemaepe hthefirststqnerobtni-mg
step).themootemsadesiredprogramtromoneottheinbrmetionprofidersbypuchas‘ngepedegemedam
esan FD (floppydisc). anopticet disc (e.g.. CD-ROM (connect dec rem onlymernory) and DVD (didtai vasetite disc
orvideodisc», eteonwtidithedesired programisrecadedhfltnednstrbufionuobtehnmorbydmnbadngme
desiredprogramtromtheserverconputerotaniniormafimproviderthroughapredeterminedprooedtxe(on-rmedrs-
triautionuobtahing). lncaeeottheon-line www.merlsaniayeiflierpteyflieprmnwtfleanflae..me
Metqasareemuad'mpareilet)orstoremepmgamumiteobtainingiththefirslstepardenewtetheprogremlater
astheseoondstq: (orusingstep). Inceseoftheofl-Iheobtaining, inmesecondstmthetsetioadstheobtained
recording medeintoanappropriatede/ioearutfirecflyplayuor exeanes)theprogamotoncesaxesthepmgmmimo
themermryotthedeviceandthenplaystheprogram.

Japanese Patent unexamined ptbiicafion No. Hei7-295674 (1995) discloses asewritysystemtxtseinthe sec-
ondorusingsteptoreCD-ROM. tnthis systemmetsercenuseenorwted Wmtimwhichierecotdedtogefliernfim
aptbiickeyoiatoilcenter(acentetptblickenmeCD-ROMbymypfingwiutmecetnambfickeyandserfima
codeotdesiredprogramhchdedintheintom‘atbnandarser—gmaatedkeybmehtomafimptwiderendby
decryptingtheintomtafionwithanencryption keyMichhasbeenena‘yptedwiththeuser-qeneratedkwandsemw
theinformationpmvider. Woventheidentitydtheuserisnotverified.panittingermlatideweerimvecbteined
otherperson'sCD—HOMtoLseit. Furnacemecemgpwickeyisp'eseedtogemerwimtheauyptedmmfimm
theCD-HOM. Thisrnakesttaiftiwtttochangethecenterptfliclwy.Abottiscwsesdflerentprwidetsmm
wantbusedifferent centerpwtickeystotometheCD-HOM mnufeduateusediflerentnnseere(orstmrpem)h
pteesingtheCD-ROMS.

Japanese Patent unenm‘ned pmlicaflon No. Hei7-288519 (1995) disdosesaseauitysystemtortsehboththe
faster-d second steps. However. this systemisoniy applicabietoasystern inwhich charged intommion isdstrhttedonline.

JapanesePatent maintained ptblicefion No. Hem-54951 (1996) disdosesasystem inwt'ichtheqmntityot used
softwareisnmitored.ammnhasoflmretsebyMLsakinpededanmnfiyexceedsauedetanmedqmmfiy
SinceadedimtedhardwareisnecessarybrinpedngotsoflwaremeJhissystemisontysrfitmletormetseina
serverinaon-linedistribution system '

Thereieaisoasystemtorpernitfimausertotse.ontybratzialperiodxoflwarewtichhasbeendastflmedwith

detadefhingthetrialperid. lnttissystem.emtidersamymmesoflwmeretmebymstaflhgmeedtwae
againorsettingthetsersysternctodtforapasttime. . .

Thereeretheseandotherprogamsinmeert.Itisanobiectotheinvenfimtoptovfleasystembrpemittingonly
aneuthenticusahi userwhohevelegaiiyobteineddiamedintormationeitheroniineoroiflinetroman information

providentousethecharged Information withoutanyt’rmitation. duraingtoreadt timeoiitsuse‘ orwitiinmetderanoe

at e ate-limiting hate! (e.g.. the quantity used, the days elapsed since the day of its purchase or the cment date)
accordingtothetypeotthe charged mutation.

W

Aoooming to the princ‘ptes oi the invention. it is assumed that charged information oren application pedmge is de-
tr‘buted. eitherviapeckagfior recurring) mediaorviatransnissionmediaJogetherwithetleastcomol miormation

suchasamediatifieardamedia codeetc. However.anflMsuefiveenb0tfimetnwiflbedescrbedmiHyhconjmcfion
with charged iniormation recorded on and distrbuted by means of the DVD.

Foranytypeotciargediniommtion.ctnrgedhtotmationhasbeenenayptedwifltakeyerdrecadedoneDVD
when obtained bye user. If distributed charged infatuation to be piayed is at the timitiesely playebie type. the charged
informtion processing is achieved in metallming way: the key isfirst obtained in a user ptbiic key-manned tormfrom
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theDVDu-iwhicnmekeyhasbeenrecudedatthetimeotseliingtheMzflletserpmflickey—enayptedkeyis
deayptedwithausaswetieystoredinaiCcmdiMoadeayptedmamdiheenaymeddwgedmmfimis
decwmedwimmedwyptedkeyartdcommed(matis.piayedoremned).Mmmmwymediwynuy
becbtainedoniine from the server setvingtheciient (device).

tidistrbutedmagedinwmbnmbepiayedsmmetsagewsflmmgrvgw.hemisdwgedforeadt
fimeofusingthehiommfion. inthis case. primbpmcesétrg the charged inbrmafithe diuttdwbie-emryptsand
sendsausersaeditcaidmmbertooneoitmmfl smothepmvideroftheintomafimzthemaddsan
amount(e...g piaytimemdurafim)usedassodmwwiflmemtommfiontomemiehamtalanwflsofmemater)

tiddinavolwnedatatabie. andsendsthemdatedtntaiammtvahetothecfim; Wheelientifiepiaystheupdated
totaiamomt Then the diernstarts the merged information pmoasing.

itaistrbutedmargedinbmmonmbeplayedisoiflielinfit-ammtypematis.theuseotmeintormafionisb

beHmitedbythatoiermceafaoeflainiimitingtammemmmlnbnafioncmsmmfionfitmhedientispanfit-
iwmmmemwimwmflmwmmmmsmmmmm hcaseoithistypeot
dwargediniomtion. pricrto accessing the charged intmmtm, mediansmthe identitw (to) codeda userspec-
itisdappicafionuhidiisrecordedonmeDVDtomesewerzonreoeiifingflwelemeswertemflmewmm
factoremdatednfihttnmersmdflsdappiicefimiswflhhmepresetlbnititmtfiienthemmmede
thetestresuit.andthediemdiwlaysti'ietostresutt;flmetestwasamw.mmflnse1verupdatesflzsmer(or
integratedvaluenttheuse-iirrfitingWmsmdsthetmdatedvahetuthediamandinresponsetothereoepfion
otmamdatedvaiuemdimdsptaysmemdatedvmue.mmflwdmmuisdnrgedhmfimwmng

 

Fwthercbiectsandadvanmgesdmepresaflmmwinbemremmmeioflwhgdmipfimatthepre—
fared Wmemsotmeimmtimasilmated inmacoompanying draw‘ngs. inthedrawing.

FtG.1isabiod<diagramsiananammflofasystemiotpthg" auwtonseacfistrhfledapflmhm‘
padegeonflietermohseotmepadegewimafighasewritymdingtoafiistfllmve' enmodmm’ attire
. . ; _

FIG. 2 isadiegram aiming an WMreof an mulch (or summed inWmmim) padage rmded
maDVDtsedinti-ieimentive system;

FiGs.aand4aracfiagamsshaNing,inadeailediommxamflydatasmmesofmevoimdesmam
fliedistrflaufion desaiptnr 23. rewectiveiy.
FiG.Sisatbwdianotamiwnecomdprogmnimptayhgmaappimms)recoMedmfluDVDmdi-ngto
theprincmieattt'ieirwenion:

FiG.GAisacfiagmmshowingmexmvarymmemavoimdmamemedhawvsrsimninfia1;
FiG.GBisadagmnshowinganexamiawshudnmdaappfi-fimdatawestaedinawvam
FIG.TisaofiammSthastanealasemertable7ssbred'mtheEEPFtOMtoadmedientz;

FIGS. 8A and 88 are liwvchartsot initiai routines executed htsmaiiveiybyfl'ia diam 2 and the sewer 8. respec-
tively. atthe beginning oftheprocesses 650. 700 ammo,

FiG.SisalimchartshowingaprocedureotatreepiayprocessstmnasstepssomFiG.5.wheteincmmecting
adjanemmbytwoflmlinesindwesmateawmodiisexmwmmybyadlmmmasm
server;

FiGs. 10Aand108mimmmmmawmdwemmdmwwwphymmm
rmineskfleractiveiyexeaned:

FiGs11Aand118arefhmchmtsiointiystmingaproMmetormwotWarytimedptayandmemdmge
report rmflines interactively exacmedwpiayinganamiimfim whiiefimingthedurafion and daptayingatimed play
duration aflerthepiay;

FiGs 12A and 128 aretlow charts jointty showing a pmosdure tamed of «minty fined appficationptay mm:-
’ tines interactively mattedfmpiaying the apptication while tinting the duration;

FiGs13Aand138metmmamidnflyflmMngapmcmemddWemappimmmw-
tinesinteractiveiyexawtedinwfidwtkrfingdpiaytirneisamievedwifltafiwhmediam

FiG.14isafiwvdtanofan axenmtaryappiicatimptayamrmfinecafledhstepssnandSZZans. 12Aand
13Are$ectiveiyandemnedbythecomla1om

FiG.15isaflowchartsimvingaprocedweotad’targedpiqypthstmnasstemeinFIGS.
FiGs. 16A and 168 are flowdtarts jointly siminga pmcedure foamed oi exempiary mooted charge informing
routines imamtiveiy exewted;

FiGs. 17Aand 17B are fiowdiartspintiy showmgapromtetwmadoirwmes Interaouveiyexeuned inflow
6500fFiG. 15;
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Fle. 18A and 188 arellow drarlsjoimly shuningeprocedurelormed dumplaryfimedueyandmetered charge
rqaon routines Namely mounted for playing an application while timing the duration anddieplayinga charge
andatomlmwnoldaroesalterlhepley.

FlG.19isalbdeanero~ingaprocedureimeraclively exectfledbytheclientZandtheserversindieooeratim
blodtwOolFlG 5.whereinblocl<s connectedwiflnwollopfineshdicetestlmaperafionofmeblodsisdmeby
met-«celememsaands:

FlGa 20Aand 208 areakey-eruxypfingkeytableendeuser‘sprflic keylable. reweclively. storedinmeserver:and

FlG.20Cisellowdmolaprocesslorobtaining hempIImfimencrypfinokeyvaromheserverS:
FIG. 21 is ablockdiagmm clan aren’plmy dedpherer-mille'n lCcard IF accordinotothe irwenfion;
Flt-1.22isedlaoramshowinoadeecoderusedinplaceolmedeecoder12601FIG.21 hasysteml usinolhe
cryptosyslemofFlG.ZOC;

Fle23isadiegamioreadalnholhemeaningsoilhetems—ohsemwoodeswfliecwmhgfinflval-ues:

FIG.24iseblodrdrsoramdrowinganerramemerflofasyslembrpleyinoadrshhfledapphefimpadraoem
metamoluseowiepadqaoewifluiwommurficefinowitlnerryserveraccordinotoasecordilluslraliveen'bodi-
mentoffireimenfion;

FIG. 25isallowcharlschematimllyshowinoenexenplaryconirolprowamexewtedbyhecmhofler1mm
inFlG 24;

Fle.26w27arella~d1arlssluringanoperafionofafreeplaynndemninslqossmoifla25ina
detailedbrmandefurfiier delaied form, respectively: and

FlG.28isafloudnrtslmrinomoperafionolafinflmedpleynndeslwnhstepeomdfle. 25.

 

Forthesalceoibeiterunderstandingollhefollouingdwcrbtion,flmlbeusehrlbdd'nesmietermstobeused

Cheroedinbrmafion providedbyan inlormalion providerrraybedislrixrled elf-line (In oli-linecfistribulion) own-
line (in on-line Iish'imlion). ln dl-linedistrhrlim. thecharoed inbrmafion'l5 recorded oanraoemecfiaor recording
media.anddistibutedthrouohthesalesnetworkoimeprovider.untiesoldalsbreshmeeelesnetwukmepedr-
aoemediaincbdeallsonsolporlnblereoordnomediamasvarbtstypesdmgnefichevafletydmfioal
memorydises(e.o., CD. CD-ROM. DVD). and nagnetictapesardcertridoes. hon-l'nedislrimfionJhedwged Inbr-
mixfistramifiedviatrmsrrfiasionmedahunmesaversathesaviceoowsolmeprwbaandmedsfimm
alignedwiihlheproviderlomecliemdevice(e.o.. PC(persmalcom.ner))oleawhorwuestedflnctnroed
information. and stored in sreoording media ollhe cliem (device). Theh‘amnfissionmedie Worrytelecorrmmi-
cationdiamelswhichpermitdatacomnmicelionbelweenheserversanddredemdeviceflhepedmgemediaend
the tansm‘ssion media are hereinafter referredmoenblocas‘distrhrlion meda'.

Thediaroedinformafionmybeanylypeolsofmarewchasnmic.Manesmtcmichareeachreiened

toasan'eppfioefim'wiMdisaiminmion.medisuibufion unitofcheroed inlormefimisrelerredtoesa'chemed
information pedeoe' or en'eoplicafion package". There may be included oneorrnore mpimfions in an mpficefion
package.

Thepresent irwention rehtesioesysternkxpanilflrrgawatomeadiflhfledwpficefionpad-ragemtheterms
oluseolfliepadragewirhahiohersecwity.

En'bod'lmam l

Forthe purpose of sumlidty, elistifluslmtive entodmenl win bedesabed in which package mode, amonootha
things. DVDs are used asdslrbufion media. .

FIG. 1iseblodrdiaoramsluuinoanenanoememolasystemlorperrfilfinoawerlouselheapplicafiods)
reoordedonaDVDonthetemsoluseoflheDVDwithahighersewrityaocordhgtotheiislilkrsuafiveenbodmem
olmeinvenfimJnFlG1.1hesystem1convusesacliemorDVDplayerthichplaysaDVD8.atelecormmicslion
netmrk4 andeserversatetollcemeroilheproviderswffichprovidesmeapplicefimpadeoeolmeDVDS.

FIG.2isecfiegramslmuinoanexerplarystuchrreolanapdlcsfim(aadnrgedinbrmfim)pedaoe20
reoordedonmeDVDausedinthehvenfivesysteml.InFlGZ,meeppficafimmckaoe20mnwisesalleastone
application21.ammwpadegewesaiowrzzmhodammmmapdmwzmaIflads-
Iribufiondescrbtorzacormrisino dab which is determined mainlyelthefirne of. 9.9.. cfiarilmimorselesefterthe
pressinooliheDVDa(Thevdumedesaipbrflerdhedisflhfimdesammcuwmtesmevdumewmddan
ofthevolumeao.)lnlhismmhisawumedfliatevommwpadrme)controlprooremwhidioontolsmeuse

ofheapplicationpmflaoezohcooperafionwimmeserveraisincludedinendaisirhnedwimflieapplicafimpadmoe
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20. matheepplteetionpadegezoturther misesmepadtagecontrolpmgramasuitedtormetmofmeot
thepedtage 20. The applicatiofls) 21. the volmne descriptor228ndthe package (or volune)omltd pmgam 24 are
rmdedinthedatnereaottheDVDsamefimeofmenuladumgmeDVDaMfilemedishMmdmzais
recanted in the burst cutting ereaatthe time ot.e.g.. salesotthe DVDs.

PIC-15.3 and 4 are deg-terns showing. in a detailed term. exemplary data structwes otthe volmne descriptor 22 and
thedistibufion We: 23, rewectively. In FIG. 3. the volume dmiptor 22 atleast omteinse midsnfifiet
(VIDV) 25 which the titteofthe application package 20 is probably usedtmandwtfidt istheeameestheeppliceflon
identifierifthepadtageorvolumezowiminsmwmappieefiomaprovida'idemfiietfizvdmaeafimdatewd
time27whidtmybeusfltorthebasemintbywhidtvotumeemirafimdataandtimeasdeeorbedlaterisdeter—
mined;andvulumeeffecfivedateandfime28indioafiveotdateandfimmtflmmmwisamilebte.lithe

volumezommmeMnmeepplkafiommevdmdesamzzmmmmpfimfimwmiem
(AlD,'s)29.

In FlG.4.thedistrfl:utiondesaipbt23oomprisesthefiddsolmvolumissuemmbeNONthfimouttainse
serialmmmergiventoeaeholmedistmwapplicationpedagesolmiderfieelvotmneidentflia(whmel0mfiue)

Vlemttteorderofdistibufion;aserverpmlickeyPKa)31thedataofwhiohisgivenbythesewetsatatollcemer
ottheproviderezaPK"(user-ptmIiC-ley)-enayptedappticetimt-emryptingleey(KV)32;andealesdateendtimeaa."the
keyPlg31tieldcmnaksakeywhidthasbeenusedhencrypfittgeadtappieetion21inthepadeqefiOandwhHI
hesbeenencryptedwtthauserptmlickeymmolthetsetwhohaslegallyobtainedthepadmezojapmpflatedam
ererecoradinellotthefietdsaohwghuatmetimeetdistribufimotmepadegeao.i.e..atthetimeofsatesof
the DVDainthis embodiment.

Thedistribufiondesammmmammmefiadfidtamdmecode(modeoodefillslimitvaluelor
thewlwneflhevolumelimitvaluefield)andJoreachoftheapplioefionIDsZSJhefieMsSSoftenm-ot-meoodeptts
livfitvaluelottheepplioetionlD29(appfioaflonlimitvaluetietd).fltmolwemesetmflytoflwvolwneZOJhemie
mneedatthetbldas.Iltemsohseeresettoudtepptication.“fietdisempty

Plazaisadiagamlorexplainingfitemeaningsolmetetm-al-useml)oodesandthecorreewtdmfinfitval-
ues.lnFlG.23.thetenns—of-tseoodemaybe.e.g..onebyteinlengmfihehigherdigitOOOfflteTOUcodewcetes
thetargettowtidtthetermsottseisappliedassmnintabteae.Thatiehighercfigitsolo.1.2....imfiatethatthe
TOdeesbegimfingwifltmosedlwlseretofmeenfirevelumeappticafimLapplicattonZamdsoonJhelmetdigit
(Y)ottheebovemwmdwemmsmemdmdmmmummfimm to
whidtthecodeiseet,artdisdkecflybltmuedbyeeoneepmdingIimitvalueasshminfle37olFthza.Smdflcefly
thetern‘s-ofmemdehflOUcodeMOOHmfluexatmlejtawwwlummtswablefiedyafterdm.
Thevalue31Hmeans.toremmple.thettheapplimtion3towtfidtmeTOUoodeissetcenbewedbypayingpamit
otplaydulafim.Themadigitot2H0tmotemeansmmevolum20mtheepplioefimtowhidtmemumis
setcenbeusedtreelyuntflmeootrespondingIinitveluearereadtedmmdtoiwlestuMLtseAssemmm
tabletheuse—firttitinglectorsdstemfinedbythemumdeemelowetdigilsereaHmSHeretheamemdateand
time, the expiration date end time, the amount a! used period. and the moss count. reswctively.

Sincethedataotthedis‘hflwtimdaamtorzscanbesetasdesabflabwmhisprovidabfltheprwidasend
theusaswith motefiexbility thenoomentionelwstem can piovide

AgaininFlG.1.the DVDplayet'Zmn'qarisesamnlrofler100Woontro§irtgflteenfirefiVDplaya2;databus102
connected with the noteboum CPU (central accessing unit). not-SWn ROM (read-only my). RAM (tarcdmn
access memory) 101. and EEPHOM (electrically erasable menu-name ROM) 103 included in the controllet 100:
human imeitaces (lFs)110induding immdwioeewoheeekeyboedavoherdmioemmmm
oontrotler,etc.;entCmtdhtedace(lF)120bromnectirtgthebm102mmtheROM(nmdmt)heIde5;aD\/D
drivertsofotreadingwtthedatareoordedonmewnaandfmdentodulafingammor-ooneotingthereeddma
videoandaudiowtpmIF140lorreceivingaMPEGZbitsteamandoubutflngavideoendeufiooquignalsm
displaydevice 146:aloe®peaker148. amiaooa'rmmimflon IFtSOforommmtcafingthmughthepfifiictelmmr
doetionnetworkrt.ThelCcerdSstomsauserspamdPWuandausersseoretkeySKumdtooneepondstome
mmmPKumemonedmwfiwmfimwifltMePKu-emymedwwymhgkeyflfihontahedhthefiewaz
othedishiztrfiondeeormtmzarecomedinthebwstwttingarea‘oltheDVDa.Thevideoandaudtommleo
includes a MPEGz video decoder 142 end a MPEG 2 audio decoder 144.

AstombtairfingtheDVDatheremaybesaneways.ltoneistobuyaDVDa.e.g..etsomebookstomo=rthrou¢
mail cider. hemshe hastohevefltePKu-enayptedversimolanapprmfimwypfitgkeyog) tweed infltebwst
mnemareaolthedesiredDVDabynotitying hisorhetpublicleyPKthidtem'rmmhisorhersecretkeySKu
MedinmelCcardS.lloneisamemberotaWDdistflbutimservioe.heerettecmobteinaDVDMtttaPK,~

encryptedAP-enaypfinglmyrew'dedwilhoutnolifyingthePKueedttimeolabtainingbeoauseheorshemhave
notifiedtt'tePKuwhenheorsheawliedtoftheservice.

lnoperation.theusetlirstsetsadesiredDVDiBintl'teDVDdriver130oftheDVDplayer2.endiesueseetartoom-

mandtothe DVDpIeyetZttvoughanappropfiatehunmn IF110.MIWMBIWMMSBHWM.N
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controller 100readsthevdmnecomdprogmmmfiommedanareadthewuamromhthemm 130m

loadingthereadprogramZMntomeRAM 101 ofheoonuofla100.andflmexeanesmevdmmdprogmm24.
FIG.Sisafbwdandfl'xevolumemlptogram24brplayingtheamlizafitfisn1recordedonmeDVDs

awadkutomepmcbleofmeimenfion. In FIG. 5.meconu'ol:la'100frstdledsmeAlD1 fiddtoseeifhevomme

mmmamhmmmstepsoo. "notmenmeoontdleerdieplaysmeamficafionleinttvefieldzsarId

prcmptsheusertoselecladesiwedmoimeapplicafiasinstepsozadmisbflnselecfioninstepsod."any
applicafionisselededinstepsoajweoonu'oaer100registersflweapubafimloofmmwionasmeappfiaafimto
beplayedinstepsoswptoceedstostepscammeckmefieldssdmetm-dmefl'owmepmsinitvalueior
theseleciedapplicafimtosee‘rlmefiebisenwlfsomecontmfienoowuoeedsbsmswbreadmevokamlm
field34.

OnMeomethand.thetestresultisYESinstepsoo.fl1mmecormolla100registasmevolm1elnasmeappfi-
cafimtobeplayedinstepSlz. and radsihe volune Iinitvalue34insteps1o.

lfthastep510isoonvletedorthetearesultofstq>SOBisNO.mmmaflawodtedsflreterms-of-use

flowoodetoseefllhelowerdigitdmemucodeisomstmsu.HammenMewmweHOOplays-manflicaflm
freeddwgeins‘epsso.ardomerwisemakesanomerdiewmseeflmelwerdwdmmcodem instep516‘
ifao.1heWIUIWdaysanapdbefimhausage-smmdzarg'nginstmmo.wwwetm'seafmelovetdgfl
olflweTOUcodeisZamoremayaneopflcafiononlywhenflwesoflwaremeteroiatse-Ii'rifirmacuxisuuerapresel
valueinstepeoo.0ncmnflefingawdflmdqxuwmeses650fiwwoh800fiwmb1madsmem
24.111115,theDVDplayer2playsauogamspedfiedbyheuseracoadhgmmetermofusadelaninedbytheTOU
oodewhbhhasbeenseibdfiwflweappficsfimpadegemmespedfiedmpficefim. -

Theprocmessso.700andBOOmeaeufledimemdivdywihanassodatedeJbsavusamedm
mMaforexeuMfiaeseprmes.andawewd1datainmefomoflauea

HG. GASadagamshmimanumpiarystnfluedavalunedatafliesbredinaservera. In FIG.6A,Ead1
amerecudsofMevdmdatamflewmflsesmID(VIDV)aMiesueNo.(NOH-)fiefls.Theoon'binafionof
VIDVandNOwservesasmeuserlDofmeuserofmeapdioefionpadegemormemaFu'flu‘sreason.flletatie
60Ins.forthemn'bemusxbsaibasdDVDdistrbufimsmiceumefiapusonaldmafudsMfiwmw
We amberID.aname.anadckess. etc. Mrmmmprisesavdmnfiunemeterfieflw-
METERHMontairingasoftware nutsdpiaydwaflmhnimnewrfidlisamdtedmmasodatedwiflnmmume
20;avokmedwge meterwc-METERVJomzahingasoftwaredmgemetermsmadwdmmevdmmm
Iin'itvalue(LV,,4) contairingalinitvalue assodazedwmmeTOUaade(eg..flwefiecfiwdmewfim,Huaflmble

Wm daiemdfimmeaflowable am, em.);amva|uem(wmm:mwpficefion ID WOW.) field
oontainhgmetifleofthempicafionzen mpl‘mfion mnemeterMM-METEMfidd outtajringasoftwa'emaerol
playduafiminniMeMfidnisdtwhedbflmapuicefiondNDm;mepp§wfiondmmem(nGMETEM
fieldiorasoflwaxemeroiplayduafionmnirlmmismmdzedtommicafiondmnmmEmitvak:e(LVH_J
conmiingalimit value associatedemeTOUcode;aMafin1hvaluemeter(IJ/-METEM.

FIG.68isadag-arnslmingnnmaplarystnnhleofawmfimdmamaoredinasewaa. hFICiGB,
theapplicafimdatatable7own'prisesmefieldsol,brmnple.mamiwefimwde(AOODE,J.anemfimfimfine
(AIDn). a duration (D). e [stew-em (RATE/ACCESS). an access coum. a nimte meter. em. The duafion is e
paiodoffimemtittalestoplaymeappficafion.marateperaooesisadmgebraptayofmeufluemcafim.
Misusedbrinbmfingmeusemfanexpectedplaydmatbnpriortoaplaymeraseperuitfimeisadwgefua
unittimeofplax‘whichismediorfilecawafionaladargeforanachsallythmadplayduration.Theaecesscountand
minute MartialdscomainstheWdaocessestoheappfleafimmdaflafimflofplayfimemcharenm
neceesaryiormepresentinvenfionbtmvillbemedinstafisficalcalalafimwhhandysisd,eg..flnetmtas

FOG.7isadiag'amsho4vingastmctueofesewenable75seoredm1heEEPROM 1030f1hedientzlnFlG. 7,

the fieldsofthetafle$thserver ptflicksy (PKa). aservet ID (SIDJ. aservemetworkaddresuSADDJ,
methistable 75isusedbrassociati-IgmeswetptflickeflPKdomtainedinmeésm‘umondescrbtuzs recorded
inmeburstcuflingareaoimeDVDwithmeIDammeneMukaddress

Play an Application Free at Charge

Theinitial roufinesofmepmcessessso. 700mwd800aretheseme.

FIGs.8Am1d88arefloudmrlsoihifialrwfinesSOaandsobwfidwareemnedimeracfivdybymecfiemZam
thesewers.respectiveiyjtmebeghnhgoimeprocessesGSOJOOarusoo. hFlG.8.meeonudler10001mednem

ortheDVD 2,inste982.sendsaservicerequestwimmensiwkadd'essCADDcoimecfiemarDVD 2.1heTOUcode
pluslinii value, the volume 10 N10,). theissue number (NON). flaeawlicefion ID (AIDV.H).andothetdeiatoflweasso-
oiatedservers theIDo1‘whéc1‘1isSiDa (SlDaiswtainedtmmmetablenmFIG.7byusingmeplflic|eyrecomedm

the DVD3).andinstepsewaflstxarewomefromflnserveqsms) 8. "Metatmfiunmemedsmg.
the dient2ptoceedstothe nexl stapIhrough adrclewith ‘A' therein.
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0n the other hard. in FIG. 88. the servers of SIDS receives the messagetrom the client 2. that is. theeerviee
remestandmeaeoonmanyingdataandstoresdatehapredetemfinedbeefiontorsmsequentusehstepSAJhen.
theserverBsearchesthetabteGOtoraremrd which oontainsVleend Winthevolmnetoandiesuemttebs
thereof,reepectivetyinetep85. HmeseardtisurtswoeeshnjtentheeervetswdsflnmdtorvmvandNQHend
tflIsreIevantfietdswithAIDHaanda limitvelue. itany. inmetabteGOinstepea.andprooeedsmstep90. Also, Itthe
searchinstepaaismess“.theserverSproceefitostepflwheretmserverssetectsarwtinetoexecmenead
accordhgtethevatueotme‘loumeand ernersmesebctedrmafineflvmtghadrdewtm'B'merein. Inthiscase.“

theTOUwdeumH(x:anerbitraryHEXnmer.theletter Hinthetastpositionirtrficetesttmtheprecerfing numbet
isinhexadedmal).thenaromh'tetofphyinganappfieaflonheeofchargeissetected. cheTOUcode=x1H.fltena
romheterplayinganeppfieehiminusagesmstfivemargingisseteaed. lttheTOerdezzeH.thenaroutineis
setededwtfimmysenwlicehmuwnmewflwemmardawmfimghwtsWamesmwue.

FIG.SisaftewdtanshowingaprwedureotatreeptayprooemstmnasstwfiflinFtG.5,wheretn connecting
adjawnbbdsbytwofwaMeeimwesmmwodrismanedirtteracfivdybyaciedeADDcendeneeso-
datedserverSlDoesetmmhdetait later. fltheTOUoodeisoinstep5140fF|G.5.flmmesava(CADDc)entels
thetreeptayprooeeeGSOesstmnin FIG 9.andmecfiemandfl1esewer(SDgexennemeWfialrwfine80hmodt
660. In b10dt670.ttteyexet::t6S3heztpected playtime informing routine. thetés. displeysen eaqaected pteyt‘a'nebetore
playimanspedthdapptieeflon. mbbdr680.meyexecmeenapptmnptaymuImeteredpteyfimereerwfine
SimetheroutineflOhasbemdetaHedinFIG 8.heemededdayfiminbmfingroufineemdtheapmeplayand
metetedptaytime report routine will bedetafled Inthetoltowing.

FIGe 10Aand toearefmdtartsioMystmving aproceduretomledotexmtptary aquededptaytimeintomfing
romines97aand97b interactively amnedbythe dientz andtheaeeoeiated servers. reweetivety. In FIG 108. the
serveraretrievesthemnonwgutttteeppttcettenotAID,.;atrornfitemte7oirtawetImthtepst. tn
menenaepse.Mmewmsmmwmmmtmmmmmmdmmum.
Wally,iItheTOUoodeisOxHJhenthedientwdsthedwation(D,.)andmevaIweotmeVM-METER,.;tEddme
reoordidentifledhyVlDVandNOv..inthetatfleeo. flheTOUcodeiswmztheappImeottheepedfied
applicefimin the volwne),thenthe cianteddstheduraficn (Dn) and the value otthe AM-METEMFMdflterecmd
identifiedbyVlD, NON andAIDH‘,inmetabteGOJhenflweserveresewsmereathecfiemesenetwork
addressis IZIADDc In step 93. and ends the process.

OntheothertundinFIG.10AMciem2receivesmenmrmgmeseegeumevamedmemdatedmeterh
step94. InthenextstepQS.mevalueisdsplayedesmetmalanmuMdmageflmmeefim2endsmemm.

Inwdatingarelmntnfiermpredetemhedvalueotdurefimhashesnwed'mthehddmibedrwfinesotflfi
10(apreeetvaluemetering system). Thisanangementiewitedmaintytwam wmseshwesewmflfim
topley. andwia notceuseaprobtem mlessthe tsemfisconfimeetheptey Fromttfispetntotvtm. hispreterabteto
namely mantra the ptayhgtimein metering (a timedvatue maering system). Hummer. ttisaleonoted thatthepreset
valuemeteringsyetemtaminintomfingmemaotwectedpteyfimepflwbmmm.

FIGs.11Aand11Bmefbwdnflsphfly§mfingauomdwemdwmyfinedpkyammeteredusage
rwortroutinesS‘lSaarthTSbirfletacth/elyatecutedbythecfientandthem, respectively. torpfiy’ngmeppftcafim
whitetitfingmedwefionenddiepteyhgafinwdpieymrationaflerheptay.hmerome675,mediernandmesetvel
all atimed wicefion-play subroutine torptaytng the appticatton white timing the duration (phy time) instep 200.

Thentheserveraproceedstostep210.Wemwanwdatesaretmmmetetaccordngtofiemumein
thesamemennerasinstepQZotFIG.108.SpedfieeflxfltheTOUoodeisWJtmhepIaythneiseddedtothevabe
ottheVM-MEI‘Emniewotmereeord HWiwleDvmmlinMWew.tttheTOUcedeisexH(a:tI'oeaapti-
cationmxnberottheepeetfiedepptiafiminmevetwne).ttmttreptaytirneismedtommteotflteAM-METERV.

Htéetdottherecord identifiedbyVlD, Now.mAtmammmw.mmmasmmwwmmm
valueotthetmdated meterfie.hetemlmmhotptayfimenomediemmnetwkmeeeiscmochetep
212,wmmepm.

Ontheomerhand.theelientZ.atterstep200,ntakeatesttoseeittheretsarewonsetrmtheserverotSleh
step214. Thisetepis repeated untilthedientZreoeWeseeelltmthesaverBwhenthecIientz receivestheimom—
ing meesageorthevatueotthe matedmeterin step216. Inthenextstep218. thediemzdwtaystheplaylimeand
thetotatamountodpleytime.andthmewstherwfine675.

FIG: 12Aand 123eretlowMidnflyehwingewooedwerewmyfimedappfimwymw-
thesZOSaendZOSaexewtedbythecIientZ mmesavus.resMdebtwayimmemeefionufiflefimngm
duration ThesavewotSlemitsbtenattoehstepett bseeitthedienthasstafledpkyhgtheapptbefim.0n
theomerhammecliemszADDcinmrmemeserverotastanotptayhetepetomimmtetycetlmagnificent)!»
physmutineinstepmz.‘Ihis.ceusestheserver8tostertatimerinstep613.endmitsforemticeofastcpalday
trunthediehtztnstmGtSDnconptetingmeetepmz. thedient Wmmewveredmeempotpteyinstepau.
InrwonsetomismtioeJheserverBsmpsand readsmefimesmeplmayfintehetepml Aflersteps614and617,
the client and the server return.
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Wmmdescrbedanangemhasusedamdmesavmhmbepossflebtseafimdme
climt,

FIGS.13Aend1388retlowd1artsioimtyshowingaMremdmmfinmmfiurphysww-
tinesZOfiacandZOSbcinteractivetymnedbymediemzandtheservera.mspecWetanMtinhgatphyt‘nm
isadlievedwimatimerhflwedient lnheattemfiveabtwfineZOSa.mecfian2aartsamhstm620.cellsan

applicationptayroutineinstepszz.stopsthetimerhstqasfl.setfisflteplayfimetoheW8hStep626.and
thenreturns.Onthecmerham‘t.tI-Ietserveta,onentetingthesutxoutineZQSb.waitsta'ecattfrornthecfientotCADDc
instep621. Itthereisacatlfvomthedientz.menthesavereteoemstheptaytimeinstepemmmenrm.

Howeventheerrengementotf-‘IG. 13 haseposbifitydpumitfimanatafdemammmehefimeroflhe
ctimtz. Franttispohtotvietheanangementshounin FIG. 12isprefetwetothatotFIG. 13.

FIG. 14isatbwdlandanezetmtaryappfimfimptaysmrmnecaledhsms 612M62201FIGa 12Aand
13A. respectivelyandexecmedbymeoonrotter 100.

Ptbrmmedesabflondfiwfbwdammddhemmfimwmmhgmypfimwdeuypfim.tiencrwt-
imeimakeyEKeccordingtoanenorypfimaloorittmeyieldsmmenitismeasedes:

e(EK.X)-vY.

SinflaflyjtdemyptingYwifltakayDKaccadngtoadecrypfingelgodfltmdyieflsZflImflisweesedas:

d(DK.Y)=Z

AswnirlgmattheatgoriflmewdammekeysEKandDKeorresportdeadtodtmfltatiS.d(DKY)-X.ittollms{I'm

d(DK. east: x» . x

Returning'now to FIG. 14, the controue! 100 tend the Pig-encrypted apptbefion-ena'ypfim (AP-auypting) key
(Kv)ore1(PK‘, Kv)fromtt1etiledseamedistrbmiondescriptorzadmeovoinstepeoe. Here.

v n 1. 2.....V.

whereVisflwenunbetotIdrdsofmeappticafionpadage.Thisincfieatasthatdfiaa‘ttqpfimfionauypfimleysm
though K,isassignedtorewediveldrflsofamhfims.flxatis.wluneVlD1ttvwgthD,

lnthenMstepGOtheuserseaetkeySKuisreadfmmtheICcards. hmemnstepws.fl\ePI<u-eruypted
AP-enu'yptjngkeyeKPKu. K,)isdeayptedwimthetsersecretkeySKutoobnhfltewicafim encryptingkeytg
Then in the neadstep 603, the KV-encrypted application (AP), i.e.. 9(K‘, AP) which is recorded onthe DVD 3 isdecrypted
withtt'teobtainedAP-eneryptingkeylgtoobtain d(Kv. e(I(v. AP))-AP.Wepasshgheobtahedwpliafiondm
tothevideoaMamioum IF 140.Theobtahedapp§cetiondatahastheturmotsmMPEGZbflstreathevfleo

Mammowwtlr: twmusmeMPEGZbitstmamotmempEmfiondataimovideoamMOWW
ttvwghMPEGZvideoandeudiodeoode‘hew‘deoandaudommxnsionatsaremedtott'Iedisdaydevtcetw
and the unmeaker 148. rewectivety.

Play an Application in Usage-sensitive Charging system

FIG. 15isaflu~chaflsho~ingapmcedueofadwgedplayprmmdmnasstepmoinFIG.5.vmerain
connecthgadacentblodsbytwottmlhes indicatesmateachbtodcisexeotned mevdybyaeieruotCADDcand
anessociated serve: oIStD,. In FIG. 15, the dientz enters thepmcess 700 via eta) 516 otFIG. 58nd proceedsto
btod(630,memeefiMZMdmeassodatedsaveraexeanemeinifialmufineso.Inmeneadbtodt640,thedient
2diaataysanaxpecteddtargeamnatntammddnrgesreoeivedfrunmeservets,artdtetthataerdecide’
memermptaymedwred application.

FIGs.16Aend1GBareflmd1artsiohttyshowing aptocedtte formed ofexeaueryweeted charge intorm'ng
Mnesfiflawmmmivdy exeanedbymedMZammeasociatedservas. temectively. Theroutines
640eend640bareverysinilartaotheroutine 97 excmtthatinflwerwfinefiOJheDURAflONmn)or'bIaytime'tas
beenreptacetht't RATE PER ACCESSand'dtarge‘:betweenstepsSZaandmmetel'asbemaddedastepfi1
otheservergmeratingerdstodngapsadumndomnun'baRinamermrylocationfl'finstwsaathesmsends

thepseudorandomnmberRasweltmetweenstepsuaMSSaMehesbeenaddedastepflaotmedientstodng
mereceivedpswdorandommnberRinamanorylocation R‘iorst.bsequenttse.'fhereplawmentofDURA1'ION
(on) with RATE PER ACCESS is aotieved by amassing 3 RATE PER ACCESS field 74 instead at a DURATION field
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73intable70.Further.hmemufineswmrehavebeenaddedmebflowingstepszhstepwwmngmestepem
lhedienl2mkesad1wkloseeiflheuserdecidestoplaytheappficafion:ilmnfitecfismzmawhnmgeb
lhesetvarolSADDsinstepMS.mummermnmefio;mheaflwm.hstep642tolmmestep93a.me
servereolSIDsmitsloracafllrmnfl'IecliemzolCADDc;onreceivingacdlflmnmeofiemmeservermlcasmha
checkinstspfiStoseaifwhsthasbeenreoeivedisaqdnwssageflsqhedemmmemrmemmndifme
userdeoidwmplayflleappficafiminstepwwtfidimoansmamhmhesaverhasrweivedismlaquitmage
ManslicryptedaedfloardmnMasseenflornmedewtotionbelwthenmediemzmlheserverapmoeedm
thestepBSOOlFlG. 15.

lnthenmuodtsso,Mesewe180btejnsauw’saeditcammm(GCNOu)Whediafi2keq3ingfl'le
sewflyoftheoadnwrbmasshowninFle17Aand17B.lnstep647.medlsm2mayptsflwcretfilcardnum
dheuserwhidirasbeenimbymeusetflmhahmnlF110wifi1aley.Le.fltepseMowandommmfoetR
whlduhasbemsmradinammylomfionfi'instepmofFlG.16AtooMam62(RCCNOu).hmenadslap648.
mediunzmmelawryptsfi+92(fi. CCNOu)wflhamflierksyorasavetpwlickeyreadfimnmedstribuflm
desaipoorzsrmdedinMeburstanfing areaofmeDVDloobtah

91(qu a + e2(R, CCNOu)).
lnihenextstep649.medimzmmemypleddammmesmamoughstepfifidflamathemer
proceedstostepeso.wherelhesavaafmmmwasreceiuedmmediemcmocism-Madden.lnthe
nexdstepSSLmeserversreadsasewerseaetkeySthmanlCcavdTJnthenexlslepfiteservaBdea'wlsme
reoeivedenaypteddatavfimthosuverswetkeySansfiollom:

d1(SK,, encrypted data) = d1(SK,, e1(PKD, R + 92(R, CCNOu» a R + &(R, CCNOu).
Instant-153,themaamkasadwmseefiflwimmmmmmmmfimmmm
numberRMichlmabeenstoredinammrylomfimR‘olmesaverjsojtesmawzdsmammemem
lhech‘emolCADDc,whaepGSSdeaypseAR,CCNOu)MMMepswdomndmnWRwobminmm
creditcaidmuma'CCNOu.Ontheotherhand.inrewmsetoarecepfionolheenflemmgeinstepfifiediafl
2mmmepmcesaAfletstepsssmwsewemlsoefitfiommemlfflteresdlismhstepesa,menme
serverssendsadisablemmagemmedierninstepsss.ardmdsflweprocea‘hreaamsemarecepfionolflwdis-
ablemessageinslepGSZfl-mmdientdsalaysamagetoflxisefhcthstepGSBwtdhmemfshemocess

Afietopemfimolblowsmthedient2wails,hatepfifljourepmflromhewvermwhefiwmeaedflomd
lethalmniuedoardmnwmcmu)ismfldwmtwfilemesavasrmmmeaedflommanymwm
macadmmbahstepsmmseeifflnecredaaamisvalid.ifmtmessrvecrsmom'lsmdiefizwmeimdbdflyd
theoredxtcardinstepSGAandendsheprmfimecardisvafidhslepsstmesawehmmedemdme
valloityhslep657. lf1heolient2receivesarepoflfimnflweserverhstepfifi,mammmdwdtinstep
wmmflmermflimamewfimyofmem.flmtmedmmanwssammmemmtyh
stsp665.andewsmepmcees.Hmoreponmdwesmevalidfiymstepefid.mld1mmmembfiondstepsfiz
mmmedimzmmesewerapmceedtomenextblomsm

lnstep670,mwMZwMWaumafimedplayammaeredmgempmroutine.FIGS 18Aand1BB
are lbwdtartsjointly shavingaprocedure tormedofrwlines 67536and675bc htemcfively Wedltu'playirtgan
amflcationwhfletim‘ng the duration and displayingadiarge anda total madiarges aftermeplay. In FIG 18.
the roulines 6755c and 67% are identical to the routine 6758 and 67553131 FlGa 11A and 11B axosptlhat “time“ has
beenredacedwih'oharge‘.mdacoozdingly VM—METERandAM-MEI‘ERhavebeenreplacedufimVC-METERM
AC-METER.

Theopemfion.inmediemZlelayinganappioalionmueage-smsifivedumimisommleledbybbckGTSd
FIG. 15uStep21aaofFlG. 18AMustep212ameservetad1amasmplaymmeaecfiloaMnm1berCCNOu
obtainedinstepSSSolFlG.17Binslep680.Thisomtsfielesmewholealmedmedappflcafionmaypmcessoffla
15.

Inthispmcess. onlyiriunafionmmargeisgivantomem. niswryeasytoprovidehtommfionmbomfim
andd'largebyaddingstopsmthrough93and95tolhemut§wsS40band640aandbyfldingstepsZ10md218|n
the routines 675mm6753c

Mdescrfbed above. expected fimeandlordlarge me (Is) displayed beloteplayfimawspoolfied appfication.
This is net-mil lorthe wertodedde whetherto play the application. Mdifiomlly. charging isdonebasod on the acmally
timedplaydumionlhisnakeshecharg‘ng reasonable.

Inmeahovedewipfiommeanangemanisswhmmeusamsbmnrismheruediwdmmccmu
eachtimeheorshemnsloplayanapplicafion. However. mmddeoingmisfiworedilcmdmmbaccmumay
be stored in non-volatile memory or EEPROM 103 in a PWu-encrymed com. In this case. GCNOU is obtained by
decrypting PWu-enuypted CCNOu(e.g.. 6(PWU. CCNOu))withepa&wozd alteredbylhetser. That is. dtentared
password. e(Pwu. CCNOu» u CCNOu.
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Permit the Play Within a Preset Unit

FIG.19isaflmuct'tartsi'mingaprocedureintemctivelyexeanedbythediemzmmaservetsinmeopemfion
blockBOOotFlG. 5. wherehbbdtsconnededwflhmflmlhesindicatesthatopemfionottheblodsisdonabyme
twoelementsZandB.lnthiscase.itisassumedttmapresetlinitisreoordedinoronmeappticafionmdagewis
transnitledtromdientmosarveteachtimeotplay.OnentetingtheptocessBOOviastepStSofFlG.5.thecliem2
proceedstostqaaotmheremediemzmmesaversexeqnesmeinitialrwtinaseo.hisnotedlhathmutinefibb.

itme'eisarecovdtoerDVai-Id N0,...thenthelimiivalue(LVv.otieldotthetablefiOdFlGLBAoonta'nsthelinitvalue
transm‘tted fromthecient 2. otherwise. the received limitvalueissmredinmeLVHtieldwhmtheraoadberDVam
Nowisadded in stapes.

tnstep810.theserversmakesadmedtflameterassodatedwmmmcodereceivedmmedemflsurdet

thelim'tvalue.mischeckismadebyomparinganLVfieldardLV-meterfieldamdatedwimmeTDUcodeintafle
60.ifthevalueottheLV-mete!issquall!)o:greaterthantheLVfleldvalueJhenthesavarmanoveilinitmas-
sagetothedientZlnstep820. HnothesuqureMmmurfledinflmgebhediaflZhstwflZmflpm—
ceedstoetepazs.lftheclientzreceivesttweovedimitmewageinstepBkaenmedieatzw-sphysamessagetottis
eflea Hnotfliedienthmceedstomestqasze.

Sincetheemededplaytimeinluming Mnes97aarid97barldmeapplicafionplaystb'm600iasbem
descrbedaboveJhedesathiondstepsaeBandBBOamufitied.

Aooa'dingbflisfaanxeotflteiwention. itispombletofinflmeuseofdmgadmmfion.mteatweisewe-
ciallytsetulincasewhenausermohavepeidhmvancetu'metseotmeappiimfimpadageispaniuadtotse
the appliea'fionpaclagewithhalhitvaiue.

Thong:itlasbeenassumedthatthelinitvaiuesareindtnedhmemplbafionpwtaaamelinfivaluesmybe
kapthmesaversothepioviderordish’hnerfmmmebegimfim lnh’scasamelhitvaluesarefnted. However. it
linitvahesarepernittedtobesetandreoomledinhewpicationpadaoeatmefimeotdistrhxfionusalesjmelinit
valuesare advantagewdysetaocudhgtoanamnpaid.

As is apparmtflnmmeturegoing. as a limit value. any use-limiting hastens will do that canbe measured in quantity.
Sudtthflvaluaarabrmnplejieefiectivedatearutim meaflonaueemimfimdateattdfimflwm
amniotptaytimeJheaflmaueaccescounL

hisdwposduemconfinefliisfmewiutadtamedapplicafimplaym.Mhmarrammtentnaybe
mutatheusefispemittedtouseanamicafionpadegemusagemfivedlargmaiyflmmdmw-
meterasodatedwiththeTOUisundermevalueoftheconmwuthevahereocdeditafidd330r34d
thadistflaufiondescrbtorza.

Modification l

lnmeaboveeaWMapplicafions,ifmethanmaJnonevobmeamena’yptedbyanidemimlamlicafion
encryptimkeyKvW.mempticafiomAPainmewmmmybeWedfimrapeafiveAPenawfimieys
Kg.wherealmeraase'a'tollowthPandKisaserialnuntetassignedtoeedmpplicafion ID. tnthiscase.eadtof
theAP-enayptingkeysK,are ermptadwiththe userptuickayPKu,andstoredhmePi<u-encrypted ”encrypting
key(thieldsSZainthedisth1tiondesaiptor23.

Mimim ll

hiasbeenmnmdtmmeuserdmeDVDaislimftedtothepad'taserthereofmhwehadthePn-ena'ypted
APoerayptingleyflghecoidedonmaDVDS.Hmeuet.mesystannnybesoamngedmatpredeteminedpeopie.
6.9., family men'bers FM1. FMZ..." FMN of the ”chase! an we the DVD (N is the mnbaofhefanflynm-beis).
OneofmewaystorealizettisistoencryptmeAP—ena'yptmkeyKvwithapmliclwyPtgmofeadtmerrberme
- 1. 2.....N) to obtain et(PKu1. KV). et(PKw2. KV),.... 91(PKM. Ky) and to record them in the PKH-emrypted AP-
emrypfirtgleyetfiM,K,,)fie|ds32dmedistribwondescrbtor23mmefimotpurmaseotmeovo.

Modification Ill: K, Retrievd From Server

lntheabwedesabtim.maAP-enayptingkayKVhasbeen reoccdedinaPKu-encryptedtxmonme DVD 3. Hon:-
evar.theAP-eruyptingkey K.,maybemmgedbymeserveraamtarisifihedmmedietnutheDVDplayerzln
rmetoareqiestissuedtromtheDVDplayerz eachtimeofuseoitheDVD 3. lntl’ismse. thetaisnoneadof
providingmedisu’mfiondescmtorzammm PKu-ena'yptedAP-ena'yptingkeyfieldaz. Insteadeadiotmesa'vets
hastestureanAP-et‘uypfingkeytaflewlgtaUenndaPKutablefiimn in FR.mAard203)htiwharddisc.Az;
shunninFlG.20A. the Kvtableavotume tD(Vle)fiew(asmemtydrewwandanAPmypfingquQtieldh
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eachrewd.hFlG. 208, each reoordofthe PKu muecunprisesavohmto (Vle)fieH (astheentryotreoord).a
volums issue number (NON) fidd and 3 PK" fidd (Successive same values in the firstfiew are show by showing only
thefitst appearing one). Furthet. the ptocess (or step) 610 of obtaining the AP-emrypfing key K, that is. a group of the
stepsfiOZ.6Mand606infiteapplimfimplayroufinefiOO,hasmbereaacwmmammdFfizoc.

HG.axisafbwdmndaptocessinwwmeaiemDVDplayerzobtaimmesnplmnmypfingkeyKVtrom
thesorvete.haep616.fl1eserve!8retrievesakey&trmnflteIgtahiebyusingVIovlnmeneIdstep618.melmy
Kvismayptedwifitanmbitarymmmarflyhtheametnpmoess.9.9.,amammummbetfitoomh

eZ(R.KV).hthenextstepszo.theserva'sretisvesakeyPKuhwnflmPKUWebyreaflngflmefiwofmrewd
whim contains VIDV and NO“ in the VID,, and NON fidds. respedvely. In the next step 62. R + e2(R. K.) is encrypted
wimmereMaledMyPfltoobtahadmnfiaencryptedAP-encrypfingkoy

euPKu, R + em. Km.

whichisretmnedmmedierawimadiemnetworkaddressCADanflxemdstepSfl.
Onflteoflwhartd.fl19oontroflar100dthediem2waitsforarmfiomMWBdSlDEinstapezs.fl

thereisanyrespomehunmeseveredSIDainstepezs.menmedimDV03reoeivesthedataeflPKu.R+e2(R.
"varommeserverBinstepGZB.lathenmdstapsaomerweiveddataisdeoryptedwimmeusaseaetkeysnrwd
fmmthe xc can! 5. Specificefly. Mohawing emanation isdone.

d1(SKu. e1 (PKU, R + 920%. K)» ==> R + 92(Fl, Ky)
Inflwenenstep632.62(fl.K.)isdwymwwmwtainedpseummmmbaflswwmmmmw~
wlafionisdm.

d2(R. e2(R. K.» ==> '9
Malta. the oontrofla100proceedsto filestepeosd FIG. 14.

lnfiisnmdflicafionJheappficatbnsAPainomvdummybemyptedwittnespecfivaAP-enorypfinglewfl.
lnthiscase.theKvtaNemmmrmmmweinwwwrmmmwmID(AID°)fieM
manAP-encrypfingleyogfietd.FMhstepmzmecontofiefwantmewopiayuznastoalsomme
appmafionloofmeappficafiontobopiaysdtomeservec

Alsohmismoxfiticafim.mesystemmybaagain.somangflltmtptsdetamfinedpeofie. a.g..fanflymembas
FM1,FMz..."FMNofflwpummmsetheDVDmismemnmdflwiamflym).hflismsaknemh
mmtberFMMn-LZ.....mmesavaarastommemenma'smmbfickeyPMhmmmeAP-awym-
irtgkeyK,Onewaytorealizeth‘sismiswaavdumeiswenmmmvhmeedtmwmmmmotsalss
loeDVD.ptwidememn-volafiiemawy(ndshmn)otflteDVDpfaya2w€mamwmmheusers
pawn!PWanmevdwmmenunmaNmewwmeWWmmmmqumm
Wsmsswmdhstep612.andwervotthePKuweb1naPMWeinMfidemmmmm
fiatds:

VIDv- Nov-ins PKu-n-
Analhetwayistoissueandrecudmtmlyavolumeissuenwnbermwmmsowrfllymmammsmmm
allmmmefimeofsalesofmeovo.pxwidemomn-volafliemwfimtslmmofflwewophyazmma
tabletwassociafingmama'spasswordPanflwweepamfinghnfiiymmammmm.smmevdum
issuemmmerwovgmummymmmmmmwmmemminmmamtse
WPKMtablemmidneadloithereomdshasmebuowingfieusz

VIDV, NOW. FMM'I. PK‘H...
lntheprocassotFIGZOC,mesewasnmybeaufltenfioatedbymdammficmmyumudmapair

ofsaverseaetandpdfickeyfiSKg.PKanmiscaserewvsraémsfimedmfifiemymedAPanm
91(PKu. R + 3203. K,»

wimasign‘sQKEyormesmerseoretheySlgaflerstepseaWhiemeofianwDVDplayerzmfiwségmeby
mesewerswmatestkeyamesewerpwfickHyPKucontaMedinmPlgfmdm«momma
rmdedinmewstanfimmeaofmeovozmeslspm.

We.wenHhadesuribedsummfieafionotmesmsisonfiuedjnafladerwianmgomanygeater
lmghfinnastedofTOUcodeptmfinitvalua.avolumeIDVIDWavolwneiswenmmNOHAmmadiemmk
eddresCADD misisnotasen'ouspmuem.

IntheprocessotFIG 200, apseudomndmnmmbafihasbamwedasapsmvamwheohmkesadiflam
valuewdnfimeofexewfionofhepmcesskhxm asmepsewovariabie myflfingwifidoifmeresmmtemrypfion
wifltittakasadfi'fleretflvaheeadnfimeofaecmonotflEpmcess

Modification Iv

In the first filmuaflve embodiment. the decryption of Mission is adnievad by soflwmo For this purpose. the con-
trouer1mmmrmdmwaswakeysnfimfiwlcm5wmmms102.wtéchteaveshepmsibilityot
penniuingabteakermaasflystealmowerseaetkaySflflvwghthebus102.Madubptwsmfitiathepmces

1!
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adlievedbymestepsemmromheoemyberealizedbyhaMwareasmownmFIG.21,Mfichisablod<dagramoI
an exenplary deo‘pherer-buiII-in IC card IF. In FIG. 21. the deciphwerhflt—in IC card IF 120aoormrisesan IC cam
reoeptacle121andapn‘medwiringboard122MMngIrunandIIxsdwifl1tInrecepIade121AnIC123ismourfled
onmeprintedwiringboard122.Thelc123misesammylF125mmtsuaflyomnedsmemmyofthelc
cattISvliII-mebw1o2aru.inrWManirstucfionfiommemntdIamoJeadswpassesmeheysmbme
nenslagevadecodet126brreceivingmmmaruencrypfingeuPKngwimmekeySKummWarden
APdecoder127brreoeivingmekeynandwypfinqu,APHoyieIdappImfimdataMPLThepdmedwiring
board122porfimmybepreietauymddedtogetherwimmeICcerdreceuade121porfionsoasmmkemewhole
asinglebody.Bydoing this. leaflmgohhelsetsecretmysncanbeprevemed.

hisnndifoefimmnbealeompfiedtoasystem‘I whomecryptosystemolFIGZOC. hfliscase,melg
deoodet‘IZSoIFIG. 21 Instobereplacedwima demoder126aassho~ninFI322 In FlaztheIgdeooder
126adecryptstheirundatn.e1(PKu.R+eZ(R.Kv)).Irunmehs102bymmemseaetIeySKupassedbthe
memory IF 125mobtaIn R+e2(R, Ky).wIiIedecrypfimmeobtaheddaIaa2(R. K,))Mmmeobtainedmm
RarfloutputfingmeleyK,

Errbodiment ll

FIG.24Sawmmmmmammdasmmmfledmammfiafimpado
age. e.g..aDVDonIhetermsammmeovommmmnmfimwmmmdmbamdiflm-
fiveenbodimentdflueinvmfiomlnFlG.24.mesystem1aisidenficaIbmediem2dFIG.1amethaIthe
muniaafionIF150hmbemdininatedbewsedmneeddmdcafimufimasawmmmm1m

Mabeenreplacedwifliacormdler 100a. Inthecontoaet 100a,anot-etmnROMbremringacomuprogamas
desalbedlatetwfinEEPFIOM103Mbeenalsorq3lacadwimanewROM(noIsfwn)andeEPROM 1038.
Inordertoplayaroleoflheservets.mesystem1ahastohavelabIeSOOIFIG.6Ainmynm—volaliemme.g..
MEEPROM103amdanappIicafiondurafim mlaytimefloreadxapplicafimasdethedmmemoffiasel'asm
beindlnedinmeconmldataofeadmppaaafionpadage

Fafismenmwlysrmsanexenplwyoomdprmmexmwbymemdla100asl-wnhFIG 24.1119
confidprogamofFlesisaIsoédenfiwmmmdFIG.Semepthatmededsionstepsmaradmestepmomsbeen
eininatedbecausemefinfl-amwplaynndeisnmsmponedbymesystem1ainflisenbodmentammeetqas
BSOamwOmrepbcadwimstepsesOaandeom.AcwfinegApantionaflerstepsuwllbedesa'bedinmefl-
lowing.

chelouerdgiiofthatmofmUCU)oodeisOhflwdedsimetep514.flmh1el$GSOamemder 1003
plays,IntheIreepIeynudeMeappficationstoredinheseIeaedamfiafimhstepSOSorsnammmeOpemfim.
hWbenoIedImtsincemesystemmdoesnothavethed‘aaroedplaymthelowerdidtdmeTOUoodeis
delinedasbIIow-s.

 

  ”“‘““°“°‘"‘°“l--usecoda (Hexadecimal)

“I“—
--I—ummmm
-l_
-I_
—I_

Amdingiy.ifthelouerdigitofmeTOUocdeismIOinmedwsionstepsufiwe-whstqammecomofler1008
plays. in the Emit-attached play mode. the application stored intheeelecled applkzfion in step5060r5123nd emethe
operation.

FIGs26and27showanoperafiondafleeplaynndeshwninstm650adFIG. 25inadetailediormatdafur-
therdetailed form. respective; In FIG. 26. the controller 100a executesan Initial touIineGOa instab‘SOaJnsIm 6708
exeunesmmpectadplayu'me mbrmingrwfinemndin aepGBanmflesanapplicafionplayandMeredplayfime
reportrwlhe.
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AsshowninFlG.27, inhehifialroufineflOthecomofler 10035eamhesthetab$e60fotarecordwhid1wnains

Vleand NON in thevoiume ID and hue No. flew thewof, respectively in step 86. "the seardfis unsuccesshd. then
theoontroflef10mwmmermdmVIDvalIdNOV.iartdfiIBre|evamfieldthhAlDHeandalh'fitvahefiammme
taueGOindspea.aridproceedstostep90. Also. Hflmesaarchinstepesssuccossful.mewver9prooeedsmsiep
90.whetetheoontoller100aselectsarocrfinetnemnenextacoordhgmmevalueoffimmuwdemdmtemthe
selededroufine lnthisease, flmeTOdeenxOH(xcanmbflmw HEX nwrbenmeleuetHhflwelaslposifionind-
catesmatflteprecadingmnmerisin hexadedmf),mmatwfineiorpiayim an wmfieeoidwgeisweaed.
IfIheTOUoodezuH. menuWeissdeaeuwhwphysmmimmaflyfimmeMadammfing
Mismaptowvalue

mewuayfimefltbmflngmufinesmaisidenficalmmerwfinesmma10)mimscormmzfieafionsteps
%m%.wrmfisingmeabovedesorflasdsiepss1.92w95. Simflady. HisseenfromFle. 11 and 13Athauhe
Medewibedstepsmfia.624.210md2188reexeanedinfl'fismdsrinfl1efinwdplayandmetered usage
reponrmmm. hthisway thesystem1apanfitsheusertoplaytheappicationsmredinmoselededappiécafion
(steps506andS1201FlG 25)"de

FIG. 28 isaflvudmnd'cowingmopetafionotalinfi-mtamedpiaynwdesmmmaepmadFlG. 25. Since
flisoparafion isverysinfilarmmathG. 19. odyfltefbwisbfidlydesabsdmfiummedaaflsofeadistep. In FIG.
28.de1008mmMadmewflamewassmimedwmflmmumfmsreadwdmmmemm

wimmeTOUoode. Heathenfliesaveireunrsanoverfimflmssagebcmtrafler1008hsiep820.mwise.me
uomrofla100apmoeedsmttwexmdedpiayfimeinmmmufineszaak6mm.Mammals! 100aexeanes
theahovodescrbedstepsm.92w95,mdmmcaflsfiwappficafimphymmfitwth§ep830.fluebym-
plethvgfieopsrafion. smmwmpmmmwommmm.mdwmnm.
lnthisway.thesystem IapanfiBMeusampiaymewmfimmwhmeseseded WW(dem506m512
ofFiG.25)ordy'theImmmmmmeToummbMMmmamemwmwm
hasnatbeenreadied.

Ammmmesmtdmnwntflwesymen1amopmteheifimofhefrasplayrrMeandflxefinfit-
attachedpiaymodewiflmflflaeneedofaonmnéeaflonwihasewa Formamesysiem Ianmybamedeponabie

InmmdesamnmemuammmmrmmmmmmmmquMwm
Mmmbeappliedmsmhpadegemediaaspumflwrflemwma

Fm.mwmmswmmemwmmmwmummm Inthis
case,medisu'iwted Wmfim padagesmesbredinabuksflagehflwemefidafioammfimpadme
Woneormreappficafionandappimncmtddamflmis.anappfiafimdesaipmanddistmufion
desaW.0nevolmneissto:edasafile. Sinceaphralflydappficafionpsdagemaybestoredinaaimiestuage.
mmimWMMMebmnamdpmemwmm.MmybeW
viaeitpradegeortranmieéonmafia.Smhwmmadmmemmdhmyhmmmm
padmgesarestomdbsmhamWidmehflwmdwmmmmemWisimm.The
damtoberecotdedinhecfisfirflmfiondescr’vbrisiMWhmewmfimmwmmmwme
inbmationgivenbymewer.

Asdmibedabwe.mewtmispemfinedmtseanappflmfionmisrmmmanmofmlCcadehlch
smartest:umnaecrelkeySK“ctan‘eantofl’uausetpubflckeyPK“usedtoremxypfionohheAP-enaypfingkeyKv
inmoapplimtimpadage.Forfl'és.evenfisonwonehasumzsflyobiahedmappficafionm,brmabywp-
yingmemevolmtefromxhe DVDonmdwmevdumeisreoorded.hectshewnnotuseitwimmmeICcardof
themofiheDVDJhsmeirwenfivesystemcanpreveMmjLstuseofanappficafimmmo'mmiscase)
byanyomerpasonhanmeregulamwnerofmeappficafionpadege.

Also.thekwemivesystanissomedmmpandmewmflonpadmesreombypmahginmn-
uhcmfingprooessofmeDVDs.mereasatleastapanofflwevdumommudalaa.e..thecfistrfizufiondmbtoncan
bedetemfinedatmmot.e.g.,distmufionofeadnoffl1eDVDsaflermemmtaaufimpmThismakasmesys-
temflefiuobscaxseoontroidata canbeeasilydiangedwiflwutdnmmmestanw.

Inmeirfitialroufineseoaamwbin HG. BAaMBB.modatatramnfimdwifl1meservicarequestmybe
encryptedinmesanmmannezasincaseofthetransnfissionohsersaadtcamrumberemwnin FIG. 17. However.
incaseoflheirfifialrmfines.mea’eareaplumlflyoidata.mesedahmybemmptedinmefwow'mgway.

lflhedalatobeemrypted are D1. 02,...menmeyarefirstencryptedwimakeyfiasm:
52m. DI), 92(R. 02)....

ThenhuflwexenchisnadewiflwaserverpubfickayPlQasfollows:
e1(PKa. R+ez(R, D1)+62(R. 02)....)

IntheprocessofFlG.17.319mumybeaummcatedbymaamofapmfiic-keyuyptosystemudngapahof
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usersecretandpcblickeyuSKu. PK“). Inmiscase.1he diemZeignsthe (table-Wed aezitcardnun-ber
81(PK, R+02(R, CCNOu))

wiflmasimingkayormeuserseaetleySKuaflerstep 648. Whilemeserwtestsmes‘manmbyhedienmwflha
testkeymmeuserpmfickeyPKubelotestepsso.

lrsteadofsmrhgashgiesawptflickeyinmedistbufiondesawza.apluaflydserverptflickeysaafl
unempxuickaysmyberecomw.Bydoimmiaflispowmmrmnptuosafimadflbrmdamedmmding
onlhesetverpuuickeymiwmemhmsdededbyamwhtdymmmmmwfi.

Also.appfiamionpadageswimanbenfiaalvdumeIDcanhavedifferemwverpwficleysreoadedAptmfityd
tdloenmrmybeadvantageastyprwidedtuamfimfimpadegesdmemfifla

Inadatoprevemanymeoflcmmmpersonthanthemotmmwdjlsposshetoaddjebre
theSmleadingstepeo-Hhestepsotprormtingmetsatoanaapasmdmmafnmmll:110mm
Iostapsowruyifmeemeredpassuordcoinddeswmmemetpamd PwusbredinmelCcard.

WhelCcardSisnsedinlhoabovembodiment,lhelCaanle120nwybetqimedwiflwamagneficcam
readertopernitfiuhemeotmemmeficaam.Mamfivelyjmemangemmtmybewmmeusetmshis
ahapamrdeadufimehemermesMe DVD.

lmtaaddstnn‘ngmetsetseaetleySKuinflwled5,mekeySthaybestoredinnm-votafiiememyina
Pwuwymwbrnmhmiscase, manySlgisotnamedbydeorypfing Pwu-encrypted snwfiaapmd entered
bylheuset.

ThedisussimotWeepvecedingparagmptnamappfiedtoheICcardusedlorstorhgflueserwseaeueyh
Mamfiowweninfiiscasememhasmbemlenasmmfimmdmemm.

mmmmmmmmummmmmmwmmmmw
andscopeofmepreseminvemm hdufldbemdasaoodmmeptmiwmfimismtrmfledbmespecfn
mbodhmdmibedhflwWficafim,emqfiasdd‘medhhaappafleddaim

Asystemiorpemitfing mlyanauhenficwermplayadeskedappficafimomiainedMadsmedappfiaafim
package inoneotpredeteminedopemfim. as. freephymoda,dwgedmode.rmfl-Wedplaynnde, etc. The
systunconuisesadiantxpiaymanquliwfion Wamemddammedadwimmaciemmmugha
mmmemmmmememmwumesammmmm
oodesaasignedtomevoluneandmeapplimfionsofmem.Thedaflofdstrhniondesuuorisdeoidedam
storedhflwedesabtoratfivefimeotdsflhfionoflhevokxm.Thisfeauenakesthesystanlm Therebalso
disdasedasystanopmtablewifiuflcammicatingwihaserw.

Claims

1. An masticnpadmgebruse in a systemicmlayinganapplhfionoonlahedinfluemflicafimpadegfiha vol-
ume). the application package conprising:

applieafionchtaforatlaastoneappfimfionmnd

volumeoomrddatabrlseinmukwgsahsystan.mdnsaidmmdmmlmconuisesz
ambmlobrijenifyingmeldrddsaidappficafionpadegusaflvolum):
anissuenmberassignedhaderofissuebeachafhemlumsofaaidfirumm

application leeachassignedboneofsaidmleastmewficafimcomahedhsaidm.andwherein:
alleastapandsaumumeoontroldamiswbeaddedtosaidvdmaflerflnamdseidwhmmnd
saidatleastapanoisaidvohmecomrddamindudessafdisuem.

2. Anapplimtion padegeasdetinad in daim 1. wherein

saidappficsfiondamtmsbeenencryptedwimanmypfimkaymnd
saidatlaastaparloisaidvdudedathesaWspflbley—enayptedmbnofsaidmypfing
keyused. '

3. Anapplicafionpadugeasdefhedinddim1.wheteinsaflmleastapanofsaidvokmecomud&taindwesnnde
oodesMIichareaesignedtosaidvduneorsaidatleastmeappficafimandeamkdeateaplaymdeasocimed
wimmodsaidvdumasaidatleastmeamfieefiontommenndecodeisassigned

4. Apadegemediaonwhwanapplicafim Meadeflmdhdahn1hasbemreoorded.

5. Apadmgemediaafawrfle-oncetypeonwhidnanamlicafionpadcgeasddhedhdaim1rasheenrecordw.
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6. Apackagemediaon whichan appfieau'on package as definedin daim1 hasbeen recorded whereineaidatleast
apanolseidvolumecontddataisrecordedinanareadifleremfromdmaaieawheteeaampieafimdan is
recordedonmepadege media.

7. Amediodio!sendingdatawilharaisedsmflymmafhstdemetoasecmddevicemmhapcwctelm
municafion netwodc. connisingmestepsd:

in aid secom device.

generating apswdorandommn'betz
manflfimsaidpsetmramnmrbermsaidiistdevice;

in said fifstdelice.

enaypfimsahdsflwihsahtmnifledpsaflomflannmbainbenmpteddm
mmmmwmmwmmmmmmawmmymeddmma
ptuickeyofsaidsewudevioeirmdmue-Weddam;
saudhgeeiddmuewypteddatamsaidseomddevicemsaidseoowm.
dwypfimsafldmflmwteddatafihamdbydmflmfldabeMcmemb
McMythypieddammisfingdadmptedeunnmbapufimmmdeaymed
potfiomand

umwmmmmwtmmwmmmmwm

B. Amethodbrsendimaphmlflydpiecasddatawihamisedseafltyflunafistdaficemasmdm
houglapwficteieoommm‘cafion network. conprisingthe stqzsof:

in said second device.

genemtingapsawommmnber:
tansnmfingaaidpswdomm nunbetbeaidflrsldevice:

insaidfirstdadce.

wypfimeachdsaflpieoesddamwimsahuammwpsammnmmmmwmed
pieceddata;

WmmmwmmmdmmmmaMsmwmmm
dataMhauflickeydsaidseoorddwiceintoduflmypteddata;
sardngaaiddmfle—enaypteddatawsaidseomfldevicemsaidsmdevice.
dmwMWwMWamaMdaflWMMmflWMsafl
Mickaymdeerypteddamconsisfimotadecryptedrandanmmerporfimmdsaidpmmyo!
decrypteddamiaorfionszand
Wmmmmudwmwpmmmfluummmmmmumm
data.

9. Amediodasddhedindaim7oc8.mrfl19rcormrisingmestqas. axeafledafletsaidstapoidea’ypthgsaiddou-
ble—mypteddata,of2

proceedngtoanextsteponlyifsaiddeayptedrmdommnberporfimooinddeswimsaidtmnminedpseudo
rarfianmmhermnd

saidseconddeviceinbrmingsaidfistdwicedaiaflurehdeuypfionflaaiddecryptedrarmnmpu—
fion does rlotcoincide with said transmitted pseudorandom rumor.

10. lnasystempnwidmmmeansbrplayhganapplmfimcuflainedempficafimpadege.amdndbrper~
rrl'fingalsennplayanenayptim keyencryptedmplicafioncomainedmadsthned wmpmgewhid:
hummins. asvolumecomroldatn. auser‘spmbfickay-encryptedwypfimkeysomyptedastobeafle
tobedeayptedwimasecratkayofmecserimosaidetwypmglenthemethodcotmrisingmestepsoi:

readm said user's ptbfic key-encrypted encrypting key from said dWfli martian pedage (said vol-
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ume):

obtainingsaidsea'eakey:

decryptingseidusasufltbywymedmypfingkeywmsaidseamkeymobmhsaflmwypfingkey:am:

deaypfingsawwwfimkeyenwymdwmfimmmmwewwfimleymwbafimdaa
whilepaosmgsaid appiicafiondatatosafl meansforplayimanmdicefion.

Inasystemwfimadianwwfiedmmbrpbymanapwmfimmedhmamficeflonpadme
wemamnnededwmmedianflmghemficafionMemeflndhpwfiflhgemmday
oneotencrypfingmmwamimfiomwminwinadmammwmmmm.
asvohmecomroldam amlunelDbrbafifymgmekmofsaidWamicefimpadagusaidm).
mmmnberissuedtoeawmluneofmeldndinanissuadorderwappficafimIDs. memefltodcon'prising
thestepsof:

seiddierureadhgsajdvohxnelo.saidissuenunberandmmplicetimloforsaidmeofencrypfingkey-
Wednpdbmbm(seflmypfimkeymcwwapuimfim)hmmflvdmammmsauserver;

in said server.

retievimseidmypmakeybytsingsaidvdmlD:

reoiefimapzbfickeyofsaiduserbymhgseidvdmlDaruseidissuemrba;
gmfingapsaflomndomnmber;

Me—enaypfimsaflwypfimkeywflsaidpsadomfiunmnbamflsaidmflciwyinhn
Memory-madden;
seruingsaiddorbleena'ypteddatetosaid client; insaid diam.

obtainingaseaetleyofseidlserwhwconespomstoseidptflicw
cushhgsauenaypfingkeybydeaymmgsaudmflewmwdanumsehseaetkey;
dwmwmmmwwwmmwmmmmmmwm
mmmepadmmwmmmsabmhuafimmmm

12. Ameflndasdefinedindaimwor11.wherehsejdmeamkxdnainingeseadkeyoonwisesmforreadhg

13.

saidsecretkeyfmmaponauemmyoisaidmer.

AMndasdemedmdaiermereTmsaapomuememyisenlCcerd.

14. Inasystemconprisinancfientprovidedwifl'lmearsbrplayimenapplicefionpadegearfiaservercomected

15.

wifl'lmediemmmhaconmmicefionnehmrkforconuoflimmediertmeappicefimpwHage(flwevohm)m
taining.asvolumeconhold313,evolumeIDm-udanisuenmberissuedmeadicimevchmesolseflvolum ID

inanissuedorder. amelhodbrcomollingmeamumofplayfimeconprismmestepsot

safldianserdngsaidvolumemandseidissuenunbermsaidserva:
saidservermmevhganemededplayfimeamiatadmwdvdmloamwmmmm
saidserveeringsaidemededphyfinemmmueofnmphyfinieassodatedwmwyolmelDand

Inasystemcomfislngadiaflprwidedwflhmeambrphyinganappficafimmhedhanappucafionpadme
and a server connected withthe diam through a Median networkiorcontofingme client. themplicafion
package (the volume) containing, asvolume control dam. avohme ID. an issue nmberissuedtoeam onhevol-

umesofsaid volune ID inan‘ssued orderandanappficefim lDformeemficefiomamehcdbrcmtrollingflle
amoumdplaytimeconprisingmesiqasof:

saiddiemsandngsaidvolwneID.sajdisuemmberandsaidapp§mfionlDtosaidserver;
sajdserverretriwinganemeciedplayfimeassociatedwfisaidmlumlD.said£ssuenmberandseiiappii-
caflonlend

sajdserveraddingsahemectedplayfimemmevamotatotalplaymassodatedmwdvolunelDand
saidissuenurber.
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16. Inasysternoormfisingadierfiprwidedwihmearsiorplayhganapplioafim oorltainedinanapdicaiion package
andaserveroomededwill'iihecfiemwwghaoomnicafionMicroontrdingfliediem. “application
padrege(mevolwne)oomaining,asvolmeoomroldala.avolumelendan mmmedtoeadioime
volmvesofsaidvolumelDinanissuedorderamemwwrmdingmemmdplayfimcompris'ngmaeps

5 Of:

said client and said server interactively measuring. as a measured play time. a play time 01 said appfieaiion;
and

said server adding said measured play limeto thevalueoi atom! playtime associated with said volume ID and
10 said issue nunber.

17. Amelhodasdafinedinclaim16.whereinmidstepofmeasuingaplayfimecomiseslhestmofrsimafimof
saidserver.

15 18. Ameihodasdefmdinclaim16,whereheaidslqiofmeasmngaplayfimecormrisesflrestqaoflskigalimerof
saiddient.

19. lnasystemoonprisingaciudbrplayinganamfimfimpfiageardamoumeciedmfliedimmwgh
ammmnnmmmremummmge(mm)mmfimmwmd

20 denandaileaslapanoflheoomddalahasbeeriaddedtoflievohmaflermeaeafionofsaidvohmea

memodforsendingdedreddaiafromonesideoleaiddiernandsaidserverbflieouwddeJhememodcmpris-
inglhestepsof:

includingaseerelkeyolsaidomersideinsaidallestapandsaidoonuoldata;

5 insaidoiherside.

generalingapseudorandommrber:
tamnfitingsaidpseudorandommnberbsaidmeside;

so

insaidorieside.

mypfingsefldesireddamwiflisahmmuedpsammmmmeddam;
mpfingwncalenateddamwndsfimdsahpsanommmmmwsahmymeddamwim

35 aaidplblickoyofsaidolhersideintodaUeenaypteddala;
sendingsaiddoufle—ena'ypieddalamsaidotherside;

in said other side.

40 decrypfingsaiddmble—emrypieddaiawihaseeretkeyoisaidolhasideMcowemondsbsaid
ptbfickeyinmdeaypteddamwnésfingofadeaymedmrdanmpafionardandha
dWederfionmnd
Wmfiamfiadeaymedpafimmsabmmedmmmmmnsaiddesked
dam.

45

20. Amalhodasdefinedhdaim19.Mnreinsaidgenerafingapseudomndommnbahdudesstofimsaidpsezdo
randomnurrber in memory, and wherein the rnelmdlurther oorrprisesthesien exeaned priormsaid decrypting
said another dea'ypted porfion, of:

so inrewonsemadeteminafionmaisaiddeoryptedrandomnmberporfiondoesnolooirwewimsaidpseudo
randommrrberstoredinsaidmeansbrstaingsaidpseudommnmnbasbradhsaidmennmmm
sadmesideolalaflwehdeaypfimhsteadofpasmmemdtonedm

21. lnasyderncorrprisingadiunprwidedwimmambrplayimanapplimfimomiamdhanappficafionpadage
55 andaserverconnecledwiflilhecfiemihroughacanmnicafionnetworlgamelhodiorpemitfingausa'ioplayan

appfioelion oornained inadistrbuied application pedagemdimrlheroontains. asvolumeoomoldala, avolume

lDfaidentiiyingmeldridoisaiddislriarnedapplioationpamge(saiivolume).anieweruarberissuadioeaohwl-
umeofthekindinanissuedorder.ardanappicafimloiasaidapplioaflon.mememodoumrisingmestmsot
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pmceetfingmanmdsteponlyflmevaluedameterfieldamociatedwiflasaidvolunem.saidiesuenmber

andsaidapplicafimloismdermevalueotarmflvabefiddasaodatedwimsaidvohmelD.saidissue
mn'berandsaidapplicafionminavolmdatamemnd

displaymgamessagaMmmmlhfimadsflaydwiceofsaiddieMandquflheoperafimoflmfise.

22. lnasystancorrprisingadiernprovidadwiflameamiorplayinganappficafimcumahedhanaqficatimm
andaserveroonnectedwmmediemmrmhammmmnMameflndlapanflfingamamplayan
application containedhadisutmedapdkafionpadugewhbhwiawntaimasvdunemddauawm
lDioridenfi'fyingmBIdIuofsaidnfstiwedapplicmionpadege(saidmlmm),mbwemrberissuedtoeadwol-

10 umoiheldruinanissuedorder.anwplicafionIDforsaidappfiafionardalinitvaluebrfinfingflIeplayofsaid
applicafimjnemefiwdoonprisimhestepsot

proceednginanmdslepanlyHmavalueofamete'fialdaasodatadwiflisaidvulunelo.saidWannabe
amsajdapplicafionloinavdunedatataueisundersaidlhfivalue:am

15 displayingamessagemmhganovedinfimadisplaydwbeofsaidcianammmeoperafimchemise.

23. AmeflwdasdefinedindaimZLwhereinsaidliritvalueismeofefleofivedaieammmewmfiondam
andfimmmaxdmnamoummplayfimejndanaflowaieawessmt

20 24. Amethodasddinedhanyofdainsfi. 15and16 Muehsaidstepolsaidefiansemingtoeaidsewerm
prisesthestepsoh

saflcietflmypfingmleastoneoisaidvohm|D.saidissuemmberardsuidapplicafionl0hbmcrypted
demand

a: saidsezvetdecrypfingsaidmypteddata.

25. Asystemfusemingdatawimamisedseqmtyfiunafmdmebasecu'ddmtrwwghamtelecm-
ricefionnesworkoom’sim:

so mmprwidedhsaidsecorddeviceiorgmerafimapsammm;
mmhwmdmmmmmmmmwmm;
mmhmiimdwuuwmmmmwmmmmmm
anemypteddma;

mumwhafiimmhmwfimmmwmmmdmmmm
35 Mahmwwmmammdmmmmmwmm:

mpmfidedhsafifkddwbehsedlmsafldmeddflamwmdm;
mmmhsausemmmmmsahdeewymwmmaseaadeseo
mummidzcmespausmsahptflkkeymdeaypteddanomsisfingdadeayptedrandomnunber
porfimandanoflrerdecryptedpafionmnd

_ 4o mmpmfidedmsamsemmmuadeawfimsaumdeaymedpmbnwmmmuedm
’ domnmtoobtahsaiddata.

26. Asystemlotsencfingapluramyofpiecesofdatawimaraisedseuxflytmnafistdevicetoasecorddevioe
hougtnaptbfic teleoommriwfimnetwoflcoomia’ng:

mammovidedhsaidsoconddwicaforgenaafingapswdomflanmnber;
meamuofidedhsafiswommfatmmmflfingsahpsewomnmmsmdfistdafioe:
meanspmvidedhsaidfirstdafioeforwaypfimead:ofsaidpiecesoidatawifluseidtmifledpsanom
dommmberintoanencryptedpieoeofdata;

so mmwhuUfmmMWmmmwmmsfiudstmnmmnm
andsaflmawtedpiwesddaflnfihauflbhydsaflsecomdakeimmmymeddma;
mannsmwfledhsahfiddwbobrsamimmiddotflemymeddmamsahswomm:
mmmmmmmummmmmmamamdmsw
wdehmmwmmcmmdmwmwmdadwwmmnum

55 porfimandsaidplualityoideerypteddalaporfiorsmm
mammwhwmsaflmdmmmeamfimeammgfldeaymedpufimmsaflnwfiumran-
domnunbertoobtainsaidpieaesofdm
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27. Asystemasdefhedinda'rrnZSorasfinheroonprisim:

moms.Winsaflsemdwbaacfimtadpfimmdeuypfingmmsajddwymedpafimw
respons‘vetoadetermhafionMsaddeayptedmmnnmporfiondosnoiooimidewrmsamram-
niuedpseudorandom lumbar. brimming saidf‘ustdariceolaiaflueindecrypfion insteaddpassingme
centroitonedmeans.

28. Asystemhxplayinganenorypfng key-encrypted applimfion curtainedinazfistrmed mm 91300299de
Wereontahs.asvolumeoontroldata.auserspzbficley-enoryptedmypfimkaysomyptedastobeable
tobedeaymedwimaseaetkayofthelserimosaidencrypfingmnesysiemoormrishg:

meansfor rading said user‘s prblic key-encrypied encrypting kayhom said dislrhutad mpficafionpadmge
(saidvolume)y
maanshroblaining saidseorei key:
mfordecrypfingsafim’sptbfickey-myptedmypmgkeywimsaidseaetkeymobtainsaid
ewypfimlex
mmiordecrypfimsaidwypfingkey-exmpted appfloafionvflhsaidobmined encryptinokeyioprwide
applicationdafimnd

mmbrusinosaidappficafimdatabrplaying.

29. Asystemiorpernitfimausamplaymwypfingleywymedwufimomtamedmadishhmdapubafim
WMMMamjsvdumeoomroldata.avotmlDtoridenfiiyimmersaiddstrhnedwpfl-
cafionpadagfisaidvdune).missuemnberissrredmeadrmmdmefirdhmissuedadaarmdapplica-
fionIDs.the system comprising:

acfiemiorplayinganappimfionbymmmplioafiondmmm
aserverioroontollingsaiddient throughaoonmmioafion network. whereinsaiddientoonpnses:
momsiorreadngandserdngsaidvobmein saidbsuemrrberandanmplimdion lDiorsaidoneof
enaypfing lazy-encrypted applioafiors (said encrypting key-eruypted wplioah’on) fromsaid volu‘neto said
serversaidserveroormrises:

meambrreviwhgsafleruyptingkaybymingsaidvdunelbz
meansbrrmnevhgapmfickeydsaidusabyusimaidvdmIDandsaidissuenunter:
mnsbrgenerafingapseudorandomnumer;
mkdufleenaypfingsafimwfimkeymmpsammndommmwmumflmeyim
adorfleenoryptaddatamnd
masflimaflmmmmwdmmaflwmmz
mbrobtainhgaseaetkaydsaidtsawhimoonem‘dsmsaidprbickey;
memsbrobfihhgsafiwypfingkeybydeuyfihgsaiddorflewyfleddammsah secrdkay;
marsfordeoryplm saidencrypiing lay-encrypted wimtimwifilsaidobtamed mymingkeyto pro-
videapplicafimdalazand
mambrusingsaidappficafiondamiorplaying.

30. AsystemasdefinedinolaimZBorZS.Mereinsaidmearrsfuobtaimngaseaetleyoonprisesmeansureadm
saidsecretkeyfromaponatiememoryoisaiduser.

31. A system as defined in claim 30, wherein said portable memory is an to card.

32. Asystemforpermitfing a usertoplay adislrbuied application package which funher contains. asmlume control
data.avolume[DioridentifyingUnmasaiddiarbnedapdioafimpadage(saavdune)wanissuemmber
issued»eamvokrmeofmeldndinanissuedorder.mesystanoonuismg:

adiatforplayingsajddstrMed application padragamnd
aserverbroomrollingsaiddiem Woughacomnioafim network Merein:
saidoliemoonprisesmeansiorserdirgsaidvdwmlnardsaidiswenumermsaidservermml
saidservermrrprisesmearsbrreirievingan emectedplayfimeassooiatedmsaidvohme IDandsaid
issuenurrber.andmansforaddingsaideaqaecledplayfimetomevalueofatotalptayfimeassodatedwm
said volume ID andsaid issue nunber.
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33. Asystamorpemiuingawermplayanapplicafioncommdinadisuiunedwpficmion padagewfiwhmer
contains. asvolumeoontddatajvomeIDbridenfifyingmeHruofsaiddisuhuedwpficafimpwqagusaid
voiume),anissuenunberissuedtoeadmvdwneofmeuruinanmedaderaruanqaplicafimDiormewpli-
cation. the system Wsing:

adianbrptayimsaidappiicafimmnd
aserverforoontnllhgsaiddiemmmughawmmioafimnemmein:
saiddientconprisesmambtsaflxmsaidvolwnelD.said‘ssuemnbetandsédapp£cafionlDtosafl
sen/enema

mhwwwmisesmmbrremafingmweawmmmtedmsaflvdmlD.saidissue

WardsaidapplicafionID.arumeansforadaingsaidmeaedplayfimetomevahJedatozalplaym
assodatedwihsaid volume IDandsaid issue number.

34. Asystemiorpemitfingawarplaymamicafimoontainedinad'sfihnedwpficatbnmwfimma
contains.asvolmneoonu'ddata.avommlbuwmfiffimmefimmsaiddiamedwpfimfimpadegusaid
voltame).anmmmwmmmmofimeldmman'swedmwanmpflcafimDiortheappli-
cationmesystemconuising:

acfianiorplayingsaidmpficafionmnd

aserverbroontdfingsaiddieMflvoughacumurficafionnetmdgwherehz

safldiaflmflsaflsmwmisemsbrhaacfivdymaaflmmsamedphymaflqfim
afsaidmicafionmm

saidsarverfwfl'nermisasmeansbraddingsaidmeaswedplayfimemmevaluedawmyfimam
datedwiflmsaidvdumeledsaidisuenu-mer.

35. Asystemasdef’nedinclaimflmhereinsaidmnsiorintaacfivelymmmaphyfimoonpfisesmmfor
{situatimerofsaidsewet

36. Asystemasdefnedinchinumhadnsaidmeambtimnmymeasumapayfimmmmh
mammmdm.

37. Asystemfapermitfingamettoplayanapplicafionpadega(flwevohme)oonprishgwpfiediondataandouflrol
datawhereinatleastapandmemoldatahsbeenaddedtomevolmneaflameaeafimotsaidvoune.the
system amusing:

acientiorphyhgsaidvolunemnd

aserverbrcontroflingsaidcfierflflumhacommnicafion netmngmehsaidsewucmptisesmbt
storingasecretkeyofsaidservetandsaidatleastapandsaidcomudamindwesauuickeycmespond-
ingtosaidsecret hay. andwhereinmesystem matrices:
mmptovidedhsaidsewerlofgenemfingapsewomnum;
mbtstoringsaidpseudorarflomnunber;

mmvidedinsaidwvubtmwwngsaidpseudo random nmberlnsaiddiem:
meamprwidedinsahdiembrenaypfingdeskeddatawimsaiduansnfltedm random nun‘berinto
encrypteddata:

mprovfledhsaidciembrenaypfingmmmmdatamsfingdauidpsanomnmand
saidencrypteddmawimsaideNCKBymdmble-enaypteddata:
mmvfledhsaiddiemtasemmwmmypteddmtosaidmz

memsptwidedhsaidsavabrdeaypfingsaiddmfleemryneddatawimsaidseuakeyimodecrypted
datacorsisfingdadeayptedmtuunmmberpotfimwmomerdeayptedpmfimmm
meansprwidedinsaid saverbtdeayplhusaidamtherdeayptedpafimufihsaidtamifledmm
mmbertoobtainsaiddesireddan

38. A system asdefined in da'm 37. fume: surprising:

nuns. ptovided in said server. activated prior in said decrypting said enema decrypted portion and reman-
sivetoadaaninmbnmalsaiddeuymedrmmmpafimdoesndodnddewimsahpseudom
mnberstoredinsaidmasteringsaidpsanomnmber,forhfomingsaidcfiemofahilureh
deaypfioninsieadofpasingmeoornmltoneadnm.
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39. A system for permitt'ng a user to play an application contained in a distrimted emlicat'm package wtich further
contains. as volume control data, a wlume ID for identifying the kind of said (Estimated application package (said
volume).anissuenun'berissuedto eachvoluneolthe kindinan isaiedorduandapplicetim IDs. thesystem

H:

sclienltu’playinganmplicetionbyusing Weafiondstamnd
asmtoroonmlfingssiddientthmughemmnicetim network. whereinsaiddientconuises:
meanstorreedngendseitingseidvolumelo.saidissuenurrberandanmplmfimlotorsaidoneot
encrypting key-encrypted appicetims (said encrypting key~encrypted application) liom said volume tosaid
server.seidserverconprises:
meanslotproceedingtoneidsteponlyitthevalueotametertieldessociatedwithsaiivolunelusaidiesue
nunberandsaitapdicetionIDismterthevalueotalmitvatuetietdassoa‘atedwiflisaidvdumelo.said
‘ssuenumberendsai‘iaqflicationloinavplumdatatablemnd
meanslorcausingsaiddienttodisplayemeseegelrfiunimanwedinitonacisplaydeviceotseiddientend
quittheoperationotherwise.

40. Asysterntorpemittingausatoplayenapplicetioncontainedinadishibtnedmplicationpadiagemchhnher
contains.asvolumecontmldeta.evolume lDerentifyingmeldndotsaiddstrhnedamlimfimpadage(seid
volume).enisswmnbaissuedtoeadwdmneotthekiuhaniseuedordmamicafion leendlimitvalues
associatedwilhrewective application lebrlimiling the pleyottespective epplimtionslhesystem oormrising:

adienttorplayingenmimfionbyushgmicetiondatazand
asmbrmmdlhgsafldiemflmughambefimnmkmwseidcfiaumz
meanstorreadingandsendhgssidvolume lD.saidiememnber,anapplimtionlDUsaidoneolenaypting
key-encrypted animations (said encrypting key-encrypted application) and a Enit value assoa'ated with said
emicefimlDfromsaidvoltmetosaidserver,endM1ereinsaid serveroon‘orises:
meanstorproceedingtoaneidsteponlyilthevaluedameterfiehaesociatedwithsaidvolwheleeidlssue
nunberendsaidappiicetion lDinavolmiedatatableismdersaidiuitvaluezand

meanstorceusingssidclienttodbplayammgeintominganwerirritonadqaleydeviceotseiddientand
quittheoperationotthe.

41. Asystemasdefinedin claim39.whereinseidlimitvaheisoneoteflecfivedeteardfimefillowdieemiratbndate
amume,ammdnmmemoumdplaytime.andanalmueeccesseom

42. Asystemasdeiinedinanyotclaims29.33m'id34.whereinsaidmeanstorserdngtoseidservercormrises
meenstorencryptimatleestoneotsaidvolumelo.ssidissuenmberandsaidepplicetionID.

43. Amethodtorpemittingen authenticuserbplayadesiredoneotfltemplicafiomoormhedinadmedappli-
cefion padvege in esystem Weof playing an epplmtion, wherein said eppfication package (said vohme) con-
tainsvolume cumudmeindudingmodecodesassignedbsaidvduneemmwimfiusolsaid volume. the
method emailing the steps of:

decidingtomemedpredeterfinedflaymdesspedfiedbymedsahnndemdesmdatedwflhsafl
desired application; and
playing said desired application in said specified play mode

44. Amethodesdefinedindairnw mereinthemethodfurthercorrprisesthestepot‘mcltmng. insaidmodecodes.
valuesMcefiveolaheepleynndeerdatleastonelknit—aflechedplaymodewhidtcu'resporfisnorewectwe
limit value(s) used hr limiting usage

45. A method as defined in claim 44. wherein said stqzo of playing sail desired application cum-i585 the step at:

inresponsetoadeterninatimthatsaidoneotsaidmodeoodesassodatedwithssiddesired applmtion
includessvaiueincfimtiveotsaidlreeplaymode. sinnlyphyimsaiddesiredmplicetion.

46. A method as defined in claim 44. wherein said step at playing said desired appficetion empties the step of:

inresponsetoadeterninationthetsaidoneotssidmodecodesassocietedwiththededredapplicetion
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hehdesmeolvaluesindcafivealsaidalleaslonelinil-adachedplaynndadisalayinga mesegetolhe
efiecllhatafimflvalueassocialedwimsaidoneolvalueshasbemreachedinsteadolplayingsaiddesired
application ilsaidfinilvaluehasbeen reached

5 47. Amelhodasdeflnadindalm43.whereinseidvolumeconteldalafurlhetincludesavokme lD,anissuenurrber
endanapplicafimlDiereachoisaidapdicalions.andwherelmsaidstepoldecWIgtoweoneolptedeleminad
daymcdesconprisesmesleps cl:

obtaining said one cl said mode codes associated will! said desired applicalion and correspuring limit value
10 by using said appficalion ID: and

conparing saidmeofsaidmodecodeswilh a metetvalue assodatedwimsaid volumelD. saidissuenunber
and said application ID.

48. Amelhodasdelinedinclaimds,wheteineadioisaidapplimfiaslmbemeachmyptedwimanmypfing
15 keywsaidvdumccnuddamhdwesausersptuickey-enayptedmsbndsaidencrypfingkeHapzblic

ley-mcryptedvetsionencryplingkey).mdmadnsaidstepmskmlyplayingsaiddesaedamlicafionoumises
lheslmsoi:

reading said user's public liay-ena'ypled Wm keylromsaid volume;
20 ablainingeuserssecretkeynflidiconwpondsloaaiduserspiflckey;

deaypfiusddmysmfickeywwledmpfimkwwmsaflwwsswaMbwnsahampfim
keyzand

deuypflngsahdeskedappficafimwidlsaidcblahedmaypfimlwy.

Z 49. Asystemforpetmilzinganaudlemicuserloplayadedredmecllheqplicatimscornahedhadsuhnedappli-
calion padage, wherein said applieation Wye (said volume) contains voiurne cmlrol data including mode
owesassignedbsddvuumemmeapuicafiomdsaideme.mesystanconpriskn:

meanslotdecidinglomemdpredeleminedpiaynndesspecfliedbymedsaidmdemmed
so wilhsaiddesiradapplimfionmrd

meanslotplayhgsaiddesiredemlimfioninsaidspedfiedplaynnda

50. Asystemesdefinedinclaimfl. Wehmesyslemmnnarcon'pnsesmeansbrmidhg. insaidmodecodes.
values Mcefiveoialreeplaymde andat Ieaslonelimil-amdwedplaymodemidw correwmmshorespecfive

35 limit value(s) used for limiting usage.

51. Asystemasdalinedhcleim 50. whereinsaidmeanslorplayimsaiddesi'ed application-I conprises:

means. resporsivehcadetamimlionthalsaid cneolsaid Me codes associated wilhsaiddesiied applica-
40 lion includes a value indicative of said free play mode, bl sin'ply playing said desired applimtion.

52. A system as defined in claim 50, wherein said means lnr playing said desired applicalion ccnprises:

means. reeponsivehoadeteminalion that said oneofsaid n-iodecodesassocia‘ledwim lhedesired applicafim
45 includes one of values indicative of said a: least one link-attached play mode. in! cfisplaying a message to the

ellactlheta limitvalue associatedwilh saidoneclvalues hasbeen reached insteadolplayhgsaiddesired
application if said limit value has been reached.

53. A system ’as defined in claim 49, wherein said volume control data lunher includes a volume ID. an issue mama!
so endanmplimfionlol‘oreadiolsaidapplicafiors.andwhere‘msaidmeansfudecicflngtouseoneofpredeter—

mined playmcdes corruises:

meansforobln‘mingsaidmedsaidnndemdesassodatedwflhsaiddesiredapplbefimsdmemonding
linit value byusing said application ID;end 4

55 meansfcrcomparingsaidoneofsaidmcdecodeswilhamelervelueassodatedwiflasaidflumelb.said
issue nunber andsaidapplicalion ID.

54. Asyslem asdelined in claim 51,wherein eacholsaidepplications hasbeenencrypledwiflian mypfinglwyend
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said volume control data includes a user‘s public key-emrypted version at said error'ypting key (a ptbiic key-

encryptedversion encrypting key), and wherein said meansbrsinpiypiaying saiddesirai apuiestion comprises:

meansiurreeding said user‘s ptbfrc icy-enaypted encrypting keytromsaid voiune;
5 meambrobtakthgewer‘sseaetimywhiehconemordsbsaidepcbfickem

mfudeaypfimsaidtsa‘spiflicieywyptedwwtmieywiflrsaid user'sseaetkeytoobtahsaid
encryptimkeyzand
meansiordeaypting said desired applbation withsaid obtained encrypting key.

10 55. Amethodbrperrrittinganaumenficmamphyadesiredmedmemplieafiaswminedinad’stbmwappfi-
cationpadrageinasystemconpfisingadierncapauedpiayimmappficefimardasavermededwimsaid
client through a eonmnication network. wherein sad application package (haeinatter reiened to as “said voi-
ume')containsvokmeoontroldataWhgmodecodesesignwtosaidvduneemmeappiieefiasofseidvoi-
ume. the method surprising the steps of:

15

seiddientdeoidingbmemeoipredetamhedplaynndesspedfiedbymedsaidnndewesassocieted
wimsaiddesiredamiimtiomand

piayingaiddesired-applicefionhisaidspedfiedpiaynndebymearsotoooperafionbetweensaiddimtand
ssidserver.

20

56. Amemodasdet'medindaimfimhereinmemettmdhnha'oormrisesmeetepdinduding.headialsaidmode
codeevaheindestiveoloneotatreeplaynnde.acinrgedpiaymodeandetlmstmehit—ettwhedpiaymode.
whereinseidvokxmcontroidatamaroonpriseseikritvahieassochtedwiflteadtotsaidatieestmeinit-
amatedplaymode.

25

fl. Amethodasdet'nedindaim550r56.whereinseidvokimemddetammamnesamiunei0.anbsue
nunber.endanappiidionDbreamdsaidappiicefimmmeinsaidstepdpiayimsaiddeskedapdbe-
tioninsaidspedtiedpiaymodehdudesmappfisafionpiaystqadshrflypleyimsaidspediiedapplbafim.

so 58. Amethodasdefinedindaim57,whereheedtotsaidaqflieafimscunahedhadsuhnedwcefimpwraw
Msbemmmedeavypdmlwymmvdmmdanmawasmkey-«nww
versionofsaidkaeflamflbimywyfiedmbnmypfingkenmdmehsawappficafimuay
stepoonprisingmestepsot:

95 readingsaidusa’sptuickey-ena’yptedenaypmgkeyhomseidvdune;
obtaiingaiser‘sseaetkeyvn'fidioonespowstoaidtser‘spwiiclwy;
deawfingsaidtsersptflickey—eneryptedemryptimleywihsaid user‘sseoretioeytoobtainsaid encrypting
key:snd

deuypfiigsaiddesiredappficefionufifltseidobtahedmypfingkey.

59. Amethodasdefinedinciaim57.whereineadtdsaidapplicafimscuflainedhsd’smhnedappiicafimpadtage
hesmmmaymedfimmmwfingkeyaMssbvdmemermWessmmlwyWed
versionatsaidmypfingieflanflbleyenayptedvasimmwfingkenemmdnsabappfimfimuay
stepcorrprisesthestepsot:

in said server.

retiefimmmpfimkeybytsimsaidm ID;
refievingauser‘smflicbyassociatedufimsaidvoiumelDandsaidissuemnber;

so dofleemypfimsddauyfimbyfimapsmmmwsaflwersmflkkeyimoadw-
blema'ypteddam:
sendingsaiddabie-encrypteddetatosaid dianzhsaiddimt
obtaiingauser'sseaetkeyfltiehconespondsmseidmer‘sptuickem
obtainingseid anrypfingkeybydecwfiitgsaidddtflewypteddatamaidisasmdhy:

55 decrypting said desired applicafimwith said detained encrypting key.

60. A method as defined in claim 57. wherein said stepat playing said desired application further surprises the steps.
executed prior to said application piey step. at:

23
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said sewer retrieving an expected play time associated with said decked application; and

displayingsaid amectedplaytimeonadmaydahceofsaidcfiem.

61. AmethodasdefinedhdaimStherein saidstepofplayingsaiddesh'edappficafionmetwmdsesthesteps
of:

measuing.asa meesuredplaytime. adurationofsaid applicatianplaystep;
addingsaidnteawradplaytimetoaplaytimeMaeswdmwufimsaidmmmobtainatotalanmm
otptaytimezand

dispiayingsaid measured playtimeandsaittotalamwntofphyfimeonadflaydafioeotsaidcfiemafler
sa’dqpficafionplaystep.

62. Amethodasdefinedinda'am61.Wainsaidstepotmeasurhgadwafimwisesmestepdmeeswimsaid
playtimebyusimatimerofsaidserver.

63. Amethodasdefinedindaim61.whaehsaidstepdnmsufingaduafimcmwisesflwestqadmeasufingsaid
playtimeusingatimdsaiddimt.

64. Amethodasdeflnedindaim57.wherdnsaidstepddeddhgtouseoneotpredetmedplaynndesmises
decidingmusesaidchargedplaymodeilsaidoneofsaidnndecodesassodatedwifltsaiddesiredwplicafion
htdudesamlueirdcafiveotsaiddtargedptayrmde,wmmsaidstepdplayhgsaiddeséredapplicafionv
convfisestheetepeot:

saiddianobtaifimarusendingaaeditwdnmbaotsaidwerbsaidmer:
proceedngtoaneadsteponlyflthecreditcardafsnidmnberismtdbbevafdfiunaretermbanasso-
dated credt conpany;

deplaying. onadisplaydalioeotsaid dentadmrgetorplaydeddedbasedonameaaxmuofadumfim
dsaidapdhafimdaystepmdetddamwmmuaydwgesmsaidapdmphystepmm
saitservet dwgingeaidplayto said creditcard rumba.

65. Amemodasdefinedinclalmsnt.wheeheaidstepdphyimmiddefimdwpfiafionmmmaeps.
Wtosfidawfimfimphyamot

displaying.p'iortosaidapplimfionplaystep.anemectedcrmgeandanmededtotalamwmddurgeson
saiddiephydevicemnd

letthgtheusa'dedde whether to playaaiddesired application.

66. Amethodasdefinedindaim64.whaeinsaidstepotsaideficflobfiringarflsuflngacrafitcetdnmotmid
wertosaidsmwmrisesthestepsot:

ineeidserver.

gemratingapsemorandommnber;

storingsaidpseudoramnnmberinmx
tramiuimsaidpsetnorandomnunbertosaiddient:

insaidctient.

pmnpfingsaidusermimutsaidcredncardnunter;
Mmuypfingsaidaedtwdmufirstwmahtmwmmmmmmma

severe ptbfic key included in said votume oontroldata imoedowte-emrypted number:
sending seiddomle-enaypted nurbettosaidserver: insaidsemar.

decrypting saidduue-ena'yptednmberwimaserver‘s secretlaayintoadecrymadrandunmmberand
anomerdeaypteddatazand .
decrypting saidanoflwerdeayptaddatawith saidtransmitted randommnberto obtaheaidcreditcard
umber.

61. Amethodasdefinedin daim66,wherehseidstqaofsaiddientdwtaitingandsadmacred‘rtwdmmerofsafl

24
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usertosaid server funheroonvrieeehestepc. ueanedpriatasejdslepoidecrypfimsaidanomer encrypted
demot

pmceeangtoanensteponlyifcaiddeawtedrardommnbecoineidesufiflrsa‘dpseudorardomnunber
Michhesbeensbredinsaidmmymnd
displeyinga mge inbrmingeieihxeindeerypfionam qritfingmeoperafionatherwise.

68. 'Arneflwodasdefinedinclaim57whereinsaidstepotdeddingmmemempredeteminedphynndesconnises
dedihgbuseoneoiseidatleastone imit-auadreduaynndeifsaaoneofsahmdeoodesassodetedwim
saiddesiredapuicah‘onindwesavflueiruicafivedsaidawofsaidmteestmefirnflmmaynndeand
Wainsaidstepolplayingsahdesired emlicafion conprisesthestq: of:

inresponsetoadelerminafionflulanutmvdueaecodatedwbsaidoneofsaidnndecodesescodatedwim
saiddesired eppficefionine recordidenfifiedbyeaidvdurnelD.eaid ismenurrbermdmappfimfim IDof
said desired applicationin a volume data table has reecheda lim"! vakreaesodatedwiflreeid mode code. tis-
pleyingamsegeinfominganwerinfiionedispleydwiceoisaiidiemiueadofemmngeeidamicafion
Playm-

69. Armandasdefhedindaimaa.whereincaidfmitvaheismeofeffecfivedeteaMfimfiMeaqirafimdafie
errdfimeamafimnarmunofplayfime.andenellawableaccessmn.

70. Asyszembrplayingadslriwtedapplicafimpadegeinmeofpredetemhedplaymdesincmceflwimaeerver.
whereiniheapplicationpadqageWamsetmyptedvfimanauypfinglefieK-auypteddansaflor
eachdetleasrmeapplicaibnemmumecmmdamtxmehmofingepemfimdmesyslanmm
sewerandmevolumecontmldateinchdes Mecwesddhmsehphymmsystemccnprisim:

meansbrpanitfingembseledmeoisaidatleastmeapdkafimdsaidwhme:
mensfordecidimtomeonedsahpredela’ninedplaymodesmodatedwifltmdeeidmodecodes
aeeignedtosahsdected epplicetienmnd
meensbr'playingsaidselectedappimtiminsaidselededplayn’ndeinmedesaidserver.

71. Asyeternesddhedin dehummherein eadrafsaiimodecodesinckdesmedwuesirxakeeplaynndefi
dmamedplaynndeammleastmelhnR—amdledplaymode.

72. Asystemesdef‘medindaimm.“Marshesidvdmoonuddamlunhermwesamlomniesuenunber
endenamlicafion[Dioreechoisaidamicefimearumehsaflnmrsbrpleyhgsaidsdededamicefimm
saldselectedplaymodeattoastcormrises:

meensforseflingsaidserverforsaidselectedplaynndebyserdingmeaidservereeidvokrmelo. saidiesue
minefiemmeappficefion IDandsaidn‘ndecodeaseociatedwiflrsaidserecledappacefimmm
epplicafionplaymeansbrsirrdypleyingsaidspedfied applicafion

73. Asyslemesdefinedinclaimn.Wainsaidvdmconuoldamhrflwermesatser'spmickey-emwpted
encrypfing key. and wherein said application playmeansconprises:

mansior reading said user‘s public key-encrypted encrypting keyfrom said volume;
mmbrobmhkxgausersseaetkeymichconespomsmwdmer's ptbh'ckey:
meambrdeaypfingsaiduser'sprflickey-eruxyptedenaypthgkeywiflreaid user'sseaetkeytoouahsaid
encrypfingkeymm
meansiordecrmtinqmeK-encrmwdatasetoisaidselectad mplkafionwimgflobtahedenaypfingkey.

74. A system as defined in claim 73. wherein means tor decrypting said users pubfic key-auypted encrypting key and
said means for decrypting the K-encrypted data set are realized as an integrated circuit.

75. A system as defined in claim 72. wherein said application play means cmprises:

mbrreceivhg dorblaenaypteddatafromeeid server:
meansiorablahinoeuser'sseaetkewaiehoorremorflstoseidmer‘spmfickey;
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meanstorWringsaidenuypfingkeybydecryptingsaiddmue—enaypteddataufimsaidwersseaetkey;
and

mmudmmxmwmdmwdwmwmmmwmmmm

6 76. Asystemasdefinedinclaimn. wherein meansbrobuimngsaumypmokeywsaidnmbrdeaypfing
the K-encrypted dansetare realizedasan haunted circuit.

77. Asyslernasdefinedinclain74or76,whereinsaid Negratwwcuhisirmpmatedimosaidnmbrobtahing
auser'ssacretkey.

10

78. Asystemasdelinedindaimnwhereinsaidmeansbrdeeifingtouseonecomisesmmbrdeddhgbwe
afieeuaynndemmehsaidnmbrplafingsahsdededanfiaafionhnhumpfiseemmptiorb
sa'dappficationplaymeans of:

15 mbrreceivingdatafromsaidservenand

dsplayingsaiddmaasanexpectedplayfimbrsaidsdededapdicafion.

79. Asystemasdefnedhdaim73,whaeinsaidnmhdeoidfiubusemedsaiduedaemmedplaynmes
oomisesmeansbrdeddmtouseafreephynnde,ammereinsaidnnamkxplayingsahsdectedapprm—

20 tionmmarconprises:

meansforeaushgsaidserverwobnin,asameawedphyfime.dataofaopaafimpaioddsaidapplicafion
playmnts:
mbrreceMngfirstaMseomddataMsaidwvenam

a: meamtxdqalay‘ngjustaflefmeoonplefimofopemfionbysaidamiafionplaymsaidfirstandeec¥
onddataassaidmmedplayfimearuamamwmofplaytmejataassaidmedplayfimearda
mmmdplayfime.

80. Asystemasdefitndin claim 79. desaidmmbrcauaingsaidsawmmdmofsaidmwbd
so Wmmmmmmmtmmwmwdmmwmwmmmb

ufifizeatimaofsaidserves:

81. Asyslemasdefinedindalm 79,wherdnsaidnwsbrcaxsiusaidsavatodflahdataofaoperfimpefiod
coc'mrises:

mbrnwasxingsaidoperafionpefiodofsafianficafionplaymeammm

mambrsemmgsaidopemfimwiodbsaidsmbtusehacalwhfimofsaidtomlamnofplayfim.

82. Asymemasdd'nedindaim72.wheretnsaidmeansb'deciaingbmeoneomprisesmearstxdawhgtolse
40 ammphymwmmmmmwmmwwwmmmmam:

mbrabtairingamsendingaaedncardmofsahuserbsauww:
meansrespashetoavetflbafimresutdsahaedflwdhmsahmbrslarfinganmdpmoessonlyif
sabreafltisposifivemnd

45 mearsbidisplayhgadwargeiorplaydeddedbasedonamasuredplayfimofsaidapplicafionplaymeans
ardelotalanwnotplaydmgasaflatopemfionotsaidappficafionphym

83. Asystem asdefined in cla'm 82. wherein said meansforplaying saidselected mplieatiothetoonvfises:

so means activated pn‘a to operation of said application piay means for displaying an expected marge and an
expededmlanmmddwgesmdlmmemadecidewheherlnplayuidselectedappficafion.

84. AsystemasddinedhclaimBZ.whereinsaidvolumcontmldatnofsalddistrwedappicafion packagefurmet
includesasever'sptblickey,andwhereinsaidmmforobmirfingandseruimaaedtwdmn'berdsaiduser

55 tosaidsetvercomprises:

umbrpmnpfingsaiduserbimsaidcreditwdwm:
meatsereceivingamndommrrbufromsaidserver;

26
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meamforobmhh'igsajdsetva’sptflickeyfiunsaidvohme:

meansfordouble-enayptingsab aedilwdmmaerfitstwimsaidtandunnmbetandmenwimsaidsavers
public key into awe-encrypted data:
sending said Memorypied number to se'd server;

85. Asystemasdeflnedhdaimfl,wherebsaidmarstxsaiddieflobtaifimmdsadhgauedflcatdmmbeml
saidusenosaid serverfurther cumrises:

meamresponfivebapodfiveresxfldrmflommnberdmdchunsaflmbrstafimaneadprooessmnd
meamrwporfivetoanegafiveresultalsaflmndannummedfmmsaidsenaerbrd‘splayingamessage
indiwfiveolafailuteinsaidrardomnmberdteaandquiumgmemerafimfusaidsdededwpfiafion.

86. A system as defined in claim 72. wherein:

saidmearsbrdecid’mtousemecarprisesmmbtdeddingbusoalhfit~afimhedplayrmdemnd
saidmmbsaidmermwesserdingaliNflvaheassodMedwmgidmodecode,andwhereh1&aii
mtwplayhgsaidselectedappficafionmmwmises:
mmfivafiubmdfldmflwflbfimflymmhrmmmmalmm
resunmcafiveolwhatheralimitvalue assodatedwmsaidnndewehasbemreadxedmm

mrespmdvetoanweflifitcaseoisaidresuflbrstarfimanenopaafim.

87. Asystemasde‘inedindairnBsmhereinsaidlinitvabeismeafefiecfivedatemdmalwmlewmbndam
andtime.amadmnazmun101ptayfime.andanallouableaccessoount

88. Asyslemtxoomxoflingmmughawmunicafionnetwkadiundadcebptayadismhnedamicafionpadage
inmaofptedeterninedplaymodes,wherehmeapplicafionpadtageoonuirsadmwmymedwiman
emrypfimkey(aKwypmddamwflueadwdmleastmappflafimwmmmddalabnseinm
udlhgoperafimoflhesystemandhediemwmvdmemudmgmnesamnmmm.

anapplbafionlotxeadmofsahappficafimMammumflmammumflmm-
lions. the system comarising:

voluntedatatableforstofing.bread1volume.saidvommlD.saidhsueW,saidmodecodeforeaidwl-
marusaidapplm IDandsaidnndeoodebreamofaaidamlicsfims;
mbtreceivimasenfioereqnstawlumlo.ms$uemm,mqapficamnIDandamodecodeaml
mmmwddm;

mbrstofingsaidreceivedappficafionID.aidreceivednndeoodem1doflwerdalainappropriatefieldsof
areoudidenfifiedbysaidvolume IDandt-aidissuemnbet;
mamrespondwbadetaninafimfiathaeismrewdflenfifiedbysaidvohmlDandsaidmenmber

A insaidvolmnedatatablebracingsaidremrdinsaidmhmdamtablaammdngsaidroceivedapdimfim
lDarudn‘ndecodemsaidoflmdmainrdmmfietdsofsaidmwmw

meansopetafiveonmebmisofsaidreceivednndecodebrdeddngtoswseqmenflypasa‘ngmecomulm
mmbrsmpommaphymodeassodatedsaidreoeivednndeeode.

89. Asystemasdefinedindaimaa,whereinsaidmeamforapporfingaphynndeafleefimisesmeamkxw
porting application play Imam. ofdiembrshplyplayingansppficafim identifiedbysaid received applicafim ID.
ammudnsddmrsmswpmhgsajdappfimfimplaymeamdmbdianwisesc

firstmeansforassociafingagivenvoune lDw‘rfliacurespoming mpting key,
second mumfimmammlowmwmmmmammimmm
key:
mmbtremeflngmemrypfimkeyaseodatedwimsaidreoeivedvowmto ftom saidfmmaans:
meartsbrrefiewnaatsersptuickeyassodatedmmsaidreceivedvolunelomdissuemmfrornsaid
secondmeans;

mbtdmflemwfingsahawfingmywmmapsewommmaMsaMmerspwkkeym
adoufleencrypteddatamnd
seruimsaiddowleencrypteddatamsidclient

90. AsystemasddinedindaimBQ.hrhaconprishganapdbafimdmataueiastodmdambteachldnddmpli-
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cation. wherein said received mode code defines a free play node. and wherein said means hr supporting a play
nude associated said received mode code oonpdses:

memwmiommfimdsabmmuamfiuapdkafimmymdsaidmm
5 retiarhganemectedplayfimeeeeoeiatedwimsadreceivedeppfieefionlofmmeejdwpwefiondatawe:

and

meansforsendimseidemecledpiayfimebsaiddient

91. Aeystemaedefined in claim 89. wherein said received modecodedefnes afreephy mode. andwherein said
10 mambrstpportingaplaymodeaeeocieied said received nudeoodecurmrises:

meensbrmeesumgjsameaaxedplayfimeadwafimdwplicafionplay:
mbraddingsaidmeasuredplayfimebeplayfimemetermedwimeeidreceivedmodecodein
satlvolwnedatatabletoobteinatotalammofplayfimzam

rs mansbrsenfingaeidmsuedpleyfimardsaidwmlamumofplaymtosaiddim.

92. Ammasdemed in cla‘m91. wherein saidmeansformeaarringadurafionoon'orises:

rneensreeponsivetoenoficeofmesmdopuatbnbysaideppficafimplaymmofsddeianbrewfing
20 efimerzend

msrmneivemanaicedmeerfldsaidoperafimbrstdppimseidfim.

93. AsystemesddlnedhdaimSLMminseidmeansfiormeasuringadumfionoormises:

25 meansbrreceivinganmueddurefionfromseiddiem.

94. Asystemasdefinedindaimsa.whereinsaidreceivednndecodeddhesedtemedpiaynndeendwhereinsaid
meansbremporfingaplaynndeassodmwsaidreoa'vednndecodeemuieee:

so mbrreceivingaaedfleardnunbaofseutserfmnseidsewer;
means. resmmivemadetmmm.Mevaificafimdeaidaedlwdnm.Msaidaedflcem

mmiaerisnmnid.forinhuingseiddiufldkwalflhyardquhfingflncpaafimdsaflmhafipufing
splaymode:

means,reeponsivetoedetemimtieromsaidverfibefiondsaidaedncerdmrbermlaxsaidcrediteerd

35 mmberiswilid.brinfonnhgseidcfiafiofevalidtymdprowedmioanenopemfionmm
nmambrdlergingsaidplaytosaidaeditcardmn'ber.

95. Ammasdefnedinclaimm,mem:;eidmembrapporfingaplaymodeeseocietedsddreceivedmode
cwehrthercorrprises:

mmwmmmemmwmmmmmmwmmmmmmmw
magefromseidappiicationdatetablebyusingsaflrweived application ID;
meansforcalmmingemofsaidemeaedctwgewevaluedamargemeterasodetedwflhsaid
received volume IDorappl'mfion ID emergonseidreceived modeoode:

46 mmafiwwhhmaafimdseidapdbafionphymbrsaflhgsahemedwmwseh
surntosaidcfimtmnd

meansresponsivemarecefidameesagedquflfimfaquflfingeeidmrsbrsmpufingaplaymode.

96. Asystemasdd’inedmdaimslo.whereinsekimnsbrreoeivingeaedteerdnunberdsaidtsertromsaid
so serveroarrprises:

meensforgenerafingapseudorandom amber;

mnsbretofingsaidpseudorendomnunberinmmry;
"misfortranerfitfingsaidpswdorandornmrrbermsaiddm;

55 meansiorwajfingbradowle-enuypteddatefromsaidcliem;
meansucbtahhgaserver'ssecrefley;

meansbtdecryptingsaiddowle-emryplednunbermheaidserver‘eseaetkeymoadeerypiedrandom
Wand another decrypted dam; and
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meansfurdecrypiingsaid another encrypteddatawiflisaidtranafiuedrandommmbertowiain saidcradit
card nunber.

97. Asystem as deiined in claim 96, wherein said meansbrwmininga users seaetkeycorrprisas meansbrrewing
said user's wetkeyiromaportaflemamoryoisaid user.

98. Asystemasdeiined inciaim 96. whereinsaid meansiorreceivimacreditcard mmberoiaaidiseriromaaid
servermrtherconprises:

meansrmmtoedmunhmfimmadembswdeaypfiusaidmflmtcafldwymedm
numacdnddesmsaUpsammmmmnwmbhhasbemsbredheabmenmbrwdknmm-
hie messagetosaid client and proceedinotoaneaaoperafion: and
means rmivetoedeierm‘nation. nadeprkxbsaiddeaypfirigsahmflmaiddecryptedmm
mmmwnddemsahpseudommnmmwfimmsbemsmredhaahmybrm
adisabie messageto said ciient and quitfingsaid apporfinaapiaymde.

99. A system as ddined in claim 88. wherein:

said receivedmodecodeddineselinit-ammadpiaymodezand
mhrwaMngasevicerequerecdvesainfivaiueamiatedesahnndecodemnd
umerein midniearsbrapporfingapiaynwdeassodatedsaidreceiwdmwewnpfises:
meansiorproceedingtoanextoperafimodyflhevaimofeeoflwarenieteamedwimsaidmodewde
hsaidvdumdeiatabieiswdersaidfirritmiuemnd

meansiorsemfingemessageiniominganoverlirfitosaiddmmqungmeopemfimdaidmmbr
Wimapiaynodeesaodatedsaidreceivednndecodeflmmmdeacflwmenetaaeaodaiedwim
saidnndecodehsaidvohmdatataflaisnoturdersaidlmtvalue

100Asysiemasddnedindaim 99.whereinsaid Imitvaheisa'iedefledivedaieaMiinejfloumeemirafiondatB
endtime,amaizinunamumofpiaytime,aridananowabieaccesaccim

101Asystemasdeihedinanyoidaimss4.73and75.mere5msaidmeansbrobtafingaisersseaeikaycmwises
mearsbrreacfingeaidusersseaetieyiromepatablemnaydsaiduser.

102Asystemasdeiinedinciaim280r29,whereinsaidmeansiorobtairingaid seaeikayconprisesmearsiuread-
ingaaid user'sseaetkeyiromeponabiememayofsaiduser.

103.Ameti'iodasdeiinedinanyoiciain510.11.19.21.&and55.whereinsaidmpibafionpadiaaeisrecordedone
packagemeda.

IMAmahodasdeihedhciaim 103. whereinsaidpadragemediaisoiemite—oncetype.andsaidclientisasystem

Wedpiayingseidpadmemedaofsaidmfie-onceiype.

105m appfimtionpadiageasdefined indaim1.whereinaaidpedragemedasdisuhnedbapwd1asermaecfor
asmsa'iber thaeoiviaairansrrissim media.

106A system as defined in any oi claims 28, 29, 37, 39, 4o. 70 and 88. wherein said application padage is recorded
on a package mafia.

107A system as defined in daim 106. Miami: said application padage is rmded on a padrage media of a write-
oncetype

108Asystemasdefinedincieim106.umereinmleastapanoisaiivchin1aconuuidmais recordedaitermmulac-
hringsaidpadragemeda.inanareadiflereniiromadaiaareawhereeaidatleastoneappiicafim‘srecorded.

109A system as claimed in claim 108. wherein said client is a system provided wilh means for phying said package
media of said write-ome type.

110A system as defined in any of claims 28. 29, 37. 39. 40. 70 and 88. wherein sa'd application package is recorded
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onaDVDandaHeastapanofsaidvolumecomoldmaisrecotdedjftermulacmfingsaidpadegemediajna
BCAMrsiwflingarea)diheDVDAmmalnsaidcfimisasyslanpmidedwimmeambrplayhgeaidDVD.

111Amefl10dasddinedinanyufdains10,11,19,21.&.43and55.meinfl1eappfimfimpadegerasbeendis-
5 Madmawrdzasermereaforasmsaberviaauarsnmmmmmleaaapanmsaidvdmma

dahhasbeenaddedtosaidamlicafionpadegeaflamqnfimsaidapdicafimpadaga :
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1 2309364
FACILITATING SECURE COMMUNICATIONS

IN A DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

This invention relates to methods of facilitating secme commtmications in a

distribution network. such as for example a coaxial cable or hybrid fiber-coax (HFC)
network.

Willy—film
A distribution network. such as an HFC network in which data is communitmed

to subscriber end stations via optical fiber and coaxial distribution cables. is a point-to-

multipoint network in which data addressed to and intended for any particular subscriber
is also inevitably supplied via the network to other subscribers If the data is not
scrambled or encr‘ypwd. it can be easily monitored by these other subscribers. leading
to a loss of subscriberprivacy and aloss ofrevenues fordata suppliers when the data
(e.g. television programs) is supplied for a fee. Accordingly. it is important to provide a
deairedlevelofsecmity in diedatacornnarnieationsinadistribution network.

Whilevariousencryptionanddeayption schemesarclmowmthesehavea

number of disadvantages associated with them in the environment of a distribution

end stations. However. subscriber end stations are also easily subject to theft. tampering.

and duplication. so that corrqalicated schemes have been considered necessary to provide
adequate security.

For example. a security scheme can be implemented using an encryption key
which can be stored in the subscriber end station. To preth access to the encryption

key. the store in the subscriber end station. and data lines to and from this store. must also
be made physically secure. This leads to extra complexity and costs Difl'erent
subscribers may have differing security and privacy nwds. which makes it desirable for
the network to accommodate differing security schemes and end station costs.

A further securityqelated desirable aspect of a distribution network is an ability for
authentication of subscriber end stations. typically using a unique end station identity

which can be physically incorporated (cg. hard wired) into the end station during
manufacture.

Encryption schemes can be divided into those involving public and private keys
(PPK) and those involving symmetric keys. In PPK schemes. 3 first station can
distribute its public key. in accordance with which a second station can encrypt data and
send the encrypted data to the first station. which decrypts the data using its private key.
Because the private key is retained at the first station. and is not practically discoverable
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by otherparticsPPK schmareconsideredtobesecure. However.theencryption and: .

decryptionproeessesarcrclatively slow.so thatsmhschemesarenotpracticalfor

encrypfion ofreal-time high-spud data. such as television program signals for which

distribution networks are primarily intended.

In symmetric key schemes. a single key. referred to as a working key. is used by

bedroffimmdsewndsmdmsmmyptmddeayptdambeingconununicmedbaween

the stations. Thenamre oftbe working key is such thatencryptionofreal-timchigh-

speed data. such as television program signals. is practical. However. these schemes

require dtatthewor‘kingkey beptesentin both stationsandmakeitdesirable forthe

working key to be periodically changed or updated. Thus symmetric key schemes require

generationofaworldngkey inoneofthcstationsorinathirdstationrcfened toasakey

distribution agent. and communication of the working key to the other station(s).

'l'hiscornnumicationitselfpresentsariskoftheworking key beinginsecure, and

flusriskincreasesudthdrefiequaicyuddrwhichtheworkingheyisupdated. Itisalso

known to avoid this risk by using a PPK scheme for communication of a working key.

andthentousetheworkingkeyfordataencryption.

An objectofdrisinventionistoprovideamethodoffacilimingscctn'e

communications in a distribution network.

William

Oneaspectofdtisinventionpovidesamefliodoffacilitatingsemne

communications using encryption and decryption processes in a distribution network

comprising a central station and a plurality of addressable wd stations. in which

communications from the central station addressed to and intended for a particular end

station are delivered via the network to a plurality ofuni stations, wherein the central

station has. and one or more of the end stations can each have, a respective public and

private key (PPK) of a PPK encryption scheme. comprising the steps of:

(a) determining in communications between the central station and an end station

whether theend station has a PPK. ifso proceeding with step(b) and ifnot proceeding

with step (c);

(b) at the central station. determining the public key (PK) of the end station. generating

a working key (WK) for encryption of communications to the end station. encrypting the

WK using the PK of the end station, and communicating the encrypted WK to the end

station; at the end station. decrypting the WK using the private key of the end station: and

proceeding with step (d); ,

(c) at the end station. determining the public key (PK) of the central station. generating

a working key (WK) for encrypdon of communications to the central station. encrypting

the WK using the PK of the central station, and communicating the encrypted WK to the

carnal station; at the central station. decrypnng the WK using the private key of the central
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station: and proceeding with step (d):

(d) usingrheWKtoencrypt atthe central station.andtodccryptattheend station.
communications from the central station to the end station.

Another aspect of this invention provides a method of facilitating secure
communications in a distribution network comprising a central station and a plurality of
addressable end stations, in which communications from the central station mm to
andintenad foraparticularend starionaredeliveredviathenetwakto apltnality ofend
stations. wherein the central station has a public and private key (PPK) of a PPK
encryption scheme and each end station has an individual identity (ID) and an individual
cryptographic signamre encrypted using a private key of a predetermitwd PPK encryption
scheme. comprising the steps‘of: communicating then) of an end station to the central
station; at the end station. generating a working key (WK) for encryption of
communications between the end station and theoentral station and encrypting the WK
usingthepubliclneyot‘thewuu-al station: cormnunicafingdteencryptedWKfiomtheend
stationtodtecemralstation; atthecermalsmfimdeaypfingdreemyptchKusingdte
privatekeyoftheceutral stafimtcormnunicafingdteayptographic signantrcofdtecnd
station to the central station; and at the central station. decrypting the cryptographic
signature using a public key of the predemnined PPKmfor authentication of the
end station.

Fig. 2 is a flow chart illustrating steps of a method for facilitating secure
communications in the network in accurdance with the invention.

D 'l 1 E . .
The invention is described below in the context of a hybrid fiber-coax (HFC)

distribution network in which signals are distributed from a central station or head end
(HE) to a large number of subscriber end stations (ES) via optical fibers and coaxial
cables in known manner. An example of such a network is described in Warwick United
States Patent No. 5.408.259 issued April 18. 1995 and entitled “Data Modulation
Arrangement For Selectively Distributing Data". Typically in such a network digital data
communications are provided between any ES and the HE using asynchronous transfer
mode (ATM) cells which are communicated in both directions. i.e. downstream from the
HE to the ES and upstream from the ES to the HE, using suitable modulation schemes
and carrier frequencies outside the bands used for analog television signals also carried on
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thecoaxialcables. However. itisobservedthattheinventionisequally applicableto

other forms of distribution network.

RefeningtoFig. l,theteis illusuatedpartsofadisuilmtion networkin which

many end stations. only two of which are shown andaieteferenwd 10 and 12. are

connectedviabianchedcables l4ofd1edisuibutionnetwmktoaheadeodl6wiawhich

theend stations haveacoesstoanetwork (not shown) which for example supplia digital

television program signals subscribedtobyendstation subscribes. Thecablesl4can

cmnpfisebofiopdcalfiberandmaxialcabbsfanfingahyuilfibacoaxmngm

onwhididiedigimlsignalscanbeeomnmnicamdinknownmmmausingATMcdls.

Ascanbeappteciatedfiomtheillustrationinfig l.signalscommunicatedbythe

hendendléandintmdedforanypmnarendsmfimwiflacmanybedefivaedviame

cablesl4toalloftheendstations. Forsecmeand/orptivameotmnunicationofdie

signalsmteheadend l6includesanencxyptionengine18whichenctyptsthesignalsin

accoudanoewithaworlcingkeyhtownonlybytheheadendandtheintendedendstation.

which also includesanencrypdon engine20whichdecryptsthesignals for use. These

working keys are similarly used for eonmmications in the opposite dinection. from the

endstationtotheheadend l4. 'I‘heworltingkeysofthissymmeu'ickeyena'yption

schemmprovidedinmeheadmdandmeutdaafionhtamnawhichisdescdbedin
detailbelow.

TheendstationslOmdlZamofmodeiflefingkvelsofsecmityto

enable diffetent security needs of subsetibetstobeaccomnodated. “maidstation 12

representsatelatively seetueaidstation. which includesitsown publicand private keys

ofaPPKencryption scheme. Asexplainedintheinuoduction. suchanendstationhasa

telatively high complexityandcosnbecanseof theneedforsecunestorage of thekeysand

operation of thePPK encryption. Otiia’end stations.whichdonot have their own public

andprivanc keysandaccoxdinglycanbeprovidedatamuch lower cost.arerepmsentedby

theend station 10. Thenewvorkasawhole may haveanaibitxarymixofthese twotypes

of end station.

Each end station 10 or 12 also has an individual. unique identity number. which is

stored (e.g. hand wired) into the ES during its manufacnue. This is referred to as a global

ID (identity). The global le of all of the end stations are stated in a database 22, which

canbecolocatedwiththe headend l6orsepamtelyfmmitandwithwhichtheheadend

l6 communicates via a path 24. The head end 16 also has its own public and private keys

of a PPK encryption scheme.

Fig. 2 shows steps of a process which is followed in order to set up secure

communications between the head end 16 and one of the end stations 10 or 12. This

process takes place between the head end and the respective end station without

involvement of any other node such as a central key distribution agent. and is described
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below as being initiated in each case following any reset (cg. following a power-up) of
either the head end 16 or the respective end station. ConsoQuently. the working key
which isusedforenctypting theeorrtmunicationsbetweenthe headend andtheend
station is changed on any reset. However. the same process can alternatively or
additionally be carried out on demand. and/or periodically to provide periodic changes of
the working key. It is also Wed that the encrypted communications take place
betweentheencryption engines 18 intheheadend 16and20intherespectiveendstation
10 or 12. and eommmrications on the network access side of the head end 16 are not
subject to the same ena'yptiort.

In Fig. 2. a block 30 represents areset ofthe head end (HE) or end station (ES).
in response to which. as shown by a block 31 in Fig. 2, adialog or handshake is carried
ombetweentheHEandtheEStoestablisheonununicationsbetweendiem These
communications are efiected using unencrypted ATM cells using addresses of the end
stationanddreheadend. Asapartofthisdialog.as shown by ablock 32 inFrg. 2the
headend 16 httenogatesdiemdstadonwdetaminewhaherornotmeendstadonhasits
own public and private keys. If not. he if the end station is an end station 10 as
described above, then theprocess continues with successive blocks 33 to 38 in Fig. 2. 1f
the interrogation establishes that the end station is an end station 12 having its own public
and private keys. then the process instead continues with blocks 39 no 44 in Fig. 2.

lntheformereaseofanendstation 10.nsshownbytheblock 33thebwdend 16
communicates itspubfickeyGthotheendscation 10: thiScorrununicationcanform part
of the dialog block 31. The end station 10 randomly generates (block 34) a working key
(WK) for communicating signals in a synunenic key encryption scheme, and encrypts
(block 35) this working key in accordance with the supplied public key. sending the
eneryptedworkingkeyinarnessagetotheheadend 16. Theheadend 16decrypts(block
36) the encrypted wot-Icing key from this message in accordance with its private key.
which is not known to others so that the communication of the working key from the end
station 10 to the head end 16 is secure. and optionally but preferably sends an
acknowledgement to the end station 10. As shown by the block 37. the head end 16 and
the end station 10 then load their encryption engines 18 and 20 respeccively with the
working key. and thereafter (until this process is repeated. for example in response to a
subsequent reset at either end) communications between them take place with data
encrypted in accordance with the working key. An optional additional step represented by
the block 38 provides for authentication of the end station 10 in a manner described
below.

Conversely. in the latter case of an end station 12. as shown by the block 39 the
end station 12 communicates its public key (PK) to the head end 16; this communication
can form part of the dialog block 31. An optional authentication step for the end station
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l2canbccarriedoutbydreheadend 16asrepresentedbytheb10ek40inamanner

described below. The head end 16 randomly generates (block 41) a working key (WK)

for communicating signals in a symmetric key encryption scheme. and encrypts (block

42) this working key in accordance withtbe supplied public key oftheend station 12.

sendingtheencryptedworldngkey inamessagetotheend station 12. Theend station 12

decrypts (block 43) the encrypted working key from this message in accordance with its

private key. which is not known to others so that the cormnunication of the working key
fromtheheadend 16 totheendstacion 12 is seem, andoptionallybutpreferably sends

anachrowledgementtotheheadend 18. Assbown by the block“. theheadend 16 and

the end station 12 then load theireneryption engines 18 and 20 respectively with the

working key, and dtereafiet (until this process is repeated. for example in response to a

mbsqwmmueidnafieummmicafimsbetweeodremmkeplacewithdm

encryptedin aeeordanecwith theworkinglaey.

Iteanbeseenfmmtheabovedeseriptionthamntherelatively securebutmore

expensive situation in which the end station 12 includes its own public and private keys.

these are used forcommunicatinga working key generated indieheadend. whereas inthe

odtercasetheeodstation lOgeneratesthewakingkeyandthisiscanrmmieanedtothe

head end using the latter's public key.

Reoptionalstepofanthentieationofdteend station l2intheblodt40as

describedabovecanmakeuseoftheglobalmotdreendstation 12mgetherwithdatain

the database 22, in which the public key of the end station 12 is stored in association with

this global ID. Aspartofthedialog block 31.!heendstationcomrnunieatesitsglobal ID

totheheadend 16. Inthesuepdo.thaefore.theheadend16caneonununicateviathe

path 24 with thedatabaseZZtoeonfinnthatthepublickey whichit hasreeeivedfromthe

end station 12 in the step 39 matches that stored in the database 22 for this end station's

global 1D, the subsequent steps 41 to 44 only being followed if this authentication step is

successful.

Alternatively. or in addition, the optimal end station authentication step of block

40cm comprisethe stepsofthehead end sendingan unencrypned message to the end

station 12 with a request that it be cryptographically signed In accordance with this

request. the end station 12 produces a digest of the message using a known hashing

function (thereby reducing the data to be encrypted). encrypts this digest in accordance

with its private key. and sends the encrypted message digest to the head end 16. The head

end 16 then decrypts this in accordance with the public key of the end station. retrieved

from the database 22, to confirm the digest of its original message which the head end

also produces using the hashing function.

It (an be seen that, alternatively. the steps represented by the blocks 39 and 40 in

Fig. 2 could be replaced by a single step in which the head end 16 determines the public
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keyoftheend station 12fromdtedataba5622inaccordancewidttheglobalIDoftheend
station 12 supplied in the dialog 31. without any authentication of the end station or any
communication of the public key from the end station 12.

The above sequences provide a particularly strong or secure authentication of the
end station 12. For the end station 10 which does not have its own public and private
keys. a weaker but still valuable authentication can be provided as shown by the block 38.
The authentication block 38 is shown in Fig. 2 as the final block in the prom because
this enables the exchange ofdata in the authentication process to beencryptcd in
accordance with the working key. but this authentication step coukl alternatively be
provided anywhere else in the sequence of steps from the blocks 31 to 37.

Forthis optional authentication step. the end station 10 is manufactured (cg hard
wired) with not only its global 11). but also a crypmgraphic signature. Conveniently. the
endstation 10isrmnufacntrcd with acertificatecomprisingdataincludingtheglobal 1]) of
theend stationand thepublicltey cfdtemannfaettmrand acryptographic signature
comprising an encryption. in accordance with the private key of the manufacturer. ofa
digest of that data produced using a known hashing function. The public key of the
manufacnuercanalsoorinsteadbestoredindtedatabasefl. 'l'heoptionalendstation
authentication step of the block 38 comprises a communication of the cryptographic
signaturefromthe end station IOmdieheadend 16 (asexplainedabovedriscwldbea
panofthedialogSI ormyhmswubutmeencrypdonatterdteblockfl obstructs
public obsa'van'on in the network of cryptographic signatures). The head end 16 then
confirms the authenticity of the end station 10 by decrypting the cryptographic signature
using the manufacnner’s public key. producing a digest from the same data (global 1D and
public key. both of which can be communicated in the dialog step 31 or later) and the
known hashing function. and matching these.

This is a relatively weak authentication. in that identical copies of the end station
10. including duplicated data and cryptographic signamres. could operate at different
times on the network without this being detected. However. simultaneous Operation of
two or more such duplicates would be detected by the fact that two or more end stations
would be supplying the same global 1D which is supposedly unique. Thus even such a
weak authentication is valuable especially in detcCting illicit large-scale duplication of end
stations.

fire processes in accordance with the invention as described above provide a
number of significant advantages over known configurations. In particular. requirements
for secure storage of public and private keys are minimized in the network as a whole. and
eliminated for the end stations 10 which can accordingly be provided at relatively lower
cost. At the same time. and stations 12 with greater security can be provided. and the
head end 16 can operate simultaneously with both types of end station. This. combined
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with opnonal authentication of the end stations as desaibed above. enables difi'etent

degteesofsecnfitymbeeasilypmvidedntdtewworkmwwrdanoewithsewiee

requirements.

Fmthetmore. nenewal of the worh'ng keys at reset is simpler than providing time-

based schedules for changing encxyption keys. and key exchanges take place only

between the head end and the end station which use the keys. thereby enhancing security

compared with distribution of keys from a key disuibntion agent. In addition. all of the

data flowing between the head end and any particularend station 10 or 12, between

successive resets, can be encrypted using a single working key. theneby simplifying the

encryption and decryption processes. However. it is obsewed that difi'enem working

keyseouldbegamted.eonnmmicated.andusedin thesnmemannerasdescribed above

for enCtypting and aeryp'ting different types of infatuation, or diffexent services, for a

single end station to or 17.

Although particular embodiments of the invention have been described in detail. it

should be appreciated that nlnnerous modifications. variations. and adaptations may be

made without departing from the scope of the invention as defined in the claims.
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WHAT ISVQAIMED IS:

I. A method of facilitating secure communications using encryption and decryption

processes in a distribution network comprising a carnal station and a plurality of
addressable end stations. in which conununications from the central Station addressed to
and intended for a particular end station are delivered via the network to a plurality ofend
stations, wherein the central station has. and one or more of the end stations can each have.

a teSpective public and private key (PPK) of a PPK mayption scheme. comprising the
steps of: ‘

(a) determining in commtmican'ons between the central station and an end station
whedtertheatdstafionhasaPPkifSOprmdingwith step (b)andifnotprocecding

with step (C);

(b) at the central station. determining the public key (PK) of the end station. generating
a working key (WK) for encryption ofcomrnunican'ons to the end station. encrypting the
WKusingthePKoftheendstationmndcotmmmhtingtheencryptedWKtotheend
station; at the end station. decrypting the WK using the private key of the end station; and

proceeding with step (d):

(c) atdnwdsmfiomdetmrdnhtgdrepublicheyMofflncenualstafiomgmaaflng
a working key (WK) for encryption ofcommunications to the central station, encrypting
tthKusingthePK ofthecentnl station,andcomnunieating theeneryptedWK to the
central station; at the central station. decrypting the WK using the private key of the central

station: and proceeding with step (d);

(d) usingtheWK toencryptatthecenual statioruandtodecryptat the end station,
communications from the central station to the end station.

2. A method as claimed in claim 1 whaein each end station has an individual identity

(ID) andstep (a) includesthestepofcommmicating dielDoftheendstation tothecentral
Station.

3. Amethodasclaimedinclaimehereininstep(b)thePKoftheendstationis

detamined by the central station from a database using the ID of the end station.

4. A method as claimed in claim 1. 2. or 3 wherein step (b) further comprises an end

station authentication step comprising the steps of conanunieating an unencrypted

message from the central station to the end station. producing an encrypted message at the
end station using the private key of the end station, communicating the encrypted message
to the central station, decrypting the message at the central station using the PK of the end

station. and comparing the decrypted message with the original message.

5. A method as claimed in claim 4 wherein in step (b) the end station authentication

step is carried out before the step of communicating the encrypted WK to the end station.
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6. AmethodasclaimedinanyofclaimsltoSwhereininswp(b)tthKofdteend

station iscommunicated to thecentral station from thcendstation.

7. AmethodasclaimedinclaimsZand6whaeininswp(b)fllePKoftheend

stationisverifiedbythecenttalstationhomadatabaseusingtheIDoftheendstation.

8. Amethodasclaimedinanyofclaimslto'lwhereinapltnalityofendstations

which do not have a PPK each have an individual cryptographic signature encrypted using

a private hey of a predetermined PPK scheme. step (a) or (c) includes the step of

communicating the cryptographic signature oftheend station to the central station. and

step (c) further comprises an end station authentication step comprising. at the central

station, decrypting the cryptographic signature using a public key of the predetermined
PPK scheme.

9. AmethodasclaimedinclaimsZmdSwherdndteindividualayptographic

signaturecomprisesanmcryptionofdatadfivedfiomdtemofthempectiveend

station.

10. AnndwdasclaimedinchimBorQwhaeindmepredetemfinedPPKschemeuses

apn'vate keyandapublic key ofasourceoftheendstation.

ll. Amethodasclaimedinclaimli.9,orlOwhereinthecryptogtaphicsignatuteis

communicated tothecentral station in step (c).

12. Amethodasclaimedinclaim llandincludingthestepsofcncryptingthe

cryptographic signature at the end station. and decrypting the encrypted cryptographic

signature at the central station. using the WK.

13. Amethodasclaimedinanyofclaims l to 1,2andfurthercomprisingthestcp of

usingtheWKtoencr-yptattheendstation. andtodecryptatthecentral station.

communications from the end station to the central station.

14. A method of facilitating secure communications in a distribution network

comprising a central station and a plurality of aldressable end stations. in which

communications from the central station ad¢essed to and intended for a particular end

station are delivered via the network to a plurality of end stations. wherein the central

station has a public and private key (PPK) of a PPK encryption scheme and each end

station has an individual identity (ID) and an individual cryptographic signature encrypted

using a private key of a predetermined PPK encryption scheme. comprising the steps of:

communicating the ID of an end station to the central station;

at the end station. generating a working key (WK) for encryption of

communications between the end station and the central station and encrypting the WK
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using the public key of the central station;
communicating the encrypted WK from the end station to the central station;
at the central station. decrypting the encrypted WK using the private key of the

central station;

communicating the cryptographic signature of the end station to the central station:
and

at the central Station. decrypting the cryptographic signature using a public key of

the predetermined PPK scheme for authentication of the end station.

15. A method as claimed in claim 14 wherein the individual cryptographic signature
comprises an encryption of data derived from the ID of the respective end station.

16. A method as claimed in claim [4 or [5 wherein the predetermined PPK scheme
uses a private key and a public key of a source of the end Station.

17. A method as claimed in claim 14. 15. or 16 wherein the step of communicating the
cryptographic signature of the end station to the central station comprises the steps of
encrypting the cryptographic signature at the end station using the WK. communicating
the encrypted cryptographic signature from the end Station to the central station. and
decrypting the encrypted cryptographic signature at the central station using the WK.

18. A method of facilitating secure communications in a distribution network.
substantially as bereinbet'ore described with reference to Figs 1 and 2 of the

accompanying drawings.
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PATENT SPECIFICATION

(22) Filed 2 Dec. 1974(21) Application No. 5213”“

(31) Convention Application No. 7342706
(32) Filed 30 Nov. 1973 in

(33) France (FR)

(44) Complete Specification published 17 Aug. 1977
(5i) INT Cl..z GO6F 13,00

(52) Index at acceptance
G4A lOEX 13E 13M 1713417? 6G 6H 6X AP ND NR

(54) APPARATUS FOR PROTECTING THE INFORMATION
IN AN VIRTUAL MEMORY SYSTEM

IN PROGRAMMED DATA PROCESSING APPARATUS

(7!) We, COMPAGNlE lNTER-
NATIOl‘lALl;T POUR L‘fNFORMATlQUE
Cll-HONEYWELL—BULL (forrnerjy Com-
pagnie Honeywell-Bull), a French Body
Co orate. of 94 Avenue Gambetta1 Pans
75030. France, do hereby declare the
invention. for which we pray that a patent
may be granted to us, and the method by
which it is to be performed, to be
particularly described in and by the
following statement-—

The present invention concerns
apparatus for protecting the information in
a virtual memory system in programmed
data processing ap aratus.

Several schemes ave been utilized in the
past in order to protect information. Some
of them are detailed by Robert M. Graham
in a paper entitled "Protection in an
information Processing Utility". published
in CACM (May 1968).

This type of memory protection is
inadequate for present day
multiprogrnmming systems because-there rs
no provision for gradations of prrvrlege or
gradations of accessability. and severely
limits the control over access to
information. There should be rovisions for

different access rights to the ifferent types
of information. A partial answer to thrs
problems is found in the concept of a
memory having a segment as the unit of
information to which access is controlled
(sce Patent Application No. 2l630/74.
(Serial No. l.465,344). filed on 15 May 1974).
Varying degrees of access to each segment
is possible by providing for different types
of privileges attached to each segment such
as master/slave. write/no~writc and
execute/non-executeu However. this
method of protecting the privacy and
integrity of information does not take into
account the user of the information. Under

this type of protection. privilege is not
accorded the user but the information

being protected. Hence a. user if he has
access at all to asegment has access similar
to all other users who have access to the

segment. David C- Evans and Jean Yves
LeClerc in a pa er entitled “Address
Mapping and the ontrol of Access in an
interactive Computer," SJCC l967.
recognized the problem and attempted a
solution. Ewms and LeClere said in that
article p. 23, “The user of a computing
system should be able to interact arbitrarily
with the system, his own computing
processes, and other users in a controlled
manner. He should have access to a large
information storage and retrieval system
called the file system. The file system
should allow access by all users to
information in a way which permits
selectively controlled privacy and security
of information. A user should be able to
partition his computation into semi-
rndependent tasks having controlled
communication and interaction among
tasks. Such capabilit should reduce the
human efi'ort rogue-eel, to consuuet. debug.
and modify programs and should make
posible increased reliability of programs.
The system should not arbitrarily limit the
use of input/output equipment or limit
Input/output programming by the user".
Evans and LeClerc proposed conditioning
access rights on the procedure-in-
execution. The segment. under their
proposal. is still the unit of information to
which access is controlled; however. a
segment‘s access control attributes are
recorded substantially in a user-name

«versus procedure tables whose entries are
the access modes. Such a solution,
hOcher, has serious drawbacks. For one,
the construction and updating of each
scgmcnt's table of access control attributes
presents a formidable task. For another,
too many uses of the segment and event
occurrences must be foreseen. To

overcome this problem access control by
procedure-set was suggested. Under this
suggestion. related procedures are grouped
Into “sets of procedures“ and access rights
to segments is based on the identity of the
set to which the procedure seeking access
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belongs. This method alleviated the
problem of constructing and updating each
segment‘s voluminous tables of access
control attributes. but introduced the

problem of determining to which set a given
procedure belonged. particularly when a
procedure was or could be a number of
many sets. This ambiguity in defining sets,
and the possible transitions between sets
makes the implementation of access
control based on “sets of procedures"
extremely difficult.

To overcome the difficulties encountered

with the “set" technique a ring concept was
developed. The ring concept groups the
sets of procedures into rings that can
unambiguously be ordered by increasing
power or level of privilege. By assigning a
collection of sets to a collection of
concentric rings. and assigning numbers to
each ring with the smallest ring having the
smallest number and each succeeding

. larger ring having a progressively greater
number, different levels of privilegecan
then be unambiguously assigned to the user
of a segment. Under this concept the
innermost ring having the smallest number
assigned to it has the greatest privilege.
Hence it can be postulated that users in the
lowest ring number can access information
having higher ring numbers, but users in a
higher ring number cannot access
information having lower ring numbers or
can access information in a lower ring
number only in a s cified manner. This
palpable change 0 power or level of
privilege with a change in rings is a concept
which overcomes the objections associated
to a change of sets.

Multics (Multiplexed Information and

Computin Service) is an operating systemdeve ope primarily by Massachusetts
Institute of Technolo . in cooperation
with General Electric Cgo’: and others Which
first utilized the ring theory of protection in
software on a converted Honeywell 635
(Registered Trade Mark) computer and
later on a Honeywell 645 (Registered Trade

- Mark) computer. The Multics philosophy
utilizes 64 rings of protection numbered as
rings 0—63 and is set forth generally in a

ppper entitled "Access Control to theultics Virtual Memory" published by
Honeywell information Systems Inc. in the
Multics Technical Papers. Order No.
A095. Rev. 0. A more detailed description
of Multics ring protection is to be found on
chapter 4 of a book entitled "The Multics
System; An Examination of its Structure".
by Elliott l. Organick. published by MIT
Press. and also in the Multics System
Programmers Manual I969, MlT Project
MAC. Briefly. the Multics system does not
utilize a “pure ring protection strategy" but
rather employs the "ring bracket protection

Petitioner Apple Inc. - Exhibit 1002, p. 3309

strategy“ wherein a user’s acces rights with
respect to a given segment are encoded in
an access-mode and a triple of ring number
(rl. r2. r3) called the user’s “ring brackets"
for a given segment. A quotation from
page: l37-—~l39 from the Multics Technical
Paper entitled. “Access Control to the
Multics Virtual Memory“ sets out the rules

'and conditions for using and changing
rings.

This “ring protection concept" was first
implemented with software techniques
utilizing 64 separate rings. Subsequently an
attempt was made to define a smtable
hardware base for ring protection. The
HoneyWell 645 (Registered Trade Mark)
computer represents a first such attempt.
The HoneyWell 645 (Registered Trade
Mark) system dilfcrs from the “ringed
hardware" concepts described supra in
several respects which when taken
together, add up to the fact that the
Honeywell 645 (Registered Trade Mark) is
a2-ringratherthana644'ingmadiine,and
has in lieu of a “ ‘ register", a. master
mode and a slave mode. which imparts
greater power to the procmsor when in
master mode than when in slave mode.
“The accem control field of the 645‘s SDW
(segment descriptor word) contains no
information about rings: in particular its
does not contain ring brackets It does,
however. contain-either.

a) access-mode information possibly
including either of the two descriptors;

accessible in master mode only.
master mode roeedure:
b) the specification of one of eight

special ‘directed’ faults (traps) which is to
occur whenever the segment descriptor
word (SDW) is accessed.

“The procedure is only ‘in master mode’
when executing a procedure whose SDW
indicates a ‘master mode procedure'. The
processor may enter master mode while

executing a slave mode procedure by:
faulting,
taking an interrupt“.
“The 645 processor’s access control

machinery interprets the SDW during the
addressing cycle and causes the ap ropriate
action to occur depending on the DW and
(usually) on the attempted access, as
follows:

a. if the SDW im lies a particular
"directed fault“, then that fault occurs.

b. OtherwiSc. if the SDW does not
permit the attempted access. the

approgriate access violation fault occurs.c. therwise. the SDW permits the
attempted access and the access is
performed.

“When a fault Occurs, the 645 enters
master mode and transfers control to the
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appropriate master mode fault handling
procedure“. (Access Control to the Multics
Virtual Memory. supra pps. 157—158).

Another paper by Michael D. Schroeder
and Jerome H. Saltzer entitled "A

Hardware Architecture for implementing
Protection Rings" published in
Communications of the ACM, March I972
Vol. l5. No. 3. sets forth background and
theory of ring protection and describes a
hardware implementation of ”ring
protection“.

Because the Multics and Honeywell 645
version of ring protection was implemented
mainly in software. considerable operating
system supervisor overhead was entailed
particularly when calls to greater or lesser
power were made by trapping to a
supervisor procedure. What was required
was an access control mechanism which

had the functional capability to perform
effectively its information protection
function, was relatively simple in operation;
was economic to build. operate and
maintain. and did not restrict programming
generality. The Honeywell 6000
(Registered Trade Mark) computer system
met these requirements by implementing
most of the ring protection mechanism in
hardware. Hence special access checkin
lo ic. integrated with the segmente
a dressing hardware was provided to
validate each virtual memory reference.
and also some special instructions for
changing the ring of execution. However

certain portions of the ring systemparticular y outward calls and returns or
calls to a lesser power and returns
therefrom presented problems which
required the ring protection function to be
performed by transferring control to a
supervisor. What is now needed are further
improvements in hardware and techniques
that will permit a full implementation of
ring protection in hardwarelfirmware and
will meet the criteria of functional

capability. economy. simplicity and
programming generality.

Accordingly the present invention has for
an object to provide an improved computer
ring protection mechanism.

Accordingly the present invention
consists in an internally programmed data
processing apparatus CPU having a virtual
memory system. and being responsive to
internally stored instruction words for
processing information and having stored in
said virtual memory system a plurality of
different types of groups of information
each information group-type associated
with an address space bounded by a
segment having adjustable bounds, and
comprising means for protecting the
information in said-virtual memory system
from unauthorized users by restricting

accessability to the information in
accordance to levels of privilege, said
means com rising in combination with an
access chec ing mechanism:

(a) first means arranged in operation to
store in said virtual memory system at least

one segment table comprisrng a plurality ofsegment descriptors with eac segment
descriptor being associated With a
predetermined one of said segments and
each segment descriptor having a
predetermined format containing an access
information element and a base address

element in predetermined positions of said
format. said base address element being
used for locating in said virtual memory
system the starting location of a selected
one of said segments. and said access
information element for specifying the
minimum level of privilege required for a
predetermined type of access that is
permitted in a selected one of said
segments:

(b) a plurality of second means having a
predetermined format. communicating
with said first means. arranged to store in a
predetermined portion of said second
means. a segment number SEG for
identifying a segment table and the location
of a segment descriptor within said segment
table. said second means also being
arranged to store in a predetermined other
portion of said second means. an offset
address within the segment identified by
said segment descriptor said offset address
locatin from said segment base the first
byte 0 a word within said segment;

(Ic) third means responsive to an addresssyl able element of an instruction being
executed for addressing one of said
plurality of second means;

(d) fourth means arranged to store a
displacement from said address syllable;

(e) fifth means. communicating with said
first. second. third and fourth means.
arranged to add the displacement D and
said base address to said offset; and,

(f) sixth means responsive to said access
information element in a selected one of

said ent descriptors. restrictin the
acce ility to the segment associat with
said selected one of said segment
descriptors in accordance to the level of
privilege and the type of access specified in
said access information element. wherein

each group-type of information is
associated with a predetermined ring
number indicative of a level of privilege
said legel of privilege decreasing as the
associated ring number increases
comprising means for determining the
maxrmum effective address ring number
EAR (i.e. minimum level of privrlege) of a
selected process to access a selected group
of information. said means comprising;
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(a) first means to store first information
indicating the maximum ring number RD
(i.e. minimum level of privilege) required to
read information from said selected group;

(b) second means to store second
information indicating the maximum ring
number WR (i.e. minimum level of
privile c) required to write information into
said se ected group:

(c) third means to store third
information indicating the maximum ring
number MAXR (i.e. minimum level of
rivilege) required to process information
rom said selected group; and,

(d) fourth means communicating with
said first. second and third means, to
determine the maximum of the contents of
said first. second and third means whereby
the effective address ring number EAR is
generated.

The present invention, however. both as
to organization and operation thereof may
best be understood by reference to the
following description which is given by way
of example in conjunction with the
accompanying drawings in which:

Figure l is a block diagram of a computer
system utilizing the invention.

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram
illustrating the levels of privilege of theinvention.

Figure 3 is a flow diagram of the
segmented address scheme utilized by theinvention.

Figures 4A—4.l are schematic diagrams
of various novel hardware structures
utilized in the invention.

Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of the
computer ring protection hardware.

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of the
computer segmented addressing hardware.

Figures 7a——7h and Figures 8a-—-8c are
detailed logic block diagrams of the ringprotection hardware.

Figures 9a—9k is a legend of the symbols
utilized in the diagrams of the invention.

Figure to is a schematic di am of three
stack segments. one each for nng 0, l and 3
rec ctivcly.

igure l M shows the format of the Enter
Procedure instruction.

Figure “B shows the format of a
procedure descriptor.

Figure ”C shows the format of a gating
procedure descriptor GPD the first word of
the segment containing the procedure
descriptors. .

Figure l l D shows the format of the Exit
Procedure instruction.

Figure ll is a flow diagram of a portion
of the Enter Instruction pertaining to ring
crossing and ring checking.

Figure l3 schematically shows a segment
descriptor and the segment containing
procedure descriptors.

Figures l4—l6 are flow diagrams
showing various operations that are
performed when the Enter Procedure
instruction is executed.

Figure I? is a flow chart of the Exit
instruction.

As previously discussed the ring concept
of information protection was originated on
MULTlCS and implemented on various
Honeywell (Registered Trade Mark)
Computer Systems. The original MULTICS
concept required 64 rings or level of

privilege and later implementation had the
anti/a ent of two rings on the Honeywell

5 and 8 rings on the Honeywell 6“!)
(Registered Trade Mark). The embodiment
described herein groups data and

rocedune segments in the system into ahierarchy of 4 rings or classes. (Refer to
Figure 2). The 4 rings or privilege levels are
identified b int ers 0—-3; each ring
represents a ihvel tfilr'ivilege in the system
with level 0 havin e most privilege and
level 3 the least. evel 0 is known as the
inner ring and level 3 as the outer ring. The
basic notion as previously discussed is that
a procedure belonging to an inner ring has
free access to data in an outer ring.
Conversely a procedure in an outer ring
cannot access data in an inner ring without
incurring a protection violation exception.
Transfer of control among prowduree is
monitored by a protection mechanism such
that a procedure execution in an outer ring
cannot directly branch to a procedure in an
inner ring. This type of control transferjs
possible only by execution of a
“procedure-call" instruction. This
instruction is protected against. misuse in a
number of ways. First. a gating mechanism
is avilable to ensure that procedures are
entered only at planned entry points called
gates when crossing rings. The segment
descriptor of such a procedure contains a
gate bit indicating that procedures in this
segment can be entered only via gates:
information regarding these gates is
contained at the beginning of the segment
and is used by the hardware to cause eat
at a legal entry-point. The procedure itse f
must then venfy (in a way which, of
necessity depends on the function of the
procedure) that it is being legitimately
called. A further hardward protection
mechanism is available in the case that the
calling procedure supplies an address as a
parameter: it is then possible that the more
privileged procedure would invalidl
modify information at this address whic
the less privileged caller could not have
done. since the ring mechanism would have
denied him access: an address validation
instruction is available to avoid this
possibility.

An important convention is required
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here in order to protect the procedure call
mechanism. This states that it is not in
general permissible to use this mechanism
to call a procedure in a less privileged ring
and return to the more privileged one. This
restriction is necessary since there is no
assurance that the procedure in the higher
ring will, in fact. return; that it will not,
accidentally or maliciously, destroy
information that the more privileged
procedure is relying u on; or that it will
not. accidentally or m iciously, violate the
security of the stack (see GLOSSARY for
definition). Any of these could lead to
unpredictable results and crash the system.

The level of privilege are quite
independent of the process control
mechanism and there is no notion here of

privileged and non-privileged processes as
in the IBM system 360 (Registered Trade
Mark). Instead the same process can
execute procedures at different levels of
privilege (rings) subject to the restrictions
imposed by the ring mechanism. ln this
sense the ring mechanism can be viewed as
a method for subdividing the total address
space assigned to a process according to
level of pnvilege.

The ring mechanism defined herein
permits the same segment to belong to up
to 3 different rings at the same time i.e.
there are 3 ring numbers in each segment
descriptor, one for each type of possible
access. Thus the same segment can be in
ring one with respect to “write" access, ring
two with respect to “execute” access and
ring three With respect to “read“ access.
One obvious use for this is in the case of a

procedure segment which can be written
only by ring zero (perhaps the loader) but
can be executed in ring three.

01' the four available rings, two are
allocated to the operating system and two
to users. Ring zero. the most privileged
ring, is restricted to those operating system
segments which are critical to the operation
of the whole system. These segments form
the hard core whose correctness at all times
is vital to avoid disaster. Included would be
the s stem information base, those
proc ures dealing with the organisation of
physical memory or the initiation of
physical data transfer operations. and the
mechanisms which make the system
function. like the “exception supervisor,
the scheduler. and the resource
management".

Ring one contains a much greater
volume of operating system segments
whose failure‘would not lead to catastrophe
but would allow recovery. Included herein
are the language translators, data and
message management, and job and process
management. Through the availability of
two rings for the operating system. the

problem of maintaining system integrity is
made more tractable, since the smaller hard
core which is critical is isolated and can be

most carefully protected.
Rings two and three are available to the

user to assign accordi to his requirement.
Two important possibilities are debugging
and proprietary packages. Programs being
debugged may be assigned to ring two while
checked out programs and data with which
they work ma be in ring two; in this way
the effect 0 errors may be localized.
Proprietary pro rams ma be protected
from their users Ey being praced in ring two
while the latter occupy ring three. in these
and other ways, these two rings may be
flexibly used in applications.

The General Rules of the Ring System
I. A procedure in an inner ring such as

ring 2 on Figure 2 has free access to data in
an outer ring such as ring 3 and a legal
access (arrow 20!) results. Conversely a
procedure in an outer ring such as ring 3
cannot access data in an inner ring such as
ringland anattempttodosoresultsinan
illegal access arrow 202).

2. A proc are in an outer ring such as
ring 3 can branch to an inner ring such as
ring 1 via gate 204 which malts in a legal
branch 203, but a procedure operating in an
inner ring such as ring 2 may not branch to
an outer ring such as ring 3.

3. Each segment containing data is
assigned 2 ring values, one for read (RD)
and One for write (WR). These ring values
specify the maximum ring value in which a
procedure may execute when accessing the
data in either the read or write mode.

Each time a procedure instruction is
executed, the prooedure‘s ring number
(effective address ring, EAR) is checked
against the ring numbers assigned to the
segment containing the referenced data.
The EAR is the maximum number of

process ring numbers in the processor
Instruction counter (see later description)
and all ring numbers in base registers and
data descriptors found in the addressing
path. Access to the data is granted or
denied based on a comparison of the ring
numbers. For example. if a system table
exists in a segment having a maximum
read/ring value of 3 and a maximum
write/ring value of I. then a user procedure
executing in ring 3 ma read the table but
may not update the tab e by writing therein.

Procedure Calls and the Stack Mechanism:

The procedure call and stack mechanism
is an apparatus being described herein
Procedure calls are used to pass from one
procedure to another: to allow user
procedures to employ operating system
services:
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structure within the operating system. A
procedure call is effected by instnrctions
and a hardware recognized entity called a.stack.

A stack is a mechanism that accepts.
stores and allows retrieval of data on a last-

in-l'trst-out basis. Stacks reside in special
segments called stack segments. A stack
segment consists of a number of contiguous
parts called stack frames which are
dynamically allocated to each procedure.
The first stack frame is loaded into the low
end of the segment and succeeding frames
are loaded after it. The last frame loaded is
considered the top of the stack. A T-
registcr ”4 (see Figure I) locates the top of
the stack for the currently active process. A
virtual T-rcgister exists in the process
control block (PCB) of all other processes
in the system.

A stack frame consists of three areas: a
work area in which to store variables, a save
area in which to save the . contents of
registers. and a communications area in
which to pass parameters between
procedures. Prior to a procedure call. the
user must specify those registers he wishes
saved and he must load into the

communications area the parameters to he
passed to the called roccdure. When the
call is made. the ardware saves the
contents of the instruction counter and
specified base registers to facilitate a. return
from the called procedure.

Each procedure mll creates a stack
frame within a stack segment and
subsequem calls create additional frames.
Each exit from one of these called
procedures causes a stack frame to be
deleted from the stack. Thus. a history of
calls is maintained which facilitates orderlyreturns.

To ensure protection between
procedures executing in different rings.
different stack segments are used. There is
one stack segment corresponding to each
protection ring per process. A process
control block (PCB) contains three stack
base words (SBW) which point to the start
of the stack segment for rings 0. l and 2
associated with the process. The ring 3
stack segment can never be entered by an
inward call: therefore. its stack starting
address is not required in the PCB.

The procedure call is used by users who
have written their programs in a modular
way to pass from one program module to
another. It is used by user programs to avail
themselves of operating system services. it
is used by the operating system itself to
achieve a responsive modular structure.
The procedurc call as is described in the
above referenced patent application is
effected by hardware instructions and the
hardware recognizable stackmechanism.

The main‘requirements on a procedurecall mechanism are:

1. Check the caller’s right to call the
caller:

2. Save the status of the caller which
includes saving registers. instruction

counter (forrreturn). and othter status bits;3. Allow or the assing 0 parameters;
4. Determine valid entry point for the

called procedure;
5. Make any necessary adjustments in

the addressing mechanism;
6. Enter the new procedure.
When the called procedure terminates or

exits. whatever was done in the call must be
undone so that the status of the calling
procedure is restored to what it was before
the call. -

As a preliminary to making a rocedure
call. the instruction PREPARE ACK is

executed. 'l'hifse‘iinstruttrthion causes thosere ‘ ers specir b e programmer in

mamaction to beysaved in tire stack. Itcauses estatusregisteflwe tgure l)to
be saved. and provides the programmer
with a pointer to or space which he
may now load with information to be
passed to the called procedure.

Another instruction ENTER
PROCEDURE permits the procedure call
via the following steps corresponding to the
requirement specified above:

1. Ring checking—the caller’s ring is
checked to make sure that this ring may call
the new procedure: the all must be to a
smaller or equal ring number. and if ring
crossing does occur the new ure
must be gated through agate 204 ofFrgure

2. The new ring number will then be that
of the called procedure.

2. The instruction counter is saved;
3. Base register 0 (see Figure I) is made

to point effectively to the parameters being
passed;

4. The entrycpoint of the called
procedure is obtained from a procedure
descriptor whose address is con-
tained in the ENTER PROCEDURE
lNS’l‘RUCTlON;

5. A point to linkage information is
loaded in base register number 7.

6. fire new procedure is entered by
loading the new ring number and the
address of the entry-paint in the instructioncounter.

The remainder of the current Stanle-
framc is also available to the called
procedure for storage of local variables.

When the called procedure wishes to
return. it executes the instruction EXIT
PROCEDURE. The registers and the
instruction counter are then restored from
their saving areas in the stack.

Referring to Figure I there is shown a
block diagram and a computer hardware
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system utilizing the invention. A main
memory 101 is comprised of four modules
of metal-oxide semi—conductor (MOS)
memory. The four memory modules 1—4
are interfaced to the central processor unit
100 via the main store sequencer 102. The
four main memory modules [—4 are also
interfaced to the peripheral subsystem such
as magnetic tape units and disk drive units
(not shown) via the main store sequencer
102 and the 10C (not shown). The main
store sequencer gives the capability of
providing access to and control of all four
memory modules.

Operations of the CPU are controlled by
a read only memory ROM. herein called
the control store unit 110.

The control store interface adapter 109
communicates with the control store unit
110. the data mangagement unit 106, the
address control unit 107 and the arithmetic

logic unit 112 for directing the o ration of
the control store memory. e control
store interface adapter 109 includes logic
for control store address modification,
testing, error checkin . and hardware
address generation. ardware address
generation is utilized generally for
developing the starting address of error
sequencers or for the initialization
sequence.

The buffer store memory 104 is utilized
to store the most frequently used or most
recently used information that is being
processed by the CPU.

The data management unit 106 provides
the interface between the CPU 100 and
main memory 101 and/or buffer store
memory 104. During a memory read
operation. information may be retrieved
from main memory or buffer store memory.
it is the responsibility of the data
management unit to recognize which unitcontains the information and strobe the
information into the CPU registers at the
proper time. The data management unit
also performs the -masking during partial
write operations.

The instruction fetch unit 108 which

interfaces with the data management unit
106, the address control unit 107, the
arithmetic and logic unit 112 and the
control store unit 110 is responsible for
keeping the CPU 100 supplied with
instructions.

The address control unit 107
communicates with the instruction fetch
unit 108. the buffer store directory 105, the
main store sequencer 102, the arithmetic
logic unit 112. the data management unit
106. and the control store unit 110 via the
control store interface adapter 109. The
address control unit 107 is responsible for
all address development in the CPU.

Interfacing with the address control unit

107. the instruction fetch unit 108 and the
control store unit 110 is the arithmetic logic

unit 112 which is the primary work area of
the CPU 100. Its primary function IS to
perform the arithmetic operations and data
manipulations required of the CPU.

Associated with the arithmetic 10 lo unit
112 and the control store unit 11 is the
local store unit 111 which typically is
comprised of a zSo-location (32 bits per
location) solid state memory and the
selection and read/write logic for the
memory. The local store memory 111 is
used to store CPU control information and
maintain ability information. In addition.
the local store memory 111 contains
working locations which are primarily used
for temporary storage of operands and
partial results during data manipulation.

The central procwsing unit 103 typically
contains 8 base registers (BR) 116 which
are used in the process of address
com utation to define a segment number.
an 0 set. and a ring number.'l'he ofl'set is a
pointer within the and the ring
number is used in the address validity
calculation to determine access rights for
a articular reference to a ent.

he instruction counter 118
communicates with the main memory local
register (MLR) 103 and with the instruction
fetch unit 108. and is a32—bit register which
contains the address of the den instruction.
and the current ring numberof the process
(PRN). Also contained in the central
procesinghunit is a T register 114 which
also interfaces with the instruction fetch
unit 108 and is typically a 32-bit register
containing a segment number and a 16-bit
or 22-bit positive integer defining the
relative address of the top of the procedure
stack. The status register 115 is an 8-bit
register in the CPU which among other
things contains the last ring number—Le.
the previous value of the process ring
number (PRN).

The main memory 101 is addressed b
the memo addres register MAR) 11 .
and the in ormation add by (MAR)
119 is fetched and temporarily stored in the
memory local register (MLR) 103.

‘ Referring now to Figure 3 there is shown
a flow diagram of the general rules for
segmented address development shown in
detail in the above mentioned copending

atent application No. 21630/74. Serial No.
.465.344. Figure 3 when read in

conjunction with the above referenced
patent application is self-explanatory.
There is however one major difference
between the address deveIOpment as shown
on Figure 3 to that of the above mentioned
application and that is that in the address
development of Figure 3 of the instant
application as many as 16 levels of
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indirection may be utilized in the addres
development whereas in the above
referenced application the levels of
indirection were limited to a maximum of
two. This of course is a matter of choice
with the designer and in no way alters the
high level inventive concept.

Referring now to Figures 4A—41.
Figures 4A and 4B show the format of the
instruction counter designated by reference
numeral 118 on Figure l. The instruction
counter (IO “8 is a 32-bit register which
contains the address of the next instruction.
and the current ring number of the process
(PRN). Referring specifically to Figures 4A
and 4B the TAG is a 2-bit field which
corresponds to the TAG field of data
descriptors shown and described in the
above reference ap lication entitled
“Segmented Address velopment". PRN
is a 2—bit field which defines the current ring
number of the process to be used in
determination of access rights to main
storage. SEG is ty ically either a 12-bit ora
6-bit field whic defines the segment
number where instructions are being
executed. The OFFSET is typically either a
16-bit or a 22bit field which defines the
address of the instruction within the
segment SEG.

Figures 4C—-4F show the format of
segment descriptors with Figures 4C and
4D showing the first and second word of a
direct segment descriptor whereas Figures
4E and 4F show the first and second word
of an indirect segment descriptor. Segment
descriptors are two words long mh word
comprised of 32 bits. Referring to Figures
4C—4D which show the first and second
word respectively of a direct segment
descri tor. P is a presence bit. If P equals
one. t e segment defined by the segment
descriptor is resent in main storage. If P
equals zero, t e se ment is not present and
a reference to t e segment descriptor
causes a missing segment exception. All
other fields in a segment descriptor have
meaning only if P equals one. A is the
availability bit. If A equals zero. the
segment is unavailable (or locked) and a
reference to the segment causes an
unavailable segment exception. if A male
one, the segment is available (or unloc ed,
and can be accessed). l is the indirection
bit. If 1 equals zero. the segment descriptor
is direct. If 1 equals one. the segment
descriptor is indirect. U is the med bit. If U
equals Zero. the segment has not been
accessed. if U equals one. the segment has
been accessed. U is set equal to one by an
segment access. W is the written bit. if
equals zero. no write operation has been
performed on the segment. ll'W equals one,
a WRITE operation has been performed on
the segment. W is set to one by any WRITE

operation. GS is the gating-semaphore bits.
When the procedure call mechanism
referred to above requires that the segment
be a gating segment or when the process
communication mechanism (not shown)
requires that the segment be a segment
descriptor segment (SD) the GS bits are
examined. To be a valid gating segment. the
GS bits must have the value 10. To be a
valid SD segment, the GS bits must have
the value Ol. If a gating or SD segment is
not required, these bits are ignored. The
BASE is a 24—bit field Which defines the
absolute address in quadruple words of the
first byte of the segment. This field is
multiplied by 16 to compute the byte
address of the segment base. The SIZE is a
field which is used to compute the segment
size. If the segment table number,
subsequently referred to as STN. is greater
or equal to zero but less than or equal to six,
the SIZE field is l8 bits long. The STN is a
field indicating the segment table entry STE
for selecting a segment descriptor. If the
S'I'Nisgreaterthanor ualto8butless
than or equal to 15. the S field is l2 bits
long. The numberofhytes in the is
equal to l6 times (SIZEH). lfSIZ equals
zero, the segment size is 16 bytes. RD is the
read access field. This is a 2-bit field which
specifies the maximum EAR (efi'ective
addres ring number) for which a read

operation is permitted on the segment. (A
procedure is always permitted to read as
own segment if EAR equals PRN). WR is
the write access field. This is a 2-bit field
which specifies the maximum FAR for
which a write operation is permitted on the
segment and the minimum PKN at which
the segment may be executed. MAXR is
the maximum ring number. 111i: is a 2-bit
field which specifies the maximum PRN at
which the segment may be executed. WP is
the write permission bit. This bit indicates
whether a WRITE operation may be
performed on the segment. [f WP equals

‘zero, no WRITE Operation ma be
performed. If WP equals one, a W E
operation may be performed if EAR is
greater than or e no] to zero but [em than
or equal to W . EP is the execute
permission bit. This bit specifies whether
the segment may be executed. lf EP equals
zero. the segment may not be executed. If
EP equals one. the segment may be
executed at any PRN for which PRN is
greater than or equal to WR but less than or
equal to MAXR. M82 is a special field
which must be set to zero by software when
the field is created. before its initial use byhardware.

Referring to Figures 4E—4F the
definitions of the vanous fields are similar
as above however word 0 includes a
LOCATION field and word I includes a
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RSU field. The LOCATION field is a 28-bit
field which defines the absolute address of a
direct segment descriptor. The value in the
LOCATION field must be a muliple of 8.
The RSU field is a special field which is
reserved for software use.

Figures 4G—4H show the format of the
base registers (BR) which are used in the
process of address computation to define a
segment table number. a segment table
entry number. an offset. and a ring number.
There are typically 8 base registers as
shown by reference numeral 116 on Figure
l. A base register is specified or identified
as base register 0 through 7. The size of a
base register is 32 bits long. The base
register format of Figure 4G is utilized for
small segment i.e. where STN is greater or
equal to 8 but less than or equal to 15,
whereas the format of base register of
Figure 4H is utilized for large segments i.e.
STN is greater or equal to zero but less than
or equal to six. Referring to Figures
4G—4H. TAG is a 2-bit field which
corresponds to the TAG of a data
descriptor referenced previously. RING is
a 2-bit field which contains the ring number
associated with the segmented address for
protection purposes. SEG is a field
previously referred to. which identifies a
segment described in a segment table. STN
is the segment table number. and STE is the
segment table ent number. OFFSET is a
16-bit field or a -bit field depending on
segment table number. which defines a
positive integer. The OFFSET is used in the
proceSs of address develoPment as a
pointer within a segment.

Referring to Figures 41—41 there is
shown the format of the T—register. The T-
register is a 32—bit register containing a
segment number and a 16-bit or 22-bit
positive integer defining the relative
address of the top of the procedure stack
previously mentioned. The T-register is
shown by reference numeral 114 on Figure
l. The various fields of the T-register have
the same definition as described above.

Referring now to Figures 3 and 4A—4] a
more defined description of absolute
address calculation and access checking is
made. In general absolute address
calculation consists of fetching a segment
descriptor specified by STN and STE and

using the segment descriptors in four ways:access checking. computation of t e
absolute address. bound checking. and
updating (U and W flags). As described in
copending patent appiication No. 21630/74,
(Serial No. 1.465.344) the absolute addres
may be direct or indirect and is derived by
first deriving an effective address from
STN. STE. and SRA (segment relative
address). STN is extracted from bits 4
through 8 of the base register BR specified

in the address syllable of an instruction. lf
STN is 7. an out of segment table word
array exception is generated. STE is
extracted from the base register specified in
the address syllable. lf STN 4:4 (i.e..
beginning at bit 4 and including the next 4
bits) is greater than or equal to zero or less
than or equal to six, STE is in a base register
bits 8 and 9. lfSTN 4:4 (i.e. 4 bits beginning
at bit 4) is greater than or equal to 8 but leg
than or equal to 15. STE is in a base re ' r
BR bits 8 through 15. The segment re ative
address SRA for direct addressing is
computed by adding the displacement in
the address syllable; the offsot of the base
register BR; and the 32-bit contents of an
index register. if specified in the address
syllable. The sum of these three quantifies
is a 32-bit unsigned binary integer which
must be less than the segment size

appropriate to the segment SIN. STE.ndirect addressing is developed by

fetching a data descriptor and develo ingan ad ress from that descriptor. The
effective address of the data descriptor is
computed as in the direct address‘ng case
with the exception that the index register
contents are not used. In developing the
address from the data descriptor the
elTective addrefi may be computed by an
indirection to segment [TS descriptor and
an indirection to base lTBB descriptor. If
tltedescriptorisl'l‘StheS'lNandSTEai-e
extracted from the descriptor in the same
manner as from a base register. SRA is
computed by adding the displacement in
the descriptor and the contents of an index
register as specified in the syllable. If the
descriptor is an [1133 descriptor then STN
and STE are extracted from the base
register specified in the BER field (i.e. the
base register implied by ITBB descriptor)
of the descriptor as in direct addressing.
SRA is computed by addin the
displacement in the descriptor. the 0 set of
the base register. and the contents of an
index register is specified in the address
syllable. ‘

As shown on Figure 3 the indirection
process may be extended up to 16 levels.

Every effective address contains
protection information which is computed
in address development and checks for
access rights by the ring protection
hardware of the absolute address
calculation mechanism. The effective
address contains protection information in
the form . of an effective address do
number EAR (see Figures 21 and 2K 0'
above ication No. 2l630fl4, (Serial No.
1.465.344 . The EAR is computed from the
base register ring number BRN and from
the current process ring number PRN by
taking the maximum ring number. In
developing the EAR for indirect addressing
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1 3383.28210 lo
a somewhat more tedious but essentially for transfer to GA or Q3 bus 514 and 5| 5
similar procedure as indirect addressing is
used. In indirect addressing the EAR for
extraction of the first descriptor (EAR l) is
once again the maximum of the ring
number from the base register specified in
the address syllable and the current process
ring number PRN in the instruction counter
I IS of Figure l and stored in 00 register 512
of Figure 5. The EAR for extraction of the
second descriptor (EAR 2), of multiple
level indirection is the maximum of:

a. EAR l;

b. The ring numberin the first descriptor
if indirection is indirection to segment;

c. The ring number from a base register
116 utilized as a data base register BBR if
the first descriptor is an indirection to
segment descriptor ”‘38.

The EAR for extraction of the data of

n}_ultiple level indirection is the maximum0:

a. EAR 2:

b. The ring number in the second
descriptor if it is an indirection segment
descri tor ITS;

c.‘fi1eringnumbcrinoneofthebme
registers utilized as a data base register
BBR if the second descriptor is an
indirection to base descriptor lTBB. _

Referring now to Figures 5 and 6. the
transfers and manipulation of the various
type ring numbers will be described
at the system level. Detailed logic block
diagrams for effecting the transfers and
operations of Figure 5 will be later
described. Referring first to Figure 6 an
associative memory 600 is utilized in
segmented address development. The
associative memory 600 comprises
essentially a UAS associator 609 which has
circuitry which includes associative
memory cells. bit sense amplifiers and
driVers. and Word sense amplifiers and
drivers (not shown). A word or any part of a
word contained in UAS aesociator 609 may
be read. compared to another word with a
match or no match signal generated

. thereby. or be written either in whole or in
a selected art of the associator 609. For
example, S register 60'] may contain a
segment number which may also be in the
associative memory 600. A comparison is
made with UAS associator 609 and if a
match is found a "hit" results. The match
or "hit" signal is provided to encoder 610.
The function of encoder 6l0 is to transform
the “hit“ signal on one of the match lines to
a 4 bit address. Encoder 610 provides this 4
bit address to UAB associator buffer 61 I so
that the information contained in that
particular location of UAB associator
buffer 611 is selected. information in UAB
associalor bulTer 6| I may be transferred to
UV register 6l3 for temporary storage or

Petitioner Apple Inc. - Exhibit 1002, p. 3317

respectively. By thus locating a prestored
ent number of the assocratrve memorymwhich may have been placed there

after a generation of an absolute address)
regeneration of the same address is not
necessary. in the drawing of Figure 6, UAB
associator buffer 611 is shown as storing a
first and second word of a segment
descriptor; however other types of
information may just as well be stored
therein. This buffer 6” provides a function
similar to that of buffer 104 in the more
generalised diagram of Figure 1.

As mentioned supra the development of
an absolute address of an Operand from an
effective address is disclosed in patent
application No. 21630/74, (Serial No.
1.465.344). Briefly and with reference to
Figure 6 any of 8 base registers 602 are
addressed via UG and UH registers 603 and
604 respectively which contain base register
addresses from an instruction address
syllable or base register specified by the
instruction formats. The base register 602

contain such infgrgrnaéilgfi as TAG, gagemast~er ' num , segment enumber 311%. segment table entry STE and
OFFSET as shown or contained by base

_ registers I and 2 of the group of base
registers 602. Writing into the base registers
is performed under micro-op control by
UWB logic 601. For le it is shown
that information from the M register 502
of Figure 5 may be written into bit positions
(2. 3) of a selected base register; also
information from the QA bus may be
written into the base registers and
provisions are made to clear a selected base
register i.e. write all zeros. Reading out of
an of the base registers is performed b
U R logic 605. In general the UBR logic
605 permits the appropriate base register to
be strobed out onto bus QA or QB. or into
UN register 608. Note that UN register 608
holds bits 8 through 3] of the base registers
which is the OFFSET art of the se mented
address. Moreover LPBR logic when
addrefied by an address contained in
instruction buffer [B (not shown) reads out
the segment number SEG (which is
comprised of STN and STE) into US
register 607 via UBS transfer logic 606. The
comparison of the segment number SEG in
US register 607 with the associative
memory 6m ma then be rforrned as
previously descri cd. it will noted that
hits (4—15) of QA bus 614 may also be read
into or from US register 60']. Similarly bits
(8—3!) from QA bus 614 may read into UN
register 608. Also bits (9-—l I) of the US
register 607 may be read into QA bus 614 as
denoted by US (9—H) arrow (the arrows
into various register and/or logic circuitry
denote the source of data and that followed
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by a number denote the bit numbers of that
data).

Referring now to Figures 5 and 6. a 2-bit
UP register 501 stores the current process
ring number PRN. The current process ring
numbers PRN is obtained from bits 2 and 3

of the instruction counter (1 [8 or Figure 1)
via bits [C (2—3) of the QA bus 614 of
Figure 6. Bits [C (2—3) of QA bus 614 are
transferred to 2-bit UV register 503 under
control ofa micro—operation UV9QAO. The
micro-operations are obtained from micro-instructrons in the control store unit "0.

(On Figure 5 the dot surrounded by a circle
indicates a micro-operation and the first
two letters of the name of the micro.
operation indicate the destination of the
data to be transferred; the fourth and fifth
letters indicate the source of the data
transferred: the third character indicates
whether a full or partial transfer is made
with F indicating a full transfer while the
sixth character indicates whether the signal
doing the transferring is high or low with
even numbers indicating a low signul and
odd numbers indicating a high signal. As an
example of the use of this convention bits 2
and 3 on QA bus indicating the tail of the
arrow QA (2, 3) indicate PRN is the PRN
process ring number that is being
transferred under control of the micro-op
UV9QAO which says the transfer is made to
register UV. is a partial transfer of the bus
QA. and the source of the data is the bus
QA and is an unconditional transfer as
indicated b the sixth character being 0.
Transfer to r ister from QA bus source
is unconditiona . This 0 will be the
corresponding seventh character in the
logic file name of the subcommand
UV9QAI¢. Once the process ring number
PRN rs transferred from the QA bus 614m
the UV register 503 another transfer takes
place under control of the micro-operation
UM9UVO from UV register 503 to UM
register 502. Finally another transfer takes
place from UM register 502 to UP register
501 under control of a micro-operation
UP9UMO.

Two bit register UM 502 is utilized to
generate the effective address ring number
EAR during ITS and ITBB (Le. indirection
to segment and indirection to base),
(EAR=MAX (BRN, PRN, DRNJBBR
(BRN) etc.) address formation for address
syllable 1 and address syllable 2 type
instruction format. The FJtR is generated
according to the rules previously
enunciated by utilizing one or more tests
shown in block 510 and the maximum ofthe
rin number is obtained and stored in UM
regrsrer 502 which stores the effective
address ring number EA R (detailed logic or
makin the comparisons of block 510 are
later s own and described in detail). The

U0 register is used to save address syllable
1 effective address ring number EAR in the
event the address syllable 2 is being utilized
to extract EAR 2. .

Two—bit UV register 503. and 2-bit UW
register 504 is utilized mainly as storage for
various ring numbers that are obtained
from the outside of the ring checking
hardware of Figure 5 and transferred or
processed to other parts of the ring
checking hardware. For example the base
register ring number BRN is transferred
from bit positions 2 and 3 of UBS transfer
logic 606 to UV register 503 under control
of the micro-operation UVFBSO; the
maximum ring number MAXR ofword 2 of

the segment descriptor (also shown storedin bits 36 and 37 o UAB associator buffer
611) is transferred from UAB buffer 61] to
UV register 503 under control of the micro—
operation UVFABI; also bits 34 and 35 of
UAB buffer 611 which is the write ring
number WR is transferred to UV register
503 under control of micro-operation
UVFABO. UW register 504 has similar
transfers of other ring numbers from

various parts of the system. For example
bits 34 and 35 which are the write nng
number WR of UAB buffer6ll may alsobe
transferred to UW register 504 under
control of micro-operation UWFABI; bits
32 and 33. the read RD ring number of
UAB buffer 6|] may also be transferred to
UW register 504 under control of micro-
o UWFABO: also bits 0 and I onA bus
J4 may be transferred to UW register 504
under control of microooperatiou
UW9QAO. Note also several transfer paths
of UW register 504 into UV register 503
under control of the micro-o eration

UV9UWO: the transfer ath of register
503 into UM register 2 under control of
micro-operation UM9UVO; the transfer
path of UM register 502 into UP register
501 under control of the micro-operation
UP9UMO; the transfer path of UP register
501 into UM register 502 under control of
micro-operation UM9UPO; the transfer
path of UM register 502 into U0 register
512 under control of micro-operation
U09UMO; and finally the transfer of
U0 register 512 into UM register 50 under
control of the micro-operation UM9UOO.

Briefly therefore UP register 501 holds
the current process ring number PRN; UM
register 502 and U0 register 512 are utilized
for transfer operations and also to generate
the EAR; UV register 503 may shore for
various purposes and at different times the
current process ring number PRN. the base
register ring number BRN, the maximum
ring number MAXR. the write ring number
WR. or the read ring number RD. UW
register 504 may at various times hold the
read ring number RD. the write ring
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number WR. and bits 0 and l of bus QA.
UMR 505 is logic. the details of which are
shown on Figure 8d. which compares the
contents of registers UM and UV and
produces the greater of the two values in
the registers and this value is stored in UM
register 502 under micro-operation control
UMFMRO. This is one way of generating
the effective address ring number EAR.
UMR logic 505 may also produce the
greater value of the contents of register UP
or of bits 2 and 3 of UBS logic 606. This is
another method and/or additional step in
generating the effective address ring
number EAR. UMR logic 505 is also
utilized to determine whether or not a write
violation has occurred by transferring a
write ring number WR into UV register 503
and then comparing the contents of the UM
register 502 (holding EA R) with the
contents of UV register 503 in order to
determine which one has the greater
contents. Since UM register 502 stores the
effective address ring number EAR a
comparison of the UM register and the UV
register will indicate whether EAR is
greater than WR or vice versa. If WP (i.e.
write permission bit in the segment
descriptor) is equal to l and if EAR lies in
the range of OsEARsWR then a write
Operation may be performed into the
segment. Note that UMR logic 505 ma
have inputs directly or indirectly from 1
registers SCI—504., from other logic 506,
507 and also from UBS logic 606.

UWV lo ic 506 corres onds to the detail

logic of igure 83.. U logic 506 has
in ms directly or indirectly from registers
S [—504 and from logic 505. 507
respectively and generates an execute
violation signal when a comparison of UW.
UM and UV registers 504. 502.. and 503
respectively indicates that the statements
that the maximum ring number MAXR is
greater or ual to the effective address
ring number AR. and that EAR is greater
or equal to the write ring number WR are
not true i.e. in order for a procedure to be
able to execute in a given segment

'indicated by the effective address the
maximum ring number MAXR must be
greater or equal to the effective address
ring number and the effective address ring
number EAR must be equal or greater than
the write ring number WR. UWV logic 5%
also performs tests shown in block 510.
Indications may be given that the contents
of UW register is less than or equal to the
contents of the UV register; the contents of
the UM register is greater than or equal to
the contents of the UV register: the
contents of the UV register is equal to the
contents of the UM register; the contents of
the UV register is greater or equal to the
contents of the UM register; and the

contents of the UM register is greater than
the contents of the UW register. Of course
when performing these tests different
values of ring numbers may occupy the
registers.

UEP logic 50'] corresponds to the detail
logic of Figure 8b. UEP logic 507 in
combination with UWV logic 506 generates
the read violation exception. However the
read violation exception may be overridden
if the effective address ring number EAR
equals the current procefi ring number
PRN. since a ure is always permitted
to read its own segment, and if the segment
number of the procedure segment
descriptor (not shown herein) and the
segment number of the address llahle
utilized in eneration of the e ective
address are t e same.

To illustrate the overriding of the read
violation signal assume that the effective
address read number EAR is greater than
the read number RD which would generate
a read violation high signal which would be
a plied as one input of AND gate 522.

oWever the read violation exception
signal may not be generated even tho
there is a read violation signal if e
following two conditions exists:

I. The effective address ring number
EAR is equal to the proces ring number
PRN: i.e. the contents of register UM is

2:13! to the contents of the register UP;
7. “the segment number contained in the

address syllable of the segment in which a
procedure desires to read is equal to the
segment number of the procedure segment
descriptor (not shown) of the current

meedure in execution and this is indicated

settingabitenlledal’bitandloeatedas
the thirteenth bit of UE register 650. (DE
register 650 is a store for the contents of
UAS associator 609 when a “hit" has
resulted by a comparison of the contents of
US register 607). Since this example
assumes that EAR equals PRN. UEP logic
507 will apply a high signal to AND gate 520
as one input. and since it is also assumed
that the segment number SEG of the
address syllable of the segment being
addressed is equal to the segment number
SEG of the procedure segment desen'ptor
(not shown) of the currently executing
procedure, then the P bit of the procedure
segment descriptor will be set and hence
the other input applied to AND gate 520
will be high thus enabling AND gate 520: a
high signal is therefore applied to the input
of inverter 52l resulting in a low signal at
the output of inverter 52] which low signal
is then applied as another input of AND
gate 522. Since there is a low signal to AND
gate 522 no read violation exception signal
can be generated by amplifier 523 even if
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the third input signal applied to AND gate
522 is high.

To illustrate how a read violation signal is

generated and not overridden. assume that
the output of UEP logic 507 indicates that
the contents of UM register is not equal to
the contents of UP register. Then that input
to AND gate 520 would be low and hence
AND gate 520 would not be enabled and its
out ut would be low and would be applied
to t e input of inverter 52l. Since the input
of inverter 52] is low its output would be
high which would be ap lied as one input of
AND gate 522. If also t e effective address
ring number EAR is greater than the read
ring number RD (i.e. contents of UM
register is greater than contents of UW
register) that signal would be high and
would be also applied to another input of
AND gate 522. AND gate 522 has still a
third in ut which must also be high in order
to enab e AND gate 522. This third input is
high when AND gate 526 is enabled. Since
AND gate 526 has one input terminal which
is high when the (I) terminal of URVlF flop
524 is low. AND gate 526 is enabled by
applying the micro-operation read
violation interrogate signal AJERVA to
one input terminal of AND gate 526 while
the 00 terminal of URVIF flop 524 is low.
Thus AND gate 52.2 will have all input
terminals high. generating the read
violation exception signal. _

The execute violation exception is
generated in two ways. It was seen earlier
that an execute violation signal results
when UWV logic 506 indicates that the
inequalities WR is less than or equal to
EAR. and EAR is less than or equal to
MAXR are not true. This high execute
violation signal is applied to a one-le ed
AND gate 550 which in turn is applie to
the input terminal of two-legged AND gate
553 via amplifier 552. When an execute
violation interrogate micro-operation signal
AJEEVA is applied as another input of two-
legged AND gate 553. this gate is enabled
which in turn generates the execute

"violation exception via amplifier 554. The
other method by which the execute
violation exception is generated by the
execute violation hardware 51 l is when the
execute ermission bit EP is not set. When
this con ition is true it is indicated by the
seventh bit of UY register 6l3 being high;
this bit is then applied to the input terminal
of one-legged AND gate 551 which is
applied as a high signal to one input
terminal 01' AND gate 553 via amplifier 552.
When the execute violation interrogate

micro-operation signal Al EEVA goes high.
AND gate 553 is enabled and generates an
execute violation exception vla amplifier
554.

The write violation exception is also

generated in two ways. It was seen
previously how the UMR logic 505
generates a write violation signal when
EAR is greater than WR. This write

violation signal is applied to one input
terminal of AND gate 545. AND gate 545 is
enabled when its second input terminal
goes high thus generating a write violation
exception through amplifier 547. The
second input terminal of AND gate 545
goes high when AND ate 542 is enabled.
AND gate 542 is enab ed when the input

signals applied to its input terminals are
high. One input signal is high when UWVlF
flop 54] is low which in turn applies a low
si al to the input terminal of inverter 543
w ich in turn applies a high signal to one
input terminal of AND gate 542; the other
input signal is high when the write violation
interrogate micro-op signal AJEWVA is
high and this happens when it isdesired to
interrogate a procedure for the write
violation exception. (Flip-flops URVlF.
URNlF. and UWVIF are set low when any
interrupts or sofiward occurs). (UWVZF,

I3
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URVZF. and URNZF flip-flops are utilized
to store back-up excess checking
information for ring checking). The other
method for generating a write violation
exception is when the write permission bit
WP is not set. This condition ts indicated by
bit 6 of UV register 6l3 being high. When
this condition exists and the high signal (i.e.
the sixth bit of UV register) is applied as one

inpufitJ of AND file 546 and the interrogateS] n-

filEWVA is high and applied as
another input of AND gate 546. then AND
gate 546 is enabled and a write violation
exception ocaus via amplifier 547.

Logic circuitry 591 comprised of flip-
flops 532 and 533 in conjunction with
amplifier 530 and AND gate 531 and
inverter 530A permit the formation in
register UM 502 of the maximum Value of ~
ring number (i.e. EA R) under control of a
splatter instruction subcommand (not
described herein) from the instruction fetch

unit IFU. Assuming URNI F fli flo 532 isset to logical 0 w ereas UR 2F ' flop
533 is set to logical I, then during the
execution of the splatter subcommand.
input terminal 53lA of AND gate 53] will
be high; therefore if flip-flop 532 is low
(logical 0) then the signal will be inverted by
inverter 530A and AND gate 53! will be
enabled. Hence the maximum value of the
contents of UP register 50l or bits 2 and 3
of logic vector UBS 606 will be strobed into
UM register 502. Conversely if flip-flop 532
is a logical I. then the contents of UM
register 502 is not changed via the_above
mentioned sources and the EAR derived in
UM register 502 via the addressing process
of indirection is the one utilized. Flip-flop
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533 is the back-up store for the EAR of
address-syllable 2 when utilized.

Referring now to Figures 7 and 8 and
Figure 5 there is a correspondence wherein
the detailed logic for hardware in Figure 5
is shown in Figures 7 and 8 as follows:
Figure 7a and UW re istcr 504; Figure 7b
and UV register 503; igure 7c and block

590: Figure 7d and block 59l; Figure 7e andblock 92: Fi ure 7f and UP register SOl;
Figure 7g an U0 register 512; Figure 7h
and UM register 502; Figure 8a and UWV
logic 506; Figure 8b and UEP logic 507; and
Figure 8d and LINK logic 505.

Referring to Figure 7111 the UW register
504 is comprised of two flip-flops 7153 and
7203 respectively, each flip-flop capable of
holding one bit of information of the UW
register. Coupled to flip-flop 7l5a are 4
AND gates 7lla—7l4a which are OR‘ed
together, with each gate (except gate 7138)
having two input terminals. and with at
least one signal applied to each input
terminal. AND gate 7143 has one of its
in t terminals can led to the set terminal

0 00010 of the lfip—flop 715a. lEpflop7| 5a is also coupled to the terminal 27 for
receiving from a clock a timing signal called
a PDA signal. Flip-flap 720a coupled to
AND gates 7l6a—-7l9a which are OR‘ed
together. One input terminal of AND gate
7l6a is coupled to an input terminal of
AND gate 7l la; one input terminal ofAND
gate 717; is coupled to one input terminal
of AND gate 7l2a and one input temtinal of
AND gate 7193 is coupled to an input
terminal of AND gate 7l4a. whereas the
other input terminal of AND gate 719a is
coupled to the set terminal UWOOI 10 of the
flip-flop 720a. Flip-floP 720a is also coupled
to the H27 terminal for receiving PDA
pulses-

AND gates 701a—704a are OR'ed
together each having their output terminal
coupled to the input terminal of inverter
705a. AND gate 7063 is coupled to
amplifier 7083; whereas AND gate 707a is
coupled to amplifier 709a; one input

,terminal of AND gate 7063 is cou led to
one input terminal of AND gate 70 a. The
output terminal of inverter 705a is coupled
to one input terminal ofAND gate 7l4a and
7l9a; the output terminal of amplifier 708a
is coupled to the input terminal of AND
gate 713a and the output terminal of
amplifier 709a is cou led to the input
terminal of AND gate 18a.

The signals applied to the in ms of AND

gates and the signals derive as outputsrom amplifier. inverters. or flip—flops are
designated by letters forming a Special
code. Since both data signals and control
signals are either applied or derived there
are two codes. one code for the control

signals and one code for the data signals.

Petitioner Apple Inc. - Exhibit 1002, p. 3321

The code for the control signals are
previously described in detail and is
summarized here. Briefly the first two
characters of a control signal indicate the
destination of data to be transferred; the
third character indicates whether a full or

partial transfer is to be effected with theetter F indicating full transfer and any
other character indicating a partial
transfer; the fourth and fifth character
indicates the source of the data, and if the
source is identified by more than two letters
only the last two letters need be used; the
sixth and seventh characters are usually
numerals and indicate whether the signal is
high or low i.e. an odd numeral in the sixth
position indicates assertion and an even
numeral in me sixth position indicates
negation; the seventh position indicates
whether this is the first. second, third, etc.
level of occurrence of the signal. Data. on
the other hand, is indicated differently. The
first three characters of data indicates the
source of the data, the fourth and fifth
characters which may be numerals indicate
the bit positions where the data is located in
the source. and the sixth and seventh
position are similar to the control si nals in
that they indicate whether the sign is high
or low and the level of occurrence of the
si :11. Generally the format itself indicates

ther the signal is a control signal or a
data signal and by reference to Figures 5
and 6 the source and destination may be
determined. There are exceptions to this
general rule and they will be spelled out in
the specification, and addenum.

As an example of this convention it will
be noted on Figure 7a that the following
signals are control signals: UWFABll.
UWFAB l0, UW9QA l0. The following
signals are data signals UABEMIO,
UAB3210, UAB3SIO, UABB3IO, QAOOllO,
and QAWIO. The following signals are
exception PDARGlO is a timing signal
whose source is the PDA clock;
UWHOLIO is a hold si nal for holding the
information in the fli ops 715a and 7209.
UWOBKIO and U lBKlO are back-up
logic whose main function is to extend the
input capability of fli cps 715a and 7203
by connecting the U re 'ster which is in
fact formed by flip-flops lSa and 720a, to
bit zero and bit I represented by flip-flo 5
715a and 720a respectively; and fin ly
USCLRlO is the clear signal for clearing
and setting the flip-flops to zero.

As an illustration of the above mentioned
convention herein adopted the signal
UWFABH applied to the input of one
le ed AND gate 702a is a control signal
w rch transfers data (bits 34 and 35)
contained in UAB associator buffer 611
(the U in the signal has been omitted) to
UW register 504 and is a full transfer to the
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UW register I; the odd number indicates to an input of AND gate 7l4g. The
the signal is assertion. Signal UWFABlO UOHOLIO signal generated by inverter
applied to the input of chewinged AND 705g is also coupled to an input of AND
gate 70311is a control signal with the same gate 709g and 7143 and is utilized to hold

5 source and destination as the signal applied information in the U0 register 512. X00 70to AND gate 702a except that b1ts 32 and 33 represents a ground. whereas XNU means
of UAB are transferred to UW register. The unusedmput
si nal UW9QAIO ap lied to one-legged Figure p7f is a detailed logic block

D gate 704a is so a control signal diagram of UP register 501.!1'15 similar to

10‘ wherein data is transferred from QA bus figure 7g described supra except that 75614 to the UW register and ma be a partial erent signals from different destinations

transfer '[11e signalQQAOOOIaJapphed to and different sources are applied.
AND gate 706a 1s adata si alw ere data Referring now to Figure 7h there is
is on QA bus 614 (the thir position is not shown the detailed logicgblock di am of

15 herein utilized since the first two positions UM register 502. AND gate 701h——- 04h are 80
adequately describe where the data is) and OR‘ed together to produce the UMHOLIO
this data signal represents the bit identified hold signal via inverter 70511. AND gates
asOOon QA bus 614 The signal QAOO] 101s 706h—709h are OR’ed together and are
similar to the previous signal except the coupled to the input of AND gate 704h in

20 data identified bh this signal'IS the data on order to extend the range of signals that 85position 0| oft e QA bus 614. Thus by ma be applied to produce the UMHOLlO
utilizing this convention and Figures 5 ho d signal. Similarly AND gates
through 9 the ring protection hardwareis 71 lh——7l4h are ORed together and
fully defined and maybe easily built by a coupled to the input of ANDgttwe 723b1n

25 person of ordinary skillin the computerart. order to extend the range of signals that 90
Referring to Figure75 there'ts shown the may be applied to fli flop 73%; and also

detailed] c block diagram for UV regist ANyD gates 7 I6h—7l areOPOR'edl ether
503. SigniifiUVHOLlong'ris a hold signal for and are coupled to the input of AN . gate
UV register 503 Which is enerated via 727h in order to extend the range of 1115

30 inverter 703b when none of t e one-legged applied to flip-flop 73lh. A line 7 for 95
AND ates 701b—-708b has a high signal applying the PDA signals to fli flop 730h
appli to it. UVHOLIO signal15 applied to and 73111is coupled at point 7 and 735h
AND gate 723b and causes information espectively The inputofANDgateN3his

stored in the UV re ‘ ter 503 to be held alsoexpandedtolerovide two further inputs35 therein. Signal UVH LIE coupled to the URNlFlX) and l UMIO by coupling the 100

in ut of AND gate 704b andtothe outputs mitigtgatof 111anplifier 733h to the input ofAND gates 70513—708!) extends the e 703h.
number of control signals that may Referringpowto Figures 7c—'7e thereis
generate the hold signal UVHOLIO. Signal Show detailed logic block of

40 UVOBKIO coupled to Lhe outputs of AND write exception control logic 590 lFU 105
gates 7|0b—7l3b and to the input of AND subcommand control logtc 591 and read
gate 722b is also utilized to extend the violation exception control logic 592

number of inputs signals that may be respectively. Re‘l‘errin0 first to Figure 7capplied to flip--flop 724b. Signal there is shown flip- ps705c and 7|0c
45 UVIBKlO coupled to the outputs of AND which correspond to flip—flops 541 and 540 HO

gates 7|6b—7ISb and to the input of AND respectively. Under a micro-operation
gate 727b similarly extends the number of URWZFIOsubcommand the information1n
input signals that maybe appliedtoflip-flop flip-pflo 710C is transferred to. flip-flop7291-, 705c. TPhe UWVIHIO hold signal is utilized

50 Referring now to Figure 7g there is to hold the information transferredtoflip- ”5
shown the detailed logic block di of flop 710e, whereas the MM") signal is
U0 rc ter 512 AND gates 701 g—-— 04g are utilized to hold the information transferred
OR‘e together and their output is applied to flip-flop 705c. Similarly in Figure 7d
as an input to inverter 705g. AND gates information is transferredy from flip-flop

55 706g—709g are also OR’edgtogether and 7l0d to fli pp-l'lo 705d under micro- '20
their outputs are coupled to flip-flop 7|0g. operation signal URNSWlO and in Figur
Also one 1nput ofANDgate 709g15 coupled 71: Information from flip-flop 710cmis
to the U0000|0 terminal of flip-flop 7103, transferred to fli flp-op 709e under control

AND gates 7118-71483“ also pOR'cd of micro-operation si inal URWZFIO. -
60 together and are similarly coupled to flip- Referring now to gunes 38, 8P and 8d '25

flop 715g. It will be noted also thatan input there is shown detailed logic block
of AND3gate 706g15 coupled to an input of diagrams of UWV logic 506 UWEP logic
AND gate 711g; an inputpof AND gatep707g 507g and UMR log1c 505 respectively.
is coupled to an input of AND gate 712g Referring first to Figure 8a there is shown

65 and anpinput of AND gate 709g is coupled logic for generating a high signal when one I30
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of the test conditions 510is true and also for

generating the execute violation signal
when the contents of UW register is less
than or equal to the contents of UM
register is less than or equal to the contents
of UV register is not true. When the signal
UWLEVIO is generated it indicates that the
contents of UW register 50415 less than or

equal to the contents of UV register 503.
The logic for generating this signal was
denved pursuant to the following Boolean
expression: 

x.=(B(‘:‘5HABlS)x(A‘C')

Where X represents the output of
amplifier 8051a and the various letters of the
expression re resent different input
terminals of A D gates 8018—8048.

An indication that the contents of UV

register 503 is greater than or equal to the
contents of UM register $02 is had when
UVGEMlO signal is generated. This signal
is generated via inverter 820aIn response to
various inputs on AND gates 81621—8193

which are OR’ed together and coupled to
the input of inverter 820a. The 1031c for
generating the UVGEMlO Signal is081made
pursuant to the following Boolean
expression: 

xaafiinmsfinm‘c‘)

An indication that the contents of UM

register $02 is greater than or equal to the
contents of UV register 503 is indicated by
enerating signal UMGEle via inverter510a in response to the various inputs of

AND gatesp0801‘:a-—-809a which are OR‘ed
together. The logic for generating this
signal is derived from the following
Boolean expression.

X,=(Bm)+-(AB5)+(AE)

(Wherein X, is the generated output
signal).

Similarly the UVEQMIO si nal is
generated pursuant to the £0 lowing
Boolean expression:

x.=(A(T)+(KC)+(BB)+(TiD)

Generation of the UVEQUMIO signal
indicates that the contents of the UV

register 503 is equal to the contents of the
UM register 502.

The generation of the UMGEWIO si nal
indicates that the contents of the M

register 502 is greater or equal to the
contents of the UW register 504 and is

generated pursuant to logic having the
following Boolean expression:

mm

Generation of the UMGTWIO signal
indieates that the contents of UM register
502 is greater than the contents of UW
register 504 and this signal'Is generated by
logic defined by the gfollowing Boolean
expression:

xaasfinfimmm

The generation of the UWGMVCX) signal
indicates that the contents of UW register
less than or equal to the contents of UM
register less than or equal to the contents of
UV register is not true. It is obtained when
the UVGEMIO signal indicating that the
contents of UV register is greater than or
equal to the contents of the UM register.
and the UMGEWlO signal indicating that
the contents of the UM register is greater
than or equal to the contents of the UW
register are both high

Referring now to Figure 8b a UMP. P10
signal is generated by logic derived
the following Boolean expresion:

HACHXCHBBHE D)

When this si nal is high it indicates that
the contents 0 UM register502 is greater
than the contents of UP register 501.

Referring to Figure 8d there'Is shown the
detailed log:'c block for performing

the operations of UMR logic 505 shown on
Figure 5 One of the operations ofthis logicis to determine the maximum value of the

contents of UP register 501 and ofbits 2 and
3ofUBSlogic606. In ordertodothisthere
must be an indication whether contents of
UP is less than the contents of U138 or the
contents of UP is greater than the contents
of UBS. The generation of UPBEB 10 signal
indicates that the contents of UP register
50! is less than or equal to bits 2 and 3 of
U88 1 lo 606: whereas the generation
5’ nal U GTB 10 indicates that the contents

UP r 'ster 501 is greater than bits 2 and
3 of U S logic 606. These signals are
generated by logic which has been defined
by the following Boolean expression:

x.=(3<':'1'))+(A3'fi)+(AE)

Where X, is the output of inverter 805d
and the letters of the expression are various
inputs of the AND gates 801d—803d.

To illustrate how the maximum value of

the contents of UP register and UBS_ logic
may be determined by the output signals
UMPBOlO and UMPB l IO of am lifier814d

and 817d respectively. assume Irst that the
contents of register UP are less than or
equal to bits 2 and 3 of U138 10 ic because
bit 2 is l and bit 3 is 1 whereas B register
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65

contains 01. This is indicated by the signal

UPLEB 10 being high and the signalUPGTB 10 being ow Since it is the inverse
of signals UPLE'BIO. This high UPLEBIO
signal is applied to one in ut of AND te
813d and also one input 0 AND ate .
lf bit 2 of UBS 10 ‘c is a l as in icated by

,: signal UBSOZIO t en AND gate 813d is
enabled and signal UMPBOlOgoes high

and

indicates that bit 2 on UBS logic is a 1.
Moreover if bit 3 of UBS 10 'c is a l

indicated by input signal UB 310 being
applied as another input of AND gate 816d
then AND gate 816d is enabled and signal
UMPBl 10 is high or a 1. Therefore under
the assumed conditions where bits (2. 3)
UBS logic is greater or equal to the
contents of UP register the maximum value
of the two quantities is in U88, and its
number is binary 11 or decimal 4. Hence it
is seen how a com arison is first made to
determine which ardware contains the
maximum, and then a determination is
made as to the value of that maximum. By
similar analysis one may see how the value
of the UP register may be determined by
signals UMPBOIO and signals UMPBIIO
when the contents of UP register is greater
than the second and third bit of UBS logic.
Similarly the maximum value of UM
register 502 or UV register 503 may be
determined by signals UVGEM 10 and
UMGTVIO re ctively, when UV register
503 is greater an or equal to UM register
502. and conversely when UM register 502
is greater than UV register 503.

Refen‘ing now to Figures 9a—9i a legend
of symbols utilized in Figures 7 and 8 is
shown. Figure 9a shows the symbol when
there is a connection internally within the
logic board. Figure 9b illustrates an output
pin connection. Figure 9c indicates an
input pin connection and is generally a
source outside of the logic board
illustrated. Figure 9d is the symbol utilized
for an AND gate. P re 9e is the symbol
utilized for an ampl' ier; whereas Figure 9f
is the symbol utilized for an inverter. Figure
9g illustrates three AND gates Wig—903g

that are OR‘ed together thus causing

outgit 904g to go high when any one ofAN gates 901g——903g is high. Figure 9h
shows the symbol of a flipoflop having a 00
reset terminal and a 1'0 set terminal. A PDA

line supplies the clock pulse for causing the
flip-flop to switch states when other
conditions are present on the flip-flop.
Figure 9i represents a micro-operation
control signal.

In order to enforce the ring protection
scheme betWeen procedures executing in
different rings, the invention employs push-
down stacks for its procedure linkage
mechanism wherein a portion of each stack
called a stack frame is dynamically

allocated to each procedure. Different
stack segments are used for each ring with
one stack segment corresponding to one
ring. Thus when a procedure is executed in
ring RN its stack frame is located in the RN
stack segment. Referring to Figure lOthere
is shown three stack segments KIM—1003,
with each stack segment having stack
frames Sl—S3 respectively. Ring 3 is
assigned to stack segment l001. n'ng l
assigned to stack segment 1002 and ri 0 is
assigned to stack segment 1N3. lthin
each stack segment there is a procedure 11
associated with stack frame 51 of segment
lml. a procedure P2 associated with stack
frame 52 of stack segment 1002 and a
procedure P3 associated with stack frame
53 of stack segment 1003. The segmented
addresses (i.e. segment number and
segment relative address SEG. SRA) of the
first bytes of the stack segments for rings 0,
l and 2 respectively are located in stack
base words SBWO—SBWZ respectively
which are in turn located in prooess control
block 104. Since the ring 3 stack segment
can never be entered by an inward call (i.e.
from a rin higher than ring 3) its stack
starting rose is not needed. Each stack
frame 51, 82, $3 is divided into a working
area 1005, 1006. 1007 respectively: an
unused portion lmfl, 1W9. lOlO. which is
utilized for alignment purposes; a register
saving area IOII. 1012. and l0l3; and a
communication area 1014. 1015. and [016
respectively. The working area '5 utilized by
its procedure as needed and may contain
material uired by the process such as
local variab es, etc. The saving area of the
stack frame is utilized to save the contents
of various registers arch as the status
register, the T—register and the instruction
counter contents ICC. The
communications area stores information

which is needed to pass parameters
between procedures. Pnor to a call to a
given procedure the user saves those
registers he wishes saved and moreover
loads into the communication area the
parameters to be assed to the called
rocedure. When e call is made, the
ardware saves the contents of the

instruction counter and other specified
registers to facilitate a return from the
called procedure. Each procedure call
creates a stack frame within a stack

segment and subsequent rocedure calls
create additional frames. ence a stack is
created and consists of a number of

contiguous parts called stack frames which
are dynamically allocated to each
procedure. These stacks reside in stack
segments. Generally the first stack frame is
loaded into the beginning of the segment
and succeeding frames are loaded after it.
The last frame loaded is considered the top
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of the stack. A T—register 114 on Figure 1.
locates the top of the stack for the currently
active process. A procedure such as for
example Pl which is executing in ring 3 may
call a procedure P2 executing in ring 1
which in turn calls a procedure P3 which is
now executing in ring 0. As each procedure
is called it creates within its ring stack
segment a stack frame (i.e. defining the
environment for the procedure execution)
and the T-register 114 is loaded which gives
the address of the top of the stack for the
current active process. The procedure P1
(as previously assumed) may call procedure
P2 which in turn may call procedure P3 and
since these calls are from a higher ring
number to a lower ring number a ring
crossing entailing an inward call is required
and is accomplished in a manner to be
described infra. During each change of
procedure the necessary registers and
parameters are saved in order to facilitate a
return from the called procedure.

A procedure is always accessed through a
procedure descriptor 1110 by means of the
ENTER PROCEDURE INSTRUCTIONS.
The format of the ENTER PROCEDURE
INSTRUCl'lON 1100 is shown on Figure
11a. The operation code (OP) 1101
occupies bit positions 0 through 7. The
complementary code 1102 is a one bit code
and occupies bit osition 8 to 9; if the
complementary c e is set to logical l the
instruction is ENT. whereas if the
complementa code is 10 'cal 0 the
instruction is E SR and the use register
must be base registerO (BRO). The address

'llable AS 1104 occupies bit positions 12
t ru 31 and provides the address syllable
AS ofthe rocedure descri or 1110. When
an NTER P OCEDURE

lNSTRUCl‘lON requires a ring crosing a
gating procedure descriptor 1120 is
obligatorily accessed. This rs indicated by
the GS field 1302 of segment descriptor
1301 being set to logical 10. Generall the
GS field is set to 10 when one o the
ENTER PROCEDURE INSTRUCTIONS

,is utilized. As described in the application
No. 21630/76. Serial No. 1.465.344. the
segment descriptor is utilized to point to the
base of the segment desired. in this instance
the segment 1300 containing gate
procedure descriptors GPD 1120. The first
word of the segment 1300 containing the
gating procedure descriptors (GPD's) is
formatted as shown in Figure 11c. The
TAG 1121 occupies bit positions 0 and l
and must indicate a fault descriptor i.e. the
TAG field must be set to logical 11. The
Caller‘s Maximum Ring Number CMRN
1122 occu ies bit positions 2 and 3. and
indicates t e maximum ring from which a
calling procedure through the gated
procedure descriptor GPD is. legal. A call

violation exception is generated if the
caller‘s ring number is greater than CMRN
1122. The gated rocedure descriptor
address boundary PDAB 1124 occupies
bit positions 10 through 31 and it must be

renter than the segment relative addressRA (i.e. the GPDs dis lacement in the
se ent of procedure descriptors 1300),
ot erwise an illegal GPD access exception
occurs. Thus a gating procedure descriptor
GPD is utilized as the first word of the
segment containing procedure descriptors
and is utilized to determine whether the

caller has a right to access the segment via
the caller's maximum ring number CMRN
and whether or not the procedure
descri tor called is within the gating
proce ure descriptor‘s address boundary.
Once it is determined that there is a legal
call to the segment and the caller has a right
to enter the segment the address is obtained
from the address s liable AS 1104 of enter
instruction “0 and the re uired
procedure descriptor 1110 (see also Igure
13) is accessed. The format of procedure
descriptor 1110 is shown on Figure 11b and
is comprised of two 32 bit words—word 0
and l r 'vely. Word 0 contains the
segmented address 1113 of the entry point
B? of the procedure desired. The
segmented address. as is the case with the
segmented address of any operand, is
comprised ofthe segment number SEG and
the segment relative address SRA. Word 0
of the procedure descriptor includes an
ent point ring number EPRN 1112 and a
TA field 111]. The value of the TAG is
interpreted as follows:

a. if the TAG contains logical 00 the
procedure descriptor is direct:

b. if the TAG IS logical 01 the procedure
descriptor is an extended descri tor and
includes word 1 making a to of two
words;

c. if the TAG is logical 10 the procedure
descriptor is indirect and an illegal
procedure descriptor exception occurs; and

d. if the TAG is logical 11 it is a fault
procedure descriptor and an exceptionoccurs.

Word 1 of the procedure descriptor is 32
bits long and is utilized when the TAG
indicates an extended descri tor and

contains the segmented address 0 a linkage
section whose contents are loaded in base
rc ister BR 7 at procedure entry time.

eferring to Figure 12 a portion of the
ENT instruction is shown and more

specifically that portion which pertains tot e ring crossing and ring checking
requirements. The ENT instruction is
called, 1201 and a comparison is made 1202
wherein the segmented part of the base
register BRn is compared to the segmented
part of the address of the T register. and if
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they are not equal an illegal stack base
register 1208 is indicated. if on the other
hand they are equal another comparison
1203 is made wherein the 30th bit including
the next two bits (Le. bits 30 and 31) of base
register, BRn is compared to 0 and if it is
not e ual to 0. then once again an illegal
stack ase register 1208 is indicated. if it is

eqRual to 0 it indicates that the contents ofB n is aligned with respect to the word
boundary and another comparison 1204 is
performed to determine that the TAG of
BRn (i.e. the two bits starting from bit 0) is
equal to 0. A TAG having a logical 0
indicates information is accessed via a
direct descriptor which is one of the
requirements of the ENT instruction. If the

TAG (i.e. bits 0 and I of BRna is equal toOthen the functions stated in ow charts of
Figures 14 through 16 are performed (see
flow chart Figure [2 block 1205). If these
meet the necessary requirements a further
check 1206 is made to determine whether
the segment relative address of the entry
point which was given (SRAQ) is evenI
because instructions start on a half-word

boundary. if it is not even then an illegal
branch address exception is eneratcd 1209
however if it is legal the instruction is
executed 1207 via further steps not shown.

Referring now to the flow charts of the
access checking mechanism Figures
14—!6, generally the following Operations
are performed each time the instruction
ENTER PROCEDURE is issued;

a. the caller’s right to call the callee is
checked by first determining from the
second word of the segment descriptor the
call bracket in which the caller is executing.
(The call bracket is determined by taking
the minimum ring number from the write
ring number field WR and the maximum
ring number from the maximum ring
number lield MAXR).

b. a decision is made about the next
process ring number by determinin
whether the caller is in the same ca

bracket as the callee, which implies don't
do anything; whether the caller ts in a call
bracket requiring that he make an outward
call in which case an exception condition is
generated which is handled by a mechanism
not described herein; or finally whether the
caller is in a call bracket which requires an
inward call (i.e. going to a call bracket
which requires ring crossing from a
larger ring number to a smaller
ring number in which case the
ring crossing must be at a valid entry
point EP and the entry point must be
validated).

c. a stack frame is created for the callee
(Le. space in the aforementioned format of
the appropriate segment is allocated), and

the stack frame and the stack frame

registers are updated;
d. a branch to the entry point of the

procedure pointed to by the procedure
descriptor Ls performed.

Referring now to Figure 14 the access
checking is. started 1401 by obtaining the
address syllable AS containing the effective
address ring number EAR. the segment
number of the procedure descriptor $56,”.
and the segment relative address of the
procedure descriptor SKA”. Having
developed this information the procedure
descriptor [[10 is fetched 1403 from
(SEG , SRAm) ignoring access rights to
scratc pad memory. The procedure
descriptor 1110 will yield the TAG which
determines whether the descriptor is direct.
extended. indirect. or a fault descriptor; the
entry point ring number EPRN; the
segment (SRAE) which contains the entry
point and the segment relative address
(SRA ) of the entry point. The TAG is
teste 1404 to determine whether the

descriptor [no is direct. extended, indirect
or a fault descriptor by checking its field in
accordance to the code hereinbcfore

described. Only a direct or extended

procedure descriptor is legal. An indirect orunit descriptor IS illegal and upon accss
invokes an exception mechanism not herein
described. Once it is determined that a legal
procedure descriptor has been accessed the

3:0?! call right checking begrns‘ at point Al .

Referring now to Figure 15 and
continuing from point A I405 the maximum
ring number MAXR. the write ring number
WK and the execute pcrmision bit E? of

the segment oontaininlgusthe entry pointsSE05, are fetched; ' information is
contained in the segment descriptor for the
segment containing the entry points
(SE09). The write ring number WR is
compared to the maximum ring number
MAXR 1503 and if the write ring number
WR is greater than the maximum ring
number MAXR the segment is
nonexecutable and an execute violation

exce tion 1513 occurs. If the write ring
number WR is les than or equal to the
maximum ring number MAXK then the
execute permission bit EP is com ed to
logical l and if the EP bit is not ogjcal 1
then once again an execute violation.
exception lSI3 occurs; however if the EP
bit is equal to one the effective address ring
number EAR of the calling procedure is
maximized with EPRN to give a new
EAR,.—-—lMAX (EAR, EPRNN where
EAR. is the maximum of PRN as found in
the instruction counter IQ and all ring
numbers in base registers and data
descriptors. if any. found in the path which
leads to the procedure descriptor. The
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effective address ring number EAR, is then
compared 1506 to the maximum ring
number MAXR of the MAXR segment
descriptor of SEG” which is the maximum
ring number at which a procedure may
execute. If EA R, is greater than MAXR the
procedure call is an inward call which

requires that the procedure be entered by a
valid entry point and the access checking
operation branch to point B 1507. The
following checking operations are then
performed:

a. the SEGE, is checked to determine if
it is a legal gate sement; and.

b. the caller's maximum ring number
CMRN is checked to determine if it is
greater than or equal to the effective
address ring number EAR of the caller.

If these conditions are not true then an

ill :11 gate segment exception 1603 or call
vio tion exception 1615 occurs.

Referring now to branch int 8 1507 of
Figure 16 the first check 1 2 that is made
is to determine whether or not the

segment which contains the procedure
descriptors is a gate segment. This is done
by examining the Gating/Semaphore field
GS of the segment descriptor pointing to
the seguent of procedure desc ' tors, to
determine if it is set to lo "cal 10. fthe GS

field of the segment escriptor of the
segment containing procedure descriptors
issetto lOitisthenagatesegmentandthe
first word of the segment containing
procedure descriptors is a gated are
descriptor GPD 1120 of Figure 11C and
Figure 13. The first word 1120 of the
segment containing procedure descriptors
is then fetched from address SEGm. 0
ignoring access rights to scratch ad
memory. It will be noted that the TAG reld
of the first word 1120 of the ent

containing procedure descriptor EG
1300 must be a logical 11 (Figure 13) whicph
indicates it is a fault descriptor. Moreover
the M32 field must be set to zero. These

conditions are checked by
hardware/firmware (arithmetic logic unit)
stop 1605 and if these conditions do not
hold an illegal gate segment exception 1603
results. However if these conditions do hold
a check 1606 is further made to determine

that the segment relative address of the
procedure descriptor SKA", 1110 is a
multiple of 8. 1f the condition of step 1606
does not hold an illegal system object
address exception 1613 results otherwise
the next ste 1607 is performed. Step 1607
checks to etermine whether or not the

segment relative address of the procedure
descriptor SRA“, is within the address
boundary GPDAB 1124 of the gated
procedure descriptor 1120; if it is not within
that address boundary it is an illegal
procedure descriptor and an illegal GPD

Petitioner Apple Inc. - Exhibit 1002, p. 3327

gated procedure descriptor access
exception 1614 occurs. However if it is
within the addres boundary of the gated
procedure descriptor (i.e. S is less
than GPDAB) then the caller's rig t to call
the callee is checked 1608. This is
performed by comparing the effective
addrss ring number EA to the caller's
maximum ring number MRN 1122 as
found in the first word 1120 of the segment
of procedure descriptors 1300. If EAR, is
greater than the caller‘s CMRN a call
violation exception 1615 occurs which
indicates that the caller in this particular
instance has no right to legally call inward
i.e. from a higher ring number to a lower
ring number. 0n the other hand if EAR, is
equal or less than CM RN. then the inward
call is legal and a check is made 1609 to
determine that the process ring number
PRN which is the current process ring
number found in the instruction counter 1C
just before the call was made is less than the
maximum ring number MAXR of $562,;
and if it is the accessing mechanism
branches to point C 1508. otherwise a new
pm ring number NPRN is calculated
and set to a maximum ring number MAXR
1611. Generally the effective address ring
number EAR1 is the same as the process
ring number PRN of the caller. Sometimes
however, in cases where it is necessary to
give maximum assurance that the caller will
not be denied access to a given segment the
EAR, is greater than the PRN. In those
cases 1 RN is forced to lake the value of
EAR, in order to make sure that the call is
returned to the maximum ring number
uponanexit'l'othispointitwillbenoted
that this checking mechanism was invoked

70
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because the EAR, was greater than the ~
MAXR hence greater than the top of the
call bracket of the procedure and hence an
inward call was necessary Which
necessitated going through a valid gate. and
the mechanism included these gating
checks. By branchin back to C 1508
(Figure 15) a further c eclr 1509 is made to
determine then that the process ring
number PRN is greater than the write ring
number WR of SEGn, which in this context
is the minimum ring number at which a
procedure may execute. If the write ring
number WR is greater than the rocess ring
number PRN an outward cal exception
1514 occurs. However if WR is less than or
equal to PRN the call is legal and NPRN is
set to PRN 1510.

Having made the above checks the
inward call is made, and after performance
of the desired operation a return back to
the original point of the program in
execution is made by the EXIT
lNSTRUCTION. During the ENTER
INSTRUCI'ION the instruction counter IC
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was saved in the saving area of the caller's
stack frame before making the call.
Moreover the caller’s ring number was also
saved during the ENTER INSTRUCTION
and this was savedin base register 0 BRO.

The format of the EXIT INSTRUCTION

1130 is shown on Figure 11D. The
operation code OP 1131 is found in bit
positions 0—7 and the complementary code
C 1133 is found in hit positions 12—15. The
complementary code allows other
instructions to use the same 8 bit op code.
The MBZ field 1132 in hit positions 8—11
must be 0 otherwise an illegal format field
exception occurs. (B R0 is generally a
pointer to the communications area of the
caller’s stack frame).

. In performing the EXIT INSTRUCTION
it is necessary to perform predetermined
checks in order to ascertain that the caller
didn't change his image which would
permit him to 0 rate a a different rivilege
than was inten ed. Referring to igure 17
the first check erformed 1701 is to
determine if the AG of the instruction
counter content (ICC) indicates a direct
descriptor. A logical (I) in the TAG field
indicates that it is direct if it is not an illegal
stack data exception 1702 occurs. whereas
ifitisequaltoOtheringficldinthe
Instruction counter content ICC is set to
the new process ring number NPRN 1703.
This sets the new process ' number
NPRN to what it used to be when the call
was first made. However further checks are
made in order to ascertain that there was no

further cheating. Hence the base register 0
mg number located at hit podtion 2 and
extending for 2 bit positions from and
including bit position 2'must be ual to the
new rocess rin number NPR 1704. (It
will recall that when the ENTER
INSTRUCTION was called the ring
number of the caller before the call was
made was stored in bits 2 and 3 of base
register 0 (BRO). If check 1704 indicates that
the new process ring number NPRN is not

equal to the ring number in hit positions 2
and 3 of the base register 0 (BRO) an illegal
stack data exception 1702 occurs. The next
check 1705 determines whether an inward

or an outward return must be performed.
Since an inward call was previously
performed an outward return is implied in
order to reach the original pomt from
which the procedure was called. Moreover
since the invention does not permit an
outward call there is never a necessity to
return inward. Hence the new process ring
number NPRN is compared to the process
ring number PRN 1705, and if NPRN is less
than PRN an inward return is implied and
an inward return exce tion 1706 is

generated. However if chec 1705 is passed
successfully (i.e. NPRN is greater or equal
to PRN) then acheck is made to determine
that a return is made to the segmented
address SEGr that called the procedure and
a return to the call bracket of the calling
procedure is made and moreover that the
execute bit EP is set. This is performed by
fetchi the segment descriptor SEfir‘of

the (314$ procedure 1707 and mahngchecks 1 09, 1711. 1712. In rfornr' ~

checks 1709. 1711, 1712. cheefelm 2:115
1711 determine that the new ocess ring
number NPRN is eater than e minimum

ring number R but less than the
maximum ring number MAXR (1e. that the
ri numberisintheenllbracketofthe

cal ' procedure where it should be).
finally check 1712 makes sure that the
execute permission bit EP is set to 1. Thin a
full cycle is concluded a call was performed
via an ENTER INSTRUCTION; the

required operation or processing was
performed we. the called procedure; then a
return via an EXIT INSTRUCTION to the

calling procedure was performed.
Having shown and described the

preferred embodiment of the invention.
those skilled in the art will realize that many
variations of modifications can be made to
produce the described invention and still be
within the scope of the claimed invention.

Glossary of Terms
JOB—The job is the major unit of work for the batch user. It is the vehicle for

describing, scheduling. and accounting for work he wants done.
JOB STEP—A smaller unit of batch work. It is general] one step in the execution

of a job consisting of processing that logical y belon together.
TASK—The smallest unit of user-defined work. No user-visib e concurrency of

o ration is permitted within a task.

PROGRA —~A set of algorithms written by a programmer to furnish the
procedural information necessary to do a Job or a part of a job.

PROCESS GROUP PLEX—J‘he system's internal representation of a specific
execution of a job.

PROCESS GROUP—A related set of processes, usually those necessary for
erforrnance of a single job are

PROC S—The controlled execution F'instructions without concurrency. Its
physical representation and control are determined by internal system
design or convention.
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Glossary of Terms (cont)

PROCEDURE—A named software function or algorithm which is executable by
a computational processor without concurrency. Its physical
representation (code plus associated information, invocation, and use

5 are determined by internal system or designed convention).LOGICAL PROCESS—The collection of hardware resources and control
information 11 for the execution of a recess.

ADDRESS SPACE (SE.EGM ATlON)—The set of ogrcal addresses that the
CPU is permitted to transform into absolute addresses

[0 particular process. Alth a processor has the technical ability oaf
addressin every single cc of timing memory, it is desirable to resi'rict
accem on y to those cells that are used during the process associated with
the processor.

LOGICAL ADDRESS—An element of the ocess address space such as for
[5 exam le segment number 856 and gisplacement D.

BASIC ADD ESS DEVELOPMENT—A hardWare procedure which operates
on a number of address elements tocompute13an absolute address which
is used to refer to a b locationin core.

PROCESS CONTROL BLOC —A process control block PCB. is associated
20 with each process. and contains pertinent information abouttts'

associated rocess. including the absolute address of tables defining the
segment t les the process may accem.

J. P. TABLES—A collection of logrcal addresses for locating a process control
block associated with a process.

 

75 SEG“,~The segment which contains the procedure descriptor.

SEGg—Ehe segment which contains the entry point. as foundin the procedureescriptor.
PRN—The process number, found111 the instruction counter IC just before

the call. orc culated by the ENTSR instruction.3o EAR—The effective addrm ringynumber which is the maximum of:
(a) the processrrngringnumber PRN as foundin the IC: or

§b) all rmg numbers in the base register and data descriptors (if any)ound1n the path which leads to the procedure descrrfitfirfrom the callinstruction, including the entry point ring number EP located in the
35 procedure descriptor itself.

MAXR—The maximum ring number at which a rocedure may execute; MAXR
is foundin the segment descriptor of

WR——Th_e minimum 1ing number at which a procedure may execute; WR'rs found
in the segment descriptor of SEC...

40 EP—Execution permit bit found'1n the tdescriptor of SE6,
CMRN-Jl‘he caller’s maximum n’ng num ,as found1n the first word of the

segment SEG“, if this segment is identified as a gate segment (Le. with

the code “gate" set).
NPRN—New process ring number.

45 EPRN—Entry point ring number (foundin the process procedure descriptor)

Addendum

Signal Name Type Function
(1) WSCLR Control Clears register to which it is connected.
(2) PDARG Control Clock Signal PDA.

50 (3) PDURGIT Connecting Pin connected to FDA at one end and
_ resistor at the other.

(4) UWOBK Connectmg Expands inputs to UW register.
(5) UWHOL Control Holds informationin register to which it is

, connected.

55 (6) UWlBK Control Same as UWOBK but is connected to
different input terminal of UW register.

(7) UWOOtDO Resa, tenninsl of one flip~flop of registerU .

(8) UWOOOIO Set terminal of flip-flop of register UW.
60 (9) UWOOIOO Same as 7+8 but different flip-flop.

UWOOIIO

(10) UVSPS Control Spare Control Input.
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Addendum (conL)

Signal Name Type Function

(1 1) UVSPD Data Spare Data Input. _
(12) UVOBK Expander Same as UWOBK and UWIBK, but It

5 connects different registers andVgares.
(13) UV00000 Same as uwooooo. uwoooro, u ooroo.

UVOOOIO UWOOI l0, but applies to flip-flop UV.
UVOOIOD
UVOOIIO

IO (M) UWVIS Control Control input for UWVIF.
(15) UWVID Data Data input for UWVlF.
(16) UW'VZF F/F Write control flip-{lo .
(17) UWV|S Control Control unit for UW IF. UWVZF.

UWVZS

IS (18) UWVlD Data Data Wfor UWVIF.(l9) UWVlH Control Hold IF flip-flop.
(20) UWVIC Control Clear UWVlF.
(2|) UWV2C Control Clear UWVZF.
()2) URNlS Control Control inputs for URNIF. URNZF.

20 , URNZS '

(23) URNrD Data Data Input for URNrF.

(24) URNSW Control nggfirlgRNlFto URNIF and URNZF to
(25) URNZF F/F Control loading max (UP. UBSZ. 3 to UM).

25 (26 URNIH Control Hold URNIF flip-flop.
(27 URNZC Control Clear URNZF.
(28 URWlS Control Control inputs for URVIF, URVIF.

URWZS

(29) URWlD Data Data Input for URVlF.
30 (3°) URVZF F/F Read control flop.

(3i) XNU Indicates terminal not used herein.
(32) XOO Grounded Input.

WHAT WE CLAIM IS:— one of said segments, and said access
1. An internally rogrammed data information element for specifying the 65

35 processing apparatus PU having a virtual minimum level of privilege required for a
memory system, and being responsive to predetermined type of access that is
internally stored instruction words for permitted in a selected one of said

processing information and having stored in segments;said virtual memory system a plurality of b) a plurality of second means having a 70
40 different types of groups of information predetermined format, communicating

each information group-type associated with said first means. arranged to store in a
with an address space bounded by a predetermined portion of said second
segment having adjustable bounds, and means. a segment HUMbCI’ 5130 for
comprising means for protecting the identifyingnsegment table and the location

45 information in said-virtual memory system of a segment descriptor wrthrn said segment
from unauthorized users by restricting table. said second means also being
accessability to the information in arranged to stone in a predetermined other
accordance to levels of privilege, said portion of said second means, an Offset
means com rising in combination with an address Within the segment identified by so

50 access chee ing mechanism; said segment descriptor said offset address

(a) first means arranged in operation to ‘locatinf from said segment base the firststore in said virtual memo system at least byte 0 a word within said segment;
one segment table comprisrng a lurality of (0) third means responsive to an address
segment descriptors with eacii se ent syllable element of an instruction being 35

55 descriptor being associated With a executed for addressing one of said
predetermined one of said segments and plurality of second means;
each segment descriptor having a (d) fourth means arranged to store a
predetermined format containing an access displacement from said address syllable‘
information element and a base address (c) fifth means. communicating With 881d 90

50 element in predetermined positions of said first. second. third and fourth means.
formal. said base address element being
used for locating in said virtual memory
system the starting location of a selected

arranged to add the displacement D and
said base address to said offset; and,

(f) sixth means responsrve to said access
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information element in a selected one of
said segment descriptors. restrictin the
accessability to the segment associ with
said selected one of said segment
descriptors in accordance to the level of
privrlege and the type of access specified in
said access information element, wherein
each group-type of information is
associated with a predetermined ring
number indicative of a level of privile e
said level of privilege decreasing as t e
associated ring number increases
comprising means for determining the
maximum effective address ring number
EAR (i.e. minimum level of privilege) of a
selected process to acceSS a selected group
of information, said means comprising; _

(a) first means to store first information
indicating the maximum ring number RD
(i.e. minimum level of privilege) required to
read information from said selected group;

(b) second means to store second
information indicating the maximum ring
number WR (i.e. minimum level of
privilege) uired to write information into
said select group;

(c) third means to store third
information indicating the maximum ring
number MAXR (i.e. minimum level of
privilege) required to process information
from said selected group; and.

(d) fourth means communicating with
said first. second and third means. to
determine the maximum of the contents of
said first. second and third means whereby
the effective address ring number EAR is
generated.

2. Apparatus according to claim I,
wherein said second means for daring the
maximum ring number WR additionall
indicates the minimum ring number W
(i.e. maximum level of privilege) uired
to process information from said so ected
group.

3. A paratus according to claim 1 or
claim wherein said fourth means to

generate the eh'ective address ring number
comprises a comparator for comparing
binary numbers.

4. Apparatus according to any one of
claims I to 3 wherein the sixth means

restricting the accessibility to the segment
includes comparator means,
communicating with said second means, to
compare the effective address ring number
EAR with the write ring number WR, and
further including means communicating
with said comparator means to generate a

write-violation-exce‘ption signal when EARis rcarer than W .

. Apparatus according to claim 4,
wherein the sixth means restricting the
accessibility to the segment includes seventh
means, communicating with said second
and third means thereof to_compare the

maximum ring number MAXR and the
write ring number WR with the effective
address ring number EAlL and further
includin eighth means, communicating
with sai seventh means for generating an
execute-violationcxception signal when the
MAXR is not equal or greater than EAR
which in turn is not equal or greater than
WK.

6. Apparatus according to claim 5,
wherein tn that the sixth means restricting
the accessibility to the segment includes
ninth means. communicating with said fust
means, for corn aring the effective address
ring number AR with the read ring
number RD, and further including
tenth means. communicating with said
ninth means. to generate a read-violation-

:rsption signal when EAR is greater than
7. Apparatus according to claim 6.

wherein in that the sixth means restricting
the accessibility to the segment includes
eleventh means to store a rocess ring
number PRN of a curren executing
process. and also including twelfth means
to communicate with said eleventh means,
and further including thirteenth means
communicating said said twelfth means for
overriding sard read-violation-exception
signal when the effective address ring
number EAR is equal to the proces ring
number PRN of the currently executing

8. Apparatus according to any one of the
preceding claims wherein the access
checking mechanism supervises transfer of
control of said CPU from a first selected
procedure (i.e. caller) having a first ring
number indicative of a minimum level of
privilege emaciated with said caller, to a
second selected procedure (i.e. the callee)
having a second ring number associated
with said callee indicative of a minimum
level of privilege associated with said
callee, said access checking mechanism
comprising

(a) first means for checking the caller's
right to call the callee:

(b) second means, communicating with

said first means, to compare the caller's
ring number to the callee 5 ring number;

(c) third means responsive to said second
means to permit a transfer of control of said
CPU from said caller to said callee when

the ring number of the caller is greater than

the! ring number of callee (i.e. inward call);an .

(d) fourth means also responsive
to said second means to deny a
transfer of control of said CPU
from said caller to said callee when

the ring number of said caller is less than
the ring number of the caller: (i.e. outward
call).
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9. Apparatus according to claim 8,
wherein the access checking mechanism

includes a plurality of ring stack-segmentmeans eac of said ring stackvsegment
means having associated with it a ring
stack-segment number. indicative of the
minimum level of privilege required by a
selected one of said procedures to access a
selected one of said ring stack segments.

l0. Apparatus according to claim 9
wherein there are four ring stack segment
means having ring numbers 0 to 3
respectively.

ll. Apparatus according to claim 9 or
claim IO wherein the access checking
mechanism includes stack-frame-element
means associated with selected ones of said
procedures, said stack-frame-element
means being grouped within said ring stack-
scgment means in accordance with the ring
number of the associated procedure of said .

stack-frame-elemenl means, said stack
frame element means to save said register
of said caller prior to passing control to said
callee.

12. Apparatus according to claim ll,
wherein the access checking mechanism
includes first sub-element means,
responsive to said first. second, third and
fourth means. for communicating between
a selected one of said stack-frame-means in

a first ring flack-segment bein associated
with one ring number. and ase ected other
of said stack-frame-means in a second ring
stack-segment associated with another ringnumber.

BARON & WARREN,
l6. Kensington S uare,

London, W8 5 L.
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